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ABSTRACT

The thesis on “Educational and Employment status of the scheduled tribes population in Malda
district, West Bengal” is an effort for the detailed analysis of the block level spatial distribution
of different levels of education and employment status of the scheduled tribe population in the
Malda district from 2012-2016.
The present study is divided into seven chapters. The first chapter is aimed to discuss the
introductory part of the research. The second chapter briefly traces the physical, cultural, and
socio-economic conditions of the study area. The third chapter is the study of levels of
education. Chapter forth is the factors controlling the education of the tribal people in the Malda
district. Chapter five of the thesis is social parameters associated with the employment of the
tribal people in the Malda district. Chapter six of the thesis highlights the comparison of the
educational and employment profile of the study area. The seventh chapter of the thesis is a
summary of conclusions and recommendations to improve education and employment
opportunities in the tribal people of the Malda district. Chapter three, five and six are the core
chapters of this study.
Most tribal people in the Malda district are very backward than non-tribal people from social,
political, economic and cultural perspectives. Especially they are very backward in education
and employment. Therefore, an attempt has been made in this investigation to bring out the
picture of the educational and employment status of the tribal people in Malda district in detail.
Education is one of the main aspects of human resources development. It is considered an
important and powerful instrument of economic development and social transformation. Socioeconomic development in any society depends upon the educational facilities it provides
(Hussain & Bhat 2010). Education is a crucial social factor that plays a pivotal role in the
initiation of the process of social, economic and cultural advancement by opening avenues of
employment and job opportunity. Education leads to the overall development of an individual
and it influences the development of a whole society. Therefore, education is one of the key
factors behind the socio-economic and cultural development of a country or community
(Chowdhury 2010).
Tribal communities of Malda district are commonly referred to as Adivasi and are recognized
as ‘Scheduled Tribes' under the constitution of India. Scheduled Tribes are characterized by a
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low level of education and economic backwardness (Sahu 2014). Many people of the
Scheduled Tribes community are still deprived of education, as well as their economic
infrastructure (Seth Kumar 2006). Most of the tribal people of the Malda district are engaged
in primary and secondary economic activities. As a result, the economic condition of the tribes
of the Malda district did not improve also. The Constitution of India has provided many
safeguards for the welfare and development of the tribes. According to Article No. 46 provides
special care to the promotion of education and economic interests of the scheduled caste,
scheduled tribes and the weaker sections of society (Sindhu 2014). The nature of economic
activities (primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary) is a very important indicator for the
assessment of the economic status of the population.
Under this backdrop, the present researcher seeks to undertake a detailed investigation related
to the educational development vis-à-vis employment status of the tribal population in the
Malda district, West Bengal.
The first chapter is aimed to discuss the introductory part of the research. In the Malda district,
there were 3988845 persons scheduled tribes as per the 2011 census of India constituting 7.87%
of the total population. It has been found that 40.01% of the total tribal population in this district
was literate. The district education report for enrolment with the percentage for the years 201112, 2012-13, and 2013-14 placed in the thesis Page no. 2 (Table 1.1a, 1.1b & 1.1c) which shows
a very low rate of enrolment in lower primary, upper primary, secondary, higher secondary and
higher education level in comparison to other caste category or non-tribal people.
Related literature studies as well as few reconnaissance surveys done by the researcher,
revealed that there are several factors responsible for determining the educational status of
tribal communities in the Malda district.
1. Socio-economic problems,
2. Lack of academic and administrative facilities and
3. Traditional indifference of tribal community towards education.
According to the census of India 2011, the Employed and Non-employed scheduled tribe
population in the Malda district are 85368 persons (27.18 percent) and 228616 persons (72.82
percent) respectively, placed in the thesis Page no. 3 (Table 1.2). This basic information
indicates that the employed tribal population is not up to the mark since it is considerably below
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50% of the total population. Therefore, the Tribal people of the Malda district faced different
problems in education and employment.
All these associated with tribal education and employment give ample scope to study the
educational and employment status of the tribes in the Malda district.
The study area
The district of Malda is one of the twenty-three districts of West Bengal. It is the situation
between 24o 40’ 20” N to 25o 32’ 08 N” latitude and 87o 45’ 50” E to 88o 28’ 10” E longitude.
English Bazaar situated at the centre of the district is the chief town and administrative
headquarters. According to the census of India 2011, the total area of the Malda district is
3733 square km and the total population of the district is 3988845 persons. The population
density of the district 1069 persons/per square km. There are Scheduled tribe population in
the district are 313984 persons which are 7.87% of the total population of the district. In the
Malda District are 15 CD blocks.
Objectives of the study
The present study has been conducted with the following objectives.
1. To identify the factors that play role in the education of tribes in the study area.
2. To identify the social parameters associated with the employment of the tribal
people in the Malda district.
3. To compare the educational and employment profile of the ST population of the
study area.
4. To propose some measures to improve education in the tribal people of Malda
district.
5. To propose some measures to augment employment opportunity in the tribal people
of Malda district.
Hypothesis
1. There are significant external and internal factors to influence the education of tribal
communities in the Malda district.
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2. Employment of the tribal people in the Malda district is associated with some social
parameters.
3. Education has significant relationship with the employment opportunity of the tribal
communities of Malda.
Materials and Methods
The present work is based on the collection, processing, analysis and presentation of both
primary and secondary data.
Primary Sources
The work is based on field investigation. Primary data has been collected by using a Stratified
quota sampling method through a household survey (4 percent). The primary data has been
collected from the field by interacting with tribal people regarding employment problems
through the Questionnaire and interview method.
According to the Census of India 2011, there are 1613 villages in 15 CD blocks of the Malda
district. Only 65 villages have been selected for field surveys out of which 1613 villages in
Malda district. There is a total of 29575 households out of 65 villages in Malda district and out
of which 1183 households are selected for field surveys in rural areas.
Again, there are 43 wards in the 2 municipalities of the Malda district. There are total 5245
households in the 2 wards of Malda district and out of which 210 households are selected for
field surveys in urban areas. In the year 2012-16, there has been a total of 1393 household
surveys from both rural and urban areas of the Malda district.
Secondary Sources
The Secondary data has been collected from a census of India 2011, Above Poverty Line (APL)
& Below Poverty Line (BPL) data collect from Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojana (RSBY) of
Malda district (2012), Statistical Handbook of Malda 2016, Sarva Shiksha Mission (SSM) in
Malda (2012-16), District Information System for Education (DISE), All India Survey on
Higher Education (AISHE) and Gour Banga University (GBU) in Malda district (2012-16).
Both primary and secondary data have been processed, analysed and results derived in
Percentage (individual male, female and total) have been used to determine different class
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groups based on the Mean and Standard Deviation (SD) methods (Mandal & Bhattacharya
2019). The quantified data has been presented through suitable Bar, Pie and Line diagrams and
the block-wise distribution of scheduled tribe population for education and employment ST
population (in %) of the study area have been presented through thematic maps based on GIS
platform.
The distribution of ST different levels of education and employment by blocks arranged into
three categories of high, medium and low has been worked out by calculating mean (Average)
and Standard Deviation (SD) of that variable. The medium levels include all CD blocks of
Malda district which are values between mean (average) and add plus & minus (±) half standard
deviation (Siddiqui & Naseer 2004). Above the medium level is high and below the medium
level is low, Page no. 15 – 16 in the thesis.
The second chapter briefly traces the physical, cultural, and socio-economic conditions of the
study area. Malda district is famous in West Bengal and India. Because in the medieval period
the capital of Bengal was Pandua and Gaur (Lambourn 1819). Not only that, presently pandua
and gaur in the Malda district are an important historical tourism centre. Malda district is
famous for the mango fruits in India. Also, the Kaliachak region of the Malda district is famous
for the cultivation of silk (sericulture). The day of independence of India is 15th August 1947.
But the Independence Day of Malda district is 17th August 1947 (Mondal 2016). Because the
Malda district was under East Pakistan (Bangladesh) from 15th August 1947 to 17th August
1947 (Gosh 2004). Malda district is an important district in West Bengal. Because Malda
district is called the gateway of North Bengal. The Physical, cultural and socio-economic
conditions of the Malda district are very diverse.
The third chapter is the study of different levels of education. This part of the chapter discusses
the variations in the educational levels of the ST population by blocks of the study area. In
order to explore the real situation of the educational status of the tribal communities of the
Malda district, a study has been carried out on the basis of secondary data on different education
levels of the tribal communities starting from pre-primary to higher education.
From the pre-primary education level to the higher education level, according to the percentage
of education rate, it is show in sequence that 1st position primary education level (35.50
percent), 2nd secondary (20.35 percent), 3rd pre-primary (18.40 percent), 4th upper primary
(14.72 percent), 5th higher secondary (6.53 percent), 6th undergraduate (3.59 percent), 7th
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professional & technical (1.59 percent) and 8th postgraduate (1.22 percent) education level has
occupied.
All Primary (pre-primary, primary & upper primary) education levels of female students are
higher in education rate than male students in most of the blocks. This may be due to the male
students are engaged in the agricultural and non-agricultural field for family income purpose
as compared to female students. This means that the male students are engaged in the
agricultural and non-agricultural fields for family income purposes before completing their
primary education but female students continue their education until their marriage.
After the secondary education (20.35 percent) level, the rate of education suddenly decreased
at higher secondary level (6.53 percent). Because after passing the secondary examination, a
large number of tribal students leave their studies. The main reason for this is financial
problems, for the lack of money, most tribal students stop studying and go to work in the
outside state. There is also a lack of higher educational institutions near the indigenous region
and a lack of awareness about higher education etc.
Secondary, Higher secondary and all Higher education (UG, PG and Professional & Technical)
levels of male students are higher in education rate than female students in most of the blocks
but some of the blocks female students are higher in education rate than male students in Malda
district.
From all secondary to higher education levels of male students are higher in education rates
than female students in most of the blocks of the study area. This may be due to the female
students are the marriage before their completing of secondary and higher education but male
students continue their education until their marriage in parallel and also engaged in the works
like tuition, agricultural and non-agricultural fields and spend their own earning on their
education.
The ST female students of postgraduate education level are not observed in HarishchandrapurI, Harishchandrapur-II, Chanchal-II, Ratua-II, Habibpur, Bamongola, and Kaliachak-III blocks
of the study area. The main reasons are that the lack of awareness about higher education, child
marriage, lack of women higher educational institutions, confined in family life, conservatism
and prejudice and lack of social security for women, etc.
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The rate of professional and technical (1.59 percent) education is higher than the rate of
postgraduate (1.22 percent) education. The main reason is that most tribal students take
professional and technical education after passing the examinations at undergraduate and
postgraduate educational levels.
All Primary (pre-primary, primary & upper primary) education levels of rural areas are higher
education rates than urban areas but secondary, higher secondary and higher education levels
of urban areas are higher education rates than rural areas of Malda district.
But the tribal education rates in secondary, higher secondary and higher education levels of
urban areas are higher compared to rural areas of Malda district. The main reasons are the
establishment of different types of higher educational institutions in urban areas, awareness
about higher education, late marriage, improvement communication system and free from
social conservatism and freedom.
There is a significant difference in all higher education levels between rural and urban areas. It
will be worth mentioning in this context that tribal people live maximum number in rural (86.42
percent) areas, but low level of higher in education rates (UG 3.07 percent, PG 0.99 percent
and P&T 1.52 percent) are found in the same areas as compared to urban (UG 7.51 percent,
PG 3.02 percent and P&T 2.08 percent) areas where tribal people live in minimum (13.58
percent) number. It means that the maximum number of tribal people live in rural areas but
low-level in education rates in the same areas. On the other hand, the minimum number of
tribal people live in urban areas but high-level in education rates in the same areas.
From Pre-primary to Upper primary education levels of female students are higher in education
rate than male students in most of the blocks but Secondary, Higher secondary and all higher
education levels of male students are higher in education rate than female students in most of
the blocks of the study area.
Among the indigenous communities of Malda district, the main reasons for decreasing the rate
of higher education of women (UG 2.59 percent, PG 0.78 percent and P&T 0.83 percent) in
comparison to men (UG 4.60 percent, PG 1.67 percent and P&T 2.36 percent) are that the lack
of awareness about women education, child marriage, lack of women educational institutions,
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confined in a family life, conservatism, lack of trained female directors and teachers, lack of
communication among low educated and highly educated women people and lack of social
security for women, etc.
Chapter forth is the factors controlling the education of the tribal people in the Malda district.
Tribal education rates are very low compared to non-tribal people in pre-primary, primary,
secondary, higher secondary and higher education (UG, PG & professional and technical
education) levels of the Malda district. The main reasons for the low rate of education among
tribal communities of Malda district are the poverty of tribal parents, lack of awareness about
education, lack of educational institutions in tribal areas, wastage and stagnation, failure to
enforce child labour law, lack of adequate number of tribal trained teachers, psychological
problems (like motivation, attention, interest and ambition), Indifferent attitude of tribal
parents, teachers & students, many tribal students are engaged in various religious and cultural
activities, lack of communication among the teachers and tribal parents, many tribal students
are engaged in various types of family work, lack of employment, medium of language, lack
of required scholarship and problems of research for the development of tribal education.
In most of the blocks of Malda district, tribal male students are less in education rates than
tribal female students in the Pre-primary, Primary and Upper primary education levels. The
main reasons for the decline in the rate of education of the tribal male students are that the
problems of male child laborers, many male tribal students are engaged in hunting and grazing
work, responsibility for family work, many male tribal students are engaged in various cultural
and religious activities, etc.
In most of the blocks of Malda district, tribal female education rates are very low compared to
tribal male students in Secondary, Higher Secondary and Higher Education (UG, PG &
professional and technical education) levels. The main reasons for the decline in the rate of
tribal women education are that the Child marriage, lack of awareness about women education,
lack of women educational institutions, financial problems, lack of communication among the
low educated and highly educated women people, conservatism and prejudice, lack of trained
female directors and teachers, lack of healthy health, lack of social security, do not give value
of women's desire and reluctance, etc.
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In the case of secondary, higher secondary and higher education (UG, PG & professional and
technical education) levels of Malda district, it is seen that tribal students of rural areas are less
in education rates than the tribal students of urban areas. The main reasons for these are that
most of the tribal people in rural areas are very poor compared to urban areas, lack of
secondary, higher secondary and higher educational institutions near the tribal rural areas, lack
of awareness about higher education, child marriage, lack of employment, social conservatism
and lack of freedom, etc.
Chapter five of the thesis is social parameters associated with the employment of the tribal
people in the Malda district. This chapter highlights the distribution of scheduled tribe workers
by sex and residences (block, rural & urban) on the basis of economic activities. In order to
explore the real situation of the employment status of the tribal communities of the Malda
district, a study has been carried out on the basis of primary data on different employment
levels of the tribal communities. Chapter six of the thesis highlights the comparison of the
educational and employment profile of the study area. Therefore, different levels of
employment and the comparison of educational and employment profile of the study area of
the indigenous people of the Malda district are discussed in detail below.
In the present study, workers have been categories on the basis of economic activities pursued.
In the present study, the workers have been classified into five categories include of the farmer
(cultivation), labourers (further sub-divided into agricultural labours and non-agricultural
labours), business, home-based workers and Regular Salaried Workers (further sub-divided
into government and private). Therefore, tribal workers of the Malda district have been
classified into seven categories on the basis of field surveys by the researcher. For example cultivation, agricultural labours, non-agricultural labours, business, Home-Based Workers
(HBW), Government Regular Salaried Workers (GRSW) and Private Regular Salaried
Workers (PRSW).
Among the tribal communities in the Malda district, 34.95 percent are employed and 65.05
percent are unemployed. In the tribal communities of the Malda district, 21.06 percent are selfemployed and 78.94 percent are employed.
According to the percentage of tribal employment and self-employment rates of Malda district,
it is found in sequence that 1st position Home Based Workers employment level (27.49
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percent), 2nd Non-Agricultural Labours (21.35 percent), 3rd Agricultural Labours (18.90
percent), 4th Cultivation (12.16 percent), 5th Business (8.90 percent), 6th Government Salaried
Workers (7.40 percent) and 7th Private Salaried Workers (3.80 percent) employment level has
occupied.
Among the employment levels of the Malda district, the rate of home-based workers (27.49
percent) is highest and the lowest position is Private Salaried Workers (3.80 percent). The main
reason for the highest rate of home-based workers in the district as a whole is that there is a
tradition of Bidi binding and sericulture. As a result, a large number of tribal people are
involved in the Bidi binding and sericulture sector. The lowest position is Private Salaried
Workers, because when the tribal people do not have the opportunity to work at any other
employment level, then finally they decide to work in the private sectors.
Harishchandrapur-I (19.64 percent), Ratua-I (18.44 percent) and Chanchal-I (16.24 percent)
blocks have the highest rate of cultivation compared to other blocks of Malda district. The main
reasons for the highest rate of cultivation in these blocks are fertile soils, improved irrigation
systems and availability of agricultural labours (Lamburn 1918, Sengupta 1969). There is the
availability of agricultural labours in these blocks because there are most tribal people are very
poor (almost 72-79 percent BPL, as per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16). As a result,
most tribal people in these blocks are interested to work as agricultural labours. So many tribal
people of these blocks are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary
education and they are working in the cultivation sector.
Manikchak (7.29 percent), English Bazar (8.97 percent) and Old Malda (9.03 percent) blocks
have the lowest rate of cultivation compared to other blocks of Malda district. Manikchak block
has the lowest cultivation rate compared to other blocks of the Malda district. The main reason
is that every year river bank erosion and flood (Bhutni region) by the Ganga river. Also, the
rate of cultivation in the English Bazar and Old Malda blocks is very low compared to the other
blocks of Malda district, the main reason for the decline in the rate of cultivation is flood and
urban-centric. This means that most tribal people in these blocks to work as home-based
workers and non-agricultural labours. Therefore, very few tribal people of these blocks are
educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they are working
in the farming sector.
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Harischandrapur-II (35.06 percent), Chanchal-II (30.73 percent), Harishchandrapur-I (30.29
percent), Ratua-I (29.92 percent) and Chanchal-I (28.01 percent) blocks have the highest rate
of agricultural laborers compared to other blocks in Malda district. The main reason for the
high rate of agricultural laborers among these blocks is good cultivation. Due to good
cultivation, most poor tribal people of these blocks are interested to work as agricultural
laborers. Also, the other reasons for the increase in the number (total, male & female) of
agricultural laborers in these blocks are the high density of population (1001-1223 persons per
square km, as per census of India, 2011), most tribal people are very poor (73-79 percent BPL,
as per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16), fewer opportunities for non-agricultural jobs
and more distance from Malda town (almost 39-61 km, as per field survey by the researcher,
2012-16). As a result, most poor tribal people in these blocks are more interested to work as
agricultural labours. Therefore, most tribal people of Harishchandrapur-II, Chanchal-II,
Harishchandrapur-I and Ratua-I blocks are usually educated in pre-primary, primary, upper
primary and secondary education and they are work as agricultural labours.
The rate of non-agricultural laborers (30.34 percent) in the Old Malda block is the highest
compared to the other blocks of the Malda district. The main reason for the highest rate of nonagricultural laborers in this block is that, due to the establishment of different types of factories
in the Narayanpur region. As a result, many tribal people get the opportunity to work as nonagricultural laborers. Apart from this, they are interested to work as a non-agricultural labourer
because they get the opportunity to work on railway lines, roads and building construction.
Therefore, most poor tribal people of Old Malda block are usually educated in pre-primary,
primary, upper primary and secondary education and they are work as non-agricultural labours.
The rates of home-based workers in the Kaliachak-I (45.41 percent), Kaliachak-II (42.47
percent) and Kaliachak-III (41.93 percent) blocks of the Malda district are the highest than
other employment sectors. Not only that, the rate of home-based workers in the Kaliachak
region (Kaliachak-I, II & III blocks) is the highest compared to other blocks of Malda district.
The main reason for the highest rate of home-based workers in this region is that there is a
tradition of Bidi binding and sericulture. As a result, a large number of tribal people are
involved in the Bidi binding and sericulture sector. Also, the other reason for the increase in
the rate of home-based workers in this region is that many tribal people do not get the
opportunity to work in the cultivation, agricultural labours and non-agricultural labours sectors.
As a result, they are forced to work in the home-based worker sector. Therefore, most tribal
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people in the Kaliachak region do not work in the agricultural labour and non-agricultural
labour employment sector, rather they are more interested to work in the home-based workemployment sectors. So, most tribal people in the Kaliachak region of Malda district are
generally educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they
are working as home-based workers.
The rate of business in the Kaliachak-II, (11.93 percent) Manikchak (10.76 percent) and
English Bazar (9.26 percent) blocks is the highest compared to the other blocks of Malda
district. The main reasons for the higher rate of business in the Manikchak and Kaliachak-II
blocks are that the Ganga river erosion and floods. This means that the amount of agricultural
land decreased due to the Ganga river erosion in Manikchak and Kaliachak-II blocks. Also,
these blocks are not cultivated due to flooding every year. Therefore, due to the riverbank
erosion and the flood of every year, many tribal people of these blocks are forced to work in
the business sector. The rate of business in English Bazar block is higher compared to another
block of Malda district. Because this block is urban-centered, there is a necessary improved
communication system, capital, demand and market for doing business here. Therefore, many
tribal people of Manikchak, Kaliachak-II and English Bazar blocks are educated in the primary,
upper primary, secondary, higher secondary and higher education and they are employed in the
business sector.
The rate of business in Harishchandrapur-II (3.88 percent), Harishchandrapur-I (4.21 percent),
Habibpur (5.00 percent) and Bamongola (5.88 percent) blocks are the lowest compared to other
blocks of the Malda district. The main reasons for the decline in the rate of business in these
blocks are the lack of necessary opportunities and facilities for doing business. For example,
there is a lack of capital (almost 73-79 percent BPL, as per field survey by the researcher, 201216), improved communication system, demand and market in these blocks. Because these
blocks are situated far away from Malda town (almost 41-61 km, as per field survey by the
researcher, 2012-16). Therefore, very few tribal people of these blocks are educated in preprimary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they are engaged in the business
sector.
English Bazar block has the highest rate of government (11.48 percent) jobs compared to other
blocks of the Malda district. Not only that, this block has the highest number of private (5.27
percent) jobs in comparison to other blocks of Malda district except Manikchak block.
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Therefore, the rate of both government and non-government jobs in this block is higher than
the other blocks of Malda district. The main reason for the highest rate of government and
private jobs in this block is that different types of government and private offices have been
established here, which is much more than the other blocks of Malda district because of this
block being near the urban-centric. As a result, many tribal people get the opportunity to work
in the government and private sectors. Also, the other reason for the high rate of government
and private jobs in this block is that tribal secondary, higher secondary and higher education
rates are higher compared to other blocks of Malda district. Therefore, many tribal people of
this block are educated in upper primary, secondary, higher secondary and higher education
and they work in the government and private employment sectors.
The rate of private employment in the Harishchandrapur-I (0.60 percent) and Habibpur (0.43
percent) blocks is the lowest compared to other blocks of the Malda district. Not only that, the
rate of private employment is not available in the Harishchandrapur-II (0.00 percent) block of
Malda district. The main reason is that there is no private employment sector established in
these blocks due to the non-improved communication system and far away from Malda urban
centre (almost 42-61 km, as per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16). Also, another reason
is that tribal secondary, higher secondary and higher education rates in these blocks are very
low compared to other blocks of Malda district. As a result, tribal people of these blocks did
not get the opportunity to work in the private employment sector. Although tribal people of
these blocks get less opportunity to work in the private employment sector, which are fewer
than the requirement. Therefore, very few tribal people of Harishchandrapur-I and Habibpur
blocks are educated in the upper primary, secondary, higher secondary and higher education
and they are employed in the private employment sector.
The rate of non-agricultural labours in urban areas (28.95 percent) is higher compared to the
rural areas (20.34 percent) of Malda district. The main reason for the high rate of nonagricultural laborers in the urban area of Malda district is that, due to the establishment of
different types of factories in the Narayanpur and English Bazar region. As a result, many tribal
people get the opportunity to work as non-agricultural laborers. Also, they are interested to
work as a non-agricultural labourer because they get the opportunity to work on the railway
line, road and building construction, etc. Moreover, population density in urban areas (12627
persons per square km) is higher compared to rural areas (1069 persons per square km, as per
the census of India, 2011) of the Malda district. So, most of the tribal people of Malda district
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are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they are
working as non-agricultural laborers.
The rate of home-based workers in urban areas (30.84 percent) is higher compared to the rural
areas (26.98 percent) of Malda district. The main reason for the high rate of home-based
workers in the urban areas of Malda district is that there are various types of cottage industries
established here. Various types of cottage industries such as bamboo work, cane work,
woodwork, clay work, cloth sewing work, etc. have been established. As a result, many tribal
people get the opportunity to work as home-based workers. Also, another reason is that
compared to both men & women people in rural areas, most men & women people in urban
areas are working as a servant in any household. In particular, compared to women people in
rural areas, most urban women people working as auntie (slaves) in any household. Moreover,
population density in urban areas (12627 persons per square km) is higher compared to rural
areas (1069 persons per square km, as per the census of India, 2011) of the Malda district.
Therefore, most of the tribal people of Malda district are educated in pre-primary, primary,
upper primary and secondary education and they are working as home-based workers.
The rate of business in urban areas (16.68 percent) is higher compared to the rural areas (7.87
percent) of Malda district. The main reason for the high rate of business in the urban areas of
Malda district is that there are available of advanced communication systems, high-density of
the population (both English Bazar & Old Malda Municipality, 12094 persons per square km,
as per the census of India, 2011) capital (79.12 percent APL, as per RSBY of Malda district,
2012), demand and markets. Therefore, most tribal people in urban areas of Malda district are
educated in primary, upper primary, secondary and higher secondary education and they are
involved in the business sector.
The rates of both government and private jobs in urban areas (government 11.00 percent &
private 8.48 percent) are higher compared to the rural areas (government 6.96 percent & private
3.17 percent) of the Malda district. The main reason for this is that the rates of secondary,
higher secondary and higher education in urban areas are higher in comparison to rural areas
of Malda district. Also, another reason for the high rate of government and private jobs in urban
areas compared to the rural areas of Malda district is that there are more job opportunities and
facilities in government and private employment sectors in the urban areas compared to rural
areas. Because the number of different types of government and private offices in the urban
areas is higher compared to the rural areas of Malda district. As a result, many tribal people in
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the urban areas get more opportunities to work in the government and private employment
sectors compared to rural areas of Malda district. This means that most educated tribal people
in the urban areas are working in government and non-government employment sectors
compared to the rural areas. In addition, another reason for the high rate of government and
private jobs in urban areas compared to the rural areas of Malda district is that the population
density in urban areas (12627 persons per square km) is higher compared to rural areas (1069
persons per square km, as per the census of India, 2011) of Malda district. Therefore, many
tribal people in the urban areas of Malda district are educated in upper primary, secondary,
higher secondary and higher education and they are working in the government and nongovernment employment sectors.
It is understood from the above discussion that the rates of pre-primary (18.40 percent), primary
(35.15 percent), upper primary (14.72 percent) and secondary (19.15 percent) education in
Malda district are higher than other education levels. On the other hand, the rates of cultivation
(12.16 percent), agricultural laborers (18.90 percent), non-agricultural laborers (21.35 percent)
and home-based workers (27.49 percent) in this district are higher compared to other
employment sectors. Therefore, most tribal people of Malda district are generally educated in
pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they work as farmers, homebased workers, agricultural laborers and non-agricultural laborers. Again, in this district such
as higher secondary (6.23 percent), undergraduate (3.54 percent), post-graduate (1.22 percent),
professional and technical (1.59 percent) education rates are lower than other education levels,
in the same way, in this district, the rates of business (8.90 percent), government (7.40 percent)
and non-government (3.80 percent) jobs are also lower compared to other employment sectors.
So, there is a low rate of higher secondary, graduate, postgraduate, professional and technical
education in this district, as well as lower rates of business, government and non-government
jobs. It means that very few tribal people in the Malda district are usually educated in higher
secondary and higher education and they do business, government and non-government jobs.
But some tribal people educated in upper primary and secondary education and they are
engaged in the business, government and non-government employment sectors.
The seventh chapter of the thesis is a summary of conclusions and recommendations to improve
the education and employment opportunities of the tribal people in the Malda district. From
the findings of the education and employment scenario and their comparison is done in the
earlier chapter, it is very clear that tribal people in the difference block of Malda district are
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significantly backward in all respect. Therefore, the following measures can be recommended
to improve the Pre-primary, Primary, Secondary, Higher Secondary, Higher Education and
Women education status as well as employment status of Scheduled Tribe population in the
Malda district. The following measures can be recommended to improve the different levels of
education and women's education status as well as the employment status of Scheduled Tribe
population in the Malda district.
The following recommendations have been made to resolve the problems of primary,
secondary, higher secondary, higher education (UG, PG, Professional & Technical) and women
education in tribal areas of Malda district.
Recommendations for the improvement of all Primary Education Levels (Nursery to VIII)
among the tribal communities of the Malda district are requirement of tribal teachers, teaching
on tribal language or mother tongue, increase the amount of government funding, increasing
responsibilities and awareness of the private educational institutions, the increase of awareness
of the tribal parents about education, increase in the number of schools in tribal rural areas,
establishment of primary education development centre, teaching in a healthy environment,
providing necessary teaching and learning materials (TLM), research on pre-primary
education, regular school visits by the school inspector, repair of school house and construction
of a new school house, establishment of new schools in indigenous areas, emphasis on cocurriculum activities, recruitment of an adequate number of trained teachers, resistance of
wastage or dropout, regular health check-ups and mid-day-meal arrangements, applying of
child labour Act, the timetable of school will be made according to the workload of tribal
communities in the Malda district, the holidays of school should be arranged according to the
tribal culture of the Malda district, the motivation program will be launched in the tribal
communities of the Malda district.
Recommendations for the improvement of Secondary (Class IX– X) and Higher Secondary
(XI-XII) Education levels among the tribal communities of the Malda district are availability
of infrastructural facility for the educational institution, supply of teaching aids (Teaching &
Learning Materials), establishment of school libraries and laboratory, provision of student
scholarships or stipend, school renovations and construction of the new school house, regular
school visits by the school inspector, give more emphasis on evaluation than examinations,
prevention of wastage and stagnation, establishment of new secondary schools, development
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of co-curriculum activities, social security of ST students (especially of adolescent girls),
development of transport or communication system, increase in the amount of government
financial allocation, up-gradation of secondary school to higher secondary school, update of
curriculum, establishment of the residential educational institution, establishment of suitable
laboratory, establishment of library, good management system.
Recommendations for the improvement of all Higher Education levels (UG, PG and
Professional and Technical) among the tribal communities of the Malda district are increase in
the amount of government allocation for tribal education, establishment of higher educational
institutions in tribal areas, improvement of the communication system, establishment of highquality libraries and laboratories, awareness about higher education, provision of part-time
education for tribal people, provision of scholarship for tribal students, providing special
opportunities and facilities for research work of the tribal students.
Recommendations for the improvement of tribal women education in Secondary, Higher
Secondary and Higher Education levels of Malda district are prevention of child marriage,
awareness of about women education, establishment of women education institutions, establish
a suitable infrastructure for women's education, provision of necessary scholarship, increased
communication among less educated and highly educated women students, free from social
conservatism and superstition, recruitment of trained female director and teacher, social
security, free from family work, free from different types of cultural and religious activities,
employment opportunity, provision of open and distance education, cooperation of women
association, provision of government financial aid.
The following recommendations have been made to resolve the problems of Home-Based
Workers (HBW), Cultivation, Business, Agricultural labours, Non-Agricultural labours, Government
Regular Salaried Workers (GRSW) and Private Regular Salaried Workers (PRSW) in tribal areas of

Malda district.
Recommendations for the improvement of tribal Home-Based Workers (HBW) in Malda district are
the provision of financial loans for home-based workers, selling at a fair price on manufactured products
and provision of training for home-based work purposes.
Recommendations for the improvement of Cultivation among the tribal communities of Malda district
are providing financial loans for agriculture purpose, fair prices on agricultural crops, conservation of
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perishable agricultural crops, training for agriculture purpose, the supply of high-quality seeds,
chemical fertilizers, pesticides and improved irrigation systems.

Recommendations for the improvement of business among the tribal communities of Malda
district are providing financial loans for business purposes, give the license for business
purpose, improvement communication system, provision of insurance to tribal traders and
business material.
Recommendations for the improvement of Agricultural labours and Non-Agricultural labours
among the tribal communities of Malda district are fixed wages for agricultural and nonagricultural work, formation of an association, provision of employment by the government.
Recommendations for the improvement of Government Regular Salaried Workers (GRSW) and Private
Regular Salaried Workers (PRSW) among the tribal communities of Malda district are development

of tribal education rate, provision of the reservation system for job purpose, increase of
awareness about employment, formation of an association or union, provision to make contractual
and casual workers permanent.
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PREFACE
The thesis on “Educational and Employment status of the scheduled tribes population in Malda
district, West Bengal” is an attempt to highlight the block level spatial distribution of different
levels of education and employment status of the scheduled tribe population in the Malda
district from 2012-2016.
Most tribal people in the Malda district are very backward than non-tribal people from social,
political, economic and cultural perspectives. Especially they are very backward in education
and employment. Therefore, an attempt has been made in this investigation to bring out the
picture of the educational and employment status of the tribal people in Malda district in detail.
The whole research work is based on primary and secondary data. Primary data has been
collected by using a Stratified quota sampling method through a household survey (4 percent).
The primary data has been collected from the field by interacting with tribal people regarding
education and employment problems through the Questionnaire and interview method.
According to the Census of India 2011, there are 1613 villages in 15 blocks of the Malda
district. Only 65 villages have been selected out of which 1613 villages in Malda district. There
is a total of 29575 households out of 65 villages in Malda district and out of which 1183
households are selected for field survey.
Again, there are 43 wards in the 2 municipalities of the Malda district. There are total 5245
households in the 2 wards of Malda district and out of which 210 households are selected for
field survey. In the year 2012-16, there has been a total of 1393 household surveys from the
villages and towns of the Malda district.
The Secondary data has been collected from a census of India 2011, Statistical Handbook of
Malda 2016, Sarva Shiksha Mission (SSM) in Malda (2012-16), District Information System
for Education (DISE), All India Survey on Higher Education (AISHE) and Gour Banga
University (GBU) in Malda district (2012-16).
Both primary and secondary data have been processed, analysed and results derived in
Percentage (individual male, female and total) have been used to determine different class
groups based on the Mean and Standard Deviation (SD) methods. The quantified data has been
presented through suitable Bar, Pie and Line diagrams and the block-wise distribution of
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scheduled tribe population for education and employment ST population (in %) of the study
area have been presented through thematic maps based on a GIS platform.
The distribution of ST different levels of education and employment by blocks arranged into
three categories of high, medium and low has been worked out by calculating mean (Average)
and Standard Deviation (SD) of that variable. The medium levels include all CD blocks of
Malda district which are values between mean (average) and add plus & minus (±) half standard
deviation. Above the medium level is high and below the medium level is low.
The present study is divided into seven chapters. The first chapter is aimed to discuss the
introductory part of the research. The second chapter briefly traces the physical, cultural, and
socio-economic conditions of the study area. The third chapter is the study of levels of
education. Chapter forth is the factors controlling the education of the tribal people in the Malda
district. Chapter five of the thesis is social parameters associated with the employment of the
tribal people in the Malda district. Chapter six of the thesis highlights the comparison of the
educational and employment profile of the study area. The seventh chapter of the thesis is
recommendations to improve education and employment opportunities in the tribal people of
the Malda district. Chapter three, five and six are the core chapters of this study. The work ends
with an up summary of conclusions.
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GLOSSARY
(Regional Terms)
Terms/Words
Adibasi

Meaning/ Explanation
Scheduled tribes in India are generally considered to be
'Adibasi', meaning indigenous people or original inhabitants
of the country.

Anganwari

Creche Established in Villages under ICDS Programme

Barind

Higher Elevated Area (A Physical Region/Division)

Beel

A Shallow Depression on land filled with water

Bidi

Indigenous cigarette made of Tendu Leaves or Tobacco
Rolled in a leaf, to be smoked (Country Cigarette)

Bigha

A Unit of Measuring Land (1 Acre =3 Bighas in Malda)

Diara

The alluvial region formed due to the deposition made by
fluvial action.

Gram Sabha

Village Assembly or A Gram Sabha may express such
powers and perform such functions at the village level as the
legislature of the state may, by law provide.

Kal Baisakhi

A local atmospheric disturbance formed due to excessive
heating of the earth surface causes a thunderstorm.

Mauza

Revenue Village

Panchayat

Lower Stair of Three stage Panchayat system.

Prodhan

Political Head of Village

Sarva Siksha Abhiyan (SSA) Universal Elementary Education Programme
Sarva Siksha Mission (SSM) Universal Elementary Education Programme Centre
Tal

Low Lying Region (A Physical Division of the District)
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CHAPTER – 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Education is one of the main aspects of human resources development. It is considered an
important and powerful instrument of economic development and social transformation. Socioeconomic development in any society depends upon the educational facilities it provides
(Hussain & Bhat 2010). Education is a crucial social factor that plays a pivotal role in the
initiation of the process of social, economic and cultural advancement by opening avenues of
employment and job opportunity. Education leads to the overall development of an individual
and it influences the development of a whole society. Therefore, education is one of the key
factors behind the socio-economic and cultural development of a country or community
(Chowdhury 2010).
The constitution of India gives a few directions and suggestions for the development of
education in the countries. The importance of education as a part of a fundamental right
(Charturvedi 2007) has been emphasized in article 26 of the universal declaration of human
rights (UDHR). According to article 45, “the state shall provide free and compulsory
elementary education to all children of the age of six to fourteen (6-14) years”. Article 46
provides for special care to the promotion of education and economic interests of the scheduled
caste, scheduled tribes and the weaker sections of society (Sindhu 2014).
Traditionally, the tribes in India pursued an economy, which was closer to nature, and used
indigenous technology. This is reflected in their dependence on forests and other natural
resources available in their habitat. This does not mean that the traditional tribal economy, was
in any way, monotonous. While some tribal communities have adopted a way of life, similar
to the neighboring non-tribal communities, there are other tribal groups, whose livelihoods
are characterized by (a) forest-based livelihoods, (b) pre-agriculture level of technology, (c)
a stagnant or declining population (d) extremely low literacy and (e) a subsistence level of
economy. A variety of economic activities were pursued by the tribes of India, depending on
the availability of resources in their respective habitats (Xaxa 2014).
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Under this backdrop, the present researcher seeks to undertake a detailed investigation related
to the educational development vis-à-vis employment status of the tribal population in the
Malda district, West Bengal.
1.2 Issues
In the Malda district, there were 3988845 persons scheduled tribes as per the 2011 census of
India constituting 7.87% of the total population. It has been found that 40.01% of the total tribal
population in this district was literate. The following table shows the district education report
for enrolment with the percentage for the years 2011-12, 2012-13, and 2013-14 which shows
a very low rate of enrolment in lower primary, upper primary, secondary, higher secondary and
higher education level in comparison to other caste category or non-tribal people.
Table 1.1: District education report for enrolment percentage for the year 2011-12, 2012-13 &
2013-14.
2011 -12
Category
GEN
SC
ST
OBC
2012 - 13
Category
GEN
SC
ST
OBC
2013 - 14
Category
GEN
SC
ST
OBC

1.1a
Lower primary
66.8
21.0
06.3
05.9
Lower primary
65.04
20.43
06.10
08.43
Lower primary
63.77
20.93
06.21
09.09

Upper primary
60.2
24.7
04.4
10.7

Secondary
58.62
24.89
04.32
12.17

Higher secondary
57.81
25.08
04.51
12.6

Higher education
42.32
23.30
05.58
28.80

Upper primary
58.76
24.09
04.16
12.99

1.1b
Secondary
56.28
25.07
04.5
14.15

Higher secondary
54.25
25.77
04.32
15.66

Higher education
40.41
26.06
05.45
28.08

Upper primary
56.43
24.85
04.98
13.74

1.1c
Secondary
55.70
25.44
04.86
14.00

Higher secondary
55.08
25.76
04.79
14.37

Higher education
37.35
26.24
05.10
31.31

Source: SSM in Malda district, DISE, AISHE & GBU in Malda

Related literature studies as well as few reconnaissance surveys done by the researcher,
revealed that there are several factors responsible for determining the educational status of
tribal communities in the Malda district.
1. Socio-economic problems,
2. Lack of academic and administrative facilities and
3. Traditional indifference of tribal community towards education.
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1.2.1 Socio-economic problems
Isolation from the mainstream of Indian life and culture, in comparison to non-tribals causes
problems for the slow growth of tribal education. Moreover, extreme poverty, inability to
afford the necessities of education due to financial inadequacy acts as a hindrance in the
education of the tribal people.
1.2.2 Lack of academic and administrative facilities
Notwithstanding the socio-economic problems in tribal education, academic and
administrative problem too have thwarted the progress of school education. Lack of
administrative initiatives for school buildings, school management, teaching materials and
deficiency of proper inspection of schools in tribal areas are other problems related to education
in the tribal zones.
1.2.3 Traditional indifference of tribal community towards education
It is observed that the parents are often reluctant and unaware of the potential of education
because of the lack of awareness which is traditional in the tribal people. Moreover, lack of
interest, low ambition in life which leads to the low level of achievement among tribal children
is a trend in tribal society.
According to the census of India 2011, the Employed and Non-employed scheduled tribe
population in the Malda district are 85368 persons (27.18 percent) and 228616 persons (72.82
percent) respectively (Table 1.2). This basic information indicates that the employed tribal
population is not up to the mark since it is considerably below 50% of the total population.
Therefore, the Tribal people of the Malda district faced different problems in education and
employment.
Table 1.2. Employed and Non-Employed Scheduled Tribe Population in Malda district.
Employed
Rural
Percent Urban
Percent
Total
Percent
83470
27.13
1898
29.85
85368
27.18
Non- employed
224155
72.87
4461
70.15
228616
72.82
Total ST population
307625 100.00
6359
100.00
313984
100.00
Source: Census of India 2011.

All these associated with tribal education and employment give ample scope to study the
educational and employment status of the tribes in the Malda district.
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1.3 The study area
The district of Malda is one of the twenty-three districts of West Bengal. It is the situation
between 24o 40’ 20” N to 25o 32’ 08 N” latitude and 87o 45’ 50” E to 88o 28’ 10” E longitude.
English Bazaar situated at the centre of the district is the chief town and administrative
headquarters. According to the census of India 2011, the total area of the Malda district is
3733 square km and the total population of the district is 3988845 persons. The population
density of the district 1069 persons/per square km. There are Scheduled tribe population in
the district are 313984 persons which are 7.87% of the total population of the district. In the
Malda District are 15 CD blocks.

Fig. 1.1. Location Map

1.4 Review of related literature
The search of the literature in the relevant field reveals that some allied works within the
periphery of education and employment status of the tribal people in different parts of India
have been done. But no Ph.D. research work and paper or book publication has been done so
far on the educational and employment status of the tribal people in the Malda district.
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Therefore, an attempt has been taken to fill up this research gap. Following kinds of literature
have been found which show the peripheral instances of the work taken under study:
1. Suchismita Sen Chowdhury (2010) in her paper “Tribal Education and Development in
Birbhum District (W.B): With Particular Reference to the Santals of Rural and Urban Areas”
published in the journal of the Department of Anthropology, University of Calcutta. Has
mentioned about tribal people in Indian who remained educationally backward since long and
faced problems of communication as they lived in remote areas; they also had linguistic
barriers, economic and socio-cultural constraints in getting the education. The Santals were
Numerically Dominant in West Bengal. They formed 51.8% of the total tribal population of
the state (census 2001). They were the major tribe in Birbhum District and they mostly lived
in rural areas. The literacy rate of the tribal people of Birbhum district was much lower (25.3%)
than the total literacy rate of the district (62.2%). For this purpose, two Santal settlements, one
in the rural area and another in urban areas were studied. It was found that there was a
considerable difference in educational status in the studied population. Moreover, the overall
literacy rate was low. In spite of different development initiatives in West Bengal, the situation
of the Santals has hardly improved.
2. B.R Thakur (2009) has studied “Educational Development Among Scheduled Tribes of
Himachal Pradesh: A Spatio-Temporal Study (1971-2001)” Published in a journal of the
Association of Population Geographers of India, Volume 31, Number 1&2. The study aimed
at describing the Spatio-temporal variations in the level of literacy and attainment of education
among scheduled tribes of Himachal Pradesh and the spatial variations in gender disparity at
various levels of education.
3. Farasat Ali Siddiqui and Yasmeen Naseer (2004) in their work “Educational Development
and Structure of Employment in western Utter Pradesh” published in a journal of the
Association of Population Geographers of India, Volume 26, Number 1&2. Described levels
of educational development and employment by major occupation groups and the association
between educational development and employment in western Utter Pradesh.
4. Ranjan Kumar Biswas (2009) has studied the “Impact of Disease on Education of Various
Tribal Children in Central India” Published the Indian Journal of Social Research, Volume. 50
(3). This article attempts to highlight various tribal people of central India who suffer from
different physiological problems concerned with the low standard of living, malnutrition, the
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paucity of a modern medical facility, etc. and also for extreme traditional beliefs. The life of
children is very much depreciated by the unscientific nursing facility, non-immunization, early
weaning, insanitation and others.
5. Nazmul Hussain & Fayaz Ahmad Bhat (2010) in their work “Dimension of Educational
Development and its Determinants: a case study of Malda District of West Bengal, India”
Published by Indian journal social Development, Volume. 10, Number. 2. Showed education
is a crucial social factor that initiates the process of social, economic and cultural development.
In this paper, an attempt has been made to study the regional imbalance in the levels of literacy
consequent upon the various socio-economic and educational factors, which are also unequally
distributed in the Malda district.
6. Ranjan Kumar Biwas (2010) has estimated that the “Socio-economic Impact on Education
of Various Tribal Children in Central India” Published in Indian Journal of Social Research,
Volume. 51(2). In this Article, an attempt has been made to highlight the impact of various
socio-economic problems on the education of hill Karwa, Pando, Birhor, Kamar and Saharia
tribal children in central India. This study critically analyses that due to high extent of illiteracy,
poverty and traditional beliefs, these tribal groups hold the low socio-cultural status being
influenced with undue cultural obsession, they come on marital alliance at early age, from
nuclear family, involve in earning activity, practice bonded labour, etc. polygamy, divorce
and remarriage are far less common among them.
7. K.M. Joshi (2011) in his paper “Tribal Children, Education Access and Participation as Child
Labour: some Reflections from India” Published the Indian journal of social Development,
Volume. 11, Number 1. Examined the status of tribal children of India in the context of their
access to elementary education and participation as child labour. The paper uses a
multidisciplinary approach using the discourses from sociology and economics. The paper uses
data from national sample survey organizations round and selected educational statistics (SES)
of the ministry of human resource development. Despite an increase in the enrolment and GER,
the tribal children still remain behind the children from other segments of the population. The
high incidence of poverty and low economic status of tribal households contribute to the high
participation rate of tribal children as child labour and low effective school participation along
with high dropout.
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8. Debasmita Paul (2011) in her work "Educational Status and Satisfaction to Employment: A
Study in a Village in Jalpaiguri" Published in a journal of the Institute of Social Research and
Applied Anthropology, Man and Life, Volume. 37, pp. 29-38. Education is considered an
important cultural trait through which a society makes progress and development. In any
society, the human development index can be justified through the educational attainment and
nature of employment. The fundamental purpose of education is to increase employment
opportunities in various fields. Education and employment should be treated as the backbone
of any society.
9. Sharanjit Singh Dhillon & Kuldeep Singh (2012) have Studied “Educational Development
index of Punjab – an inter-District Analysis” Published in the Journal of Educational Planning
and Administration, Volume. xxvi, Number. 3. In these papers, efforts have been made to
analyze and compare the position of the different districts of Punjab state with regard to the
educational level of primary and upper primary government schools by developing primary
and upper primary educational development indices based on indicators representing school
education. The effort has also been made to develop a composite index based on primary and
upper primary educational development indices.
10. C. C. Wolhuter (2011) has said in his paper “The spectrum of International Educational
Development” Published the Journal of Educational Planning and Administration, Volume
xxv, Number. 3. That international educational development has been for a number of decades
a thriving field of scholarly activity. A lacuna is the existence of taxonomies. The aim of this
article is to develop a taxonomy of the spectrum of international educational development, by
mean of a multivariate approach (cluster analysis), employing a set of fifteen indicators
conventionally used as indices of educational development.
11. Subhashree Sanyal (2012) in her study “Primary education in the northeast- A
commentary” published by the journal of Kurukshetra, attempted to look at primary education
status of northeastern states of the country.
12. Ghanshyam Shah (2012) in his paper “Democracy, Equality and education” Published by
the journal of educational planning and administration, Volume xxvi, Number. 4. Described
democracy and education for all are closely related. Education has the potentiality to develop
‘critical thinking’, necessary for political participation and decision making. The education
system, being a part of the larger political economy, has evolved the hierarchical and
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discriminatory institutional structure that provides ‘good quality’ education to a selected few.
The elimination process starts with non-enrolment and drop-out right at the primary stage. The
proportion of students by social groups and economic strata changes from primary to higher.
13. Gurminder Singh (2011) has studied that the “Elementary education for girls in India”
published the “Journal of educational planning and administration”, Volume xxv, Number. 3.
Educating girls has a catalytic effect on every dimension of economic development including
high productivity, faster growth, high economic gains and a step towards the empowerment of
women. Educated women are also observed to be strong positive role models for female
children.
14. Subhashree Sanyal (2012) in her work "Mission ‘Education for All': reflections from Sarva
Shiksha Abhiyaan" published in the journal of Kurushetra. Sarva Shiksha Abhiyaan (SSA) is
a flagship and comprehensive programme initiated by the government of India during the ninth
five-year plan aiming at universalization of elementary education across the nation. This
mission adopted a time-bound approach to ensuring "total education" across the country. It
grew as a response to demand for quality elementary education. The programme allows the
government to promote the idea of "social justice" by implementing the concept of education
for all. Not only so, but the SSA also involves various stakeholders which bring together the
panchayat raj institutions, school committees, teachers and parents associations, tribal councils
and many more.
15. Shyama Nanda Singh article (1990) entitled “Tribes and education in India” published in
teaching politics is also a significant contribution in this area. He says “the constitution of India
recognized 450 tribal groups in India. In the 1981 census, their number was more than 675. But
hundreds of tribes have a very small percentage of the population. In India, only six tribes have
more than one million populations. These tribes are found in more than one state in central
India”
16. Rochenga Pudaite’s (1963), book “The education of Hamar people” is regarded as
pioneering work on the aspect of tribal education. It explains the most primitive tribe
“hammer’s” education system. It explains the education system and the rule of government to
the prospect of Hamar students. He also has noted that the actual restricted sense of education
includes only in the process of teaching and learning carried on at specific times in particular
places outside the home for definite periods by persons specially trained for the task.
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17. D. S Nag’s (1954), the book “Education of the primitives” is an excellent work of tribal
education. This book is the first full-length systematic study to mad of the aspect of education.
This book gives its readers suitable information about the education of northern India, which
was based on social background. It also explains the lack of education in primitive tribes. It is
hoped that anyone reading this book will be in a better position to understand the patterns of
the social and educational life of north India.
18. T. N. Madan’s (1952), book “Education of tribal India” Published the penguin books of
India, New Delhi. The regarded as pioneering work on the aspect of tribal education. It explains
the success of education Endeavour in a tribal community can be gauged by the extent of
adjustment of changing condition. He also noted cultural penetration through education may
have the effect of disturbing too rapidly to a traditional society. The breaking of tribal loyalties
leads to bewilderment followed by disillusion, inevitably followed by social degeneration and
crime.
19. K. P Chattopadhyaya's (1953), book "Tribal education" Published the Viking books private
limited, Ranchi. The regarded as pioneering work on the aspect of tribal education. It also
explains some theoretical dimensions of tribal education in India, which gives a certain clue to
form a better understanding of the system of education in the tribal society. He has taken up
the matter of their lack of education and their impacts upon society.
20. S.P Gupta (1965), the book “Socio-psychological study of the Adivasi students studying in
Ranchi district” Published the Bihar tribal research institution, Bihar. It is regarded as
pioneering work on the aspect of tribes. It explains the psychological concept of education and
their problem for higher study. It also explains why the student left the school in the middle
stage, the government activity of education and their social background. He noted that adequate
preparation should be made for Adivasi but tribal people have, by and large, not become
education conscious. The punitive or coercive measure would with stiff opposition and would
be largely ineffective.
21. M. S. Jayakumar and D. Rajasenan (2011) in their work “Determinants of educational
exclusion among the tribes in Kerala” published by the journal of “Kerala sociologist”, volume
39 (2), @ Kerala sociological society. Education is the major indicator of the development of
any society and also an inevitable aspect of the development experience of Kerala. There is
inequity in education across various layers of social strata resulting in the exclusion of those
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who are already panting in education. The tribal communities in the state are the major group
presenting an exception to the educational attainment. This article inquiries into the
determinants of educational exclusion happening among the tribal communities in the state.
22. Oliva Catherine Noronha (2012) in his paper “Educational and economic independence
among scheduled caste women in Kerala” published by the journal of “Kerala sociologist”,
volume 40 (1), of during the early period, the conditions of scheduled castes especially that of
women was weak. The socio-economic development of scheduled caste women and their
integration with the mainstream and bringing them par with the other is a constitutional
responsibility the developmental needs have scheduled caste women to demand careful
planning. The basic criteria needed to attain economically and socially sustainable jobs are to
have a proper education. In this light, the paper explores the educational and economic
independence among scheduled caste women in Kerala tracking it through intergeneration.
23. Gresham A. (2012) in his article “Educational status of scheduled castes in Kerala with
special reference to women” of the journal of “Kerala sociologist” volume 40(1), pp. – 96-105
@Kerala sociological society. Has studied When India became an independent nation, it
confronted the social and economic backwardness of some sections of its people. Scheduled
castes were one of the groups which were most backward. Other determinants were their low
economic, political and educational conditions. Education is perhaps most important among
them. But the result of these government measures is not satisfactory in terms of its
implementation. So, awareness is needed among scheduled caste students to raise their
educational status.
24. In the book, (1967) “Culture, education and social welfare” by Hans Nagpaul (S. Chand
&company Pvt. Ltd. Ramnagar, New Delhi) has focused towards making our education system
so much indigenous and meaningful as to relieve the crushing poverty which continuously
prevailing among a large portion of our population, reflecting the past cultural heritage and
present socio-economic conditions of the Indian society. It highlights the different facts of life.
25. In the book (1972) “Scheduled caste and scheduled tribes in industrial training institute”
by Kusum K. Premi (published by Bikas publishing Pvt, Ltd, New Delhi) covers at least the
special ITC (industrial training institute) for the scheduled tribes in the five states. The study
was exploratory in nature while presenting the position about the training and placement of the
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scheduled tribe. It emphasizes the need for opportunities for vertical mobility for ITI trainees
and for collaboration with the industries in the region.
26. Tuphan Kumar Maiti (2007) in his thesis has studied the “Tribal development in India: a
comparative study of Jalpaiguri and Cooch Bihar district (1992 – 2002)” unpublished Ph.D.
thesis of north Bengal University, Darjeeling. This study has attempted to explore the
conditions of tribal development in India. With special reference to the development of
Jalpaiguri and Cooch Behar district during the period between 1990 to 2002.
27. Subrata Syam Chowdhury (1984) in his thesis “Education and social change among the
scheduled tribes of north Bengal” submitted for the degree of doctor of philosophy (arts), of
the University of North Bengal made an empirical analysis of the impact of education upon the
social change among the scheduled tribes of north Bengal. Tribal communities under different
economic settings such as industrial economy as represented by scheduled tribe communities
of a tea garden and agrarian economy as represented by such people of a nearly village form
the sample of the study.
28. Amal Datta (1989) in his thesis has studied the “education and emerging class structure in
Sikkim, a study in social change” department of sociology &social anthropology, University
of North Bengal. This study carried out mainly through interviews and use of government
records, books publications are intended to make an empirical analysis of the role of education
in the emergence of a new class and its impact upon the traditional Sikkimese to usher a social
change.
In addition, an analysis of the various educational constraints in class formation has also been
dealt with the historical condition, socio-economic background and other sources which might
have helped the emergence of this new class have also been discussed here.
29. Sudakshina Bagchi (1998) in her thesis has studied the “Role of Education in SocioEconomic Development of Darjeeling hills” unpublished Ph.D. Thesis of North Bengal
University, Darjeeling. This research work is the lays of emphasis on the role of education in
the development process. The role of education in human resource development which in turn
leads to development in agriculture and industry producing as it does skilled, efficient workers
and people with initiative and a modern outlook on life.
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30. L.R.N. Srivastava (1971) with the collaboration of NCERT, New Delhi studied the
“Identification of Educational Problems of the SAORAS of Orissa”. This research project was
undertaken to identify some of the important educational problems faced by them, to make a
comparative study of the Saora and the neighboring non-tribal communities and on the basis
of the experiences gained by the study, to make some recommendations suggesting the possible
solutions of the educational problems faced by the Saora.
31. B.D. Sharma (1978) book, it has studied “Tribal Development – The Concept and the
Frame” with special reference to the Baigas of Bastar district of Madhya Pradesh. Published
the Prachi Prakashan, New Delhi. In his study, Mr. Sharma has studied the economic
development of backward tribal regions, their relationship with the forest, industrial complexes
and their tribal hinterlands. The study gives a clear-cut picture of the socio-economic aspects
of tribal life and explains the potentialities for their development.
32. Balaram Mishra (1977) book, has studied the socio-economic and political life of the tribal
of Orissa in his books, “The Adivasi Samaj and Sanskriti”. Published the Bibarani Prakashan,
New Delhi. In his study, he has given a clear picture of the behavior, dressing pattern, way of
living, marriage, birthday function, funeral, religion, festivals, sons, and dances of the Adivasis
of Orissa.
33. Jagabandhu Samal (1985), in his paper “Tribal Economy – A Regional Study” Published
in the journal of Orissa economics association 1985 volume xvii, Number – 1&2. The
emphatically pointed out that the national efforts for the development of the scheduled tribes
and scheduled areas have two important components namely protection and development. It
was thought that the elimination of exploitation coupled with rapid socio-economic
development could alone bring lasting benefits to these groups.
34. Das, P.K. (1975), in his paper “Some Aspects of Tribal Agriculture in Koraput District
Orissa” the Orissa economic journal. The study suggests to reduce this difference, agricultural
development programmes like land shaping, soil and water conservation, introduction of
dryland technology, supply of farm requisites, provision of institutional credit in large scale
establishment of farm service societies, raising of community nursery and special subsidy
programme are to be undertaken to increase their level of income.
35. Chhanda Chakraborty (1988) in her Thesis “Development of Education in selected districts
of West Bengal with special reference to the Nineteenth Century” Unpublished Ph.D. thesis,
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Department of History, University of North Bengal. Made an inquiry into the growth and
development of the system of education in certain areas of the Northern regions of West
Bengal. The work has been confined to the three northernmost areas of Darjeeling, Jalpaiguri
and Cooch Behar.
36. Chouhan Pradip (2011) has studied “Empowerment of Scheduled Castes through
Educational development – a case study of Malda district of West Bengal” published in the
journal of GEO – ANALYST, Volume – 1, Number – 2. Several castes in Hindu society have
been described as engaged in the unclean occupation, social bondage, which since time
immemorial has been experiencing restricted socio-economic, educational and cultural status.
Various names have been used to refer to these sections. In spite of many socio-economic
securities provided to them in the constitution and by the government they are still
comparatively less educated, backward and in the dilemma of privilege and exploitation.
1.5 Objectives of the study
The present study has been conducted with the following objectives.
1. To identify the factors that play role in the education of tribes in the study area.
2. To identify the social parameters associated with the employment of the tribal
people in the Malda district.
3. To compare the educational and employment profile of the ST population of the
study area.
4. To propose some measures to improve education in the tribal people of Malda
district.
5. To propose some measures to augment employment opportunity in the tribal people
of Malda district.
1.6 Hypothesis
1. There are significant external and internal factors to influence the education of
tribal communities in the Malda district.
2. Employment of the tribal people in the Malda district is associated with some social
parameters.
3. Education has significant relationship with the employment opportunity of the
tribal communities of Malda.
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1.7 Materials and Methods
The present work is based on the collection, processing, analysis and presentation of both
primary and secondary data.
1.7.1 Primary Sources
The work is based on field investigation. Primary data has been collected by using a Stratified
quota sampling method through a household survey (4 percent). The primary data has been
collected from the field by interacting with tribal people regarding employment problems
through the Questionnaire and interview method.

Module 1.1 Household Survey of Malda District.
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Module 1 shows that the according to Census of India 2011, there are 1613 villages in 15 CD
blocks of Malda district. Only 65 villages have been selected for field surveys out of which
1613 villages in Malda district. There is a total of 29575 households out of 65 villages in Malda
district and out of which 1183 households are selected for field surveys in rural areas.
Again, there are 43 wards in the 2 municipalities of the Malda district. There are total 5245
households in the 2 wards of Malda district and out of which 210 households are selected for
field surveys in urban areas. In the year 2012-16, there has been a total of 1393 household
surveys from both rural and urban areas of the Malda district.

1.7.2 Secondary Sources
The Secondary data has been collected from a census of India 2011, Above Poverty Line (APL)
& Below Poverty Line (BPL) data collect from Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojana (RSBY) of
Malda district (2012), Statistical Handbook of Malda 2016, Sarva Shiksha Mission (SSM) in
Malda (2012-16), District Information System for Education (DISE), All India Survey on
Higher Education (AISHE) and Gour Banga University (GBU) in Malda district (2012-16).
Both primary and secondary data have been processed, analyzed and results derived in
Percentage (individual male, female and total) have been used to determine different class
groups based on the Mean and Standard Deviation (SD) methods (Mandal & Bhattacharya
2019). The quantified data has been presented through suitable Bar, Pie and Line diagrams and
the block-wise distribution of scheduled tribe population for education and employment ST
population (in %) of the study area have been presented through thematic maps based on GIS
platform.
The distribution of ST different levels of education and employment by blocks arranged into
three categories of high, medium and low has been worked out by calculating mean (Average)
and Standard Deviation (SD) of that variable. The medium levels include all CD blocks of
Malda district which are values between mean (average) and add plus & minus (±) half standard
deviation (Siddiqui & Naseer 2004). Above the medium level is high and below the medium
level is low.
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The Formula of High, Medium and Low
Medium = Range within > (Mean + SD) and < (Mean – SD)
2
2
High = > (Mean + SD)
2
Low = < (Mean – SD)
2

The education and employment scenario of the study area has been discussed in detail in the
relevant chapters on the basis of the formulated conceptual framework in the form of modules,
the prepared diagrams from available data both primary and secondary by using Microsoft
excel at block level as well as the district as a whole and the relevant maps have been prepared
on GIS platform using SOI Topographical maps, Satellite images.
1.8 Etymological Meaning of Education
The word 'education' has originated from the Latin word 'Educare'. The word 'Educare' means
to nurture or to care or to awaken. So, education is to help the child or the immature learner to
get the proper skills of living through proper upbringing and care.
The word 'Education' has originated from the Latin word 'Educere'. The word 'Educare' means
to give directions. According to educators, education is to develop the student's latent attributes
through instruction.
The word 'education' has originated from the Latin word 'educatum'. The word 'educatum'
means teaching work. This means that the overall development of the student through
education.
The word 'education' is derived from the Latin word 'educatio'. The word 'educatio' has been
coined in combination with two words, namely 'E' and 'duco'. The word 'education' means to
help develop the hiding possibilities in the child. Education is the fundamental method of social
progress and reforms. Therefore, Education is an ideal way of helping to live by changing the
behaviour of the student (Pal & Sahu 2016).
In Hindi, the term “Siksha” has come from the Sanskrit word “Shash”. “Shash” means to
discipline, to control, to order, to direct, to rule etc. The term “Vidya” has originated from
“Bid” meaning knowledge.
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If we mention certain definitions of education of great educators of the East and the West, we
may have a clear picture of the nature and meaning of the term education.
•

“Education is the manifestation of perfection already in man” – Swami Vivekananda.

•

“Education is the purification of the mind and the heard” – Shree Ramakrishna.

•

“Education is self-realization and service of the people”– Guru Nanak.

•

“Nothing is more purifying on earth than Knowledge” – Bhagbat Gita.

•

“Education is preparing for complete living” – Herbert Spencer.

•

“Education is adjustment, and adjustment is education” – John Dewey.

•
“Education is the development of valuable personality and spiritual individuality” –
Ross.
•

“Education is the way of character formation and religious life” – Swami Dayananda.

•
“Education is the development of the power of adaptation to an ever-changing social
environment” – P C Banerjee. (Ghorai 2016).

1.9 Economic Activity or Employment
The term ‘economic activity’ in the Employment and Unemployment survey will include:
The entire spectrum of human activity (employment) falls into two categories: economic
activity and non-economic activity. The economic activities have two parts of market activities
and non-market activities. Market activities are those that involve remuneration to those who
perform it i.e., activity performed for pay or profit. Such activities include the production of all
goods and services for the market including those of government services, etc. Non-market
activities are those involving the production of primary commodities for own consumption and
own-account production of fixed assets (Kolamkar 2012).
It is the activity in which a person is engaged during the reference period, which decides the
person's participation in economic and/or non-economic activities. According to this, a person
will be in one or a combination of the following three statuses during a reference period:
i.

Working or engaged in economic activity (work);

ii.

Not engaged in economic activity (work) but either making tangible efforts to seek
'work' or being available for 'work' in case the 'work’ is available,

iii.

Neither engaged in any economic activity (work) nor available for 'work'.
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1.10 Definition of tribes
The constitution of India, Article 366 (25) defines scheduled tribes as "such tribes or tribal
communities are deemed under article 342 to the scheduled tribes for the purpose of this
constitution" (Mohan 2012).
Scheduled tribes in India are generally considered to be 'Adibasi', meaning indigenous people
or original inhabitants of the country (Haseena & Mohammed 2014).
Those communities of India who live in a particular common area, have a common language,
have a common occupation, have common a culture and use of pre-agricultural technology,
they are called tribes.
Different scholars have attempted to provide definitions of a tribe. Some of them provided by
eminent scholars are as follows:
Gillin and Gillin: Any pre-literate local group may be termed as the tribe, whose members
reside in a common area, speak a common language and have a common culture.
Dr. W.H.R. Rivers: Tribe is a simple type of social group whose members speak a common
dialect and work together at the time of war.
R.N. Mukherjee: A tribe is that human group, whose members have a common interest,
territory, language, social law and economic occupation.
Among the Scheduled Tribes, there are some tribes who are more backward than another
category. They have been classified as Primitive Tribes. They are characterized by a low level
of Literacy and education, Declining or Stagnant Population, use of Pre-agricultural technology
and economic backwardness (Mohan 2012).
Therefore, their main characteristics are live in a common territory or particular geographical
area, common language, common occupation, common culture, low Literacy and education
rate, economic backwardness and use of pre-agricultural technology. Also, they are simple,
truthful and hardworking (Mohan 2012).
1.11 Conclusions
Among the Scheduled Tribes, there are some tribes who are more backward than another
category. They have been classified as Primitive Tribes. Their main characteristics of the tribes
are live in a common territory, common language, common occupation, common culture,
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simple, truthful, hardworking, low Literacy and education rate, economic backwardness and
use of pre-agricultural technology. Education is an ideal way of helping to live by changing the
behaviour of the student. So, Education is the fundamental method of social progress and
reforms.
The entire employment system into two categories: economic activity and non-economic
activity. The economic activities have two parts of market activities and non-market activities.
Market activities are those that involve remuneration to those who perform it i.e., activity
performed for pay or profit. Such activities include the production of all goods and services for
the market including those of government services, etc. Non-market activities are those
involving the production of primary commodities for own consumption and own-account
production of fixed assets.
Most tribal people in the Malda district have very backwardness in education and employment
sectors than other communities or non-tribal people. Among the tribal communities in Malda
district, the main issues of education are social-economic problems, the lack of academic and
administrative facilities and traditional indifference of tribal community towards education.
Therefore, tribal people of the Malda district faced different problems in education and
employment.
The whole research work is based on primary and secondary data. The Secondary data has been
collected from a census of India 2011, Sarva Shiksha Mission (SSM) in Malda (2012-16),
District Information System for Education (DISE), All India Survey on Higher Education
(AISHE) and Gour Banga University (GBU) in Malda district (2012-16) and the primary data
has been collected from the field survey through questionnaire method and interview. Only 4
percent of primary data has been collected from the field survey. A stratified quota sampling
method has been used for data collection purposes in the Malda district.
The data has been processed, analysed and results derived in Percentage (individual male,
female and total) have been used to determine different class groups based on the Mean and
Standard Deviation (SD) methods. The quantified data has been presented through suitable
Bar, Pie and Line diagrams and the block-wise distribution of scheduled tribe population for
education and employment ST population (in %) of the study area have been presented through
thematic maps based on a GIS platform.
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CHAPTER -2
BRIEF ACCOUNT OF PHYSICAL, CULTURAL AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC
CONDITIONS OF THE STUDY AREA
2.1 Introduction
Malda district is famous in West Bengal and India. Because in the medieval period the capital
of Bengal was Pandua and Gaur (Lambourn 1819). Not only that, presently pandua and gaur
in the Malda district are an important historical tourism centre. Malda district is famous for the
mango fruits in India. Also, the Kaliachak region of the Malda district is famous for the
cultivation of silk (sericulture). The day of independence of India is 15th August 1947. But the
Independence Day of Malda district is 17th August 1947 (Mondal 2016). Because the Malda
district was under East Pakistan (Bangladesh) from 15th August 1947 to 17th August 1947
(Gosh 2004). Malda district is an important district in West Bengal. Because Malda district is
called the gateway of North Bengal. The Physical, cultural and socio-economic conditions of
the Malda district are very diverse. So, the following are discussed below about the physical,
cultural and socio-economic conditions of the Malda district.
2.2 Origin of the Name of Malda District
There are different opinions about the origin of the name of ‘Malda’ district because different
philosophers have expressed different opinions. An opinion is that derived from the Arabic
word 'Mal' comes to the word Maldah. The word "Mal" is an Arabic word its means wealth
and the origin of the name "Maldah” probably signifies that it was an important centre of trade
(Roy 2001). Another opinion is the origin of the word Maldah from the community of the local
'Maladh' name. Also, the name of the Malda is derived from the Bengali word 'Doho', which
means the water reservoir (Mondal 2016). Because the name 'doho' has been named for many
water bodies here. This means that the name of the Malda district is derived from the word
'Doho'. The main administrative centre of Malda district is the English Bazar. The English
Bazar of Malda district was once the main trade centre of the English. It is called the English
Bazar to be the main trade centre of English. At the present time, the tendency is to transfer the
name of Malda to English Bazar and to called Malda town.
2.3 History of Malda District
Malda district is a central geographical position in West Bengal. Malda district is called the
gateway of North Bengal (Ismail & Mustaquim 2013). In the medieval period, the capital of
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Bengal was Pandua and Gaur. Gour and Pandua are almost equidistant north and south from
English Bazar and on opposite sides of Mahananda, Gour being on the west and pandua on the
eastern. Pandua and Gaur in Malda district are an important historical Tourist centre. Malda
district is famous for the fruits of mango in India. Maldah was previously known as “English
bazaar” and it got its name (English Bazar) from the English factory which was established
here in 1771.
This district was formed out of some portions of outlying areas of Purnia, Dinajpur and
Rajshahi districts in 1813. At the time of Dr. B. Hamilton (1808 - 09), the presents thanas of
Gazole, Malda, Bamongola, and part of Habibpur were included in the district of Dinajpur and
the thanas of Harischandrapur, Kharba, Ratua, Manikchak, and Kaliachak were included in the
district of Purnia. In 1813, in consequence of the prevalence of serious crimes in the Kaliachak
and Sahebganj thanas and also on the rivers, a Joint Magistrate and Deputy Collector were
appointed at Englishbazar with jurisdiction over a number of police stations cantering that place
and taken from the two districts. Thus, the district of Malda was born. The year 1832 saw the
establishment of a separate treasury and the year 1859 the posting of a full-fledged Magistrate
and collector.
Until 1876, this district was part of the Rajshahi Division and between 1876 and 1905, this
district formed part of the Bhagalpur division. In 1905, this district was again transferred to the
Rajshahi division and till 1947 Malda district remained in this division (Lambourn 1819).
In August 1947, this district was affected by partition, between the 12th and 15th of August.
1947, the fate of the district as to which side it should go, to Pakistan or to India was undecided
because the announcement of the partition award of Sir Radcliffe did not make this point clear.
During these few days, the district was under a Magistrate of East Pakistan, when the details
of the Radcliffe award were published, the district came over to West Bengal on the 17th of
August. 1947. Therefore, the day of independence of the Malda district is 17th August 1947.
Malda has been a long-neglected district since independence of India, but it became a
prominent place in West Bengal after the late A. B. A. Ghani Khan Chowdhury, one of the
prominent personalities of eastern India, took steps within his various capacities being minister
of different portfolios from state to national ministries of India to develop Malda. Therefore,
due to various development works by A. B. A Ghani Khan Chowdhury, the district of Malda
has improved a lot today.
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2.4 Administrative division
Malda district belongs to the Jalpaiguri division of West Bengal. Table 2.1 shows that there are
two administrative divisions in this district (Chandramouli 2011). Namely the Chanchal
subdivision and Malda Sadar subdivision. There are 6 blocks in the Chanchal subdivision of
Malda district and 9 blocks in Malda Sadar subdivision.

Chanchal-I, Chanchal-II,

Harishchandrapur-I, Harishchandrapur-II, Ratua-I and Ratua-II blocks are included in the
Chanchal subdivision. The Malda Sadar subdivision includes Manikchak, Kaliachak-I,
Kaliachak-II, Kaliachak-II, Old Malda, Gazol, Habibpur and Bamongola blocks. English Bazar
is the headquarters of the Malda district. According to the Census of India 2011 and Statistical
Handbook 2016, there are 1814 Mouzas, 3701 Villages, 2008 Gram Sansads, 147 Gram
panchayats, 15 Blocks, 2 Municipalities and 11 Police stations in Malda district. Old Malda
municipality has 18 wards and 25 wards in the English Bazar municipality (Mondal K.K 2014).
At present, the police stations of Malda district are Harischandrapur, Chanchal (Kharba),
Ratua, Gazol, Malda, English Bazar, Manikchak, Bamongola, Habibpur, Kaliachak and
Baishnab Nagar.
Table 2.1 Administrative Divisions of Malda District, 2011
Sub Division Name of Block

MALDA SADAR

CHANCHAL

Total
Gram
Gram
Area
Panchayat
Sansads
Harischandrapur-I
176.59
7
105
Harischandrapur-II
223.77
9
120
Chanchal-I
167.04
8
121
Chanchal-II
211.42
7
108
Ratua-I
237.50
10
148
Ratua-II
179.19
8
103
SIX BLOCKS
1195.51
49
705
Manikchak
331.49
11
154
English Bazar
259.12
11
144
Old Malda
222.18
6
87
Habibpur
408.04
11
143
Bamongola
212.13
6
89
Gazol
529.17
15
196
Kaliachak-I
108.55
14
195
Kaliachak-II
229.46
10
108
Kaliachak-III
267.98
14
187
NINE BLOCKS
2568.12
98
1303
RURAL AREA
3351.63
147
2008
English Bazar
9.00
Old Malda
13.63
URBAN
25.37
MALDA DT
3377.00
Source: Census of India, 2011 & District Statistical Handbook, 2016

No. of
Mouza
114
82
109
98
101
58
562
82
122
125
251
152
298
71
75
76
1252
1814

No. of
Villages
213
215
244
113
194
123
1102
144
290
242
696
231
223
123
347
303
2599
3701
25
18
43
-
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Fig. 2.1 Anministrative Division of Malda District, 2011

2.5 Physical Setup of Malda District
2.5.1 Physiography
The Mahananda River flows from North-West to South-East and divides the Malda district into
two parts (Mondal 2016), namely Eastern and Western zones. Again, the Kalindri river divides
the western region of the Malda district into two parts, namely the northern and southern parts.
The eastern part of the Malda district is comparatively high and barren but the western part is
low and fertile. Therefore, the Malda district can be divided into three parts according to the
nature of topography and soil (Som 2011). Namely Barind, Tal and Diara (Table 2.2 & Fig.
2.2).
Table: 2.2 Physical divisions of Malda District in the following Blocks, 2011.

BLOCKS

Regions

BARIND
Old Malda
Habibpur
Bamongola
Gazol

DIARA

TAL

Manikchak
Harischandrapur-I
English
Harischandrapur-II
Bazar
Chanchal-I
Kaliachak-I
Chanchal-II
Kaliachak-II
Ratua-I
Kaliachak-III
Ratua-II
Source: Bengal District Gazetteers: Malda & Maldah Jelar Itihas
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Fig. 2.2 Physical Divisions of Malda District, 2011

2.5.1.1 Barind
The Barind region is situated on the east side of the Mahananda River (Ghosh 2004). This
region consists of Gazole, Habibpur, Bamangola and Old Malda blocks. On the east side of the
Mahananda river, the region formed by red soil is called Barind. This area is 28 to 32 meters
high above sea level. The ground floor of this region is an integral layer of granite stone, which
is very difficult to penetrate the tube. Its extended part is Garo and Khasi Hills in the Meghalaya
region. The soil in this region is very difficult and inefficient. This region has a higher elevation
than other geographical regions of the Malda district.
2.5.1.2 Tal
Located on the west side of the Mahananda river and on the north side of the Kalindi river, the
region is called Tal. This region is formed with the block of Harishchandrapur-I,
Harishchandrapur-II, Chanchal-I, Chanchal-II, Ratua-I and Ratua-II blocks. The soil colour of
this region is black. The cultivation of this region is very good because the soil is fertile. Due
to the majority of the area being low, there are floods every year. There are numerous canals
and bills here. This region is lower than in the Barind region. The height of this area is 18 to
20 meters above sea level. This region gradually sloping south and west and joins the Diara
region.
2.5.1.3 Diara
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The Diara region is situated on the south side of the Kalindri river and on the west side of the
Mahananda river. This region is formed with the block of Kaliachak-I, Kalichak-II, KaliachakIII, Manikchak and English Bazar blocks. The height of this region is 18 to 20 meters above
sea level. Diara is the most populated area in Malda district. Because the soil of this region is
very fertile, so the cultivation here is very good. This section of the Malda district is a new kind
of nature. This region is composed of the clay soils of the Ganges.
2.5.2 Drainage
Malda is a river maternity district because many rivers flow through the Malda district. Table
2.3 & Fig. 2.3 shows that there are many rivers flowing through the district of Malda, such as
the Ganga, Mahananda, Kalindri,
Tangon, Purnabhaba, Bhagirathi and
Pagla. Among the rivers of the Malda
district, the Ganga and Mahananda
rivers are the main (Bhattacharyya
2011). The main rivers of the Malda
district are discussed in detail below.
2.5.2.1 Ganga
The Ganges is the main river of the
Malda district. This river, originating
from the Gangotri glacier of the
Himalayan ranges, flows through
Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and West Bengal
Fig. 2.3 Drainage of Malda district
and falls into the Bay of Bengal. The river Ganges entered through the Manikchak (Bhutni)
block of the Malda district. This river flows through the Manikchak, Kaliachak-I and
Kaliachak-II blocks on the south-west of Malda district. The main branches of the river Ganges
are Fulahar, Bhagirathi and Kalindri. The total length of this river (including its tributaries) in
the Malda district is 172 kilometers. Paradenapur of Kaliachak-III block of Malda district is
the last point of this river. There are almost every year floods and erosion by the Ganga river
in Manikchak and Kaliachak-II blocks of Malda district.
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Table 2.3 The Drainage System (Main Rivers) in Malda District, 2011
River

Entry Point

Gaduri of
Bhutnichar
(Manikchak)
Mahananda Junction of
Chanchal-I
Ratua-II and
Gazol
Punarbhaba North-Easter
portion of
Bamangola
Junction of
Tangon
Bamangola
and
Gazol
Mihaghat
Kalindri
(HCP-II)
Ganga

Runs through
the blocks
Kaliachak-III
Kaliachak-II
Manikchak
English Bazar
Old Malda
Habibpur
Gazol
Bamangola

Length in the
District*

Bamangola
Old Malda
Habibpur
Gazol
HCP-II
Ratua-I
Manikchak
English Bazar

172 km.

88.6 km.

64.4 km.

64.6 km.

Branches
of Rivers
Fulahar
Bhagirathi
Kalindri
Kalindri
Pagla

Pardeonapur
(Kaliachak-III)

Aiho
(Habibpur)

Haria

Eastern boarder
of Bamangola

Chunakali
Khal

Fulahar
53 km

End Point

Mahananda

Mahananda at
Bachamari (Old
Malda)

Note: * Including Tributaries.
Source: Official Records, Office of the Assistant Engineer (Irrigation), Malda, 2011.

2.5.2.2 Mahananda
Mahananda is the second important river in the Malda district (Basak 2018). This river
originates from the Paglajhora waterfall of Karshiyang of the Himalaya Mountains. This river
flows through the districts of Darjeeling, Jalpaiguri, Bihar and North Dinajpur and enters into
the Malda district. And flows through the Malda district to meet Padda river in Bangladesh.
This river flows through Chanchal-I, Chanchal-II, Ratua, Gazol, Old Malda and English Bazar
blocks of Malda district. The total length of this river in the Malda district is 88.60 kilometers.
Its main tributary is Kalindri. This Kalindri river joins the Mahananda River near the Old Malda
Police Station (Bachamari).
2.5.2.3 Kalindri
Kalindri river is a tributary of the Mahananda River and the distributary of the Ganges. In fact,
the Kalindri river is a branch of Mahananda, which flows through the Purina district of Bihar
state in the name of Fulahar. Actually, branches of the Kosi river. This river enters this district
through Mihaghat of the Harishchandrapur-II block of the Malda district. This river flows
through Harishchandrapur-II, Ratua-I, Manikkak and English Bazar blocks of Malda district.
This Kalindri river joins the Mahananda River near the Old Malda Police Station The total
length of Kalindri river in Malda district is 53 km.
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2.5.2.4 Tangan
The great tributary of the Mahananda river is Tangan. This river flows through Jalpaiguri,
Bangladesh and South Dinajpur (W.B) districts and enters the Malda district. This river flows
through the Gazole, Bamangola, Old Malda and Habibpur blocks of Malda district and joins
the Mahananda River. This Tangan river joins the Mahananda River near Muchia and Ahio.
The old way of this river in the old Malda block, known as Chunakhali. In Malda district the
junction area of Tangan and Purnabhaba river is low. The low valley of this river is known as
Doba in the local language. Tangan and Purnabhaba river valley in the Malda district have
triangular shapes in the Barind region. The total length of the Tangan river in the Malda district
is 64.60 kilometers. The main feeder of this Tangan river is Chunakhali.
2.5.2.5 Purnabhaba
Purnabhaba river originates from the reservoir of Bramhanpukur in the Dinajpur district of
Bangladesh. This river first flows through the Dinajpur district of Bangladesh and later in the
South Dinajpur district of West Bengal and entered the Malda district. This river flows through
Bamongola and Habibpur blocks on the eastern boundary of the Malda district. This river
finally enters the Rajshahi district of Bangladesh and joined the Mahananda River. Two
branches of this river are called 'Hariya' in the local language at Mahadevpur (J.L. No-141) and
Khutadah (J.L. No-142) Mouza of the Bamangola block (Basak 2018). The total length of this
river in the Malda district is 64.40 kilometers. The main branch of this river is Hariya. The
names of other rivers in the district of Malda are Phulhar, Pagla and Behula.
2.5.3 Climate
Table 2.4 Climate Condition of Malda District
Name of the
January February March April
month
Mean
0
15
2
53
Rainfall
Maximum
22
28
34
35
Temperature
Mean
16.5
22
27.5
29.5
Temperature
Minimum
11
16
21
24
Temperature
Source: Malda District Statistical Hand Book, 2016.
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Fig. 2.4 Climate of Malda district, 2016.

Table 2.4 and Fig. 2.4 shows that the climate of the Malda district is the tropical monsoon. The
main characteristic of this climate is that the winter season is dry and the summer season is
moist (Basak 2018). The Government of India's Meteorological Department, divided the
climate of the Malda district into four main seasons, as follows:
i.

Winter season

ii.

Summer season

iii.

Arrival of monsoon season or Rainy season.

iv.

Retreating monsoon season or Autumn season

i.

Winter season

The winter season starts from the last week of November to the end of February. This means
that the cold season starts on about the middle of November and continues till the end of
February. Rainfall is not due to the absence of air humidity at this time. Malda district generally
does not have rainfall in the winter season. However, in some years of rainfall, its amount is
very low. During this winter season, the temperature range is between 11o C-29o C, and the
average monthly temperature of this season is 20o C. Annual average rainfall in the Malda
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district is 106 mm. In the winter season, there are western disturbances in the Malda district.
As a result, there is very low rainfall in this winter season.
ii.

Summer season

The summer season is from March to May. The temperature of this season starts increasing
from the month of March to May. As a result, this season is very hot. During this summer
season, the temperature range is between 21o C-34o C, and the average monthly temperature of
this season is 29.5o C.
iii.

Rainy season.

The period of monsoon starts from June to September. This time the air pressure is very low.
As a result, this season the south-west monsoon winds flow. This time there is too much
rainfall. The average annual rainfall of this season is 217 mm. However, the average annual
rainfall in the Malda district is 106 mm.
iv.

Autumn season

Autumn season or the season of returning Monsoon starts after the months of September. This
means that the Autumn season is from the months of October to November. In this season, the
overhead position of the sun shifts to the Southern Hemisphere and decreases the low pressure
of wind over the north-western part of India. As a result, the south-west monsoon winds start
moving back towards the south. This is called the retreating of the monsoon winds.
Therefore, the climatic conditions of the Malda district are an extreme condition. Because it is
very hot in the summer, it is very cold during the winter and there is plenty of rain in the rainy
season.
2.5.4 Soil
There is red and strong soil in Barind area of Malda district, which is not suitable for
agriculture. Therefore, there was no improvement in agricultural production in this region. But
the Tal and Diara region of Malda district is made up of sediment or alluvial soil, which is very
fertile and favourable for agriculture (Bhattacharyya 2011). As a result, agriculture has
improved very much in this region.
2.5.5 Natural Vegetation
As per the 2014 statistical handbook of the Malda district, there are 1703.04 hectares of natural
vegetation. Most natural vegetation in the Malda district is deciduous. The main natural
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vegetation of Malda district is Pipal, Bat, Simul, Pakur, Neem, Jack-fruit, Tetul or Tamarind,
Jam, Bamboo and Mango etc. There is a jungle in some places in the Barind area of Malda
district. The famous Forrest of Malda district is Adina Forest.
Table 2.5 Forest resource of Malda district
Area by class of forest

Reserve forest
Protected forest
Unclassed state forest
Total

Area under forest (Hectares)
2005 – 2006 Year
806.50
378.00
509.80
1694.30

2006 – 2007 Year
773.95
373.04
556.05
1703.04

Source: Divisional forest officer, Malda

Table 2.5 shows that in the district of Malda, Reserves Forrest was 806.50 hectares, Protected
Forest 378.00 hectares and unclassed State Forest 509.80 hectares, total 1694.30 hectares in
2005-06. Again, in 2006-07, the Reserved Forrest was 773.95 hectares, Protected Forest 373.04
hectares and Unclassed State Forest 556.05 hectares, total 1703 hectares. Therefore, the amount
of reserve and protected forests decreased in 2006-07 compared to 2005-06. This means that
deforestation is being done in the Malda district.
2.5.6 Agricultural Practice
According to the 2014 Statistical Handbook, the amount of cultivable land in the Malda district
is 259121 hectares. Malda district is an agricultural major area (Mondal 2016). Farming is the
important economic field of the Malda district. In Malda district paddy (Aus, Aman and Boro),
wheat, maize, jute, potato, oilseed and various kinds of vegetables are cultivated. Mango is the
main fruit of this district. Various varieties of mango are cultivated in this district, such as Fazli,
Langra, Gopalbhog, Lakhanbhog, Himasagar and Amrapalli, etc. In addition, litchi, guava,
banana and pineapple are cultivated in the Malda district. The cultivation of silk (sericulture)
is very good in the Kaliachak region of the Malda district.
2.5.7 Industry
Malda district is not very advanced in terms of different kinds of large-scale industry. But some
different types of industries have been established in this district. The Narayangpur region of
the Old Malda block of Malda district is at the Industrial Growth Center. Because some
medium and large-scale industries have been established here, such as bricks, Horlicks, silk
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and cement industries, etc. The small and medium-sized industries have been established in
Malda district are rice mill, flour mill, oil mill, jelly, wood furniture, iron and steel furniture,
paper mill and the printing press, etc. Also, various types of handicrafts such as bamboo
furniture, rattan furniture, earthen furniture, mat, leather industry and agricultural machinery
manufacturing (construction) industry, etc.
2.6 Cultural Setup of the Malda District
2.6.1 Population
Table: 2.6 Basic Population Data in Malda District
Description (As Per Census)
2011
Actual Population
3,988,845
Male
2,051,541
Female
1,937,304
Population Growth
21.22%
Area Sq. Km
3,733
Density/km2
1,069
Proportion to West Bengal Population 4.37%
Sex Ratio (Per 1000)
944
Child Sex Ratio (0-6 Age)
950
Average Literacy
61.73
Male Literacy
66.24
Female Literacy
56.96
Total Child Population (0-6 Age)
609,040
Male Population (0-6 Age)
312,340
Female Population (0-6 Age)
296,700
Literates
2,086,432
Male Literates
1,152,019
Female Literates
934,413
Child Proportion (0-6 Age)
15.27%
Boys Proportion (0-6 Age)
15.22%
Girls Proportion (0-6 Age)
15.32%
Source: Census of India, 2011

Table 2.6 shows that according to the
census of India 2011, the total
population of Malda district is
3,988,845 persons, out of which
2,051,541 persons are males and
1,937,304 persons are females. It is
4.37 percent of the total population
of West Bengal. The total area of the
Malda district is 3733 sq km. The
population density in the Malda
district is 1069 persons per square
kilometer. The population growth
rate in the Malda district is 21.22
percent (from 2001 to 2011). The sex
ratio of the Malda district (Per 1000)
is 944 Persons. In Malda district,
2086432-person people are literate,
out of which 1152019 persons are
males and 934413 persons are
females.

Malda district has an

average literacy rate is 61.73 percent, Out of which 66.24 percent of males and 56.96 percent
of females. The rate of Child Proportion (0-6 Age) in the Malda District is 15.27 percent.
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2.6.2 Distribution of Non-Scheduled & Scheduled Population
Table: 2.7 Distribution of Non-Scheduled & Scheduled Population in Malda district
Social Categories
Non – Scheduled Cast & Scheduled Tribes
Scheduled Cast (SC)
Scheduled Tribes (ST)

Persons
2839431
835430
313984

Percentage
71.19
20.94
7.87

Source: Census of India, 2011

Distribution of Non-Scheduled & Scheduled Population in
Malda district
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(ST)
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Scheduled Cast
(SC)
21%

Non – Scheduled Cast &
Scheduled Tribe
Scheduled Cast (SC)
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Non – Scheduled
Cast & Scheduled
Tribe
71%

Fig. 2.5 Distribution of Non-Scheduled & Scheduled Population in Malda district, 2011.

Table 2.7 & Fig. 2.5 shows that the according to Census of India 2011, Malda district has a
Non-Scheduled cast & Scheduled tribe people 2839431 (71.19 %) persons, Scheduled cast
835430 (20.94%) persons and Scheduled tribes 313984 (7.87%) persons. Therefore, the
number of tribal people in the Malda district is very less than the non-tribal people.
2.6.3 Distribution of Scheduled Tribes Population
Table 2.8 Distribution of Scheduled Tribes Population in Malda District
Area
All Population in Percentage
Scheduled Tribe Percentage
Malda District
Population
Rural
3447185
86.42
307625
97.97
Urban
541660
13.58
6359
2.03
Total
3988845
100.00
313984
100.00
Source: Census of India, 2011
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Table 2.8 shows that the according to Census of India 2011, the total population of Malda
district is 3988845 Persons, out of which 3447185 Persons are live in (86.42 percent) Rural
Area and 541660 Persons are live in (13.58 percent) Urban Area. The total tribal population in
Malda district is 313984 persons out of which 307625 persons (97.97 percentage) people are
live in rural areas and 6359 persons (2.03 percentage) people are live in urban areas. Therefore,
the number of tribal people in urban areas is very low compared to rural areas of Malda district.
Table 2.9 Tribal population in Malda district
District
Scheduled Tribe (ST) Population in Percentage of Malda ST Population to
Malda District
State (West Bengal) ST Population
Total
Male
Female
Total
Male
Female
Malda
313984
157528
156456
5.92
5.94
5.91
Source: Census of India, 2011

Table 2.9 shows that the total tribal population in the Malda district is 31,394 persons, which
is 5.92 percent of the total tribal population in West Bengal. In the Malda district, the total
number of the tribal male population is 157528 persons, which is 5.94 percent of the total tribal
male population in West Bengal. Also, the total tribal female population in this district is
156456 persons, which is 5.91 percent of the total tribal female population in West Bengal.
2.6.4 Density of total population
Table 2.10 Density of the total population in Malda District (in Per Square KM)
SL. NO.
Name of the Zone
Name of Blocks
Density
1
Low population density zone.
Habibpur
531
Gazol
669
(873 Below persons)
Old Malda
686
Bamongola
698
Manikchak
853
2
Moderate population density zone. Harischandrapur-I
1164
Harischandrapur-II
1154
(873 to 1747 persons)
Chanchal-I
1074
Chanchal-II
1001
Ratua-I
1223
English Bazar
1090
Kaliachak-II
1004
3
High population density zone.
Ratua - II
1995
(1747 to 2621 persons)
4

Very high population density zone. Kaliachak - I
Kaliachak - III
(2621 Above persons)

Source: Census of India 2011. Note: Mean = 1310 & Standard Deviation (SD) = 874

3682
2819
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According to the Census of India 2011, the density of the population in the Malda district is
1069 Persons per square km. Table 2.10 shows that among the blocks of Malda district, the
density of the population is very different. It varies from 531 persons per square km in Habibpur
to 3682 persons per square km in the Kaliachak-I block. Based on population density, the
Malda district can be divided into four zones, as follows.
i.

Low population density zone

ii.

Moderate population density zone

iii.

High population density zone

iv.

Very high population density zone

i.
Low population density zone
The number of people lives in less than 873 persons per square km is called a low population
density zone. Five blocks under this category are Habibpur (531 persons), Old Malda (686
persons), Gazol (669 persons), Bamongola (698 persons) and Manichak (853 persons).
ii.

Moderate population density zone

The number of people lives between 873 – 1747 persons per square km is called a moderate
population density zone. It includes the blocks of Chanchal-I (1074 persons), Chanchal-II
(1001 persons), Harishchandrapur-I (1164 persons), Harishchandrapur-II (1154 persons),
English Bazar (1090 persons), Kaliachak-II (1004 persons) and Ratua-I (1223 persons).
iii.

High population density zone

The blocks of the district include in this category wherein the population density is between
1747 – 2621 persons per square km. This category only one block is Ratua-II (1995 persons).
iv.

Very high population density zone

This category includes such blocks of the district where the density of population is 2621
persons above per square km. These blocks are Kaliachak-I (3682 persons) and Kaliachak-III
(2819 persons).
2.6.5 Density of tribal population
According to the Census of India 2011, the density of the population in the Malda district is 78
Persons per square km. Table 2.11 shows that among the blocks of Malda district, the density
of the population is very different. It varies from 04 persons per square k.m in Chanchal-I to
199 persons per square k.m in Kaliachak-III block. Based on population density, Malda district
can be divided into four zones (regions), as follows.
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i. Low population density zone
ii. Moderate population density zone
iii. High population density zone
iv. Very high population density zone
Table 2.11 Density of the ST population in Malda District (in Per Square KM)
SL. NO.
Name of the Zone
Name of Blocks
Density
1
Low Population Density Zone.
Harischandrapur-I
24
Harischandrapur-II
33
(47 Below Persons)
Chanchal-I
04
Ratua - II
19
English Bazar
21
Kaliachak - I
14
Kaliachak - II
23
2
Moderate Population Density Zone.
Chanchal-II
72
Ratua-I
104
(47 to 109 Persons)
Old Malda
103
3
High Population Density Zone.
Manikchak
127
Habibpur
154
(109 to 171 Persons)
Bamongola
141
Gazol
133
4
Very High Population Density Zone. Kaliachak - III
199
(171 Above Persons)
Source: Census of India 2011.

Note: Mean = 78 & Standard Deviation (SD) = 62

i.
Low population density zone
The number of people lives in less than 47 persons per square km is called a low population
density zone. This category includes seven blocks, namely Harischandrapur-I (24 persons),
Harischandrapur-II (33 persons), Chanchal-I (04 persons), Ratua-II (19 persons), English
Bazar (21 persons), Kaliachak-I (14 persons) and Kaliachak-II (23 persons).
ii.

Moderate population density zone

The tribal population density in this category between 47 – 109 persons per square km. This
category includes three blocks. The names of these blocks are Chanchal-II (72 persons), RatuaI (104 persons) and Old Malda (103 persons).
iii.

High population density zone

The blocks of the district include in this category wherein the population density is between
109 – 172 persons per square km. The four blocks included in this category are Manikchak
(127 persons), Habibpur (154 persons), Bamongola (141 persons) and Gazol (133 persons).
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iv.

Very high population density zone

This category includes such blocks of the district where the density of tribal population is above
171 persons per square km. This category only one block is Kaliachak-III (199 persons).
If tribal population density is compared with the normal population density it will be apparent
that in all the cases i. e. from low to very high density the tribal population is significantly low.
2.6.6 Different types of tribal people
Table 2.12 Category Wise Distribution of Scheduled Tribe Population in Malda
Sl. No
Tribal category
Persons
Percentage
1
Santal
161062
51.29
2
Oraon
27464
8.75
3
Kharwar
22743
7.24
4
Kora
20337
6.48
5
Munda
19240
6.13
Other (Malpaharia, Mahali,
6
63138
20.11
Lodha, Chakma & Bhutia)
7
Total
313984
100
Source: Census of India, 2011

Category Wise Distribution of Scheduled Tribe Population in
Malda District
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Fig. 2.6 Category Wise Distribution of Scheduled Tribe Population in Malda, 2011

Table 2.12 & Fig. 2.6 shows that the according to the Census of India 2011, the total number
of tribal populations in Malda district are 313984 persons, out of which Santal has 161062
persons (51.29 percent), Oraon 27464 persons (8.75 percent), Kharwar 22743 persons (7.24
percent), Kora 20337 persons (6.48 percent), Munda 19240 persons (6.13 percent) and other
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63138 persons (20.11 percent). The number of Santal tribal people are higher than the other
tribal people of Malda district. Among these tribes of the Malda district, most of the tribal
people came from Jharkhand (Roy 2005).
2.6.7 Literacy as a whole
Table 2.13 Literacy of Malda District
Literates
Number
Persons
2086432
Males
1152019
Females
934413

Literacy rate in percentage
61.73
66.24
56.96

Source: Census of India, 2011

Table 2.13 shows that according to the Census of India 2011, the total literate persons in Malda
district is 2086432, which is the Literacy rate of this district 61.73 percent. Malda district has
a male literacy rate is 66.24 percent (1152019 persons) and the female literacy rate is 56.96
percent (934413 persons). Therefore, male literacy rates in the Malda district are higher than
female.
2.6.8 Tribal literacy
Table 2.14 Literacy of the Scheduled Tribes in Malda District
Rural
Urban
Total
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Literates
47.33
32.03
58.10
52.06
47.56
32.41
(72960)
(49153)
(1959)
(1555)
(74919)
(50708)
Total
39.68
55.08
40.01
Literates
(122113)
(3514)
(125627)
Source: Census of India, 2011, Note: Figures within bracket indicate the persons of literate.
Table 2.14 reveals that the according to Census of India 2011, The total literacy rate among the
scheduled tribe population in the Malda district is 40.01 percent (125627 persons), out of which
47.56 percent (74919 persons) of male and 32.41 percent (50708 persons) of the female. The
rural area total literacy rate among the scheduled tribe population is 39.68 percent (122113
persons), which are including male 47.33 percent (72960 persons) and female 32.03 percent
(49153 persons) of the study area. And the urban area total literacy rate among the scheduled
tribe population is 55.08 percent (3514 persons), which are including 58.10 percent (1959
persons) of males and 52.06 percent (1555 persons) of the female in the Malda district.
Therefore, tribal literacy rates in urban areas are higher compared to the rural areas of Malda
district. Also, tribal men literacy rates in both rural and urban areas are higher than women.
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2.6.9 Education of the Scheduled Tribes
Table 2.15 Different levels of Tribal Education by sex in Malda district (in %)
Level of Education
Total
Male
Female
Pre-Primary (Nursery, KG-I & KG-II)
18.47
17.08
19.86
Primary (I-IV)
36.07
34.07
38.07
Upper Primary (V-VIII)
15.06
14.15
15.97
Secondary (IX-X)
19.46
21.29
17.63
Higher Secondary (XI-XII)
6.43
7.64
5.21
Under Graduate
3.32
4.12
2.52
Post Graduate
1.19
1.65
0.74
Professional & Technical
1.55
2.11
0.86
Source: SSM in Malda, AISHE & GBU in Malda, 2012-16.
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Fig. 2.7 Status of Tribal Education in Malda district, 2012-16.

Table 2.15 and Fig. 2.7 shows that the different levels of tribal education rates in the Malda
district are Pre-primary 18.47 percent, Primary 36.07 percent, Upper Primary 15.06 percent,
Secondary 19.46 percent, Higher Secondary 6.43 percent, Undergraduate 3.32 percent,
Postgraduate 1.19 percent and Professional & Technical 1.55 percent. And the rates of tribal
male education in the Malda district are Pre-primary 17.08 percent, Primary 34.07 percent,
Upper primary 14.15 percent, Secondary 21.29 percent, Higher Secondary 7.64 percent,
Undergraduate 4.12 percent, Postgraduate 1.65 percent and Professional & Technical 2.11
percent. On the other hand, the rates of tribal female education in the Malda district are Preprimary 19.86 percent, Primary 38.07 percent, Upper primary 15.97 percent, Secondary 17.63
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percent, Higher Secondary 5.21 percent, Undergraduate 2.52 percent, Postgraduate 0.74
percent and Professional & Technical 0.86 percent.
All Primary (pre-primary, primary & upper primary) education levels of female students are
higher education rates than male students but Secondary, Higher Secondary and Higher
education levels of male students are higher education rates compared to female students of the
study area.
From the pre-primary education level to the higher education level, according to the percentage
of education rate, it is show in sequence that 1st position primary education level (36.07
percent), 2nd secondary (19.46 percent), 3rd pre-primary (18.47 percent), 4th upper primary
(15.06 percent), 5th higher secondary (6.43 percent), 6th undergraduate (3.32 percent), 7th
professional & technical (1.55 percent) and 8th postgraduate (1.19 percent) education level has
occupied place.
After the secondary education (19.46 percent) level, the rate of education suddenly decreased
in the level of higher secondary (6.43 percent) education. Because after passing the secondary
examination, a large number of students leave their studies. The main reason for this is financial
problems, for the lack of money, most tribal students stop studying and go to work in the
outside state. There is also a lack of higher educational institutions near the indigenous region.
2.6.10 Work participation rates as a whole
Table 2.16 Work participation rates in Malda district, (in %)
Social category
Cultivators Agricultural Household Based
Labourers
Workers
General
20.83
30.72
15.61
Scheduled Caste
23.88
38.98
8.30
Scheduled Tribes 43.04
45.06
1.95

Other Workers
32.84
28.84
9.95

Source: Census of India, 2011.

Table 2.16 & Fig. 2.8 reveals that the according to Census of India 2011, the work participation
rates of the general categories in the Malda district are 20.83 percent of cultivators, 30.72
percent of Agricultural Labourers, 30.72 percent of home-based workers and 15.61 percent of
others workers. The work participation rates of the Scheduled Cast population in Malda district,
cultivators are 23.88 percent, Agricultural Labourers 38.98 percent, Home-Based Workers 8.30
percent and other workers 28.84 percent. On the other hand, work participation rates of the
Scheduled Tribe population in Malda district, cultivators are 43.04 percent, Agricultural
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Labourers 45.06 percent, Home-Based Workers 1.95 percent and others workers 9.95 percent.
Therefore, most of the tribal people are working as cultivators and agricultural laborers
compared to Non-tribal people. But very few tribal people are working as Home-based
Workers and Other Workers (Business, Government & Private jobs) compared to Non-tribal
people.
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Fig. 2.8 Different types of work participation rates in Malda district, 2011.

2.6.11 Employment of the Scheduled Tribes
Table –2.17 Different levels of Tribal Employment by sex in Malda district (in %)
Level of Education
Total
Male
Female
Cultivation
12.11
20.54
3.69
Agricultural Labours
18.89
14.60
23.11
Non-Agricultural
21.35
20.70
22.10
Business
8.90
14.97
2.84
Home Based Workers
27.49
16.07
38.90
Government Salaried Workers
7.46
9.05
5.83
Private Salaried Workers
3.80
4.07
3.53
Source: Field Survey in Malda District, 2012-16.

Table 2.17 and Fig. 2.9 shows that the different levels of total tribal employment rate in the
Malda district are Cultivation 12.16 percent, Agricultural Labours 18.89 percent, NonAgricultural Labours 21.35 percent, Business 8.90 percent, Home Based Workers 27.49
percent, Government Salaried Workers 7.46 percent and Private Salaried Workers 3.80 percent.
The rates of tribal male employment in Malda district are Cultivation 20.54 percent,
Agricultural Labours 14.60 percent, Non-Agricultural Labours 20.70 percent, Business 14.97
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percent, Home Based Workers 16.07 percent, Government Salaried Workers 9.05 percent and
Private Salaried Workers 4.07 percent. On the other hand, the rates of tribal female employment
in Malda district are Cultivation 3.69 percent, Agricultural Labours 23.11 percent, NonAgricultural Labours 22.10 percent, Business 2.84 percent, Home Based Workers 38.90
percent, Government Salaried Workers 5.83 percent and Private Salaried Workers 3.53 percent.
Among the tribal communities in the Malda district, 34.95 percent are employed and 65.05
percent are unemployed (100-34.95 = 65.05 percent).

Percentage

Different Levels of Tribal Emploument by Sex in Malda
District
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
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Levels of Employment
Total
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Fig. 2.9 Status of Tribal Employment in Malda district, 2012-16.

According to the percentage of tribal employment rates of Malda district, it is found in sequence
that 1st position Home Based Workers employment level (27.49 percent), 2nd NonAgricultural Labours (21.35 percent), 3rd Agricultural Labours (18.89 percent), 4th Cultivation
(12.16 percent), 5th Business (8.90 percent), 6th Government Salaried Workers (7.46 percent)
and 7th Private Salaried Workers (3.80 percent) employment level has occupied place.
2.7 Conclusions
Malda district is a central geographical position in West Bengal. The district of Malda is called
the gateway of North Bengal. Malda district belongs to the Jalpaiguri division of West Bengal.
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There are two administrative divisions in this district. Namely, Chanchal subdivision and
Malda Sadar subdivision.
The Mahananda River flows from North-West to South-East and divides the Malda district into
two parts, namely Eastern and Western zones. Again, the Kalindri river divides the western
region of the Malda district into two parts, namely the northern and southern parts. The eastern
part of the Malda district is comparatively high and barren but the western part is low and
fertile. Therefore, the Malda district can be divided into three parts according to the nature of
topography and soil. Namely Barind, Tal and Diara.
There are many rivers flowing through the district of Malda, such as the Ganga, Mahananda,
Kalindri, Tangon, Purnabhaba, Bhagirathi and Pagla. Among the rivers of the Malda district,
the Ganga and Mahananda rivers are the main. The climate of the Malda district is the tropical
monsoon. The main characteristic of this climate is that the winter season is dry and the summer
season is moist. As per the 2014 statistical handbook of the Malda district, there are 1703.04
hectares of natural vegetation. Most natural vegetation in the Malda district is deciduous.
According to the 2014 Statistical Handbook, the amount of cultivable land in the Malda district
is 259121 hectares. Malda district is an agricultural major area. Farming is the important
economic field of the Malda district. Mango is the main fruit of this district. The cultivation of
silk (sericulture) is very good in the Kaliachak region of the Malda district.
According to the census of India 2011, the total population of the Malda district is 3,988,845
persons. It is 4.37 percent of the total population of West Bengal. The total area of the Malda
district is 3733 sq. km. The population density in the Malda district is 1069 persons per square
km. In Malda district, 2086432-person people are literate. Malda district has an average
literacy rate is 61.73 percent.
Malda district has Non-Scheduled cast & Scheduled tribe people 2839431 (71.19 %) persons,
Scheduled cast 835430 (20.94%) persons and Scheduled tribes 313984 (7.87%) persons.
Therefore, the number of tribal people in the Malda district is very less than the non-tribal
people. The total literacy rate among the scheduled tribe population in the Malda district is
40.01 percent (125627 persons).
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CHAPTER – 3
STUDY OF LEVELS OF EDUCATION OF THE TRIBAL PEOPLE IN MALDA
DISTRICT

3.1 Introduction
Tribal communities of Malda district are commonly referred to as Adivasi and are recognized
as ‘Scheduled Tribes' under the constitution of India. Scheduled Tribes are characterized by a
low level of education and economic backwardness (Sahu 2014). Socio-economic development
in any society depends upon the educational facilities it provides (Hussain & Bhat 2010).
Therefore, it is essential to put insight into the educational scenario of the tribal population of
the Malda district. The constitution of India gives a few directions and suggestions for the
development of education in our country. The importance of education as a part of fundamental
right (Chaturvedi 2007) has been emphasized in the Article No. 26 of the Universal Declaration
of Human Right (UDHR) and Article No. 45 according to the state "free and compulsory
elementary education to all children of the age of six to fourteen (6-14) years" According to
Article No. 46 provides for special care to the promotion of education and economic interests
of the scheduled caste, scheduled tribes and the weaker sections of society (Sindhu 2014).
Although emphasis has been given by Govt. of India for special care for tribal education still
in reality what is the actual situation is the main concern of tribal education (Chowdhury 2010).
In order to explore the real situation of the educational status of the tribal communities of the
Malda district, a study has been carried out on the basis of secondary data on different education
levels of the tribal communities starting from pre-primary to higher education.
3.2 Methods and Materials
The present chapter focuses on Pre-primary to Higher education status of the scheduled tribe
population in the Malda district since 2012-16. The different levels of educational status of the
ST population of the study area has been carried out after intensive study of the similar works
or the peripheral works done by the different researchers from different regions of India
(Bhattacharya 2012, Chaturvedi 2007, Chowdhury 2010, Hussain & Bhat 2010, Mandal 2018,
Mandal & Bhattacharya 2017, 2018 & 2019, Sahu 2014, Siddique & Nasser 2004 and Sindhu
2014).
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The study is based on secondary data. The secondary data have been collected from Sarva
Shiksha Mission (SSM) in Malda, All India Survey on Higher Education (AISHE) and Gour
Banga University (GBU) in the Malda district (2012-16). The data has been processed,
analysed and results derived in percentage (individual male, female and total) have been used
to determine different class groups based on the Mean and Standard Deviation (SD) methods.
The quantified data has been presented through suitable Bar diagrams and the block-wise
distribution of scheduled tribe population for different levels of education of ST population (in
%) of the study area has been presented through thematic maps based on GIS platform.
The distribution of ST different levels of education by blocks arranged into three categories
of high, medium and low has been worked out by calculating mean (Average) and Standard
Deviation (SD) of that variable. The medium levels include all CD blocks of Malda district
which are values between mean (average) and add plus & minus (±) half standard deviation
(Siddiqui & Naseer 2004).
3.3 Educational status of the Scheduled Tribes population in Malda District
3.3.1 Levels of Education
Table 3.1 Structure of Education as per the Kothari Commission or Indian Education Commission
(1964-66)

Nature of
Education
School Education

Higher Education

Levels of Education

Classes of Education

Pre-Primary
Primary
Upper Primary
Secondary
Higher Secondary
Under Graduate
Post Graduate
Professional &
Technical

Nursery, KG-I & KG-II
I-IV
V-VIII
IX-X
XI-XII
10+2+3
10+2+3+2
10+2+3+
Or
10+2+3+2+

Source: Book, Development of education in contemporary India, 2012.

Age of
Students
3–5
6–9
10 – 14
15 – 16
17 – 18
19 – 21
22 – 24
22 +
Or
25 +
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The analysis of education levels has been carried out in a systematic way to see candidates
passing through formal and informal examinations. This part of the chapter discusses the
variations in the educational levels of the ST population by blocks of the study area. Table 3.1
reveals that the classification of educational levels in India on the basis of Indian education
commission or Kothari commission (1964-66) (Bhattacharya (2017). These education levels
are Pre-primary (Nursery, KG-I & KG-II), Primary (I-IV), Upper primary (V-VIII), Secondary
(IX & X), Higher Secondary (XI-XII), Under Graduation (10+2+3), Post-Graduation
(10+2+3+2), Professional and Technical education (10+2+3+ Or 10+2+3+2+). These major
educational levels are studied in detail to know the educational condition of the ST population
in the Malda district.
Module 3.1 shows that the Scheduled tribe education rate is 95.19 percent of school education
and 4.81 percentage of higher education each out of hundred. The different levels of school
education rate of ST people are Pre-primary 18.40 percent, Primary 35.15 percent, Upper
Primary 14.76 percent, Secondary 20.35 percent & Higher Secondary 6.53 percent and the
different levels of higher education are Under Graduate 3.59 percent, Post Graduates 1.22
percent and Professional & Technical education levels are 1.59 percent in respect of total
educated ST students. These education levels are highest in Primary and lowest in Post
Graduates education level of ST students. The Professional & Technical education levels of ST
students are also have been completed of Under Graduates and Post Graduates education levels.

Module 3.1: Education rate of the scheduled tribe population in Malda District, 2012-16.
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3.3.1.1 Pre-primary Education
Pre-primary education refers to those educated persons who did not complete their primary
education. It is evident from Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.1 that the tribal pre-primary students in Malda
district are only 18.40 percent (17.11 percent are males and 19.69 percent are females) in
respect of total educated ST students from different education levels. In rural and urban areas
ST pre-primary students are 19.23 percent and 12.17 percent respectively out of different
education levels. Thus, rural areas ST students of Pre-primary education are 7.06 percent higher
than urban areas (Mandal & Bhattacharya 2017).
Table 3.2 Block-wise distribution of ST Students by PrePrimary Education in Malda district, 2012-16 (in %).
SL.
Name of Blocks &
Pre-Primary
NO.
Municipality
Male Female Total
1
Harischandrapur-I
22.03
25.76
23.89
2
Harischandrapur-II
19.15
17.18
18.16
3
Chanchal-I
16.51
22.63
19.57
4
Chanchal-II
19.86
21.39
20.62
5
Ratua-I
19.62
21.13
20.37
6
Ratua-II
18.19
21.04
19.61
7
Manikchak
14.3
17.82
16.06
8
English Bazar
14.54
21.42
17.98
9
Old Malda
16.68
22.63
19.65
10
Habibpur
21.06
21.42
21.24
11
Bamongola
17.55
20.92
19.23
12
Gazol
15.09
21.67
18.38
13
Kaliachak-I
14.70
18.25
16.47
14
Kaliachak-II
18.32
19.26
18.79
15
Kaliachak-III
18.19
18.74
18.46
A
RURAL AREAS
17.71
20.75
19.23
1
English Bazar(M)
9.10
9.20
9.15
2
Old Malda(M)
16.10
14.28
15.19
B
URBAN AREAS
12.60
11.74
12.17
AB
MALDA TOTAL
17.11
19.69
18.40
Source: SSM in Malda, 2012-16.

In rural areas, the male and female
students of this education level are
17.71 percent and 20.75 percent
respectively.

The

corresponding

figures for urban areas are 12.60
percent and 11.74 percent. In rural
areas, both male and female students
are higher in number as compared to
urban areas. Thus, rural areas are better
position as compared to urban areas in
regards to pre-primary education. The
main reason is that the cost of preprimary education in rural areas is very
low compared to urban areas of Malda
district. As a result, many tribal people

in rural areas get the opportunity for pre-primary education. From Fig. 3.1 it is apparent that
the ST Pre-primary female students are higher in number than male students in all of the blocks
except Harishchandrapur-II where ST male students are higher in the number of this education
level than female students.
The block-wise distribution of ST Pre-primary students has been given in Fig. 3.2 in which
Fig. 3.2a reveals that the high percentage of ST students of this education level (above 20.18
percent) are recorded in Harischandrapur-I (23.89 percent), Ratua-I (20.37 percent) and
Chanchal-II (20.62 percent) in the northern part and Habibpur (21.24 percent) in the southeastern part of Malda district. Medium percentage of ST pre-primary education (18.28 -
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20.18 percent) has been observed in seven blocks, namely, Old Malda (19.65 percent), RatuaII (19.61 percent), Chanchal-I (19.57 percent), Bamongola (19.23 percent), Kaliachak-II
(18.79 percent), Kaliachak-III (18.46 percent) and Harischandrapur-II (18.28 percent). The
low percentage of Scheduled tribes of this education level (below 18.28 percent) has been
reported in four blocks of Gazol (18.27 percent), English Bazar (17.98 percent), Manikchak
(16.06 percent) and Kaliachak-I (16.47 percent).

30
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20
15
10
5
0

Pre-primary Male
Harischandrapur-I
Harischandrapur-II
Chanchal-I
Chanchal-II
Ratua-I
Ratua-II
Manikchak
English Bazar
Old Malda
Habibpur
Bamongola
Gazol
Kaliachak-I
Kaliachak-II
Kaliachak-III
RURAL AREAS
English Bazar(M)
Old Malda(M)
URBAN AREAS
MALDA TOTAL

Percentage

Status of Pre-Primary Education of ST Students in Different Blocks of
Malda District
(From 2012-16)

Pre-primary Female
Pre-primary Total

Name of the Blocks

Fig. 3.1 Pre-Primary education status of ST students in Malda district (From 2012-16).

Further, the block-wise distribution of Scheduled Tribes pre-primary education by sex has
been shown in Fig. 3.2b and 3.2c. Fig. 3.2 b w h i c h shows that the high percentage of ST
male students of pre-primary education level (above 18.91 percent) are in Harischandrapur-I
(22.03 percent), Habibpur (21.06 percent), Chanchal-II (19.86 percent), HarischandrapurII (19.15 percent) and Ratua-I (19.62 percent) blocks, whereas it is low (below 16.51
percent) in Gazol (15.09 percent), Kaliachak-I (14.70 percent), English Bazar (14.54 percent)
and Manikchak (14.30 percent) blocks. Similarly, Fig. 3.2c shows that the Scheduled Tribes
female students of this education level are high (above 21.85 percent) in Harischandrapur-I
(25.76 percent), Old Malda (22.63 percent) and Chanchal-I (22.63 percent) and low (below
19.64 percent) in Kaliachak-II (19.26 percent), Kaliachak-III (18.74 percent), Kaliachak-I
(18.25 percent), Manikchak (17.82 percent) and Harischandrapur-II (17.18 percent) blocks.
Fig. 3.2 reveals that from the viewpoint of total, male and female students of Pre-primary
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education level it is found that Harishchandrapur-I is the only one block which stands as high,
Ratua-II and Bamongola blocks which are placed as medium and Manikchak block as low.

Table 3.2a: Mean & Standard Deviation (SD) for
ST Pre-Primary Education
PreFig. 3.2a
Fig. 3.2b
Fig. 3.2c
Primary
Total
Male
Female
Mean
19.23
17.71
20.75
SD
1.91
2.40
2.21
Table 3.2b: Pre-Primary Education Status of Different Blocks,
Malda
Status
Fig. 3.2a
Fig. 3.2b
Fig. 3.2c
Total
Male
Female
High
20.18 – Above 18.91 – Above 21.85 – Above
Medium 18.28 – 20.18
16.51 – 18.91
19.64 – 21.85
Low
18.28 – Below 16.51 – Below 19.64 – Below

Fig. 3.2 Education status of Pre-Primary ST students of different blocks of Malda district (From 2012-16).

3.3.1.2 Primary Education
Table 3.3 and Fig. 3.3 reveals that the tribal primary students in the Malda district are only
35.15 percent (33.33 percent males and 36.97 percent females) in respect of total educated
ST students from different education levels. In rural and urban areas ST Primary students are
36.62 percent and 24.13 percent respectively out of different education levels. Thus, rural
areas ST students of primary education are 12.49 percent higher than in urban areas. Further,
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in rural areas of ST primary students by sex are females (38.59 percent) 3.94 percent higher
than males (34.65 percent). The corresponding figure for urban areas is 23.41 percent of males
and 24.85 percent of females. In rural areas, both male and female students are higher in
number as compared to urban areas. Thus, rural areas are better position as compared to urban
areas in regards to the primary education level (Mandal & Bhattacharya 2018). This may be
due to the availability of primary educational institutions and the low cost of educational
facilities of rural areas as compared to urban areas. As a result, many tribal people in rural areas
get the opportunity for primary education.
Table 3.3 Block-wise distribution of ST Students by Primary
Education in Malda district, 2012-16 (in %).
SL.
Name of Blocks
Primary
NO.
& Municipality
Male
Female
Total
1
Harischandrapur-I
44.03
42.28
43.15
2
Harischandrapur-II
43.82
55.48
49.65
3
Chanchal-I
39.49
36.49
37.99
4
Chanchal-II
36.02
42.80
39.41
5
Ratua-I
37.90
39.85
38.87
6
Ratua-II
31.81
31.59
31.70
7
Manikchak
30.53
39.50
35.01
8
English Bazar
29.90
38.79
34.34
9
Old Malda
30.29
33.97
32.13
10
Habibpur
31.57
35.72
33.64
11
Bamongola
36.83
39.54
38.18
12
Gazol
32.39
34.98
33.68
13
Kaliachak-I
28.66
33.92
31.29
14
Kaliachak-II
30.27
34.87
32.57
15
Kaliachak-III
36.35
39.07
37.71
A
RURAL AREAS
34.65
38.59
36.62
1
English Bazar(M)
24.99
25.01
25.00
2
Old Malda(M)
21.83
24.69
23.26
B
URBAN AREAS
23.41
24.85
24.13
AB
MALDA TOTAL
33.33
36.97
35.15
Source: SSM in Malda, 2012-16.

The block-wise distribution of ST
primary education has been presented
in Fig. 3 . 4 shows that among the
blocks of the district shows the range of
variations

from

31.29

percent

to

49.65

percent

(Kaliachak-I)

(Harischandrapur-II).
Fig. 3.4a reveals that high percentages
of ST primary education (above 39.10
percent) are recorded in three blocks
which form the region of the northwestern part in the Malda district.
These blocks are Harishchandrapur-II
(49.65 percent), Harishchandrapur-I
(43.15

percent)

and

Chanchal-II

(39.41 percent). Medium percentage of ST primary education (34.14 – 39.10 percent)
incorporates six blocks. These blocks are Ratua-I (38.87 percent), Bamongola (38.18 percent),
Chanchal-I (37.99 percent), Kaliachak-III (37.71 percent), Manikchak (35.01 percent) and
English Bazar (34.34 percent). The low percentage of ST primary education (below 34.14
percent) has been observed in six blocks. Four blocks of them, namely, Habibpur (33.64
percent), Gazol (33.68 percent), Ratua-II(31.70 percent) and Old Malda (32.13 percent) form
continuous zone in central part and other two blocks are Kaliachak-II (32.57 percent) and
Kaliachak-I (31.29 percent) in the south-western part of Malda district.
The blocks-wise distribution of the Scheduled tribe male and female students of primary
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education has been presented in Fig. 3.4b and 3.4c respectively. Fig. 3.4b shows that the
high percentage of ST male students of this education level (above 37.15 percent) are reported
in four blocks of Ratua-I (37.90 percent), Chanchal-I (39.49 percent), Harischandrapur-II
(43.82 percent) and

Harischandrapur-I (44.03 percent), whereas it is low (below 32.14

percent) in the blocks of Kaliachak-I (28.66 percent), English Bazar (29.90), Kaliachak-II
(30.27 percent), Old Malda (30.29 percent), Manikchak (30.53 percent), Habibpur (31.57
percent), and Ratua-II (31.81 percent).
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Fig. 3.3 Primary education status of ST students in Malda district (From 2012-16).

Fig. 3.4c Similarly, high percentage of ST female students of primary education level (above
41.43 percent) has been recorded in three blocks, namely, Harischandrapur-II (55.48
percent), Chanchal-II (42.80 percent) and Harischandrapur-I (42.28percent), whereas it is low
(below 35.75 percent) in six blocks, namely, Habibpur (35.72 percent), Gazol (34.98
percent), Kaliachak-II (34.87 percent), Old Malda (33.97), Kaliachak-I (33.92) and Ratua-II
(31.59).
Fig. 3.3 reveals that the ST primary female students are higher in number than male students
in most of the blocks, but ST male students are also higher of this education level than female
students in Harishchandrapur-I, Chanchal-I, and Ratua-II blocks. Fig. 3.4 reveals that from
the viewpoint of total, male and female students of primary education level it is found that
Harishchandrapur-I and Harishchandrapur-II are the only two blocks which stand as high,
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Kaliachak-III and Bamongola blocks which are placed as medium and Ratua-II, Old Malda,
Habibpur, Kaliachak-I & Kaliachak-II blocks which are placed as low.

Table 3.3a: Mean & Standard Deviation (SD) for
ST Primary Education
Primary
Fig. 3.4a
Fig. 3.4b
Fig. 3.4c
Total
Male
Female
Mean
36.62
34.65
38.59
SD
4.96
5.01
5.68

Table 3.3b: Primary Education Status of Different Blocks, Malda
Status
Fig. 3.4a
Fig. 3.4b
Fig. 3.4c
Total
Male
Female
High
39.10 – Above
37.15 – Bove
41.43 – Above
Medium 34.14 – 39.10
32.14 – 37.15
35.75 – 41.43
Low

34.14 – Below

32.14 – Below

35.75 –Below

Fig. 3.4 Education status of Primary ST students of different blocks of Malda district (From 2012-16).

3.3.1.3 Upper-Primary Education
Table 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 reveals that the tribal upper primary students in Malda district are only
14.72 percent out of which 14.17 percent of males and 15.27 percent of females in respect of
total educated ST students from different education levels. In rural and urban areas of ST
upper primary students are 14.86 percent and 13.67 percent respectively out of different
education levels. Thus, rural areas ST students of upper primary education are 1.19 percent
higher than urban areas. The rural areas are better position as compared to urban areas in
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regards to upper primary education level. In rural areas of ST upper primary students by sex
are 14.15 percent of males and 15.57 percent of the females. The corresponding figures for
urban areas are 14.30 percent and 13.05 percent respectively. Therefore, the rural areas both
male and female students are higher in number compared to urban areas of the Malda district.
The main reason is that the cost of upper primary education in rural areas is very low compared
to urban areas of Malda district. As a result, many tribal people in rural areas get the
opportunity for upper primary education. Thus, in rural areas of ST upper primary female
students are higher in number than male students but urban areas male students are higher in
number than female students in the Malda district.
Table 3.4 Block-wise distribution of ST Students by Upper
primary Education in Malda district, 2012-16 (in %).
SL.
Name of Blocks &
Upper Primary
NO.
Municipality
Male Female Total
1
Harischandrapur-I
11.02
16.48
13.75
2
Harischandrapur-II
12.97
16.40
14.68
3
Chanchal-I
13.51
17.60
15.55
4
Chanchal-II
17.29
19.99
18.64
5
Ratua-I
12.43
14.62
13.52
6
Ratua-II
14.56
17.10
15.83
7
Manikchak
15.28
18.46
16.87
8
English Bazar
14.54
17.34
15.94
9
Old Malda
15.16
11.31
13.23
10
Habibpur
15.80
14.28
15.04
11
Bamongola
15.80
13.94
14.87
12
Gazol
12.30
14.68
13.49
13
Kaliachak-I
16.09
14.77
15.43
14
Kaliachak-II
11.28
11.00
11.14
15
Kaliachak-III
14.30
15.62
14.96
A
RURAL AREAS
14.15
15.57
14.86
1
English Bazar(M)
12.51
11.83
12.17
2
Old Malda(M)
16.10
14.28
15.19
B
URBAN AREAS
14.30
13.05
13.67
AB
MALDA TOTAL
14.17
15.27
14.72
Source: SSM in Malda, 2012-16.

III (14.96 percent),

The

block-wise

distribution

of

scheduled tribe upper primary students
has been presented in Fig. 3.6. Fig.
3 . 6 a shows that the high percentages
(above 15.73 percent) of ST upper
primary students are recorded in
English

Bazar

Manikchak

(15.94

(16.87

percent),

percent)

and

Chanchal-II (18.64 percent) blocks.
Medium percentage of ST upper
primary education (13.99 to 15.73
percent) has been observed in seven
blocks. These are Chanchal-I (15.55
percent), Kaliachak-I (15.43 percent),
Habibpur (15.04 percent), Kaliachak-

Ratua-II (14.01 percent), Bamongola (14.87

percent) and

Harischandrapur-II (14.68 percent). The low percentages of ST students of this education
level (below 13.99 percent) are reported in Kaliachak-II (11.14 percent), Gazol (13.49
percent), Old Malda (13.23 percent), Ratua-I (13.52 percent) and Harischandrapur-I (13.75
percent) blocks. The block-wise distribution of Scheduled tribe Upper primary students by
sex has been presented in Fig. 3.6b and 3.6c.
Fig. 3.6b shows that the high percentage (above 15.07 percent) of this education level of ST
male students has been recorded in six blocks are Chanchal-II (17.29 percent), Kaliachak-I
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(16.09 percent), Manikchak (15.28 percent), Habibpur (15.80 percent), Bamongola (15.80
percent) and Old Malda (15.16 percent), whereas it is low (below 13.22 percent) in the five
blocks are Harishchandrapur-I (11.02 per cent), Harishchandrapur-II (12.97 percent), RatuaI (12.43 percent), Gazol (12.30 percent) and Kaliachak-II (11.28 percent).
Status of Upper Primary Education of ST Students in Different Blocks of
Malda District
(From 2012-16)

Percentage
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Fig. 3.5 Upper Primary education status of ST students in Malda district (From 2012-16).

Fig. 3.6c Similarly, high percentage of ST female students of upper primary education level
(above 16.79 percent) has been reported in five blocks, namely, Chanchal-II (19.99 percent),
Chanchal-I (17.60 percent), Ratua-II (17.10 percent) Manikchak (18.46 percent) and English
Bazar (17.34 percent) whereas it is low (below 14.34 percent) in four blocks, namely, Old
Malda (11.31 percent), Habibpur (14.28 percent), Bamongola (13.94 percent) and KaliachakII (11.00 percent).
Fig. 3.5 reveals that the ST upper primary female students are higher in number than male
students in most of the blocks, but ST male students are also higher of the same education
level than female students in Old Malda, Habibpur, Bamongola, Kaliachak-I and KaliachakII blocks. The ranges of ST female students of this education level are higher than male
students, i.e. 19.99 percent (Chanchal-II) to 11.00 percent (Kaliachak-II).
Fig. 3.6 shows that from the viewpoint of total, male and female students of upper primary
education level it is found that Chanchal-II & Manikchak blocks are which stands as high,
Kaliachak-III is the only one block which placed as medium and Kaliachak-II block as low.
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Table 3.4a: Mean & Standard Deviation (SD)
for ST Upper Primary Education
Upper
Fig. 3.6a
Fig. 3.6b
Fig. 3.6c
Primary
Total
Male
Female
Mean
14.86
14.15
15.57
SD
1.74
1.85
2.45

Table 3.4b: Upper-Primary Education Status of Different
Blocks, Malda
Status
Fig. 3.6a
Fig. 3.6b
Fig. 3.6c
Total
Male
Female
High
15.73 – Above 15.07 – Above
16.79 – Above
Medium 13.99 – 15.73
13.22 – 15.07
14.34 – 16.79
Low
13.99 – Below 13.22 – Below
14.34 – Below

Fig. 3.6 Education status of Upper Primary ST students of different blocks of Malda district (From 2012-16).

There was hardly the difference of ST all primary education levels in the rural and urban areas
of Malda district. The pre-primary, primary and upper primary education levels in rural areas
both male and female of ST students are higher in number as compared to urban areas. Thus,
rural areas are in a better position as compared to urban areas in regard to all primary education
levels of ST students in the Malda district. This may be due to the availability of primary
educational institutions and the low cost of educational facilities of rural areas as compared to
urban areas. As a result, many tribal people in rural areas get the opportunity for primary
education. From pre-primary to upper primary education levels of female students are higher
in education rate than male students in most of the blocks of the study area. This may be due
to the male students are engaged in the agricultural and non-agricultural field for family income
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purpose as compared to female students. This means that the male students are engaged in the
agricultural and non-agricultural fields for family income purposes before their completing of
primary education but female students are continuing their education until their marriage in
parallel. But male students are higher in education rate than female students in some of the
blocks of the study area. These blocks are maximum male students not engaged in the
agricultural and non-agricultural fields for family income purposes as compared to female
students and continue the attendance of their primary education.
3.3.1.4 Secondary Education
Table 3.5 Block-wise distribution of ST Students by
Secondary Education in Malda district, 2012-16 (in %).
SL.
Name of Blocks &
Secondary
NO.
Municipality
Male Female
Total
1
Harischandrapur-I
16.50
11.35
13.92
2
Harischandrapur-II
16.04
7.82
11.93
3
Chanchal-I
20.99
15.73
18.36
4
Chanchal-II
17.27
12.10
14.68
5
Ratua-I
18.94
16.27
17.60
6
Ratua-II
23.63
22.38
23.00
7
Manikchak
24.62
14.02
19.32
8
English Bazar
24.78
17.36
21.07
9
Old Malda
24.23
20.76
22.49
10 Habibpur
21.04
21.44
21.24
11 Bamongola
17.53
18.61
18.07
12 Gazol
21.22
20.29
20.75
13 Kaliachak-I
23.07
22.62
22.84
14 Kaliachak-II
21.82
22.95
22.38
15 Kaliachak-III
19.47
18.76
19.11
A
RURAL AREAS
20.74
17.49
19.11
1
English Bazar(M)
30.67
28.96
29.81
2
Old Malda(M)
27.58
31.18
29.38
B
URBAN AREAS
29.12
30.07
29.59
AB MALDA TOTAL
21.72
18.97
20.35
Source: SSM in Malda, 2012-16.

Table 3.5 and Fig. 3.7 reveals that the
tribal secondary students in the Malda
district are only 20.35 percent (21.72
percent of males and 18.97 percent of
females) in respect of total educated ST
students from different education levels.
In rural areas of ST Secondary students
(19.11 percent) are 10.48 percent lower
than urban areas (29.59 percent). In
urban areas of ST male and female
students o f secondary education are
29.12 percent and 30.07 percent. The
corresponding figures for rural areas are
20.74

percent

and

17.49

percent

respectively. Thus, urban areas are better

position as compared to rural areas in regards to the secondary education level. The urban
areas of ST female students of secondary education level are 0.95 percent higher than male
students but, whereas in rural areas of ST male students of this education level are 3.25 percent
higher than female students.
The block-wise distribution of Scheduled tribe secondary students has been presented in Fig.
3.8a. Fig. 3.8a shows that the high percentages of ST secondary students are (above 20.82
percent) recorded in Ratua-II (23.00 percent), Kaliachak-I (22.84 percent), Old Malda (22.49
percent), Kaliachak-II (22.38 percent), Habibpur (21.24 percent) and English Bazar (21.07
percent).
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Fig. 3.7 Secondary education status of ST students in Malda district (From 2012-16).

Medium percentages of ST secondary students (17.40-20.82 percent) are reported in the
blocks of Gazol (20.75 percent), Manikchak (19.32 percent), Kaliachak-III (19.11 percent),
Chanchal-I (18.36 percent), Bamongola (18.07 percent) and Ratua-I (17.60 percent). The low
percentage of ST students of this education level (below 17.40 percent) has been reported in
three northern blocks. These are Chanchal-II (14.68 percent), Harischandrapur-I (13.92
percent) and Harischandrapur- II (11.93 percent). The spatial distribution of ST secondary
education reveals that northern blocks show a comparatively low education rate than other
blocks of the same education level as the study area. This may be the consequence of the lack
of educational infrastructure and poor accessibility.
The block-wise distribution of ST male and female students by secondary education level has
been given in Fig. 3.8b and 3.8c respectively. Fig. 3.8b shows that the high percentage of
ST male students (above 22.24 percent) of secondary education level are recorded in the
blocks of English Bazar (24.78 percent), Manikchak (24.62 percent), Old Malda (24.23
percent), Ratua-II (23.63 percent) and Kaliachak-I (23.07 percent), whereas it is low (below
19.24 percent) in the blocks of Harischandrapur-II (16.04 percent), Harischandrapur-I
(16.50 percent), Chanchal-II (17.27 percent), Bamongola (17.53 percent) and Ratua-I (18.94
percent).
Similarly, Fig. 3.8c, high percentage of ST female students of this education level (above
19.78 percent) a r e recorded in the blocks of Kaliachak-II (22.95 percent), Kaliachak-I
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(22.62 percent), Ratua-II (22.38 percent), Habibpur (21.44 percent), Old Malda (20.76
percent) and Gazol (20.29 percent), whereas it is low (below 15.20 percent) in
Harischandrapur-II (7.82 percent), Harischandrapur-I (11.35 percent), Manikchak (14.02
percent) and Chanchal-II (12.10 percent).

Table 3.5a: Mean & Standard Deviation (SD) for
ST Secondary Education
Secondary
Fig. 3.8a
Fig. 3.8b
Fig. 3.8c
Total
Male
Female
Mean
19.11
20.74
17.49
SD
3.42
3.00
4.58

Table 3.5b: Secondary Education Status of Different Blocks,
Malda
Status
Fig. 3.8a
Fig. 3.8b
Fig. 3.8c
Total
Male
Female
High
20.82 – Above 22.24 – Above 19.78 – Above
Medium 17.40 – 20.82
19.24 – 2.24
15.20 – 19.78
Low
17.40 – Below 19.24 – Below 15.20 – Below

Fig. 3.8 Education status of Secondary ST students of different blocks of Malda district (From 2012-16).

Fig. 3.7 shows that the ST secondary male students are higher in number than female students
in most of the blocks, but ST female students are also higher of the same education level than
male students in Habibpur, Bamongola and Kaliachak-II blocks. Fig. 3.8 reveals that from
the viewpoint of total, male and female students of secondary education level it is found that
Ratua-II, Old Malda & Kaliachak-I blocks are which placed as high, Chanchal-I & Kaliachak-
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III blocks are which stands as medium and Harishchandrapur-I, Harishchandrapur-II &
Chanchal-II blocks are as low.
3.3.1.5 Higher Secondary Education
Table 3.6 and Fig. 3.9 reveal that the tribal Higher Secondary students (HS) in the Malda
district are only 6.53 percent (7.37 percent of males and 5.70 percent of females) in respect
of total educated ST students from different education levels. In urban and rural areas of tribal
higher secondary students are 9.89 percent and 6.09 percent respectively out of different
education levels. In the urban area of tribal higher secondary students are 3.80 percent
higher than the rural area.This may be due to poor economic conditions of rural ST students,
which will not permit them to continue their education after secondary. The rural areas of
ST male and female students of this education level are 7.29 percent and 4.89 percent. The
corresponding figure for the urban areas is 8.00 percent and 11.78 percent respectively.
Table 3.6 Block-wise distribution of ST Students by Higher
Secondary Education in Malda district, 2012-16 (in %).
SL.
Name of Blocks
Higher Secondary
NO.
& Municipality
Male
Female
Total
1
Harischandrapur-I
3.68
2.05
2.86
2
Harischandrapur-II
5.57
2.33
3.95
3
Chanchal-I
7.01
4.39
5.70
4
Chanchal-II
7.00
2.78
4.89
5
Ratua-I
7.20
4.87
6.03
6
Ratua-II
7.28
5.25
6.26
7
Manikchak
10.35
5.72
8.03
8
English Bazar
10.27
2.03
6.15
9
Old Malda
7.59
5.65
6.62
10
Habibpur
5.27
7.13
6.20
11
Bamongola
5.27
4.64
4.95
12
Gazol
9.51
4.19
6.85
13
Kaliachak-I
7.70
6.95
7.32
14
Kaliachak-II
9.16
9.16
9.16
15
Kaliachak-III
6.50
6.24
6.37
A
RURAL AREAS
7.29
4.89
6.09
1
English Bazar(M)
10.24
15.78
13.01
2
Old Malda(M)
5.76
7.78
6.77
B
URBAN AREAS
8.00
11.78
9.89
AB
MALDA TOTAL
7.37
5.70
6.53
Source: SSM in Malda, 2012-16.

Thus, urban areas are better position
as compared to rural areas in regards
to higher secondary education level.
The main reasons are established of
higher secondary school in the urban
areas,

awareness

education,

late

about

higher
marriage,

improvement communication system,
free from social conservatism and
freedom.
The

block-wise

distribution

of

Scheduled tribe students by higher
secondary education has been shown
in Fig. 3.10. Fig. 3.10a shows that
the high percentages of ST students

of this education level (above 6.86 percent) are recorded in Kaliachak-II (9.16
percent), Manikchak (8.03 percent), Kaliachak-I (7.32 percent) and Gazol (6.86 percent)
blocks. This may be due to the availability of educational infrastructure and better
transportation and communication facilities. Medium percentage of ST higher secondary
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education level students (5.32-6.86 percent) has been reported in Chanchal-I (5.70 percent),
Ratua-I (6.03 percent), English Bazar (6.15 percent), Habibpur (6.20 percent) Ratua-II (6.26
percent), Kaliachak-III (6.37 percent) and Old Malda (6.62 percent). The low percentages of
ST students of the same education level (below 5.32 percent) are reported in the blocks of
Bamongola (4.95 percent), Chanchal-II (4.89 percent), Harischandrapur-II (3.95 percent) and
Harischandrapur-I (2.86 percent).
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Fig. 3.9 Higher Secondary education status of ST students in Malda district (From 2012-16).

Fig. 3 .1 0 b and 3.10c show that the block-wise distribution of Scheduled tribes male and
female students of higher secondary education level. Fig. 3.10b reveals that the high
percentage of ST male students of higher secondary education level (above 8.25 percent)
has been recorded in English Bazar (10.27 percent), Manikchak (10.35 percent), KaliachakII (9.16 percent) and Gazol (9.51 percent) blocks. The low percentage of ST male students
of this education level (below 6.33 percent) are observed in Harischandrapur-I (3.68
percent), Habibpur (5.27 percent), Bamongola (5.27 percent), and Harischandrapur-II (5.57
percent) blocks (Mandal & Bhattacharya 2018).
Fig. 3.10c shows that the high percentage of ST female Higher secondary students (above
5.91 percent) are recorded in Kaliachak-II (9.16 percent), Habibpur (7.13 percent), KaliachakI (6.95 percent) and Kaliachak-III (6.24 percent) blocks. The low percentage of ST female
students of the same education level (below 3.87 percent) has been observed in Chanchal-II
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(2.78 percent), Harischandrapur-II (2.33 percent), Harischandrapur-I (2.05 percent) and
English Bazar (2.03 percent) blocks.

Table 3.6a: Mean & Standard Deviation (SD) for ST
Higher Secondary Education
Higher
Fig. 3.10a
Fig. 3.10b
Fig. 3.10c
Secondary
Total
Male
Female
Mean
6.09
7.29
4.89
SD
1.54
1.92
2.04

Table 3.6b: Higher Secondary Education Status of Different
Blocks, Malda
Status
Fig. 3.10a
Fig. 3.10b
Fig. 3.10c
Total
Male
Female
High
6.86 – Above 8.25 – Above 5.91 – Above
Medium
5.32 – 6.86
6.33 – 8.25
3.87 – 5.91
Low
5.32 – Below 6.33 – Below 3.87 – Below

Fig. 3.10 Education status of Higher Secondary ST students of different blocks of Malda district (From 201216).

Fig. 3.9 reveals that the ST male students of the higher secondary education level are higher
in number than female students in most of the blocks, but in the case of this education level,
it is also found that females overtop in number than males in Habibpur block of Malda district.
The main reason is that there is a establish of separate tribal higher secondary school in the
Habibpur block of Malda district.
Fig. 3.10 shows that from the viewpoint of total, male and female students of higher secondary
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education level it is found that Kaliachak-I & Kaliachak-II are the only two blocks which
stand as high, Chanchal-I, Ratua-I, Ratua-II & Old Malda blocks are which placed as medium
and Harishchandrapur-I & Harishchandrapur-II blocks are low.
3.3.1.6 Under Graduate
Table 3.7 and Fig. 3.11 reveals that the tribal undergraduate students (UG) in the Malda
district are only 3.59 percent out of which 4.60 percent are male and 2.59 percent are female
in respect of total educated ST students from different education levels (Mandal &
Bhattacharya 2017). In rural and urban areas ST UG students are 3.07 percent and 7.51
percent respectively out of different education levels.
Table 3.7 Block-wise distribution of ST Students by Under
Graduation Education in Malda district, 2012-16 (in %).
Name of Blocks &
Under Graduation
Sl.
Municipality
Male
Female
Total
No.
1
Harischandrapur-I
1.82
2.07
1.94
2
Harischandrapur-II
1.84
0.79
1.31
3
Chanchal-I
1.49
2.53
2.01
4
Chanchal-II
1.83
0.94
1.38
5
Ratua-I
2.60
2.45
2.52
6
Ratua-II
3.63
2.64
3.13
7
Manikchak
3.44
3.83
3.63
8
English Bazar
4.26
2.05
3.15
9
Old Malda
4.54
3.78
4.16
10
Habibpur
5.26
0.00
2.62
11
Bamongola
5.25
2.34
3.79
12
Gazol
6.14
2.81
4.47
13
Kaliachak-I
6.98
2.62
4.80
14
Kaliachak-II
7.03
1.84
4.43
15
Kaliachak-III
3.89
1.57
2.73
A
RURAL AREAS
4.00
2.15
3.07
1
English Bazar(M)
9.08
6.59
7.83
2
Old Malda(M)
9.19
5.20
7.19
B
URBAN AREAS
9.13
5.89
7.51
AB
MALDA TOTAL
4.60
2.59
3.59
Source: AISHE & GBU, 2012-16.

The rural area ST U G students by
sex are 4.00 percent of males and
2.15 percent of females. The
corresponding figures for urban
areas are 9.13 percent and 5.89
percent respectively. In urban
areas, both male and female
students are higher in number as
compared to rural areas (Mandal
& Bhattacharya 2019). The main
reasons are that establish different
types

of

institutions

higher
in

educational

urban

areas,

awareness about higher education,
late

marriage,

improvement

communication system, free from social conservatism and freedom.
The block-wise distribution of Scheduled tribe UG students has been presented in Fig. 3.12.
Fig. 3 .1 2 a shows that the high percentage of ST UG students are (above 3.63 percent)
found i n Kaliachak-I (4.80 percent), Gazol (4.47 percent), Kaliachak-II (4.43 percent), Old
Malda (4.16 percent) and Bamongola (3.79 percent) blocks. Medium percentages of ST UG
students (2.51 - 3.63 percent) have been reported in Manikchak (3.63 percent), English Bazar
(3.15 percent), Ratua-II (3.13 percent), Kaliachak-III (2.73 percent) and Habibpur (2.62
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percent). The low percentage of ST UG students (below 2.51 percent) are recorded in five
(5) blocks in the northern part of the district. These blocks are Ratua-I (2.50 percent),
Chanchal-I (2.01 percent), Harischandrapur-I (1.94 percent), Chanchal-II (1.38 percent) and
Harischandrapur-II (1.31 percent).
The block-wise distribution of Scheduled tribe undergraduate students by sex has been shown
in Fig. 3 .12b and 3.12c. Fig. 3.12b reveals that the high percentage of ST male undergraduate
students (above 4.93 percent) are recorded in Kaliachak-II (7.03 percent), Kaliachak-I (6.98
percent), Gazol (6.14 percent), Habibpur (5.26 percent) and Bamongola (5.25 percent). The
low percentage of ST male undergraduate students (below 3.06 percent) has been reported in
Ratua-I (2.60 percent), Harischandrapur-II (1.84 percent), Chanchal-II (1.83 percent),
Harischandrapur-I (1.82 percent) and Chanchal-I (1.49 percent).
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Fig. 3.11 Undergraduate education status of ST students in Malda district (From 2012-16).

Fig. 3.12c shows that the high percentage of ST female undergraduate students are (above
2.66 percent) recorded in Old Malda (3.78 percent), Manikchak (3.83 percent) and G a z o l
(2.81 percent) blocks, whereas it is low (below 1.63 percent) in Kaliachak-III (1.57 percent),
Chanchal-II (0.94 percent) and Harischandrapur-II (0.79 percent) blocks. The percentage of
male-female difference in ST Undergraduate students are highest in Kaliachak-II (5.19
percent), kaliachak- I (4.36 percent) and lowest in the Ratua-I (0.15 percent) block. The ST
female students of this education level are not seen in the Habibpur block of Malda district.
The main reason is that there is a lack of different types of higher educational institutions in
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this block. Also, other reasons are the lack of awareness about higher education, child marriage,
social conservatism, lack of communication system and freedom.

Table 3.7a: Mean & Standard Deviation (SD) for ST
Under Graduates Education
Under
Fig. 3.12a
Fig. 3.12b
Fig. 3.12c
Graduate
Total
Male
Female
Mean
3.07
4.00
2.15
SD
1.12
1.87
1.03

Table 3.7b: Under Graduate Education Status of Different
Blocks, Malda.
Status
Fig. 3.12a
Fig. 3.12b
Fig. 3.12c
Total
Male
Female
High
3.63 – Above 4.93 – Above 2.66 – Above
Medium 2.51 – 3.63
3.06 – 4.93
1.63 – 2.66
Low
2.51 – Below 3.06 – Below 1.63 – Below

Fig. 3.12 Education status of Under Graduate ST students of different blocks of Malda district (From 2012-16).

Fig. 3.11 reveals that the ST people of the undergraduate education level of male students are
higher in number than female students in most of the blocks, but ST female students in this
education level overtop the male in Chanchal-I, Manikchak and Harishchandrapur-I blocks of
Malda district.
Fig. 3.12 reveals that from the viewpoint of total, male and female students of undergraduate
education level it is found that Gazol is the only one block which stands as high, Ratua-II &
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English Bazar blocks which are placed as medium and Harishchandrapur-II & Chanchal-II
blocks are low.

3.3.1.7 Post Graduates
Table 3.8 and Fig. 3.13 reveals that the tribal postgraduate students (PG) in the Malda district
are only 1.22 percent (1.67 percent of males and 0.78 percent of females) in respect of total
educated ST students from different education levels (Mandal & Bhattacharya 2018). In rural
and urban areas ST PG students are 0.99 percent and 3.02 percent respectively out of different
education levels. Further, in rural areas of ST PG students by sex are 1.44 percent of males
and 0.54 percent of females. The corresponding figure for urban areas is 3.44 percent and
2.60 percent respectively. Therefore, urban areas are better position as compared to rural
areas in regards to postgraduate education level. The main reasons are that establish different
types of higher educational institutions in urban areas, awareness about higher education, late
marriage, improvement communication system, free from social conservatism and freedom.
Table 3.8. Block-wise distribution of ST Students by Post
Graduation Education in Malda District, 2012-16 (in %).
SL.
Name of Blocks
Post-Graduation
NO.
& Municipality
Male
Female
Total
1
Harischandrapur-I
0.92
0.00
0.46
2
Harischandrapur-II
0.62
0.00
0.31
3
Chanchal-I
1.01
0.62
0.81
4
Chanchal-II
0.74
0.00
0.37
5
Ratua-I
1.32
0.80
1.06
6
Ratua-II
0.91
0.00
0.45
7
Manikchak
1.49
0.63
1.06
8
English Bazar
1.72
1.01
1.36
9
Old Malda
1.53
1.88
1.70
10
Habibpur
0.00
0.00
0.00
11
Bamongola
1.75
0.00
0.87
12
Gazol
3.36
1.39
2.37
13
Kaliachak-I
2.81
0.86
1.83
14
Kaliachak-II
2.12
0.91
1.51
15
Kaliachak-III
1.30
0.00
0.65
A
RURAL AREAS
1.44
0.54
0.99
1
English Bazar(M)
3.42
2.62
3.02
2
Old Malda(M)
3.46
2.59
3.02
B
URBAN AREAS
3.44
2.60
3.02
AB
MALDA TOTAL
1.67
0.78
1.22
Source: AISHE & GBU, 2012-16.

The

blocks-wise

distribution

of

Scheduled tribe PG students has been
presented in Fig. 3.14. Fig. 3.14a
shows that a high percentage of ST
PG students are (above 1.31 percent)
recorded in Gazol (2.37 percent),
Kaliachak-I

(1.83

percent),

Old

Malda (1.70 percent), Kaliachak-II
(1.51 percent) and English Bazar
(1.36 percent) blocks. This may be
due to the consequence of the
economic diversity of the district as
these blocks are economically much
developed. Medium percentage of
ST PG students (0.66-1.31 percent)
has been reported in Manikchak

(1.06 percent), Ratua-I (1.06 percent), Bamongola (0.87 percent), Chanchal-I (0.81 percent)
and Kaliachak-III (0.65 percent) blocks. The low percentage of ST PG students (below 0.66
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percent) are recorded in Harischandrapur-II (0.31 percent), Chanchal-II (0.37 percent), RatuaII (0.45 percent) and Harischandrapur-I (0.46 percent) blocks. This may due to the lack of
higher education institutions, lack of good transport facility and lack of awareness.
The block-wise distribution of Scheduled tribe PG students by sex has been presented in Fig.
3.14b and 3.14c. Fig. 3.14b shows that the high percentage o f S T male PG students (above
1.86 percent) has been recorded in Kaliachak-II (2.12 percent), Kaliachak-I (2.81 percent)
and Gazol (3.36 percent) blocks. Medium percentage of ST PG male students (1.01-1.86
percent) are reported in Ratua-I (1.32 percent), Manikchak (1.49 percent), English Bazar (1.72
percent), Bamongola (1.75 percent) and Kaliachak-III (1.31 percent), While it is low
(below1.01 percent) in Harischandrapur-II (0.62 percent), Chanchal-II (0.74 percent),RatuaII (0.91 percent), Harischandrapur-I (0.92 percent) and Chanchal-I (1.00 percent).
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Post Graduation Male
Harischandrapur-I
Harischandrapur-II
Chanchal-I
Chanchal-II
Ratua-I
Ratua-II
Manikchak
English Bazar
Old Malda
Habibpur
Bamongola
Gazol
Kaliachak-I
Kaliachak-II
Kaliachak-III
RURAL AREAS
English Bazar(M)
Old Malda(M)
URBAN AREAS
MALDA TOTAL

Percentage

Status of Post Graduates Education of ST Students in Different Blocks of
Malda District
(From 201-16)

Post Graduation Female
Post Graduation Total

Name of the Blocks

Fig. 3.13 Post Graduate education status of ST students in Malda district (From 2012-16).

Fig. 3.14c shows that the high percentage of ST female PG students are (above 0.84 percent)
recorded in Old Malda (1.88 percent), Gazol (1.39 percent), English Bazar (1.01 percent),
Kaliachak-II (0.91 percent) and Kaliachak-I (0.86 percent) blocks. Medium percentage of ST
PG female students (0.24-0.84 percent) are reported in Chanchal-I (0.62 percent), Ratua-I (0.80
percent) and Manikchak (0.63 percent) blocks. There are seven (7) blocks, namely, ChanchalII, Harischandrapur-II, Harischandrapur-I, Ratua-II, Kaliachak-III, Bamongola and Habibpur
in where ST female PG students are not reported. The main reasons are that the lack of
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awareness about women's higher education, child marriage, lack of women higher educational
institutions, confined in family life, conservatism and prejudice and lack of social security for
women, etc.

Table 3.8a: Mean & Standard Deviation (SD) for ST
Post Graduates Education
Post
Fig. 3.14a Fig. 3.14b
Fig. 3.14c
Graduate
Total
Male
Female
Mean
0.99
1.44
0.54
SD
0.65
0.85
0.60

Table 3.8b: Post Graduate Education Status of Different Blocks,
Malda.
Status
Fig. 3.14a
Fig. 3.14b
Fig. 3.14c
Total
Male
Female
High
1.31 – Above 1.86 – Above
0.84 – Above
Medium 0.66 – 1.31
1.01 – 1.86
0.24 – 0.84
Low
0.66 – Below
1.01 – Below
0.24 – Below

Fig. 3.14 Education status of Post Graduate ST students of different blocks of Malda district (From 2012-16).

Fig. 3.13 reveals that the ST people of the Post Graduate education level of male students are
higher in number than female students in most of the blocks, but ST female students are also
higher at the same education level than the male students in Old Malda block of the study area.
The main reasons are that establish different types of higher educational institutions in this
block, awareness about higher education, late marriage, improvement communication system,
free from social conservatism and freedom. Fig. 3.14 reveals that from the viewpoint of total,
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male and female students of postgraduate education level it is found that Gazol, Kaliachak-I &
Kaliachak-II blocks which stand as high, Ratua-I & Manikchak blocks which are placed as
medium and Habibpur is the only one block which is devoid of PG passed candidate.
Fig. 3.14b & 3.14c shows that the tribal both male and female students of postgraduate
education level are not found in only Habibpur block of the study area. The main reasons
behind these are that there are no higher educational institutions in this block, financial
weaknesses due to the no improvement of agriculture and industry, lack of communication
system and lack of awareness about higher education, etc.

3.3.1.8 Professional and Technical Education
Table 3.9 and Fig. 3.15 reveals that the tribal professional and technical students (P&T) in the
Malda district are only 1.59 percent (2.36 percent are males and 0.83 percent females) in
respect of total educated ST students from different education levels (Mandal & Bhattacharya
2018).
Table 3.9 Block-wise distribution of ST Students by
Professional & Technical Education in Malda District,
2012-16 (in %).
SL. Name of Blocks & Professional & Technical
Municipality
Male Female
Total
NO.
1
Harischandrapur-I
0.92
0.00
0.46
2
Harischandrapur-II
0.61
0.79
0.70
3
Chanchal-I
0.99
0.64
0.81
4
Chanchal-II
1.09
0.48
0.78
5
Ratua-I
1.95
0.82
1.38
6
Ratua-II
0.90
1.33
1.11
7
Manikchak
3.93
1.28
2.60
8
English Bazar
4.26
1.03
2.64
9
Old Malda
4.54
1.90
3.22
10
Habibpur
5.26
0.00
2.63
11
Bamongola
1.75
0.00
0.87
12
Gazol
2.78
1.41
2.09
13
Kaliachak-I
2.09
0.88
1.48
14
Kaliachak-II
2.10
0.93
1.51
15
Kaliachak-III
1.30
0.00
0.65
A
RURAL AREAS
2.29
0.76
1.52
1
English Bazar(M)
2.26
2.64
2.45
2
Old Malda(M)
3.45
0.00
1.72
B
URBAN AREAS
2.85
1.32
2.08
AB MALDA TOTAL
2.36
0.83
1.59
Source: AISHE & GBU, 2012-16.

In rural and

urban areas of ST,

professional and technical students are
1.52

percent

and

2.08

percent

respectively out of different education
levels. In rural areas, the male-female
students of this education level are 2.29
percent and 0.76 percent respectively.
The corresponding figure for urban areas
is 2.85 percent and 1.32 percent. In urban
areas, both male and female students
are higher in number as compared to
rural areas. Therefore, the urban areas are
better position as compared to rural areas
in regards to professional and technical
education level. The main reasons are that
establish different types of professional

and technical educational institutions in urban areas, awareness about professional & technical
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education, late marriage, improvement communication system, free from social conservatism
and freedom.
The block-wise distribution of ST professional and technical students has been presented in
Fig. 3.16. Fig. 3.16a shows that the high percentages of ST total students of this educational
course (above 1.96 percent) are recorded in Old Malda (3.22 percent), English Bazar (2.64
percent), Habibpur (2.63 percent), Gazol (2.09 percent) and Manikchak (2.60 percent) blocks.
These blocks are close to district headquarters where different types of professional and
technical educational institutions are available. Medium percentages of ST people of the same
educational course (1.08 –1.96 percent) are reported in Ratua-I (1.38 percent), Kaliachak-I
(1.48 percent) and Kaliachak-II (1.51 percent) blocks. The low percentages of ST people of
this education level (below 1.08 percent) are recorded in Harischandrapur-I (0.46 percent),
Kaliachak-III (0.65 percent), Harischandrapur-II (0.70 percent), Chanchal-II (0.78 percent),
Chanchal-I (0.81 percent) and Ratua-II (1.07 percent) blocks.
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Kaliachak-II
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MALDA TOTAL

Percentage

Status of Professional & Technical Education of ST Students in Different
Blocks of Malda District
(From 2012-16)

Professional & Technical Female
Professional & Technical Total

Name of the Blocks

Fig. 3.15 Professional & Technical education status of ST students in Malda district (From 2012-16).
The distribution of ST male and female students of professional and technical education levels
of males exceeds over females in all the blocks of the study area. Fig. 3.16b shows that
high percentages of ST male students of this education course (above 3.04 percent) are
recorded in Habibpur (5.26 percent), Old Malda (4.54 percent), English Bazar (4.26 percent)
and Manikchak (3.93 percent) blocks whereas it is low (below 1.54 percent) in Kaliachak-III
(1.30 percent), Chanchal-II (1.09 percent), Chanchal-I (0.99 percent), Harischandrapur-I
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(0.92 percent), Ratua-II (0.90 percent) and Harischandrapur-II (0.61 percent) blocks.

Table 3.9a: Mean & Standard Deviation (SD) for ST
Professional & Technical Education
Professional
Fig. 3.16a Fig. 3.16b
Fig. 3.16c
& Technical
Total
Male
Female
Mean
1.52
2.29
0.76
SD
0.88
1.50
0.58

Table 3.9b: Professional & Technical Education Status of
different blocks, Malda.
Status
Fig. 3.16a
Fig. 3.16b
Fig. 3.16c
Total
Male
Female
High
1.96 – Above 3.04 – Above
1.05 – Above
Medium 1.08 – 1.96
1.54 – 3.04
0.47 – 1.05
Low
1.08 – Below 1.54 – Below
0.47 – Below

Fig. 3.16 Education status of Professional & Technical ST students of different blocks of Malda district (From
2012-16).

Similarly, Fig. 3.16c, reveals that high percentages of ST female students of professional and
technical education levels (above 1.05 percent) are recorded in Old Malda (1.90 percent),
Gazol (1.41 percent), Ratua-II (1.33 percent) and Manikchak (1.28 percent) blocks while it
is low (below 0.47 percent) in Chanchal-II (0.48 percent) block. There are four (4) blocks,
namely, Kaliachak-III, Bamongola, Habibpur, and Harischandrapur-I in which ST female
students of this education level are not observed. The main reasons are that the lack of
awareness about professional and technical education, child marriage, lack of women
professional and technical education institutions, confined in family life, conservatism and
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prejudice and lack of social security for women, etc.
Fig. 3.15 shows that the ST people of the Professional and Technical education levels of male
students are higher in number than female students in most of the blocks, but in case of this
education levels, it is also found that females overtop in number than males in
Harishchandrapur-II and Ratua-II blocks of the study area.
Fig. 3.16 reveals that from the viewpoint of total, male and female students of Professional &
Technical education level it is found that Manikchak & Old Malda blocks which are placed as
high, Ratua-I, Kaliachak-I & Kaliachak-II blocks which stand as medium and Chanchal-II is
the only one block which stands as low.
The secondary, higher secondary and all higher education levels in urban areas both male and
female of ST students are higher in number as compared to rural areas. Thus, urban areas are
better position as compared to rural areas in regards to secondary, higher secondary, UG, PG,
and professional & technical education levels of ST students in the Malda district. This may be
due to the availability of higher educational institutions, good transport facilities, late marriage,
free from social conservatism and higher awareness of urban areas peoples than rural areas.
From all secondary to higher education levels of male students are higher in education rate than
female students in most of the blocks of the study area. This may be due to the female students
are the marriage before their completing of secondary and higher education but male students
continue their education until their marriage in parallel and late marriage they also engaged in
the works like tuition, agricultural and non-agricultural fields and spend their own earning on
their education.
Among the indigenous communities, the reasons for decreasing the rate of education of women
in comparison to men are - lack of awareness about education, child marriage, lack of women
educational institutions, confined in a family life, conservatism and prejudice, lack of trained
female directors and teachers, lack of good health and lack of social security for women, etc.
But female students are high in education rate than male students in some of the blocks of the
study area. These blocks are maximum female students not engaged in the agricultural and
non-agricultural fields for family income purposes as compared to male students and continue
the attendance of their secondary and higher education. Also, the other main reasons are the
availability of high educational institutions in all these blocks, improved communication
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through railways and roadways, awareness of higher education and financial solvency due to
improvement in agriculture and industry.
Some blocks are not found of ST female students of higher education. This may be due to the
female students are the marriage before completing their higher education and lack of
awareness for women's education. Apart from this, the other main reasons are the lack of high
educational institutions in these blocks, lack of improved communication system, lack of
awareness about women's higher education and financial weakness due to the not improvement
of agriculture and industry.
3.4 Conclusions
i.

From the pre-primary education level to the higher education level, according to the
percentage of education rate, it is show in sequence that 1st position primary education
level (35.50 percent), 2nd secondary (20.35 percent), 3rd pre-primary (18.40 percent),
4th upper primary (14.72 percent), 5th higher secondary (6.53 percent), 6th
undergraduate (3.59 percent), 7th professional & technical (1.59 percent) and 8th
postgraduate (1.22 percent) education level has occupied place.

ii.

After the secondary education (20.35 percent) level, the rate of education suddenly
decreased in the level of higher secondary (6.53 percent) education. Because after
passing the secondary examination, a large number of tribal students leave their studies.
The main reason for this is financial problems, for the lack of money, most tribal
students stop studying and go to work in the outside state. There is also a lack of higher
educational institutions near the indigenous region and a lack of awareness about higher
education etc.

iii.

All Primary (pre-primary, primary & upper primary) education levels of female
students are higher in education rate than male students in most of the blocks but some
blocks have male students are higher in education rate than female students of the study
area. This may be due to the male students are engaged in the agricultural and nonagricultural field for family income purpose as compared to female students. This
means that the male students are engaged in the agricultural and non-agricultural fields
for family income purposes before their completing of primary education but female
students are continuing their education until their marriage in parallel. But male
students are high in education rate than female students in some of the blocks of the
study area. These blocks are maximum male students not engaged in the agricultural
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and non-agricultural fields for family income purposes as compared to female students
and continue the attendance of their primary education.
iv.

The ST male students (19.15 percent) in the pre-primary education level overtop the
female students (17.18 percent) in the Harishchandrapur-II block.

v.

The ST male students in the primary education level are higher in education rate than
female students in Harishchandrapur-I, Chanchal-I, Ratua-II and Manikchak blocks.

vi.

The ST male students in the upper primary education level are higher in education rate
than female students in Old Malda, Habibpur, Bamongola, Kaliachak-I & Kaliachak-II
blocks.

vii.

Secondary, Higher secondary and all Higher education (UG, PG and Professional &
Technical) levels of male students are higher in education rate than female students in
most of the blocks but some of the blocks female students are higher in education rate
than male students in Malda district.

viii.

From all secondary to higher education levels of male students are higher in education
rates than female students in most of the blocks of the study area. This may be due to
the female students are the marriage before their completing of secondary and higher
education but male students continue their education until their marriage in parallel and
late marriage they also engaged in the works like tuition, agricultural and nonagricultural fields and spend their own earning on their education.

ix.

But female students are higher in education rate than male students in some of the
blocks of the study area. These blocks are maximum female students not engaged in
the agricultural and non-agricultural fields for family income purposes as compared to
male students and continue the attendance of their secondary and higher education.
Also, the other main reasons are the availability of high educational institutions in all
these blocks, improved communication through railways and roadways, awareness of
higher education and financial solvency due to improvement in agriculture and
industry.

x.

The ST female students in secondary education level overtop the male students in
Habibpur, Bamongola and Kaliachak-II blocks of Malda district.

xi.

The ST female students (21.44 percent) in the higher secondary education level are
higher in the education rate than male students (21.04 percent) in the Habibpur block
of the study area. The main reason is that there is a establish of separate tribal higher
secondary school in the Habibpur block of Malda district. As a result, many female
tribal people get the opportunity for this education.
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xii.

The ST female students in Undergraduate education level overtop the male students in
Chanchal-I block as well as in Manikchak and Harishchandrapur-I blocks.

xiii.

The tribal female students of Undergraduate education level are not found in only
Habibpur block of the study area.

xiv.

The ST female (1.88 percent) students are also higher at postgraduate education level
than the male (1.53 percent) students in the old Malda block. In this block maximum
female students are not engaged in family income purposes because of financial
solvency and they continue their postgraduate education. Also, the other reasons are the
availability of high educational institutions in this block, improved communication
through railways and roadways, awareness of higher education and financial solvency
due to improvement in agriculture and industry.

xv.

The ST female students of postgraduate education level are not observed in
Harishchandrapur-I,

Harishchandrapur-II,

Chanchal-II,

Ratua-II,

Habibpur,

Bamongola, and Kaliachak-III blocks of the study area. The main reasons are that the
lack of awareness about higher education, child marriage, lack of women higher
educational institutions, confined in family life, conservatism and prejudice and lack of
social security for women, etc.
xvi.

The tribal both male and female students of postgraduate education level are not found
in only Habibpur block of the study area.

xvii.

In the case of professional and technical levels, it is also found that females overtop in
number than males in Harishchandrapur-II and Ratua-II blocks.

xviii.

The ST female students of professional & technical education levels are not observed
in Harishchandrapur-I, Habibpur, Bamongola, and Kaliachak-III blocks of the study
area.

xix.

Female students cannot be seen in undergraduate, post-graduate and professional &
technical education levels in Habibpur block of Malda district. The main reasons for
these are that there are no higher educational institutions in this block, financial
weaknesses due to the no improvement of agriculture and industry, lack of
communication system and lack of awareness about higher education, etc.

xx.

The rate of professional and technical (1.59 percent) education is higher than the rate
of postgraduate (1.22 percent) education. The main reason is that most tribal students
take professional and technical education after passing the examinations at
undergraduate and postgraduate educational levels.
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xxi.

All Primary (pre-primary, primary & upper primary) education levels of rural areas are
higher education rates than urban areas but secondary, higher secondary and higher
education levels of urban areas are higher education rates than rural areas of Malda
district.

xxii.

All Primary (pre-primary, primary & upper primary) education levels of rural areas are
higher in education rate than urban areas. The main reason is that the cost of education
in rural is very low compared to urban areas. Also, another reason is that most tribal
students in rural areas themselves go to school and come home from school.

xxiii.

But the tribal education rates in secondary, higher secondary and higher education
levels of urban areas are higher compared to rural areas of Malda district. The main
reasons are that establish different types of higher educational institutions in urban
areas, awareness about higher education, late marriage, improvement communication
system and free from social conservatism and freedom.

xxiv.

There is a significant difference in all higher education levels between rural and urban
areas. It will be worth mentioning in this context that tribal people live maximum
number in rural (86.42 percent) areas, but low level of higher in education rates (UG
3.07 percent, PG 0.99 percent and P&T 1.52 percent) are found in the same areas as
compared to urban (UG 7.51 percent, PG 3.02 percent and P&T 2.08 percent) areas
where tribal people live in minimum (13.58 percent) number. It means that the
maximum number of tribal people live in rural areas but low-level in education rates in
the same areas. On the other hand, the minimum number of tribal people live in urban
areas but high-level in education rates in the same areas.

xxv.

From Pre-primary to Upper primary education levels of female students are higher in
education rate than male students in most of the blocks but Secondary, Higher
secondary and all higher education levels of male students are higher in education rate
than female students in most of the blocks of the study area.

xxvi.

Among the indigenous communities of Malda district, the main reasons for decreasing
the rate of higher education of women (UG 2.59 percent, PG 0.78 percent and P&T
0.83 percent) in comparison to men (UG 4.60 percent, PG 1.67 percent and P&T 2.36
percent) are that the lack of awareness about women education, child marriage, lack of
women educational institutions, confined in a family life, conservatism, lack of trained
female directors and teachers, lack of communication among low educated and highly
educated women people and lack of social security for women, etc.
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CHAPTER – 4
FACTORS CONTROLLING THE EDUCATION OF TRIBAL PEOPLE IN MALDA
DISTRICT
4.1 Introduction
India is the second-largest tribal country in the world having 4.04 % of the world's tribal
population. Based on the census of India in 2011, the Malda district has been ranked seventh
among the tribal population in West Bengal. Indigenous peoples live separately in different
parts of the Malda district. Their main source of livelihood is agriculture, fishery, forestry
collection and physical labor, etc.
Most indigenous people of Malda district are uneducated and low educated, but most of their
income is spent on social and religious ceremonies. But they are very much accustomed to
living in groups. They are separated from civilized and improved lifestyle, living in places like
forests, plains, and hills. So, they are very different from Indian social life. After independence,
the emphasis was given on expansion of education opportunities for the overall development
of the people of these Scheduled Tribes communities and special arrangements were made for
them in the Indian constitution (Bhattachaya, 2011).
Since the independence of India in 1947 to the present time (2017), education and economics
of underdeveloped people are changing gradually by various types of government planning and
management. Although their previous condition was somewhat improved, but in the present
time, underdeveloped communities still have not been into the mainstream. Many people of
the Scheduled Tribes community are still deprived of education, as well as their economic
infrastructure (Seth Kumar 2006).
4.2 Factors Responsible for Non-Development in Tribal Education of Malda District
The present chapter focuses on Factors Controlling the Education of Tribal People in Malda
District since 2012-16. The different levels of educational problems of the ST population of
the study area has been carried out from the field study, discussion with tribes and after
intensive study of the similar works or the peripheral works done by the different researchers
from different regions of India (Bhattacharya 2011, Bhuimali 2004, Chaturvedi 2007,
Chaudhary 2012, Ghorai 2016, Haseena & Mohammed 2014, Lyndem & De 2004, Mandal &
Bhattacharya 2017, Mandal & Bhattacharya 2018, Mandal 2018, Mandal & Bhattacharya 2019,
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Mondal 1997, Raha & Coomar 1989, Roy 2008, Seth Kumar 2006, Shah & Shah 2000,
Vaidyanathan & Nair 2001).
Report of District Information System for Education (DISE), Sarva Shiksha Mission (SSM)
in Malda, All India Survey on Higher Education (AISHE) and Gour Banga University (GBU)
data regarding enrolment with percentage for the year of 2012-13, 2013-14, 2014-15 and 201516 of the tribal people show very low rate of education in Pre-Primary, Primary, Upper Primary,
Secondary, Higher Secondary and Higher Education levels (UG, PG and Professional &
Technical education) in comparison to other cast or non-tribal people. The reasons for the low
rate of education of the tribal people at different education levels are discussed in detail below:
4.2.1 Problems of ST Pre-primary, Primary and Upper Primary Education Levels
4.2.1.1 Problems of ST Pre-Primary Education (Nursery, KG-I & KG-II)
Table 4.1 Pre-Primary (P-P), Primary (P) & Upper Primary (UP) Education report for Enrolment in the social category
for the year of 2012-13, 2013-14, 2014-15 & 2015-16 of Malda District (in %).
Category
2012 – 13 years
2013 – 14 years
2014 – 15 years
2015 – 16 years
P- P
P
UP
P- P
P
UP
P-P
P
UP
P- P
P
UP
GEN
65.63 64.80 60.20
64.89 65.04 58.76 63.69 63.87 56.43 64.04 63.69 56.27
SC
21.17 21.00 24.70
20.58 20.43 24.09 21.01 20.83 24.85 20.66 21.01 25.01
ST
06.16 06.30 04.40
05.94 06.10 04.16 05.96 06.21 04.98 06.13 06.06 04.89
OBC
07.04 07.90 10.70
08.59 08.43 12.99 09.34 09.09 13.74 09.17 09.24 13.83
Source: DISE & SSM in Malda district, 2012-16.
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Fig. 4.1 Pre-Primary, Primary & Upper Primary Education Status for Social Category in Malda District
(From 2012-16)
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Table 4.1 and Fig. 4.1 of the Pre-primary, Primary and Upper Primary education levels in
Malda district from 2012 to 2016 reveal that indigenous people are lowest in education rates
among all categories of the people starting from Pre-primary to Upper Primary. The reasons
for this meager rate of education at primary levels are associated with the following reasons:
i.

Poverty of Parents

Among the indigenous communities of the Malda district, one of the major problems for the
development of pre-primary education is the poverty of indigenous parents (76. 77 percent
BPL, as per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16). Most of the pre-primary schools are
established by private ownership, to earn profit where it is not possible for the downtrodden
children of the poor tribal community to study because the cost of education there is very high.
ii.

Problems of Curriculum

In the schools of indigenous areas of Malda district, there are very few opportunities for
creative and playful learning as well as sports-oriented activities in the pre-primary education
curriculum. Instead of different types of creative, playful learning and sports-oriented
activities, which are attractive to the children, more emphasis is given to monotonous
theoretical education. As a result, the curriculum fails to attractant tribal learners.
iii.

Lack of Suitable Teachers

There is a lack of necessary training teachers for Pre-primary education in tribal areas of Malda
district. Most of the non-government Pre-primary school teachers are employed with low
salaries, without training (63.54 percent, as per DISE data of Malda district, 2014-15) and
qualification. As a result, the true purpose of pre-primary education is not successful. This
means that indigenous students are not interested in learning about pre-primary education.
iv.

Lack of Necessary Teaching & Learning Materials (TLM)

Most of the Pre-primary schools in Malda district is lack of Teaching and Learning Materials
(TLM) for education purpose. Especially in the tribal rural areas, the situation in Pre-Primary
School is very sad. As a result, it has become impossible to make this education effective.
Because students cannot be properly educated for the lack of educational materials needed for
teaching and learning.
v.

Lack of Parents awareness
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Most of the tribal parents are not aware of the need for pre-primary education. Because most
of the tribal people of Malda district are illiterate (59.99 percent, as per the census of India,
2011). The success of pre-primary education depends on education-conscious parents (Roy
2008). But the progress of pre-primary education has been hampered due to the low number of
such guardians in the tribal community of Malda district.
vi.

Lack of co-curricular activities

There is a provision of teaching through co-curricular activities for students in Pre-Primary
School (Vaidyanathan & Nair 2001). But most of the schools in the tribal areas of Malda district
do not have special arrangements for teaching through co-curricular activities, so many tribal
students do not have a special interest in education.
4.2.1.2 Problems of ST Primary and Upper Primary Education Levels (I-VIII)
Primary education is the second important level of formal education. The constitution of India
gives a few directions and suggestions for the development of education in our country. Article
No. 45 according to the state “free and compulsory elementary education to all children of the
age of six to fourteen (6-14) years” (Chaturvedi 2007). According to the directive of the
constitution, the progress of primary education was not expected. The problems faced in the
progress of ST primary education in the Malda district are discussed below.
i.

Poverty of Parents

The poverty of the indigenous parents (76. 77 percent BPL, as per field survey by the
researcher, 2012-16) of the Malda district is a major impediment to the progress of primary
education. Education is a meaningless job for those parents who live in poverty. They do not
send their children to school. Rather, they are more interested in sending to work in agriculture
and factories. This attitude has become a major problem in the overall development of primary
education.
ii.

Social Problems

Many indigenous people of the Malda district are still illiterate (59.99 percent, as per the census
of India, 2011). Illiterate parents are not aware of their children's education. There are social
evil and blind faith in their minds that are hindering the progress of elementary education.
iii.

Wastage (Dropout)
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The major problem in the progress of primary education among the indigenous communities
of Malda district is Wastage or dropout (6.10 percent, as per SSM of Malda district, 2012-16).
Indigenous children are admitted to elementary school, but for economic and various types of
social reasons, they leave the education before it ends, it is called wastage or dropout (Haseena
& Mohammed 2014). As a result, wastage (dropout) is the prevents for the progress of primary
education.
iv.

Rapid population growth

Due to rapid population growth (21.22 percent, as per the census of India, 2011) in tribal areas
of Malda district, there is a lack of necessary infrastructure in the primary educational
institutions, which is the biggest barrier to the improvement of ST primary education.
v.

Failure to enforce child labour law

Failure to enforce government law to prevent child labour is one of the major obstacles or
problems in promoting primary education. Because the child labour law does not apply
effectively, the poor guardian does not send their children to school. Rather, indigenous parents
send their children to different types of the workplace for family income.
vi.

Lack of School House

In the tribal areas of Malda district, many children cannot be the admission in school due to the
lack of schoolhouse. As a result, many students are out of education which prevents the
progress of primary education.
vii.

Heavy curriculum

The primary education curriculum is basically based on theoretical and unrelated to the real
life of the tribal students. This theoretical syllabus has become difficult and unwilling for the
learners to take education. As a result, the spread of primary education in the indigenous
communities was hampered.
viii.

The faulty teaching method

The teaching methods in primary education level are faulty. This means that teachers teach
students in schools without a lesson plan. This faulty teaching method is a major barrier to the
promotion of elementary education.
ix.

Lack of necessary education materials (TLM)
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There is a considerable lack of teaching and learning materials (TLM) in most of the primary
schools in Malda district. Especially in the indigenous rural areas, the situation in Primary
School is very sad. As a result, it has become impossible to make this education effective.
Because students cannot be properly educated for the lack of educational materials needed for
teaching and learning. This means that in most of the primary schools in indigenous areas of
Malda district, there was no progress of elementary education for the lack of necessary
education material (teaching aids)
x.

Lack of adequate number of trained teachers

Lack of an adequate number of trained teachers (36.46 percent, as per DISE data of Malda
district, 2014-15) in most of the primary schools in tribal areas of the Malda district, which are
creating big problems for the improvement of primary education.
xi.

Lack of a good education system in private schools

Most of the primary schools of the indigenous areas of the Malda district have been formed in
private efforts. These educational institutions gave more importance to their business. They
employ unskilled teachers at a low cost in school. As a result, the quality of education is very
poor. Even, many poor indigenous parents cannot afford to send their children to these private
educational institutions. Because the cost of education in the private educational institutions is
very high compared to the government school.
4.2.2 Problems of ST Secondary & Higher Secondary Education Levels
4.2.2.1 Problems of ST Secondary Education (IX-X)
Secondary education is the second most important level of formal education in India. After the
primary education level and before the higher education level, the middle level of education is
run by the school, it is called Secondary Education. From the entire education system, the place
of the secondary education level is very important. The entire adolescence of the learner's life
includes this level of education (Ghorai 2016).
Even after the independence of India, the improvement in quantitative and quality standards of
secondary education is very little compared to the requirement (Lyndem & De 2004). The
problems faced in the progress of secondary education in the tribal areas of Malda district are
discussed below:
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Table 4.2 Secondary (SE) & Higher Secondary (HS) Education report for Enrolment in the social
category for the year of 2012-13, 2013-14, 2014-15 & 2015-16 of Malda District (in %).
Category
2012 – 13 years
2013 – 14 years
2014 – 15 years
2015 – 16 years
SE
HS
SE
HS
SE
HS
SE
HS
GEN
58.62
57.81
56.28
54.25
55.70
55.08
56.03
54.81
SC
24.89
25.08
25.07
25.77
25.44
25.76
25.11
26.03
ST
04.32
04.51
04.50
04.32
04.86
04.79
05.02
05.04
OBC
12.17
12.60
14.15
15.66
14.00
14.37
13.84
14.12
Source: DISE & SSM in Malda district, 2012-16.
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Fig. 4.2 Secondary & Higher Secondary Education Status for Social Category in Malda District (From 2012-16)

Table 4. 2 and Fig. 4.2 shows that the Secondary and Higher Secondary education status of the
tribal people of the Malda district is the low education rate than non-tribal people (all through
2012-2016), which are an indication that the ST population in Malda district is highly behind
among all backward classes. This backwardness and slow progress of the tribal people are
associated with some important problems found in this area which has been discussed below.
i.

Psychological problems

The effects of the different psychological problems on their education life, like lack of interest,
attention, motivation, aspiration, ambition and financial problems of the tribal always make the
tribal life in a very depressed condition (Mandal & Bhattacharya 2018).
ii.

Indifferent attitude of tribal parents

Most of the tribal people in the Malda district are illiterate (59.99 percent, as per the census of
India, 2011). As a result, tribal parents are mostly illiterate and unaware. They always show a
very indifferent attitude towards the education of their children. They are interested in
providing household responsibilities to their children at a very early stage of their education
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life and the tribal parents prefer to engage their children in remunerative employment which
supplements the family income. The parents of these students do not have any relationship with
the society outside and they are unaware of the importance of education (Mandal &
Bhattacharya 2018).
iii.

Indifferent attitude of tribal teachers

Teachers do not take much effort to improve the educational level of the tribal students by the
following factors, Lack of communication to the tribal students and parents, high level of
absent in the classroom, lack of interest, attention and motivation of their teaching in the
classroom. With regard to the attitude of teachers towards students, some studies have found
that non-tribal teachers had a negative attitude towards tribal children (Mandal & Bhattacharya
2018).
iv.

Indifferent attitude of tribal students

Tribal students were unhappy to go to School Subjects, like English, Hindi, Mathematics and
school co-curriculum activities (Mandal & Bhattacharya 2018).
v.

Lack of proper monitoring

Lack of proper monitoring is caused by poor coordination between the Tribal Welfare
Department and School Education Department (Mandal & Bhattacharya 2018).
vi.

Financial problems

One of the major problems in the development of secondary education is the lack of money.
For the lack of funds, the education work in most of the secondary schools in the tribal areas
of the Malda district is being hampered. Also, due to the poverty of indigenous parents (76. 77
percent BPL, as per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16), their children are not sent to
school, but rather send them to different types of workplaces, so that the learners cannot acquire
proper education.
vii.

Engaged in various religious and cultural activities

Most of the indigenous students of the Malda district are engaged in various religious and
cultural activities. As a result, indigenous students cannot take proper secondary education.
viii.

Lack of communication between teachers and indigenous parents
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There is a lack of communication between teachers and guardians of tribal areas in the Malda
district. Education has not developed among indigenous people due to a lack of communication
between school teachers and indigenous parents.
ix.

Lack of vocational education opportunities

There is no vocational education system in the secondary school curriculum in our country.
Vocational education has been adopted as an important part of secondary education in other
countries of the world (Such as Japan, China, United State of America and Russia and other
countries) (Shah & Shah 2000). If there was a provision of vocational education in secondary
schools in the tribal areas of Malda, students could have been self-reliant after taking this
education. Therefore, the lack of vocational education in secondary education level is one of
the most important problems.
x.

Lack of adequate number and trained teachers

In the tribal areas of Malda district, most of the secondary school’s lack of adequate number
and trained teachers (61.46 percent, as per DISE data of Malda district, 2014-15), especially in
private school. This lack of adequate number and trained teachers is a big problem in the
secondary school of the tribal areas. Because the teaching and learning process is not
successful.
xi.

Problems of Textbooks

Most of the indigenous people of Malda district are lower middle class and poor (76. 77 percent
BPL, as per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16). They cannot purchase school selected
textbooks at high prices. As a result, due to the lack of necessary textbooks, the students cannot
learn properly.
xii.

Lack of School

Another important problem in the secondary education of the indigenous areas of the Malda district is
the lack of an adequate number of schools. There is a lack of an adequate number of secondary schools
in many places in the tribal areas of Malda district. So, students go to faraway schools to study, so that
both time and labour are wasted. Therefore, many tribal students cannot take secondary education
because of the lack of the required number of secondary schools.

xiii.

Neglect of teaching for Private tuition
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At present, negligence of teaching among the teachers of secondary education in indigenous
areas of the Malda district has been shown. The main reason for this is private tuition, which
cannot be stopped anyway.
xiv.

Lack of proper monitoring

Lack of proper monitoring is caused by the poor coordination between the Tribal Welfare Department
and Secondary Education Department (Mandal & Bhattacharya 2017). As a result, secondary education
has not been developed among tribal communities.

In addition to the above problems, many more problems are available in secondary education
in indigenous areas of Malda district. Such as language problems, teacher training problems
and lack of awareness of guardians, etc.
4.2.2.2 Problems of ST Higher Secondary Education (XI-XII)
The next two years of secondary education are called Higher Secondary Education. The
following are some of the problems that can be seen in the progress of the higher secondary
education in tribal areas of Malda.
i.

Problems of financial

The Higher Secondary Education System is a major part of multi-level education (arts, science
and commerce). Students at this level of education will be able to learn according to their own
needs, interests, and trends (Ghorai 2016). But due to the lack of necessary funding in the
secondary school in the indigenous region of Malda district, quality education infrastructure
was not developed. Therefore, the main obstacle to the progress of the education of the
indigenous people is the financial crisis.
ii.

Poverty of Parents

Most indigenous guardians of the Malda district are very poor (76. 77 percent BPL, as per field
survey by the researcher, 2012-16). These poor indigenous parents are not able to give their
children higher secondary education. For this reason, most poor indigenous parents do not send
their children to school. Rather, these poor indigenous parents send their children to work at
various workplaces.
iii.

Admission Problems

After passing the secondary education, many indigenous students do not get the opportunity to
enrolment or admission at the Higher Secondary level. Because the number of high schools in
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the tribal areas of Malda is much less and some schools are built in indigenous areas but far
from their settlement areas. As a result, many indigenous students leave their studies.
iv.

Waste and Stagnation

The major problem in the progress of higher secondary education among the indigenous
communities of Malda district is Wastage (13.03 percent, as per SSM of Malda district, 201216) and Stagnation. Indigenous children are admitted to higher secondary school, but for
economic and various types of social reasons, they leave the education before it ends, it is
called wastage, again many students fail repeatedly in the exam, leaving school for a long time
while staying in the same class, it is called non-development or stagnation (Haseena &
Mohammed 2014). As a result, waste and stagnation are the prevents for the progress of
secondary education.
v.

Lack of adequate number of qualified teachers

One of the main problems at the level of Higher Secondary education is the lack of the
appropriate number of qualified teachers (39.26 percent, as per DISE data of Malda district,
2014-15). Most of the schools in the indigenous areas of Malda district lack the adequate
number of qualified teachers. It means that the lack of trained teachers, especially in private
higher secondary schools. Most indigenous students cannot take education because of the lack
of this appropriate number of qualified teachers.
vi.

Lack of laboratory

In the curriculum of Higher Secondary Education, special emphasis has been given to practical
education along with theoretical education. But the various kind of laboratory (science subject)
needed for this education is not available in most of the higher secondary school in tribal areas
of Malda district. As a result, most indigenous students cannot take this higher secondary
education.
vii.

Lack of Library

The level of higher secondary education can be called the preparation of higher education, so
students of this level have to study a lot (Shah & Shah 2000). But for the lack of the library in
most of the schools in the indigenous region of Malda district, indigenous students do not get
the opportunity to read different types of reference books. Therefore, tribal students are facing
problems in getting this education.
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viii.

Lack of planning

No specific plans are taken for the improvement of the higher secondary education of
indigenous people of the Malda district. For the lack of proper planning, the higher secondary
education of the indigenous people of the Malda district has not improved.
In addition, many kinds of problems such as infrastructure problems and lack of awareness
about higher secondary education, etc. which are a major obstacle to the progress and
development of high secondary education.
4.2.3 Problems of ST Higher Education
The latest stage of the regulated education system is Higher Education. Generally, higher
education begins after higher secondary education. The education system run by the university
is called the higher education system. From college to a higher level, the conventional
education system is called higher education. In this education system, students are taught to
specialize in special subjects. The scope of higher education is very comprehensive. At present,
not only the colleges and universities but also the education system run by the University's
equivalent of higher education institutions are considered as the level of higher education.
Graduation, postgraduate and subsequent research levels are also included in higher education.
After five years of higher secondary education and more than that, the teaching period is called
the level of higher education (Ghorai 2016).
Table 4.3 Under Graduates (UG), Post Graduates (PG) & Professional & Technical (P&T) Education report for
Enrolment in the social category for the year of 2012-13, 2013-14, 2014-15 & 2015-16 of Malda District (in %).
Category
2012 – 13 years
2013 – 14 years
2014 – 15 years
2015 – 16 years
UG
PG
P&T
UG
PG
P&T
UG
PG
P&T
UG
PG
P&T
GEN
62.02 61.02 60.16 59.04 58.95 58.72 57.78 57.83 56.37 55.98 56.55 55.21
SC
20.76 20.78 21.74 21.43 20.52 22.13 22.92 21.87 23.91 22.74 23.15 24.07
ST
05.98 06.14
5.63
6.09
06.02 05.21 05.34 06.12 05.06 06.18 05.21 05.71
OBC
11.24 12.06 12.47 13.44 14.51 13.94 13.96 14.18 14.66 15.10 15.09 15.01
Source: AISHE & GBU in Malda district, 2012-16.
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4.2.3.1 Problems of ST Under Graduate (UG) and Post Graduate (PG) Education levels
Table 4.3 and Fig. 4.3 shows that in the Malda district from 2012 to 2016, the number of
indigenous students in the Higher education sector is very low compared to non-indigenous
students. At the level of this education, the reasons for the decline in the rate of education are
discussed below.
i.

Poverty of Parents

Most Indigenous students of the Malda district cannot afford higher education for lack of
money. Because the higher education system is very costly. Most indigenous guardians of the
Malda district are very poor (76. 77 percent BPL, as per field survey by the researcher, 201216). These poor indigenous parents are not able to give their children higher education. For this
reason, most poor indigenous parents do not send their children to Higher educational
institutions. Rather, these poor indigenous parents send their children to work at various
workplaces. As a result, the progress of the higher education of the indigenous people is
hindered.
ii.

Lack of proper monitoring

Lack of proper monitoring is caused by poor coordination between the Tribal Welfare
Department and Higher Education Department (Mandal & Bhattacharya 2017). As a result,
higher education has not been developed among tribal communities.
iii.

Do not get opportunities for higher education
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At present, all tribal students do not get the chance to get admission in Gour Banga University
and Colleges in the Malda district for higher education. Because the number of higher
education (Hons & PG) seats in these educational institutions are limited. As a result, many
indigenous students are deprived of higher education.
iv.

Lack of required scholarship

There is a lack of necessary scholarships for higher education in the indigenous people of the
Malda district. This means that not all the tribal students of Malda district are given
scholarships for higher education and although they give scholarships for indigenous students
it is much less than the requirement. For this reason, many indigenous students are not
interested in taking higher education.
v.

Lack of high educational institutions in indigenous areas

There is a lack of higher educational institutions in the neighbourhood of the indigenous
settlement area of Malda district. Most indigenous people cannot take higher education because
of a lack of high educational institutions in indigenous areas.
vi.

Lack of awareness about higher education

Among the indigenous communities of the Malda district, there is a lack of awareness about
high education opportunities and facilities. Because most of the tribal people in the Malda
district are illiterate (59.99 percent, as per the census of India, 2011). As a result, they are
unaware of the importance of higher education. Due to a lack of awareness about this higher
education, most indigenous people cannot take higher education.
vii.

Engaged in various types of family work

Most of the tribal students of the Malda district have been engaged in various types of family
work after getting secondary education. They cannot properly take higher education because
they are engaged in different types of family work. As a result, many tribal students suddenly
stopped taking high education.
viii.

Medium of languages

The Radhakrishnan Commission (1948-49) and the Kothari Commission (1964-66) talk about
the mother language instead of English as the medium of higher education (Ghorai 2016). But
the recommendations of these commissions are still not effective. So, the medium of higher
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education is one of the main problems. Tribal students do not show interest in education
because there is no system of teaching through mother tongue in higher education institutions.
ix.

Lack of research centre for the tribal higher education

There is a lack of research centre needed to educate the tribal people of the Malda district in
higher education. This means that no research centre has been established for the improvement
of the higher education of tribal people in the Malda district.
x.

Lack of suitable libraries and laboratories

Most of the higher education institutions in the Malda district lack an adequate number of
libraries and laboratories. For the lack of appropriate libraries and laboratories in the higher
education institutions of the Malda district, there is a big problem in the development of higher
education among indigenous students. For the lack of appropriate libraries and laboratories in
the educational institution, indigenous students cannot acquire the necessary knowledge,
because they cannot personally buy library and laboratory equipment for lack of money. As a
result, there has been a hindrance to the development of higher education among poor
indigenous communities.
xi.

Lack of reservation in private institutes

The rules of government reservations are not properly maintained for the admission of
indigenous people in most private high education institutions of the Malda district. As a result,
indigenous students are being deprived of higher education.
xii.

The scarcity of employment after higher education

Most of the indigenous people of Malda district believe that after taking high education there
is no employment opportunity and confirmation (guarantee). Due to a lack of employment
guarantee, there is no interest in the achievement of higher education among indigenous
students.
4.2.3.2 Problems of ST Professional & Technical Education Level
Professional and technical education is an education system that is closely related to the life
and livelihood of the people of every country. This professional and technical education helps
the students to become self-sufficient in achieving a suitable livelihood (Ghorai 2016).
Therefore, to make people of the country self-reliant in economic and development, there is a
need for professional and technical education.
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Through the education that students acquire special knowledge and skills in the work of art and
craft, they are called professional education. Therefore, through the education that students
acquire special knowledge and skills in any profession, it is called professional education.
Through the education that is given to the students for scientific training in agriculture,
industry, business, commerce and machinery etc, it is called technical education. Therefore,
through the education that students acquire special knowledge and skills in the work of
technical fields, it is called technical education. The main goal of this education is to help
children achieve such skills so that they can live well in the future life. In this context,
Hartshorn has said that "professional education is such a necessary education which in the
absence of the student has to suffer from life forever" (Ghorai 2016).
The development and progress of the country depend on the natural resources of that country
(Bhattacharya 2011). Just do not have this wealth. To use them properly, technical education
is necessary. Currently, technical education is closely related to the life and livelihood of the
people of every country. So, to make a nation work-oriented, to keep pace with all the
developed countries of the world, to transform the country into a developed country and to
make education productive, it is necessary to develop the quality of technical and professional
education. Therefore, through this education system, the ability of the student to work, respect
for any work, respect for responsibilities, awareness of law and order, morality development
and self-confidence. The following are some of the common issues related to the professional
and technical education of indigenous people of Malda district.
Table 3 and Fig. 3 indicates that the Professional & Technical education status of the scheduled
tribes of Malda district is lowest of all the non-general categories (all through 2012-2016)
which are an indication that the ST population in Malda district is highly behind among all
backward classes. This backwardness and slow progress of the tribal people are associated with
some important problems found in this area which has been discussed below.
i.

Linguistic Problems

A major problem in professional and technical education is linguistic problems. There is a lot
of debate about which language will be the medium of this education. Because all books of
professional and technical education are written in the English language (Mandal &
Bhattacharya 2018). As a result, it is very difficult to understand the indigenous students of
Malda district. This means that indigenous students are not interested to take in this education
due to English language problems.
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ii.

Expensive education system

Most professional and technical education institutions in the Malda district and other districts
have been established in private efforts. The education system is very costly in these
professional and technical education institutions. As a result, Indigenous students are not able
to receive such education for this expensive education system.
iii.

Problems of reservation for admission

The rules of the government reservation system are not properly maintained for the admission
in most of the private professional and technical education institutes. This means that the rules
of the government reservation system are not properly followed for the admission of these
educational institutions of Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and Other Backward Classes
students. As a result, many scheduled tribal students of the Malda district are deprived of this
education.
iv.

Lack of a proper salary

After attaining professional and technical education, most of the tribal students get employment
in non-government organizations or private companies. The amount of wages for students in
the private sector is very low. This means that the amount of wages is very less compared to
the amount of money spent on acquiring this education for the students. As a result, many tribal
students of the Malda district are not interested to take professional and technical education.
v.

Lack of suitable plans

Most of the professional and technical education institutions have been not well-established in
view of the demands of the industries. These educational institutions were not established in
the context of how many tribal skilled craftsmen are needed in different industries. As a result,
the unemployment problem of society has increased due to the lack of employment. Due to the
increase of unemployment problems many tribal students of the Malda district are not
interested to take of this education.
It is said from the above discussion that in addition to the above problems, the progress of
professional and technical education has been hampered due to the lack of awareness and lack
of necessary scholarship, etc. among the tribal communities of Malda district. Therefore, if
these problems are not resolved then in the future, the tribal students of the Malda district will
be lagged behind in this education system.
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4.2.4 Problems of Tribal Men Education in Pre-primary, Primary and Upper Primary
Education Levels
Table 4.4 Pre-Primary, Primary and Upper Primary Education report for Enrolment in Sex
category for the year of 2012-13, 2013-14, 2014-15 & 2015-16 of Malda District (in %).
SL
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
A
1
2
B
AB

Name of Blocks &
Municipality
Harischandrapur-I
Harischandrapur-II
Chanchal-I
Chanchal-II
Ratua-I
Ratua-II
Manikchak
English Bazar
Old Malda
Habibpur
Bamongola
Gazol
Kaliachak-I
Kaliachak-II
Kaliachak-III
RURAL AREAS
English Bazar (M)
Old Malda (M)
URBAN AREAS
MALDA TOTAL

Pre-primary
Male
Female
22.03
25.76
19.15
17.18
16.51
22.63
19.86
21.39
19.62
21.13
18.19
21.04
14.3
17.82
14.54
21.42
16.68
22.63
21.06
21.42
17.55
20.92
15.09
21.67
14.70
18.25
18.32
19.26
18.19
18.74
17.71
20.75
9.10
9.20
16.10
14.28
12.60
11.74
17.11
19.69

Primary
Male
Female
44.03
42.28
43.82
55.48
39.49
36.49
36.02
42.80
37.90
39.85
31.81
31.59
30.53
39.50
29.90
38.79
30.29
33.97
31.57
35.72
36.83
39.54
32.39
34.98
28.66
33.92
30.27
34.87
36.35
39.07
34.65
38.59
24.99
25.01
21.83
24.69
23.41
24.85
33.33
36.97

Upper Primary
Male
Female
11.02
16.48
12.97
16.40
13.51
17.60
17.29
19.99
12.43
14.62
14.56
17.10
15.28
18.46
14.54
17.34
15.16
11.31
15.80
14.28
15.80
13.94
12.30
14.68
16.09
14.77
11.28
11.00
14.30
15.62
14.15
15.57
12.51
11.83
16.10
14.28
14.30
13.05
14.17
15.27

Source: SSM in Malda district, 2012-16.
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Fig. 4.4 Pre-Primary, Primary and Upper Primary Education Status for ST Sex Category in Malda District (From
2012-16).

Table 4.4 and Fig. 4.4 shows that in the Pre-primary, Primary and Upper Primary education
levels in most of the blocks of Malda district from 2012 to 2016 years tribal male students are
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very low education rates compared to tribal female students. The main reasons for this decrease
in the rates of education are discussed in detail below.
i.

Problems of Male Child Labour

Most tribal people of the Malda district are very poor (76. 77 percent BPL, as per field survey
by the researcher, 2012-16). For this reason, most indigenous parents send their sons to work
as laborers in different types of the workplace to earn their family income at an early age. So
before completing elementary education, most indigenous parents send their sons to different
types of the workplace for earning money. As a result, many tribal male students cannot acquire
primary education.
ii.

Engaged in hunting, grazing, and other activities

Several tribal boys are always engaged in hunting, grazing and other activities before
completing elementary education. As a result, many tribal boys cannot acquire elementary
education.
iii.

Engaged in various cultural and religious activities

Most of the indigenous boys in the Malda district are always engaged in various cultural and
religious activities. For this reason, tribal boys are facing problems in getting primary
education.
iv.

Responsible for Family work or Home work

Most of the indigenous boys in the Malda district have to responsible for various tasks of their
own home. For example, they have to work under the supervision or take care of younger
siblings, assist in agricultural activities, observe domestic animals, etc. As a result, obstacles
are being created to achieve primary education.
v.

Marriage to girls in a good family

In most of the blocks of Malda district, the rate of education of indigenous female students is
much higher than that of male students in all primary education levels. The main reason is that
for the girls to get married in a good family, indigenous guardians give more opportunities and
facilities to girls than boys.

4.2.5 Problems of Tribal Women Education in Secondary, Higher Secondary and Higher
Education Levels
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Table 4.5 Secondary, Higher Secondary, Under Graduates, Post Graduate and Professional & Technical Education report
for Enrolment in Sex category for the year 2012-13, 2013-14, 2014-15 & 2015-16 of Malda District (in %).
SL
NO
.

Name of Blocks &
Municipality

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
A
1
2
B
AB

Harischandrapur-I
Harischandrapur-II
Chanchal-I
Chanchal-II
Ratua-I
Ratua-II
Manikchak
English Bazar
Old Malda
Habibpur
Bamongola
Gazol
Kaliachak-I
Kaliachak-II
Kaliachak-III
RURAL AREAS
English Bazar (M)
Old Malda (M)
URBAN AREAS
MALDA TOTAL

Secondary
Male
16.50
16.04
20.99
17.27
18.94
23.63
24.62
24.78
24.23
21.04
17.53
21.22
23.07
21.82
19.47
20.70
30.67
27.58
29.10
21.70

Female
11.35
7.82
15.73
12.10
16.27
22.38
14.02
17.36
20.76
21.44
18.61
20.29
22.62
22.95
18.76
17.49
28.96
31.18
30.07
18.97

Higher Secondary
Male
3.68
5.57
7.01
7.00
7.20
7.28
10.35
10.27
7.59
5.27
5.27
9.51
7.70
9.16
6.50
7.29
10.24
5.76
8.00
7.37

Female
2.05
2.33
4.39
2.78
4.87
5.25
5.72
2.03
5.65
7.13
4.64
4.19
6.95
9.16
6.24
4.89
15.78
7.78
11.78
5.70

Under
Graduate

Male
1.82
1.84
1.49
1.83
2.6
3.63
3.44
4.26
4.54
5.26
5.25
6.14
6.98
7.03
3.89
4.00
9.08
9.19
9.13
4.60

Female
2.07
0.79
2.53
0.94
2.45
2.64
3.83
2.05
3.78
0.00
2.34
2.81
2.62
1.84
1.57
2.15
6.59
5.20
5.89
2.59

Post
Graduate

Male
0.92
0.62
1.01
0.74
1.32
0.91
1.49
1.72
1.53
0.00
1.75
3.36
2.81
2.12
1.30
1.44
3.42
3.46
3.44
1.67

Female
0.00
0.00
0.62
0.00
0.80
0.00
0.63
1.01
1.88
0.00
0.00
1.39
0.86
0.91
0.00
0.54
2.62
2.59
2.60
0.78

Professional
& Technical

Male
0.92
0.61
0.99
1.09
1.95
0.90
3.93
4.26
4.54
5.26
1.75
2.78
2.09
2.10
1.30
2.29
2.26
3.45
2.85
2.36

Female
0.00
0.79
0.64
0.48
0.82
1.33
1.28
1.03
1.90
0.00
0.00
1.41
0.88
0.93
0.00
0.76
2.64
0.00
1.32
0.83

Source: SSM in Malda district, AISHE & GBU, 2012-16.
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Fig. 4.5 Secondary, Higher Secondary and Higher Education Status for ST Sex Category in Malda District (From
2012-16)
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Problems of Tribal Women Education
The only goal of promoting women's education is to create an ideal mother in the house. John
Hobart said – “One good mother is worthier than a hundred schoolmasters" Again, Comenius
says, “Mothers is the first school of a child” (Bhattacharya 2011). To build an ideal education
system in the child's life, the needs of the male teacher as well as an ideal mother.
Table 4.5 and Fig. 4.5 reveals that in the Secondary, Higher Secondary and Higher Education
Levels in most of the blocks of Malda district from 2012 to 2016 years, the rate of tribal female
education is very low compared to tribal male students. The main reasons for this decrease in
the rates of education are discussed in detail below:
i.

Child marriage

Most of the tribal women students (64.76 percent, as per field survey by the researcher, 201216) of Malda district get married before their completion of secondary, higher secondary and
higher education, so they are bound in family life. This means that child marriage in tribal areas
of the Malda district is a major problem or obstacle in the way of the progress of their education
(Mandal 2018).
ii.

Lack of awareness about women education

Among the most indigenous parents of the Malda district, there is a lack of awareness about
women's secondary, higher secondary and higher education. Because most of the tribal people
in the Malda district are illiterate (59.99 percent, as per the census of India, 2011). Most
indigenous parents believe that educating women in secondary, higher secondary and higher
education has no benefit because women always have to do homework (Mandal &
Bhattacharya 2019). This means that most of the tribal parents' idea (belief) is that women have
to do the job of cooking at the whole life and children care.
iii.

Lack of women educational institution

There is a lack of women educational institutions for the education of women in all blocks of
Malda district, especially near the habitations of indigenous people. This means that there is a
shortage of secondary, higher secondary and women higher educational institutions (only one
women’s college, as per the statistical handbook of Malda district, 2016) for the education of
women in the neighborhood of the tribal settlement areas of Malda district.
iv.

Problems of financial
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Financial problem is a major obstacle for the improvement of secondary, higher secondary and
higher education among the tribal women people of Malda district. Because most of the tribal
parents of this district are very poor (76. 77 percent BPL, as per field survey by the researcher,
2012-16). So many tribal guardians cannot afford to spend money to educate their girls.
v.

Lack of suitable infrastructure for women education

There is a lack of appropriate infrastructure in secondary, higher secondary and higher
educational institutions for the education of tribal women in the tribal areas of Malda district.
There is a lack of interest in education among tribal women students of Malda district due to
lack of adequate library, laboratory, hostel, computer room, playground and sanitation system,
etc in these secondary, higher secondary and higher educational institutions.
vi.

Lack of required scholarship

Most of the tribal women students and their parents (76. 77 percent BPL, as per field survey
by the researcher, 2012-16) in the Malda district are very poor. As a result, there is no
improvement in secondary, higher secondary and higher education among the tribal women
students of Malda district. Also, another reason is that there is a lack of necessary scholarships
for the improvement of secondary, higher secondary and higher education among tribal women
students of Malda district. As a result, many tribal women students do not interest to get
secondary, higher secondary and higher education.
vii.

Confined in a Family life

Most tribal women students of Malda district get married after completion of elementary
education and before completion of secondary, higher secondary and higher education. As a
result, they became confined in family life. Therefore, most of the tribal women students are
facing obstacles to getting secondary, higher secondary and higher education because of their
confinement (bound) in family life. So, they cannot properly achieve secondary, higher
secondary and higher education.
viii.

Lack of communication between low educated and highly educated women
people

Among the most tribal communities of the Malda district, it is found that lack of
communication between low educated and highly educated women people. As a result, less
educated tribal female students are not interested to take secondary, higher secondary and
higher education.
ix.

Conservatism and Superstition
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Many tribal women students of the Malda district are kept away from secondary, higher
secondary and higher education for social conservatism and superstition. As a result, the rates
of tribal women secondary, higher secondary and higher education of the Malda district are
very low compared to men students.
x.

Lack of trained female directors and teachers

There is a lack of an adequate number of trained female directors and educators in the
educational institutions for the development of tribal women's secondary, higher secondary and
higher education of the Malda district. As a result, many tribal female students are not
interested and motivate to take secondary, higher secondary and higher education.
xi.

Lack of social security

Due to the lack of social security, many tribal women students of Malda district and their family
cannot be involved in secondary, higher secondary and higher education despite their desire to
achieve an education. Therefore, the lack of social security is creating obstacles to taking
secondary, higher secondary and higher education of tribal women students of the Malda
district.
4.2.6 Problems of Urban areas ST Education in Pre-Primary, Primary and Upper
Primary Education Levels of Malda District
Table 4.6. Pre-Primary, Primary and Upper Primary Education report for Enrolment
in Rural & Urban areas of Malda district, from 2012 to 2016 Years (in %).
Name of the
Areas
RURAL
URBAN

Pre-Primary
Male
Female
17.71
20.75
12.60
11.74

Primary
Male
Female
34.65
38.59
23.41
24.85

Upper Primary

Male

Female

16.14
14.30

15.57
13.05

Source: SSM in Malda district, 2012-16

Table 4.6 and Fig. 4.6 shows that in the Malda district, from the year 2012 to 2016, the rate of
education in urban areas is lower than comparatively rural areas in the case of Pre-primary,
Primary and Upper Primary education levels among indigenous communities. In these
education levels, the reasons for the decline in the rate of education in the urban areas than the
rural areas are discussed below.
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Fig. 4.6 Pre-primary, Primary and Upper Primary Education Status for ST Rural & Urban areas in Malda District
(From 2012-16).

i.

Expensive education system in urban areas

In all primary education levels, the education system in urban areas is very much expensive
than in rural areas (Mondal 1997). Because compared to rural areas, many tribal students of
urban areas study mostly in private primary schools. Therefore, the cost of education is very
high in urban areas compared to rural areas. Such as the cost of travel for schools, high-quality
clothing, different types of co-curriculum cost, tiffin, etc. So, most of the poor tribal parents in
urban areas of the Malda district cannot study their child for this expensive education system.
ii.

Lack of friendship between tribal and non-tribal classmates or students

Both tribal and non-tribal students studying together in primary schools in the urban areas of
Malda district. But in these schools, there is a lack of friendship between tribal and non-tribal
students. As a result, most tribal students suffer from mental depression. Because of this
indifference (depression), most tribal students are not interested in learning and they suddenly
leave the school.
iii.

Most number of Private Schools in urban areas

There is the greatest number of private primary schools (89) than government schools (52, as
per DISE data of Malda district, 2014-15) in the urban areas of Malda district. Due to financial
deficiency, most of the poor tribal parents cannot study their children in private schools. This
means that most of the poor tribal parents not interested to send their children to private schools
due to financial deficiency.
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iv.

Poverty of Parents

Generally, a person needs much more money in order to live well in urban areas compared to
rural areas. This means that for any person to live well in urban areas needs a lot of money
compared to rural areas (Raha & Coomar 1989). Most indigenous people in the urban areas of
the Malda district are very poor (66.07 percent BPL, as per filed survey by the researcher,
2012-16) in financial terms. Because of this financial poverty, many indigenous people cannot
study their children in elementary school but send their children to work in various workplaces.
As a result, most indigenous students do not get the opportunity to study in urban areas. If some
indigenous students get the opportunity to study in the urban areas but they cannot do it well,
rather they leave school after a few days.
v.

Lack of relationship or communication between parents and teachers

There is a lack of relation or communication between indigenous parents and teachers in the
urban areas of Malda district. Due to the lack of this relationship or lack of communication,
indigenous guardians are not interested in sending their children to school.
vi.

Tribal students in urban areas themselves cannot go to school and come home
from school.

Most of the tribal primary students in urban areas of the Malda district cannot themselves go
to school and come home from school. Because there is a tradition most guardians in urban
areas of Malda district keep their own children in school and bring from school to home. But
this custom is not seen in the rural areas. Most of the tribal guardians in urban areas of the
Malda district cannot this work due to poverty. This means that most of the poor tribal
guardians in urban areas engaged to work for earning money in the school period. Due to this
problem, many tribal students in urban areas cannot acquire primary education.

4.2.7 Problems of Rural areas ST Education in Secondary, Higher Secondary and Higher
Education Levels in Malda District
Table 4.7. Secondary, Higher Secondary, Under Graduates, and Professional & Technical (P&T) Education
report for Enrolment in Rural & Urban areas of Malda district, from 2012 to 2016 Years (in %).
Name of
the Areas

Secondary
Male
20.74
29.12

Female
17.49
30.07

Higher
Secondary
Male
Female
7.29
4.89
8.00
11.78

Under
Graduate

Male
4.00
9.13
Source: SSM in Malda district, AISHE & GBU, 2012-16.
RURAL
URBAN

Female
2.15
5.89

Post
Graduate

Male
1.44
3.44

Female
0.54
2.60

Professional
& Technical

Male
2.29
2.85

Female
0.76
1.32
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Table 4.7 and Fig. 4.7 shows that in the Malda district, from the year 2012 to 2016, the rate of
education in rural areas is lower compared to urban areas in the case of Secondary, Higher
Secondary and Higher Education levels among indigenous communities. In these education
levels, the reasons for the decline in the rate of education in the rural areas than the urban areas
are discussed below.
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Fig. 4.7 Secondary, Higher Secondary and Higher Education Status for ST Rural & Urban areas in Malda
District (From 2012-16).

i.

Poverty of Parents

Most of the tribal people in rural areas (87.47 percent BPL) of the Malda district are very poor
compared to the urban areas (66.07 percent BPL, as per filed survey by the researcher, 201216). Secondary, Higher Secondary and Higher Education systems are very costly types for
taking. For this expensive education system, most of the poor tribal parents in rural areas cannot
provide secondary, higher secondary and higher education of their children.
ii.

The lack of secondary and higher education institutions near the indigenous
rural areas

There is a lack of secondary, higher secondary and higher educational institutions in the rural
areas compared to the urban areas of Malda district. Due to the lack of secondary, higher
secondary and higher educational institutions near the tribal rural areas, many tribal students
cannot acquire secondary, higher secondary and higher education.
iii.

Lack of awareness
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There is a lack of awareness about secondary, higher secondary and higher education among
the tribal communities of rural areas compared to the urban areas in Malda district. The main
reason is that most of the tribal people in rural areas (60.32 percent) very illiterate compared to
urban areas (44.92 percent, as per the census of India, 2011) of the Malda district. Due to the
lack of awareness about these education systems, most tribal students in the rural areas cannot
take secondary, higher secondary and higher education. As a result, tribal secondary, higher
secondary and higher education rates in rural areas very low compared to urban areas of the
Malda district.
iv.

Child Marriage

Most of the tribal students in the rural areas of the Malda district have childhood marriage. It
means that before acquiring secondary, higher secondary and higher education, most of the
tribal students in rural areas get married (70.74 percent, as per field survey by the researcher,
2012-16). Due to child marriage, most of the tribal students in rural areas have become involved
in family work. As a result, most of the tribal students in rural areas cannot acquire secondary,
higher secondary and higher education. Generally, this practice is very rare in urban areas
compared to rural areas.
v.

Lack of employment

Indigenous students do not show interest in education because of the lack of employment
opportunities for the students of rural areas compared to urban areas of the Malda district.
Especially, there is a lack of private jobs in rural areas (3.17 percent) compared to urban areas
(8.48 percent, as per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16). Because of the lack of
employment guarantee after accepting secondary, higher secondary and higher education,
indigenous students are not interested in learning. Because if indigenous students were
employed, they would become self-reliant and they could take up secondary, higher secondary
and higher education. But this employment opportunity is not available among the tribal
communities in the rural areas of Malda district.
vi.

Lack of communication systems

There is a lack of communication systems in rural areas compared to urban areas of Malda
district. Due to the lack of communication systems in rural areas, many tribal students of these
areas cannot take secondary, higher secondary and higher education. As a result, tribal
secondary, higher secondary and higher education rates are very low compared to urban areas
of Malda district.
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vii.

Social conservatism and lack of freedom

There are more social conservatism and lack of freedom in rural areas compared to urban areas
of the Malda district for the secondary, higher secondary and higher education among the tribal
people. Especially, there is more social conservatism and lack of freedom for the secondary,
higher secondary and higher education among the young tribal women people in rural areas
compared to urban areas of the Malda district. Because of this social conservatism and lack of
independence, many tribal students in rural areas cannot take secondary, higher secondary and
higher education. But in urban areas, this social conservatism and lack of independence are not
usually seen. As a result, tribal secondary, higher secondary and higher education rates in rural
very low compared to urban areas of Malda district.
It is understood from the above discussion that tribal pre-primary, primary, secondary, higher
secondary and higher education (UG, PG & Professional and Technical education) rates are
very low compared to non-tribal students of the Malda district. The main reasons for the decline
in the rate of education among tribal communities of Malda district are poverty of parents, lack
of awareness about education, lack of educational institutions in indigenous areas, wastage and
stagnation, failure to enforce child labour law, lack of adequate number of tribal trained
teachers, psychological problems (like motivation, attention, interest and ambition), Indifferent
attitude of tribal parents, teachers & students, many tribal students engaged in various religious
and cultural activities, lack of communication among the teachers and tribal parents, many
tribal students engaged in various types of family work, lack of employment, medium of
language, lack of required scholarship and problems of research for the development of tribal
education.
The rates of tribal male education are very low compared to tribal female students in preprimary, primary and upper primary education levels in most of the blocks of Malda district.
The main reasons for the decline in the rates of tribal male Pre-primary, Primary and Upper
primary education of Malda district are that the problems of male child laborers, many male
tribal students are engaged in hunting and grazing work, responsibility for family work, many
tribal students are engaged in various cultural and religious activities, etc.
In most of the blocks of Malda district, tribal female education rates are very low compared to
tribal male students in Secondary, Higher Secondary and Higher Education (UG, PG &
Professional and Technical education) levels. The main reasons for the decline in the rate of
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tribal Secondary, Higher Secondary and Higher Education of Malda district are that the Child
marriage, lack of awareness about women higher education, lack of women educational
institutions, financial problems, lack of communication among the low educated and highly
educated women people, conservatism and prejudice, lack of trained female directors and
teachers, lack of healthy health, lack of social security, do not give value of women's desire
and reluctance, etc.
In the case of pre-primary, primary and upper primary education levels of Malda district, it is
seen that tribal students of urban areas are less in education rates than the tribal students of
rural areas. The main reasons behind are that the very expensive education system in urban
areas compared to rural areas, lack of friendship among tribal and non-tribal students, there is
a maximum number of private schools in urban areas and the lack of relationship or
communication among the tribal guardians and teachers.
In the case of secondary, higher secondary and higher education (UG, PG & Professional and
Technical education) levels of Malda district, it is seen that tribal students of rural areas are
less in education rates than the tribal students of urban areas. The main reasons for these are
the poverty of tribal guardians, there is a lack of secondary and higher educational institutions
near the tribal rural areas, lack of awareness about higher education, child marriage, lack of
employment, social conservatism and lack of freedom, etc.
Therefore, the main reasons for the difference in the rate of education are that the external and
internal factors which affect tribal and non-triple-people, male and female people, from preprimary to higher education levels and rural & urban areas. So, it is a fact that there are
significant external and internal factors to influence the education of tribal communities
in the Malda district. Therefore, hypothesis 1 is accepted.
4.3 Conclusions
The following conclusions from the above-detailed discussion can be drawn:
1. It is understood from the above discussion that tribal education rates are very low
compared to non-tribal people in pre-primary, primary, secondary, higher secondary
and higher education (UG, PG & professional and technical education) levels of the
Malda district.
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The main reasons for the low rate of education among tribal communities of Malda
district are the poverty of tribal parents, lack of awareness about education, lack of
educational institutions in tribal areas, wastage and stagnation, failure to enforce child
labour law, lack of adequate number of tribal trained teachers, psychological problems
(like motivation, attention, interest and ambition), Indifferent attitude of tribal parents,
teachers & students, many tribal students are engaged in various religious and cultural
activities, lack of communication among the teachers and tribal parents, many tribal
students are engaged in various types of family work, lack of employment, medium of
language, lack of required scholarship and problems of research for the development of
tribal education.
2. In most of the blocks of Malda district, tribal male students are less in education rates
than tribal female students in the Pre-primary, Primary and Upper primary education
levels.
The main reasons for the decline in the rate of education of the tribal male students are
that the problems of male child laborers, many male tribal students are engaged in
hunting and grazing work, responsibility for family work, many male tribal students are
engaged in various cultural and religious activities, etc.
3. In most of the blocks of Malda district, tribal female education rates are very low
compared to tribal male students in Secondary, Higher Secondary and Higher
Education (UG, PG & professional and technical education) levels.
The main reasons for the decline in the rate of tribal women education are that the Child
marriage, lack of awareness about women education, lack of women educational
institutions, financial problems, lack of communication among the low educated and
highly educated women people, conservatism and prejudice, lack of trained female
directors and teachers, lack of healthy health, lack of social security, do not give value
of women's desire and reluctance, etc.
4. In the case of pre-primary, primary and upper primary education levels of Malda
district, it is seen that tribal students of urban areas are less in education rates than the
tribal students of rural areas.
The main reasons behind these are that the very expensive education system of all
primary levels in urban areas compared to rural areas, lack of friendship among tribal
and non-tribal students, the maximum number of private schools in urban areas which
are unsuitable and the lack of relationship or communication among the tribal guardians
and teachers.
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5. In the case of secondary, higher secondary and higher education (UG, PG &
professional and technical education) levels of Malda district, it is seen that tribal
students of rural areas are less in education rates than the tribal students of urban areas.
The main reasons for these are that most of the tribal people in rural areas are very poor
compared to urban areas, lack of secondary, higher secondary and higher educational
institutions near the tribal rural areas, lack of awareness about higher education, child
marriage, lack of employment, social conservatism and lack of freedom, etc.
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CHAPTER – 5
SOCIAL PARAMETERS ASSOCIATED WITH THE EMPLOYMENT OF TRIBAL
PEOPLE IN MALDA DISTRICT
5.1. Introduction
The tribal population is identified as the aboriginal inhabitants of our country. The tribal people
live in contiguous areas unlike other communities (Sinha & Behera, 2009). Tribal communities
of Malda district are commonly referred to as Adivasi and are recognized as ‘Scheduled Tribes'
under the constitution of India. Scheduled Tribes are characterized by a low level of education
and economic backwardness (Sahu, 2014). ‘Work’ is deﬁned as participation in any
economically productive activity (Panda, 2013). Employment status is the most important
indicator of standard of living, social wellbeing as well as the level of human development.
This chapter is an effort to highlight the social parameters associated with the employment of
tribal people in the Malda district. The condition of tribes of Malda is very poor in terms of
literacy, health, and economic (Hoque & Mohammad 2017).
Most of the tribal people of the Malda district are engaged in primary and secondary economic
activities. As a result, the economic condition of the tribes of the Malda district did not improve.
The Constitution of India has provided many safeguards for the welfare and development of
the tribes. According to Article No. 46 provides special care to the promotion of education and
economic interests of the scheduled caste, scheduled tribes and the weaker sections of society
(Sindhu 2014). The nature of economic activities (primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary)
is a very important indicator for the assessment of the economic status of the population. In the
present study, workers have been categories on the basis of economic activities pursued. In the
present study, the workers have been classified into five categories include of the farmer
(cultivation), labourers (further sub-divided into agricultural labours and non-agricultural
labours), business, home-based workers and Regular Salaried Workers (further sub-divided
into government and private).
This chapter highlights the distribution of scheduled tribe workers by sex and residences
(block, rural & urban) on the basis of economic activities. In order to explore the real situation
of the employment status of the tribal communities of the Malda district, a study has been
carried out on the basis of primary data on different employment levels of the tribal
communities. The different levels of employment of the indigenous people of the Malda
district are discussed in detail below.
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5.2 Methods and Materials
The present chapter focuses on the employment status of the scheduled tribe population in the
Malda district since 2012-16. The different levels of employment status of the ST population
of the study area has been carried out after intensive study of the similar works or the peripheral
works done by the different researchers from different regions of India (Hoque & Mohammad
2017, Mandal & Bhattacharya 2017 & 2018, Siddique & Nasser 2004, and Sindhu 2014).
The study is based on primary data. The primary data have been collected from a field survey
with a questionnaire method and interview in the Malda district. The data has been processed,
analysis and results derived from Percentage, Mean and Standard Deviation (SD) of statistical
techniques. The quantitative methods will be presented through suitable Bar diagrams and the
block-wise distribution of ST population for different levels of employment purpose (in %) of
the study area used by separate Choropleth Maps in Malda district (Mandal & Bhattacharya
2018).
The distribution of ST different levels of employment by blocks arranged into three categories
of high, medium and low has been worked out by calculating mean (Average) and Standard
Deviation (SD) of that variable. The medium levels include all CD blocks of Malda district
which are values between mean (average) and add plus & minus (±) half standard deviation
(Siddiqui & Naseer 2004).
The Formula of High, Medium and Low
Medium = Range within > (Mean + SD) and < (Mean – SD)
2
2
High = > (Mean + SD)
2
Low = < (Mean – SD)
2
5.3 Employment status of the Scheduled Tribes population in Malda District
Before going to the detail discussion of the employment status of the scheduled tribe population
following terms has been made clear taking reference of the report published by Govt. of India:
Self-employed
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Persons who operate their own farm or non-farm enterprises or are engaged independently in
a profession or trade on own-account or with one or a few partners are called self-employed in
household enterprises. (Kolamkar, 2012).
Employed or Workers
Persons who, during the reference period, are engaged in any economic activity or who, despite
their attachment to economic activity, have temporarily abstained from work, for reasons of
illness, injury or other physical disability, bad weather, festivals, social or religious functions
or other contingencies necessitating temporary absence from work constitute workers. Unpaid
helpers who assist in the operation of economic activity in the household, farm or non-farm
activities are also considered as workers. (Kolamkar, 2012).
Unemployed
Persons who are seeking or available for work or the persons, who owing to lack of work, had
not worked but either sought work through employment exchanges, intermediaries, friends or
relatives or making applications to prospective employers or expressed their willingness or
availability for work under the prevailing condition of work (Kolamkar, 2012).
On the basis of the above definition, a framework of the employed and non-employed ST
population of the Malda district has been adopted in Module 5.1 and the following explanations
and analyses have been carried out.

Module 5.1 Employment rate of the scheduled tribe population in Malda District, 2012-16.
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5.3.1 Levels of Employment
This part of the chapter discusses the variations in the employment levels of the ST population
by blocks of the study area. Table 5.1 reveals that the classification of employment levels in
the Malda district on the basis of the primary field survey by the researcher (2012-16). These
employment levels are Home Based Workers (HBW), Cultivation, Business, Agricultural
Labours, Non- Agricultural Labours, Government Regular Salaried Workers (GRSW) and
Private Regular Salaried Workers (PRSW). These major employment levels are studied in
detail to know the occupational condition of the ST population in the Malda district.
Module 5.1 shows that in the Malda district of the total Scheduled Tribe (ST) population (100
percent) are two types of the category, employed (34.95 percent) and not employed (65.05
percent). The Scheduled tribe employment rates are 21.06 percent of self-employed and 78.94
percentage of employed each out of hundred. Further the self-employed have been classified
into two categories like Cultivation & Business and Employed have been classified into five
categories such as Home-Based Workers, Agricultural labours, Non-agricultural labours,
Government and Private Workers. The different levels of employment rate of ST people are
Home Based Workers (HBW) 27.49 percent, Cultivation 12.16 percent, Business 8.90 percent,
Agricultural labours 18.90 percent, Non- Agricultural labours 21.35 percent, Government
Regular Salaried Workers (GRSW) 7.46 percent and Private Regular Salaried Workers
(PRSW) 3.80 percent in respect of total employed ST people. These employment levels are
highest in Home Based Workers (HBW) and lowest in Private Regular Salaried Workers
(PRSW) of ST people in Malda district (Table 5.1 & Fig. 5.1).

Table 5.1 Structure of Employment of tribal people in Malda district

Nature of
Employment
Self-Employment
Employment

Levels of Employment
Cultivation
Business
Home Based Workers (HBW)
Agricultural labours
Non- Agricultural labours
Government Regular Salaried Workers (GRSW)
Private Regular Salaried Workers (PRSW)

Source: Primary Field Survey by the Researcher, 2012-16

Percentage
(100%)
12.16
08.90
27.49
18.90
21.35
07.40
03.80
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Status of Employment of ST people in Malda district
(From 2012-16)
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Fig. 5.1 Employment Status of the Scheduled Tribe Population in Malda District (From 2012-16).

5.3.1.1 Self-employed ST Population
This portion (Self-employed) of the ST population of the Malda district are engaged in the
following traits of life.
5.3.1.1.1 Cultivation
Table 5.2 Block-wise distribution of ST Cultivations in
Malda district, 2012-16 (in %).
Cultivation
SL. Name of Blocks &
NO.
Municipality
Male Female Total
33.74
5.55
19.64
1
Harischandrapur-I
2.77
14.32
2
Harischandrapur-II 25.87
30.23
2.26
16.24
3
Chanchal-I
26.45
3.56
15.00
4
Chanchal-II
32.72
4.16
18.44
5
Ratua-I
21.06
3.84
12.45
6
Ratua-II
12.51
2.07
7.29
7
Manikchak
14.82
3.12
8.97
8
English Bazar
13.52
4.54
9.03
9
Old Malda
30.01
1.02
15.51
10 Habibpur
23.54
8.32
15.93
11 Bamongola
21.37
2.77
12.07
12 Gazol
16.29
5.25
10.77
13 Kaliachak-I
17.06
5.25
11.15
14 Kaliachak-II
24.01
3.56
13.78
15 Kaliachak-III
22.88
3.86
13.37
A
RURAL AREAS
2.64
0.00
1.32
1
English Bazar(M)
4.89
4.99
4.94
2
Old Malda(M)
3.76
2.49
3.13
B
URBAN AREAS
20.63
3.70
12.16
AB MALDA TOTAL
Source: Field Survey in Malda District, 2012-16.

Table 5.2 and Fig. 5.2 which reveals that the
tribal people of Malda district, engaged in
cultivation are only 12.16 percent (20.63
percent of males and 3.70 percent of
females) in respect of total employed ST
people from different employment levels. In
rural and urban areas of tribal people in
cultivation are 13.37 percent and 3.13
percent

respectively

out

of

different

employment levels. Thus, rural areas of
tribal people in cultivation are 10.24 percent
higher than urban areas. The main reasons
for the increase of cultivation in rural areas
compared to urban areas are the availability
of agricultural land in rural areas, improved
irrigation system and easy availability of
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agricultural labours, etc. Also, another reason is that most tribal people in rural areas (87.47
percent BPL) are very poor compared to urban areas (66.07 percent BPL, as per field survey
by the researcher, 2012-16) of Malda district. As a result, many poor tribal people in rural areas
are working as agricultural labour.

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Cultivation Male
Harischandrapur-I
Harischandrapur-II
Chanchal-I
Chanchal-II
Ratua-I
Ratua-II
Manikchak
English Bazar
Old Malda
Habibpur
Bamongola
Gazol
Kaliachak-I
Kaliachak-II
Kaliachak-III
RURAL AREAS
English Bazar(M)
Old Malda(M)
URBAN AREAS
MALDA TOTAL

Percentage

Status of Cultivation of ST People in Different Blocks of Malda District
(From 2012-16)

Cultivation Famale
Cultivation Total

Name of the Blocks

Fig. 5.2 Cultivation status of ST People in Malda district (From 2012-16).

Therefore, the rural areas better position as compared to urban areas in regards to cultivation
employment level. In rural areas of tribal people engaged in cultivation by sex are 22.88 percent
of males and 3.86 percent of females. The corresponding figure for urban areas 3.76 percent
and 2.49 percent respectively. In rural areas, both tribal male and female persons in cultivation
are higher in number as compared to urban areas. Thus, in rural and urban areas of tribal male
cultivators are higher in number than female cultivators. The main reason is that most of the
female persons are involved in household work and Bidi binding.
The block-wise distribution of tribal people in cultivation has been presented in Fig. 5.3. Fig.
5.3a shows that a high percentage (above 15.15 percent) of ST engaged in cultivation are
recorded in Harishchandrapur-I (19.64 percent), Chanchal-I (16.24 percent), Ratua-I (18.44
percent),

Habibpur

(15.51

percent)

and

Bamongola

(15.93

percent).

Therefore,

Harishchandrapur-I, Ratua-I and Chanchal-I blocks have the highest rate of cultivation
compared to other blocks of Malda district. The main reasons for the highest rate of cultivation
in these blocks are fertile soils, improved irrigation systems and availability of agricultural
labours (Lamburn 1918, Sengupta 1969). Availability of agricultural labours (Lamburn 1918,
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Sengupta 1969) in these blocks, because there are most tribal people very poor (almost 72-79
percent BPL, as per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16) in these blocks. As a result, most
poor tribal people in these blocks are interested to work as agricultural labours. Medium
percentage of tribal people in cultivation (11.59–15.15 percent) has been observed in five
blocks. These blocks are Harishchandrapur-II (14.32 percent), Chanchal-II (15.00 percent),
Ratua-II (12.45 percent), Gazol (12.07 percent) and Kaliachak-III (13.78 percent).

Table 2a: Mean & Standard Deviation (SD) for
ST Cultivation
Cultivation Fig. 5.3a Fig. 5.3b
Fig. 5.3c
Total
Male
Female
Mean
13.37
22.88
3.86
SD
3.56
7.00
1.77

Table 2b: Cultivation status in Different Blocks of Malda
district.
Status
Fig. 5.3a
Fig. 5.3b
Fig. 5.3c
Total
Male
Female
High
15.15 – Above 26.38 – Above 4.74 – Above
Medium 11.59 – 15.15
19.38 – 26.38
2.97 – 4.74
Low
11.59 – Below 19.38 – Below 2.97 – Below

Fig. 5.3 Cultivation status of ST population in different blocks of Malda district (From 2012-16).

The low percentage of tribal people in cultivation (below 11.59 percent) has been in five blocks,
which form a notable zone in the south-western part of the district. These blocks are Kaliachak-
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I (10.77 percent), Kaliachak-II (11.15 percent), Manikchak (7.29 percent), English Bazar (8.97
percent) and Old Malda (9.03 percent). The main reasons for the decline in the cultivation of
these blocks are both physical and socio-economic conditions. Manikchak and Kaliachak-II
blocks suffer from regular river erosion. Home-based sericulture and Bidi binding attract selfemployed ST people in the Kaliachak region (Kaliachak-I & II blocks) more than agricultural
practice. English Bazar & Old Malda blocks affect from the frequent flood and urban-centric.
The block-wise distribution of tribal people in cultivation by sex has been presented in Fig.
5.3b and 5.3c. Fig. 5.3b which reveals that the high percentage of tribal males in cultivation
(above 26.38 percent) recorded in five blocks are Habibpur (30.01 percent), Ratua-I (32.72
percent), Chanchal-II (26.45 percent), Chanchal-I (30.23 percent) and Harishchandrapur-I
(33.74 percent), whereas it is low (19.38 percent) in the five blocks are Kaliachak-I (16.29
percent), Kaliachak-II (17.06 percent), Old Malda (13.52 percent), English Bazar (14.82
percent) and Manikchak (12.51 percent). Fig. 5.3c shows that the high percentage of tribal
females in cultivation (above 4.74 percent) has been recorded in four blocks, namely,
Kaliachak-I (5.25 percent), Kaliachak-II (5.25 Percent), Bamongola (8.32 percent) and
Harishchandrapur-I (5.55 percent) whereas it is low (2.97 percent) in five blocks, namely,
Gazol (2.77 percent), Habibpur (1.02 percent), Manikchak (2.07 percent), Chanchal-I (2.26
percent) and Harishchandrapur-II (2.77 percent).
In all the blocks of Malda district, female persons are less involved in cultivation than male
persons, the main reason is that most of the female persons are involved in household work and
Bidi binding. Fig. 5.3 shows that from the viewpoint of the total, male and female of tribal
people in cultivation employment level it is found that Harishchandrapur-I block is which
stands as high, Ratua-II and Kaliachak-III blocks are which placed as medium and only one
block of Manikchak as low.
5.3.1.1.2 Business
Table 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 which reveals that the tribal businessmen in Malda district are only 8.90
percent (14.97 percent of males and 2.84 percent of females) in respect of total employed ST
people from different employment levels. In rural and urban areas of ST businessmen are 7.87
percent and 16.68 percent respectively out of different employment levels. Thus, urban areas
of ST businessmen are 8.81 percent higher than rural areas. Further, in rural areas of ST
businessmen by sex are males (13.92 percent) 12.11 percent higher than females (1.81 percent).
The corresponding figure for urban areas of ST businessmen by sex is males (22.82 percent)
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12.28 percent higher than females (10.54 percent). In urban areas, both male and female
businessmen are higher in number as compared to rural areas. Therefore, the rate of business
in urban areas (16.68 percent) is higher compared to the rural areas (7.87 percent) of Malda
district.
Table 5.3 Block-wise distribution of ST People in
Business in Malda district, 2012-16 (in %).
Business
SL. Name of Blocks &
NO.
Municipality
Male Female Total
8.43
0.00
4.21
1
Harischandrapur-I
7.76
0.00
3.88
2
Harischandrapur-II
10.8
4.54
7.67
3
Chanchal-I
11.55
3.56
7.55
4
Chanchal-II
10.29
4.16
7.22
5
Ratua-I
15.8
3.84
9.82
6
Ratua-II
19.45
2.07
10.76
7
Manikchak
18.52
0.00
9.26
8
English Bazar
16.22
0.00
8.11
9
Old Malda
10.00
0.00
5.00
10 Habibpur
11.76
0.00
5.88
11 Bamongola
10.69
5.55
8.12
12 Gazol
19.77
0.00
9.88
13 Kaliachak-I
23.86
00.00
11.93
14 Kaliachak-II
14.01
3.56
8.78
15 Kaliachak-III
13.92
1.81
7.87
A
RURAL AREAS
23.69
11.10
17.39
1
English Bazar(M)
21.96
9.99
15.97
2
Old Malda(M)
22.82
10.54
16.68
B
URBAN AREAS
14.97
2.84
8.90
AB MALDA TOTAL
Source: Field Survey in Malda District, 2012-16.

Thus, urban areas are better position as
compared to rural areas in regards to the
business employment level. So, most tribal
people in urban areas are more interested to
work in business than rural areas of the
Malda district. The main reason for the high
rate of business in the urban areas of Malda
district is that there are available of
advanced communication systems, highdensity of the population (both English
Bazar & Old Malda Municipality, 12094
persons per square km, as per census of
India, 2011) capital (79.12 percent APL, as
per RSBY of Malda district, 2012), demand
and markets.
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Fig. 5.4 Business status of ST People in Malda district (From 2012-16).
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The block-wise distribution of ST businessmen has been presented in Fig. 5.5. Fig. 5.5a which
reveals that the high percentage of ST businessmen (above 9.04 percent) is recorded in five
blocks. These blocks are Kaliachak-I (9.88 percent), Kaliachak-II (11.93 percent), English
Bazar (9.26 percent), Manikchak (10.76 percent) and Ratua-II (9.82 percent).

Table 3a: Mean & Standard Deviation (SD) for ST
Business
Business
Fig. 5.5a Fig. 5.5b
Fig. 5.5c
Total
Male
Female
Mean
7.87
13.92
1.81
SD
2.35
4.78
2.12

Table 3b: Business status
district.
Status
Fig. 5.5a
Total
High
9.04 – Above
Medium 6.69 – 9.04
Low
6.69 – Below

in Different Blocks of Malda
Fig. 5.5b
Male
16.31 – Above
11.53 – 16.31
11.53 – Below

Fig. 5.5c
Female
2.87 – Above
0.75 – 2.87
0.75 – Below

Fig. 5.5 Business status of ST population in different blocks of Malda district (From 2012-16).

Medium percentage of ST businessmen (6.69 – 9.04 percent) has been reported in six blocks,
namely, Kaliachak-III (8.78 percent), Gazol (8.12 percent), Old Malda (8.11 percent), Ratua-I
(7.22 percent), Chanchal-I (7.67 percent) and Chanchal-II (7.55 percent). The low percentage
of ST businessmen (below 6.69 percent) has been observed in four blocks. These blocks are
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Bamongola (5.88 percent), Habibpur (5.00 percent), Harishchandrapur-I (4.21 percent) and
Harishchandrapur-II (3.88 percent). The main reasons for the decline in the rate of business in
these blocks are the lack of necessary opportunities and facilities for doing business. For
example, there is a lack of capital (almost 73-79 percent BPL, as per field survey by the
researcher, 2012-16), improved communication system, demand and market in these blocks.
Because these blocks are situated far away from Malda town (almost 41-61 km, as per field
survey by the researcher, 2012-16).
The blocks-wise distribution of scheduled tribe businessmen by sex has been presented in Fig.
5.5b and 5.5c. Fig. 5.5b which reveals that the high percentage of ST male businessmen (above
16.31 percent) has been recorded in four blocks, namely Kaliachak-I (19.77 percent),
Kaliachak-II (23.86 percent), English Bazar (18.52 percent) and Manikchak (19.45 percent)
blocks. Medium percentage of ST male businessmen (11.53-16.31 percent) are reported in
Kaliachak-III (14.01 percent), Bamongola (11.76 percent), Old Malda (16.22 percent),
Chanchal-II (11.55 percent) and Ratua-II (15.80 percent) blocks, whereas it is low (below 11.53
percent) in the blocks of Gazol (10.69 percent), Habibpur (10.00 percent), Ratua-I (10.29
percent), Harishchandrapur-I (8.43 percent), Harishchandrapur-II (7.76 percent) and ChanchalI (10.80 percent).
Fig. 5.5c shows that the high percentage of scheduled tribe female businessmen (above 2.87
percent) have been recorded in six blocks, namely Kaliachak-III (3.56 percent), Gazol (5.55
percent), Ratua-I (4.16 percent) and Ratua-II (3.84 percent), Chanchal-I (4.54 percent) and
Chanchal-II (3.56 percent). Medium percentage of ST female businessmen (3.56 – 6.83
percent) is reported in only the Manikchak block of the Malda district. The female businessmen
are not found in Harishchandrapur-I, Harishchandrapur-II, English Bazar, Old Malda,
Habibpur, Bamongola, Kaliachak-I and Kaliachak-II blocks of Malda district. The main reason
for this is that women people are not interested in business and cannot able or afford it.
Fig. 5.4 shows that in the case of the business employment level of Malda district, it is found
that the rates of male businessmen in all blocks of Malda district are higher than that of women
businessmen. The main reason is that tribal male secondary, higher secondary and higher
education rates are higher than female people in most of the blocks of Malda district. As a
result, many men tribal people are more interested and capable than women people to work in
the business sector.
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5.3.1.2 Employed ST Population
Table 5.4 Block-wise distribution of ST People in Home
Based Workers (HBW) in Malda district, 2012-16 (in %).
Home Based Workers
SL.
Name of Blocks
(HBW)
NO.
& Municipality
Male
Female
Total
16.86
33.34
25.10
1
Harischandrapur-I
26.01
20.76
2
Harischandrapur-II 15.51
11.50
25.01
18.25
3
Chanchal-I
17.78
25.01
21.39
4
Chanchal-II
15.88
25.01
20.44
5
Ratua-I
17.10
30.78
23.94
6
Ratua-II
16.66
35.43
26.04
7
Manikchak
9.87
50.01
29.94
8
English Bazar
18.91
22.74
20.82
9
Old Malda
9.99
39.01
24.50
10
Habibpur
8.81
25.01
16.91
11
Bamongola
17.47
36.12
26.79
12
Gazol
19.76
71.06
45.41
13
Kaliachak-I
14.76
70.19
42.47
14
Kaliachak-II
15.99
67.87
41.93
15
Kaliachak-III
15.12
38.84
26.98
A
RURAL AREAS
23.67
38.90
31.28
1
English Bazar(M)
22.80
40.01
31.40
2
Old Malda(M)
22.23
39.45
30.84
B
URBAN AREAS
16.07
38.91
27.49
AB
MALDA TOTAL
Source: Field Survey in Malda District, 2012-16.

This portion (employed) of the ST
population of the Malda district is
engaged in the following traits of life.
5.3.1.2.1

Home

Based

Workers

(HBW)
Home Based Workers are those who are
engaged in the production of goods or
services for an employer or contractor in
an arrangement whereby the work is
carried out at the place of the workers’
own choice, often the workers own
home.
More precisely the term "homework"
means work carried out by a person, to
be referred to as a home worker: - a. in

his or her home or in other premises of his or her choice other than the workplace of the
employer; b. for remuneration; c. which results in the production of goods and/ or services as
specified by the employer, irrespective of who provides the equipment, materials or other
inputs used (Kolamkar, 2012).
Table 5.4 and Fig. 5.6 which reveals that the tribal Home-Based Workers (HBW) in the Malda
district are only 27.49 percent (16.07 percent of males and 38.91 percent of females) in respect
of total employed ST people from different employment levels. In rural and urban areas of ST,
Home Based Workers are 26.98 percent and 30.84 percent respectively out of different
employment levels. Thus, urban areas of ST Home Based Workers are 3.86 percent higher than
rural areas. Further, in rural areas of ST Home Based Workers by sex are females (38.84
percent) 23.72 percent higher than males (15.12 percent). The corresponding figure for urban
areas of ST Home Based Workers by sex is females (39.45 percent) 17.22 percent higher than
males (22.23 percent). In urban areas, both male and female Home-Based Workers are higher
in number as compared to rural areas. Thus, urban areas are better position as compared to rural
areas in regards to the HBW employment level.
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In the case of home-based workers' employment level in the Malda district, it is found that rates
of both male and female tribal workers are higher in urban areas than in rural areas. The main
reason for the high rate of home-based workers in the urban areas of Malda district is that there
are various types of cottage industries established here. Various types of cottage industries such
as bamboo work, cane work, woodwork, clay work, cloth sewing work, etc. have been
established. As a result, many tribal people get the opportunity to work as home-based workers.
Also, another reason is that compared to both men & women people in rural areas, most men
& women people in urban areas are working as a servant in any household. In particular,
compared to women people in rural areas, most urban women people working as auntie (slaves)
in any household. Moreover, population density in urban areas (12627 persons per square km)
is higher compared to rural areas (1069 persons per square km, as per the census of India, 2011)
of the Malda district. So, most of the tribal people in the urban areas of Malda district are
working as home-based workers.
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Fig. 5.6 Home Based Workers (HBW) status of ST People in Malda district (From 2012-16).

The block-wise distribution of ST Home Based Workers has been presented in Fig. 5.7. Fig.
5.7a which reveals that the high percentage of ST Home Based Workers (above 31.53 percent)
are recorded in three blocks. These blocks are Kaliachak-I (45.41 percent), Kaliachak-II (42.47
percent) and Kaliachak-III (41.93 percent). The rate of home-based workers in the Kaliachak
region of the Malda district is the highest than in other employment sectors. Not only that, the
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rate of home-based workers in the Kaliachak region is the highest compared to other blocks of
Malda district. The main reason for the highest rate of home-based workers in this region is
that there is a tradition of Bidi binding and sericulture. As a result, a large number of tribal
people are involved in the Bidi binding and sericulture sector. Medium percentage of ST Home
Based Workers (22.42 – 31.53 percent) has been reported in six blocks, namely, Gazol (26.79
percent), Habibpur (24.50 percent), English Bazar (29.94 percent), Manikchak (26.04 percent),
Ratua-II (23.94 percent) and Harishchandrapur-I (25.10 percent). The low percentage of ST
Home Based Workers (below 22.42 percent) has been observed in six blocks. These blocks are
Bamongola (16.91 percent), Old Malda (20.82 percent), Harishchandrapur-II (20.76 percent),
Chanchal-I (18.25 percent), Chanchal-II (21.39 percent) and Ratua-I (20.44 percent).
The blocks-wise distribution of scheduled tribe Home Based Workers by sex has been
presented in Fig. 5.7b and 5.7c. Fig. 5.7b shows that the high percentage of ST male HomeBased Workers (above 16.84 percent) has been recorded in six blocks, namely Kaliachak-I
(19.76 percent), Gazol (17.47 percent), Old Malda (18.91 percent), Ratua-II (17.10 percent),
Chanchal-II (17.78 percent) and Harishchandrapur-I (16.86 percent) blocks. Medium
percentage of ST male Home-Based Workers (13.40-16.84 percent) are reported in KaliachakII (14.76 percent), Kaliachak-III (15.99 percent), Manikchak (16.66 percent), Ratua-I (15.88
percent) and Harishchandrapur-II (15.51 percent) blocks, whereas it is low (below 13.40
percent) in the blocks of Bamongola (8.81 percent), Habibpur (9.99 percent), English Bazar
(9.87 percent) and Chanchal-I (11.50 percent). Fig. 5.7c which reveals that the high percentage
of scheduled tribe female Home Based Workers (above 47.59 percent) have been recorded in
four blocks, namely Kaliachak-I (71.06 percent), Kaliachak-II (70.19 percent), Kaliachak-III
(67.87 percent) and English Bazar (50.01 percent). Medium percentage of ST female Home
Based Workers (30.09 – 47.59 percent) are reported in Gazol (36.12 percent), Habibpur (39.01
percent) Manikchak (35.43 percent), Ratua-II (30.78 percent) and Harishchandrapur-I (33.34
percent) blocks, whereas it is low (below 30.09 percent) in the blocks of Bamongola (30.09
percent), Old Malda (22.74 percent), Harishchandrapur-II (26.01 percent), Chanchal-I (25.01
percent), Chanchal-II (25.01 percent) and Ratua-I (25.01 percent).
In the case of home-based workers (HBW) employment level of the Malda district, it is seen
that the rates of female workers in all blocks of the Malda district are higher than that of male
workers. The main reason for this is that in the case of Home-Based Workers, women's people
are more interested and capable than men people.
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Table 4a: Mean & Standard Deviation (SD) for ST
Home Based Workers
Home
Based Fig. 5.7a Fig. 5.7b
Fig. 5.7c
Workers
Total
Male
Female
Mean
26.98
15.12
38.84
SD
9.11
3.44
17.50

Table 4b: Home Based Workers status in Different Blocks of
Malda district.
Status
Fig. 5.7a
Fig. 5.7b
Fig. 5.7c
Total
Male
Female
High
31.53 – Above 16.84 – Above 47.59 – Above
Medium 22.42 – 31.53
13.40 – 16.84
30.09 – 47.59
Low
22.42 – Below 13.40 – Below 30.09 – Below

Fig. 5.7 Home Based Workers status of ST population in different blocks of Malda district (From 2012-16).

Among all the blocks in the Malda district, the rates of female home-based workers in
Kaliachak-I, Kaliachak-II, and Kaliachak-III blocks are higher than male home-based workers.
The main reason for this is that most tribal women’s in the Kaliachak region are engaged in the
cultivation of silk (sericulture) and Bidi binding.
Fig. 5.7 shows that from the viewpoint of the total, male and female of HBW employment level
it is found that Kaliachak-I block is which stand as high, Chanchal-I and Bamongola blocks
which are placed as low and only one block of Manikchak as a medium.
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5.3.1.2.2 Agricultural Labours
Table 5.5 Block-wise distribution of ST People in
Agricultural Labours in Malda district, 2012-16 (in %).
Agricultural Labours
SL.
Name of Blocks &
NO.
Municipality
Male
Female
Total
21.70
38.88
30.29
1
Harischandrapur-I
28.46
41.66
35.06
2
Harischandrapur-II
15.12
40.90
28.01
3
Chanchal-I
16.84
44.63
30.73
4
Chanchal-II
14.03
45.82
29.92
5
Ratua-I
19.75
23.07
21.41
6
Ratua-II
15.29
20.82
18.05
7
Manikchak
14.82
15.62
15.22
8
English Bazar
13.52
27.26
20.39
9
Old Malda
20.01
19.99
20.00
10
Habibpur
14.72
24.99
19.85
11
Bamongola
16.51
16.66
16.58
12
Gazol
10.48
7.88
9.18
13
Kaliachak-I
10.24
14.03
12.13
14
Kaliachak-II
14.01
10.70
12.35
15
Kaliachak-III
16.36
26.19
21.28
A
RURAL AREAS
00.00
00.00
0.00
1
English Bazar(M)
2.45
00.00
1.22
2
Old Malda(M)
1.22
00.00
0.61
B
URBAN AREAS
14.58
23.11
18.85
AB
MALDA TOTAL
Source: Field Survey in Malda District, 2012-16.

Several landless and marginal tribal
households are engaged as agricultural
labour. (Xaxa, 2014) Table 5.5 and Fig.
5.8 which reveals that the tribal
agricultural labors in Malda district are
only 18.85 percent (14.58 percent of
males and 23.11 percent of females) in
respect of total employed of ST people
from different employment levels. In
rural and urban areas ST agricultural
labors are 21.28 percent and 0.61
percent respectively out of different
employment levels. Further, in rural
areas of ST agricultural labors by sex
are 16.36 percent of males and 26.19

percent of females. The corresponding figure for urban areas is 1.22 percent and 0.00 percent
respectively. In rural areas, both male and female agricultural labours are higher in number as
compare to urban areas. The main reasons for the increase of agricultural labours in the rural
areas as compared to the urban areas, there is more opportunity to work in the agricultural field.
But there is no such opportunity for agricultural work in urban areas of Malda district. Also,
another reason is that tribal people in rural areas (87.47 percent BPL) are very poor compared
to urban areas (66.07 percent BPL, as per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16) of Malda
district. As a result, many poor tribal people in rural areas to work as agricultural labour.
The block-wise distribution of scheduled tribe agricultural labours has been presented in Fig.
5.9. Fig. 5.9a which reveals that among the blocks of the district shows the range of variation
from 9.18 percent (Kaliachak-I) to 35.06 percent (Harishchandrapur-II). The high percentage
of ST agricultural labours are (above 25.20 percent) found in Harishchandrapur-I (30.29
percent), Harishchandrapur-II (35.06 percent), Chanchal-I (28.01 percent), Chanchal-II (30.37
percent) and Ratua-I (29.92 percent) blocks. These blocks are located on the northern side of
the Malda district and all these blocks are connected. The main reason for the high rate of
agricultural laborers among these blocks is good cultivation. Due to good cultivation, most
tribal people of these blocks are interested to work as agricultural laborers. Also, the other
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reasons for the increase in the number (total, male & female) of agricultural laborers in these
blocks are the high density of population (1001-1223 persons per square km, as per census of
India, 2011), most tribal people are very poor (73-79 percent BPL, as per field survey by the
researcher, 2012-16), fewer opportunities for non-agricultural jobs and more distance from
Malda town (almost 39-61 km, as per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16). As a result,
most poor tribal people in these blocks are more interested to work as agricultural labours.
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Fig. 5.8 Agricultural Labours status of ST People in Malda district (From 2012-16).

Medium percentage of ST in agricultural labors (17.35-25.20 percent) has been reported in five
blocks. These blocks are from a continuous zone stretching from east to west includes the
blocks of Bamongola (19.85 percent), Habibpur (20.00 percent), Old Malda (20.39 percent),
Ratua-II (21.41 percent) and Manikchak (18.05 percent). The low percentage of ST agricultural
labours (below 17.35 percent) has been observed in five blocks. Four blocks of them, namely,
Kaliachak-I (9.18 percent), Kaliachak-II (12.13 percent) and Kaliachak-III (12.35 percent) and
English Bazar (15.22 percent) from the contiguous zone in the southern part and other one
block is Gazol (16.58 percent) in the northern part of Malda district. All of these blocks are
well connected to the district headquarter by roads as well as by railway networks. The rate of
agricultural laborers in the Kaliachak region (Kaliachak-I, II & III blocks) of the Malda district
is very much lower than the rate of home-based workers. Not only that, the rate of agricultural
laborers in the Kaliachak region is lowest compared to other blocks of Malda district. The main
reason for this is that there is less scope to work in the agriculture sector. Because the rate of
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cultivation in this block is very low. As a result, many tribal people do not get the opportunity
to work in this employment sector. Also, there is a tradition of Bidi binding and sericulture in
this block. This means that there are opportunities to work in the Bidi binding and sericulture
sector in this block. English Bazar block is the urban-centric and the Gazol block is the situated
in Barind region. There is a low rate of cultivation in these blocks due to the urban-centric and
Barind region. As a result, most tribal people in these blocks are interested to work in the homebased worker sector. So, very few tribal people in these blocks are generally working as
agricultural laborers.
The blocks-wise distribution of scheduled tribe male and female agricultural labours has been
presented in Fig. 5.9b and 5.9c respectively. Fig. 5.9b which reveals that the high percentage
of scheduled tribe male agricultural labours (above 18.66 percent) have been recorded in four
blocks of Habibpur (20.01 percent), Ratua-II (19.75 percent), Harishchandrapur-I (21.70
percent) and Harishchandrapur-II (28.46 percent), whereas it is low (below 14.05 percent) in
the blocks of Kaliachak-I (10.48 percent), Kaliachak-II (10.24 percent), Kaliachak-III (14.01
percent), Old Malda (13.52 percent) and Ratua-I (14.03 percent).
Fig. 5.9c shows that the high percentage of scheduled tribe female agricultural labours (above
32.66 percent) have been recorded in five blocks, namely, Ratua-I (45.82 percent), ChanchalI (40.90 percent), Chanchal-II (44.63 percent), Harishchandrapur-I (38.88 percent) and
Harishchandrapur-II (41.66 percent) from a compact zone in the northern part of the district,
whereas it is low (below 19.72 percent) in five blocks, namely, Gazol (16.66 percent), English
Bazar (15.62 percent), Kaliachak-I (7.88 percent), Kaliachak-II (14.03 percent) and KaliachakIII (10.70 percent). In the three blocks (Kaliachak-I, II & III) of the Kaliachak region, the
number of tribal men & women agricultural labours is less than the number of other blocks in
the Malda district. This may be due to the prevalence of non-farm activities in these blocks as
a large number of tribal male & female persons are exclusively engaged in sericulture, Bidi
binding and embroidery works. The ST female agricultural labours are higher in number than
male agricultural labours in most of the blocks, but ST male agricultural labours are also higher
at the same employment level than female agricultural labours in Habibpur, Kaliachak-I, and
Kaliachak-III blocks. The main reason is that most tribal women people are engaged in Bidi
binding and sericulture. As a result, many poor men tribal people in these blocks to work as
agricultural labour.
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Table 5a: Mean & Standard Deviation (SD) for ST
Agricultural Labours
Agricultural
Fig. 5.9a Fig. 5.9b
Fig. 5.9c
Labours
Total
Male
Female
Mean
21.28
16.36
26.19
SD
7.85
4.61
12.94

Table 5b: Agricultural Labours status in Different Blocks of
Malda district
Status
Fig. 5.9a
Fig. 5.9b
Fig. 59c
Total
Male
Female
High
25.20 – Above 18.66 – Above 32.66 – Above
Medium 17.35 – 25.20
14.05 – 18.66
19.72 – 32.66
Low
17.35 – Below 14.05 – Below 19.72 – Below

Fig. 5.9 Agricultural labours status of ST population in different blocks of Malda district (From 2012-16).

Fig. 5.9 shows that from the viewpoint of the total, male and female of tribal people in
agricultural laborers employment level it is found that Harishchandrapur-I and
Harishchandrapur-II blocks are which stands as high, Manikchak block is which placed as
medium and Kaliachak-I, Kaliachak-II, and Kaliachak-III blocks are which placed as low.
5.3.1.2.3 Non-Agricultural Labours
Table 5.6 and Fig. 5.10 which reveals that the tribal non-agricultural labours (NAL) in the
Malda district are only 21.35 percent (20.66 percent of males and 22.05 percent of females) in
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respect of total employed ST people from different employment levels. In rural and urban areas
of ST non-agricultural labours are 20.34 percent and 28.95 percent respectively out of different
employment levels. Thus, urban areas ST people of non-agricultural labours are 8.61 percent
higher than rural areas. Further, in rural areas of ST non-agricultural labours by sex are female
(21.13 percent) 1.58 percent higher than males (19.55 percent). The corresponding figure for
urban areas is 29.01 percent of males and 28.90 percent of females. In urban areas both male
and female non- agricultural labours are higher in number as compared to rural areas. Thus,
urban areas are better position as compared to rural areas in regards to non-agricultural labours
employment level. The main reason for the high rate of non-agricultural laborers in the urban
area of Malda district is that, due to the establishment of different types of factories in the
Narayanpur and English Bazar region. As a result, many tribal people get the opportunity to
work as non-agricultural laborers. Also, they are interested to work as a non-agricultural
labourer because they get the opportunity to work on the railway line, road and building
construction, etc. Moreover, population density in urban areas (12627 persons per square km)
is higher compared to rural areas (1069 persons per square km, as per the census of India, 2011)
of the Malda district. So, most of the poor tribal people in the urban areas of the Malda district
are working as non-agricultural laborers.
Table 5.6 Block-wise distribution of ST Non-Agricultural
Labours in Malda district, 2012-16 (in %).
SL. Name of Blocks & Non-Agricultural Labours
NO.
Municipality
Male
Female
Total
13.24
16.68
14.96
1
Harischandrapur-I
18.96
27.79
23.37
2
Harischandrapur-II
20.85
20.46
20.65
3
Chanchal-I
17.30
14.30
15.80
4
Chanchal-II
22.42
12.51
17.46
5
Ratua-I
14.46
30.78
22.62
6
Ratua-II
20.13
20.84
20.48
7
Manikchak
20.98
18.76
19.87
8
English Bazar
24.31
36.37
30.34
9
Old Malda
19.99
38.99
29.49
10
Habibpur
26.46
33.34
29.9
11
Bamongola
17.47
25.01
21.24
12
Gazol
17.43
5.27
11.35
13
Kaliachak-I
19.31
5.27
12.29
14
Kaliachak-II
19.99
10.72
15.35
15
Kaliachak-III
19.55
21.13
20.34
A
RURAL AREAS
26.31
27.79
27.05
1
English Bazar(M)
31.70
30.01
30.85
2
Old Malda(M)
29.01
28.90
28.95
B
URBAN AREAS
20.66
22.05
21.35
AB MALDA TOTAL
Source: Field Survey in Malda District, 2012-16.

The block-wise distribution of ST nonagricultural labours has been presented
in Fig. 5.11 Fig. 5.11a which reveals
that among the blocks of the district
shows the range of variation from 11.35
percent (Kaliachak-I) to 30.34 percent
(Old Malda). The high percentage of
ST non-agricultural labours (above
23.38 percent) are recorded in three
blocks, which from the region of the
middle-eastern part in the Malda
district. These blocks are Habibpur
(29.49 percent), Bamongola (29.90
percent) and Old Malda (30.34 percent)
which form a compact zone in the

middle-eastern part of Malda district. Due to the physiographic impediments of these blocks,
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opportunities for agricultural work are limited and therefore tribal people opt for nonagricultural works.
The rate of non-agricultural laborers (30.34 percent) in the Old Malda block is the highest
compared to the other blocks of the Malda district. The main reason for the highest rate of nonagricultural laborers in this block is that, due to the establishment of different types of factories
in the Narayanpur region. As a result, many tribal people get the opportunity to work as nonagricultural laborers. Apart from this, they are interested to work as a non-agricultural labourer
because they get the opportunity to work on railway lines, roads and building construction.
Therefore, most tribal people of Old Malda block usually working as non-agricultural labours.
Medium percentage of ST non-agricultural labours (17.30 – 23.38 percent) incorporates seven
blocks. These blocks are Harishchandrapur-II (23.37 percent), Chanchal-I (20.65 percent),
Ratua-I (17.46 percent), Ratua-II (22.62 percent), Manikchak (20.48 percent), English Bazar
(19.87 percent) and Gazol (21.24 percent). The low percentage of ST non-agricultural labours
(below 17.30 percent) has been observed in five blocks. Three blocks of them, namely
Chanchal-II (15.80 percent), Harishchandrapur-I (14.96 Percent) in north and Kaliachak-III
(15.35 percent), Kaliachak-II (12.29 percent) and Kaliachak-I (11.35 percent) in the southern
part of the Malda district.
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Fig. 5.10 Non-Agricultural Labours status of ST People in Malda district (From 2012-16).

The block-wise distribution of scheduled tribe male and female non-agricultural labours has
been presented in Fig. 5.11b and Fig. 5.11c respectively. Fig. 5.11b shows that the high
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percentage of ST male non-agricultural labours of this employment level (above 21.25
percent) are reported in three blocks of Ratua-I (22.42 percent), Old Malda (24.31 percent)
and Bamongola (26.46 percent), whereas it is low (below 17.84 percent) in the blocks of
Harishchandrapur-I (13.24 percent), Chanchal-II (17.30 percent), Ratua-II (14.46 percent),
Gazol (17.47 percent) and Kaliachak-I (17.43 percent).

Table 6a: Mean & Standard Deviation (SD) for ST
Non-Agricultural Labour
NonFig.
Fig.
Fig. 5.11c
Agricultural
5.11a
5.11b
Labours
Total
Male
Female
Mean
20.34
19.55
21.13
SD
6.08
3.41
10.72

Table 6b: Non-Agricultural Labours status in Different Blocks
of Malda district
Status
Fig. 5.11a
Fig. 5.11b
Fig. 5.11c
Total
Male
Female
High
23.38 – Above 21.25 – Above 26.49 – Above
Medium 17.30 – 23.38
17.84 – 21.25
15.77 – 26.49
Low
17.30 – Below 17.84 – Below 15.77 – Below

Fig. 5.11 Non-Agricultural labours status of ST population in different blocks of Malda district (From 2012-16).

Fig. 5.11c which reveals that the high percentage of scheduled tribe female non-agricultural
labours (above 26.49 percent) have been recorded in five blocks, namely, HarishchandrapurII (27.79 percent), Ratua-II (30.78 percent), Old Malda (36.37 percent), Habibpur (38.99
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percent) and Bamongola (33.34 percent), whereas it is low percentage (below 15.77 percent)
in five blocks, namely, Kaliachak-I (5.27 percent), Kaliachak-II (5.27 percent) and KaliachakIII (10.72 percent) from continuous zone in southern part and other two blocks are ChanchalII (14.30 percent) and Ratua-I (12.51 percent) in the northern part of Malda district.
The ST female Non-Agricultural labours are higher in number than ST male Non-Agricultural
labours in most of the blocks, but ST male Non-Agricultural labours are also higher at the
same employment level than ST female Non-Agricultural labours in Chanchal-I, ChanchalII, Ratua-I, English Bazar, Kaliachak-I, Kaliachak-II and Kaliachak-III blocks. The ST female
non-agricultural labours are higher in number than male non-agricultural labours in most of
the blocks, but ST male non-agricultural labours are also higher at the same employment level
than female non-agricultural labours in Kaliachak-I, Kaliachak-II and Kaliachak-III blocks.
Because there is a tradition of Bidi binding and sericulture in these blocks. As a result, most
tribal women people in these blocks are engaged in Bidi binding and sericulture sectors. So,
most of the men tribal people in the Kaliachak region are generally working as nonagricultural laborers compared to women tribal people. Because many men tribal people of
these blocks are not interested to work in the Bidi binding and sericulture sectors.
Fig. 5.11 which reveals that from the viewpoint of the total, male and female of tribal people
in non-agricultural labor employment level it is found that Old Malda and Bamongola blocks
are which stand as high, Chanchal-I, Manikchak and English Bazar blocks are which placed
as medium and Chanchal-II & Kaliachak-I blocks are which placed as low.

5.3.1.2.4 Government Regular Salaried Workers (GRSW)
Persons working in other farm or non-farm enterprises (both household and non-household)
and getting in return salary or wages on a regular basis are the regular salaried/wage
employees. The category not only includes persons getting time wage but also persons
receiving piece wage or salary and paid apprentices, both full time and part-time (Kolamkar,
2012).
Table 5.7 and Fig. 5.12 which reveals that the tribal Government Regular Salaried Workers
(GRSW) in the Malda district are only 7.46 percent (9.05 percent of males and 5.83 percent of
females) in respect of total employed ST people from different employment levels. In rural and
urban areas of the ST government, regular salaried workers are 6.96 percent and 11.00 percent
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respectively out of different employment levels. Thus, urban areas of ST government regular
salaried workers are 4.04 percent higher than rural areas. Further, in rural areas of ST
Government Regular Salaried Workers by sex are males (8.73 percent) 3.53 percent higher
than females (5.20 percent). The corresponding figure for urban areas of ST Government
Regular Salaried Workers by sex is males (11.46 percent) 0.91 percent higher than females
(10.55 percent). In urban areas, both male and female Government Regular Salaried Workers
are higher in number as compared to rural areas.
Table 5.7 Block-wise distribution of ST People in
Government Salaried Workers in Malda district, 2012-16 (in
%).
Government Salaried
SL.
Name of Blocks &
Workers
NO.
Municipality
Male
Female
Total
4.83
5.55
5.19
1
Harischandrapur-I
2.60
2.77
2.68
2
Harischandrapur-II
6.48
2.26
4.37
3
Chanchal-I
7.70
7.13
7.41
4
Chanchal-II
3.75
4.16
3.95
5
Ratua-I
9.22
3.84
6.53
6
Ratua-II
11.82
10.41
11.11
7
Manikchak
13.59
9.37
11.48
8
English Bazar
10.82
4.54
7.68
9
Old Malda
10.00
0.00
5.00
10
Habibpur
11.77
8.32
10.04
11
Bamongola
11.66
8.32
9.99
12
Gazol
10.48
7.88
9.18
13
Kaliachak-I
10.24
3.50
6.87
14
Kaliachak-II
6.00
0.00
3.00
15
Kaliachak-III
8.73
5.20
6.96
A
RURAL AREAS
13.16
11.11
12.50
1
English Bazar(M)
9.76
10.00
9.84
2
Old Malda(M)
11.46
10.55
11.00
B
URBAN AREAS
9.05
5.83
7.46
AB
MALDA TOTAL
Source: Field Survey in Malda District, 2012-16.

The rate of Government Regular
Salaried Workers in the urban areas
(11.00 percent) of the Malda district is
higher compared to rural areas (6.96
percent). Thus, urban areas are better
position as compared to rural areas in
regards to the GRSW employment
level. The main reason for this is that
the

rates

of

secondary,

higher

secondary and higher education in
urban areas are higher in comparison to
rural areas. Also, another reason is that
different

types

of

government

departments or offices are located in
the urban areas compared to rural areas
of Malda district. As a result, many

tribal people in the urban areas of Malda district get the opportunity to work in government
organizations.
The block-wise distribution of ST Government Regular Salaried Workers has been presented
in Fig. 5.13. Fig. 5.13a which reveals that the high percentage of ST Government Regular
Salaried Workers (above 8.41 percent) are recorded in five blocks. These blocks are KaliachakI (9.18 percent), Gazol (9.99 percent), Bamongola (10.04 percent), English Bazar (11.48
percent) and Manikchak (11.11 percent). English Bazar block has the highest rate of
government (11.48 percent) jobs compared to other blocks in the Malda district. The main
reason for the highest rate of government jobs in this block is that different types of government
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offices have been established here, which is much more than the other blocks of Malda district
because of this block being near the urban-centric. As a result, many tribal people get the
opportunity to work in the government sector. Also, the other reason for the high rate of
government jobs in this block is that tribal secondary, higher secondary and higher education
rates are higher compared to other blocks of Malda district. Medium percentage of ST
Government Regular Salaried Workers (5.50 – 8.41 percent) has been reported in four blocks,
namely, Kaliachak-II (6.87 percent), Old Malda (7.68 percent), Ratua-II (6.53 percent) and
Chanchal-II (7.41 percent). The low percentage of ST Government Regular Salaried Workers
(below 5.50 percent) has been observed in six blocks. These blocks are Kaliachak-III (3.00
percent), Habibpur (5.00 percent), Ratua-I (3.95 percent), Harishchandrapur-I (5.19 percent),
Harishchandrapur-II (2.68 percent) and Chanchal-I (4.37 percent).
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Malda District
(From 2012-16)
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Fig. 5.12 Government Salaried Workers status of ST People in Malda district (From 2012-16).

The rate of government regular salaried workers (GRSW) in these blocks is the lowest
compared to other blocks of the Malda district. The main reason is that tribal secondary, higher
secondary and higher education rates in these blocks are very low compared to other blocks of
Malda district. Also, other reasons are that these blocks situated far away from Malda town
(almost 39-61 km, as per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16), non-improved
communication system and there is a low number of government offices here. As a result, many
tribal people in these blocks did not get the opportunity to work in the government sector.
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The blocks-wise distribution of scheduled tribe Government Regular Salaried Workers by sex
has been presented in Fig. 5.13b and 5.13c. Fig. 5.13b shows that the high percentage of ST
male Government Regular Salaried Workers (above 10.38 percent) has been recorded in six
blocks, namely Kaliachak-I (10.48 percent), Gazol (11.66 percent), Bamongola (11.77
percent), Old Malda (10.82 percent), English Bazar (13.59 percent) and Manikchak (11.82
percent) blocks.

Table 7a: Mean & Standard Deviation (SD)
for ST Government Salaried Workers
Government
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Salaried
5.13a
5.13b
5.13c
Workers
Total
Male
Female
Mean
6.96
8.73
5.20
SD
2.91
3.31
3.27

Table 7b: Government Salaried Workers status in Different
Blocks of Malda district.
Status
Fig. 5.13a
Fig. 5.13b
Fig. 5.13c
Total
Male
Female
High
8.41 – Above 10.38 – Above 6.83 – Above
Medium 5.50 – 8.41
7.07 – 10.38
3.56 – 6.83
Low
5.50 – Below 7.07 – Below
3.56 – Below

Fig. 5.13 Government salaried workers status of ST population in different blocks of Malda district (From 201216).

Medium percentage of ST male Government Regular Salaried Workers (7.07-10.38 percent)
are reported in Chanchal-II (7.70 percent), Ratua-II (9.22 percent), Habibpur (10.00 percent)
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and Kaliachak-II (10.24 percent) blocks. whereas it is low (below 7.07 percent) in the blocks
of Kaliachak-III (6.00 percent) and Ratua-I (3.75 percent), Chanchal-I (6.48 percent),
Harishchandrapur-I (4.83 percent) and Harishchandrapur-II (2.60 percent).
Fig. 5.13c which reveals that the high percentage of scheduled tribe female Government
Regular Salaried Workers (above 6.83 percent) have been recorded in six blocks, namely
Kaliachak-I (7.88 percent), Gazol (8.32 percent), Bamongola (8.32 percent), English Bazar
(9.37 percent) and Manikchak (10.41 percent). Medium percentage of ST female Government
Regular Salaried Workers (3.56 – 6.83 percent) are reported in Old Malda (4.54 percent),
Ratua-I (4.16 percent), Ratua-II (3.84 percent) and Harishchandrapur-I (5.55 percent) blocks.
whereas it is low (below 3.56 percent) in the blocks of Kaliachak-II (3.50 percent),
Harishchandrapur-II (2.77 percent) and Chanchal-I (2.26 percent). The female Government
Regular Salaried Workers are not found in Habibpur and Kaliachak-III blocks of Malda district.
The main reason is that the tribal women people of these blocks have not been able to acquire
appropriate educational qualifications for getting government jobs. As a result, they did not get
government jobs.
In the case of Government Regular Salaried Worker (GRSW) employment level of Malda
district, it is found that the rate of the male serviceman in most blocks of Malda district is higher
than that of the female serviceman. Because the rates of male secondary, higher secondary and
higher education in most of the blocks of Malda district are higher compared to female people.
The ST male Government Regular Salaried Workers are higher in number than female GRSW
in most of the blocks, but ST female Government Regular Salaried Workers are also higher at
the same employment level than male GRSW in Harishchandrapur-I, Harishchandrapur-II and
Ratua-I blocks.
Fig. 5.13 shows that from the viewpoint of the total, male and female of GRSW employment
level it is found that Manikchak, English Bazar, Bamongola, Gazol and Kaliachak-I blocks are
which stand as high, Harishchandrapur-II and Chanchal-I blocks which are placed as low and
only one block of Ratua-II as a medium.
5.3.1.2.5 Private Regular Salaried Workers (PRSW)
Table 5.8 and Fig. 5.14 which reveals that the tribal Private Regular Salaried Workers (PRSW)
in Malda district are only 3.80 percent (4.07 percent of males and 3.53 percent of females) in
respect of total employed ST people from different employment levels. In rural and urban areas
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of ST private regular salaried workers are 3.17 percent and 8.48 percent respectively out of
different employment levels. Thus, urban areas of ST private regular salaried workers are 5.31
percent higher than rural areas. Further, in rural areas of ST Private Regular Salaried Workers
by sex are males (3.42 percent) 0.49 percent higher than females (2.93 percent). The
corresponding figure for urban areas of ST Private Regular Salaried Workers by sex is males
(8.91 percent) 0.85 percent higher than females (8.06 percent). In urban areas, both male and
female Private Regular Salaried Workers are higher in number as compared to rural areas. The
rate of Private Regular Salaried Workers in the urban areas (8.48 percent) of the Malda district
is higher compared to rural areas (3.17 percent). Thus, urban areas are better position as
compared to rural areas in regards to the PRSW employment level. The main reason for this is
that the rates of secondary, higher secondary and higher education in urban areas are higher in
comparison to rural areas. Also, another reason is that different types of private departments or
offices are located in the urban areas compared to rural areas of Malda district. As a result,
many tribal people in the urban areas of Malda district get the opportunity to work in private
organizations.
Table 5.8 Block-wise distribution of ST Private Salaried
Workers in Malda district, 2012-16 (in %).
Private Salaried Workers
SL.
Name of Blocks &
Male
Female
Total
NO.
Municipality
1.20
0.00
0.60
1
Harischandrapur-I
0.00
0.00
0.00
2
Harischandrapur-II
5.03
4.56
4.79
3
Chanchal-I
2.39
1.80
2.09
4
Chanchal-II
0.92
4.18
2.55
5
Ratua-I
2.62
3.86
3.24
6
Ratua-II
4.16
8.34
6.25
7
Manikchak
7.40
3.14
5.27
8
English Bazar
2.69
4.56
3.62
9
Old Malda
0.86
0.00
0.43
10
Habibpur
2.94
0.00
1.47
11
Bamongola
4.84
5.57
5.20
12
Gazol
5.80
2.63
4.21
13
Kaliachak-I
4.54
1.75
3.14
14
Kaliachak-II
5.99
3.57
4.78
15
Kaliachak-III
3.42
2.93
3.17
A
RURAL AREAS
10.52
11.12
10.82
1
English Bazar(M)
7.31
5.01
6.16
2
Old Malda(M)
8.91
8.06
8.48
B
URBAN AREAS
4.07
3.53
3.80
AB
MALDA TOTAL
Source: Field Survey in Malda District, 2012-16.

The block-wise distribution of ST
Private Regular Salaried Workers has
been presented in Fig. 5.15. Fig. 5.15a
which reveals that among the block of
the district shows the range of
variations

from

0.43

percent

(Habibpur)

to

6.25

percent

(Manikchak). The high percentage of
ST Private Regular Salaried Workers
(above 4.14 percent) are recorded in six
blocks. These blocks are Kaliachak-I
(4.21 percent), Kaliachak-III (4.78
percent), Gazol (5.20 percent), English
Bazar (5.27 percent), Manikchak (6.25
percent) and Chanchal-I (4.79 percent).

Medium percentage of ST Private Regular Salaried Workers (2.20 – 4.14 percent) has been
reported in four blocks, namely, Kaliachak-II (3.14 percent), Old Malda (3.62 percent), RatuaI (2.55 percent) and Ratua-II (3.24 percent). The low percentage of ST Private Regular Salaried
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Workers (below 2.20 percent) has been observed in four blocks. These blocks are Bamongola
(1.47 percent), Habibpur (0.43 percent), Chanchal-II (2.09 percent) and Harishchandrapur-I
(0.60 percent). Not only that, the rate of private employment is not available in the
Harishchandrapur-II (0.00 percent) block of Malda district. The main reason is that there is no
private employment sector established in these blocks due to the non-improved communication
system and far away from Malda urban centre (almost 46-61 km, as per field survey by the
researcher, 2012-16). Also, another reason is that tribal secondary, higher secondary and higher
education rates in these blocks are very low compared to other blocks of Malda district. As a
result, many tribal people of these blocks did not get the opportunity to work in the private
employment sector.
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Fig. 5.14 Private Salaried Workers status of ST People in Malda district (From 2012-16).

The blocks-wise distribution of scheduled tribe male and female people of Private Regular
Salaried Workers has been presented in Fig. 5.15b and 5.15c respectively. Fig. 5.15b shows
that the high percentage of ST male people of this employment level (above 4.50 percent) are
recorded in six blocks of Kaliachak-I (5.80 percent), Kaliachak-II (4.54 percent), KaliachakIII (5.99 percent), Gazol (4.84 percent), Chanchal-I (5.03 percent) and English Bazar (7.40
percent). Since all these blocks have different types of private offices and factories, indigenous
male people get the opportunity to work in private organizations. Also, most indigenous male
people of these blocks go to work as drivers, domestic servants, salespersons and other similar
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occupations in the outside state, as a result of which there is a high rate of private regular
Salaried Workers in these blocks, whereas it is low (below 2.33 percent) in the blocks of
Habibpur (0.86 percent) and Ratua-I (0.92 percent).

Table 8a: Mean & Standard Deviation (SD) for ST
Private Salaried Workers
Private
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Salaried
5.15a
5.15b
5.15c
Workers
Total
Male
Female
Mean
3.17
3.42
2.93
SD
1.94
2.17
2.41

Table 8b: Private Salaried Workers status in Different
Blocks of Malda district.
Status
Fig. 5.15a
Fig. 5.15b
Fig. 5.15c
Total
Male
Female
High
4.14 – Above 4.50 – Above 4.13 – Above
Medium 2.20 – 4.14
2.33 – 4.50
1.72 – 4.13
Low
2.20 – Below 2.33 – Below 1.72 – Below

Fig. 5.15 Private salaried workers status of ST population in different blocks of Malda district (From 2012-16).

Fig. 5.15c which reveals that the high percentage of scheduled tribe female workers of this
employment level (above 4.13 percent) have been recorded in five blocks, namely Chanchal-I
(4.56 percent), Ratua-I (4.18 percent), Manikchak (8.34 percent), Old Malda (4.56 percent) and
Gazol (5.57 percent). The female Private Regular Salaried Workers are not found in
Harishchandrapur-I, Harishchandrapur-II, Habibpur and Bamangola blocks of Malda district.
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The main reason is that these blocks are located far away from Malda city (almost 46-61 km,
as per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16) and there is no opportunity for private work
because of not having any kind of private offices and industry here.
In the case of Private Regular Salaried Worker (PRSW) employment level of Malda District,
it is found that the rate of the male serviceman in most blocks of Malda district is higher than
that of the female serviceman. Because the rates of male secondary, higher secondary and
higher education in most of the blocks of Malda district is higher compared to female people.
As a result, many men tribal people in these blocks get the opportunity to work in the private
sector.
Fig. 5.15 shows that from the viewpoint of the total, male and female of private regular salaried
works employment level it is found that Chanchal-I block is which stands as high and RatuaII block is which placed as a medium.
In the case of the PRSW employment level of the Malda district, it is seen that total, male and
female workers are not found only in the Harishchandrapur-II block of Malda district. The
main reasons are that the low rate of education, far away from the city of Malda (almost 55 km,
as per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16), the absence of different types of private offices
and factories in Harishchandrapur-II block of Malda district. As a result, many indigenous
people do not get the opportunity to work in private organizations. Therefore, tribal private
regular Salaried workers are not available in this block.
The tribal people of Malda district are engaged in various activities through which they earn
for a livelihood. The total tribal people of the Malda district have been divided into two groups
based on field surveys by the researcher, namely Employed and Non-Employed. The tribal
Employed people in the Malda district have been divided into two categories namely Employed
(Without myself) and Self-Employed.
Again, the Employed tribal people of the Malda district have been divided into five categories
namely Home-Based Workers (HBW), Agricultural Labour, Non-Agricultural Labours,
Government Regular Salaried Workers (GRSW) and Private Regular Salaried Workers
(PRSW). On the other hand, self-employed tribal people of the Malda district have been
divided into two groups, namely Cultivation and Business.
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Therefore, the total tribal people of Malda district have been divided into seven categories
based on employment, namely Home-Based Workers (27.49 percent), Cultivation (12.16
percent), Business (8.90 percent), Agricultural Labours (18.90 percent), Non-Agricultural
Labours (21.35 percent), Government Regular Salaried Workers (7.46 percent) and Private
Regular Salaried Workers (3.80 percent) in respect of total employed ST People. This means
that tribal people are involved in various social parameters. Therefore, it is true that the
Employment of the tribal people in the Malda district is associated with some important
social parameters. So, hypothesis 2 is accepted.
5.4 Conclusions
1. Among the tribal communities in the Malda district, 34.95 percent are employed and
65.05 percent are unemployed.
2. In the tribal communities of the Malda district, 21.06 percent are self-employed and
78.94 percent are employed.
3. According to the percentage of tribal employment and self-employment rates of Malda
district, it is found in sequence that 1st position Home Based Workers employment
level (27.49 percent), 2nd Non-Agricultural Labours (21.35 percent), 3rd Agricultural
Labours (18.90 percent), 4th Cultivation (12.16 percent), 5th Business (8.90 percent),
6th Government Salaried Workers (7.40 percent) and 7th Private Salaried Workers
(3.80 percent) employment level has occupied place.
4. Among the employment levels of the Malda district, the rate of home-based workers
(27.49 percent) is highest and the lowest position is Private Salaried Workers (3.80
percent). The main reason for the highest rate of home-based workers in the district as
a whole is that there is a tradition of Bidi binding and sericulture. As a result, a large
number of tribal people are involved in the Bidi binding and sericulture sector. The
lowest position is Private Salaried Workers, because when the tribal people do not have
the opportunity to work at any other employment level, then finally they decide to work
in the private sectors.
5. Harishchandrapur-I (19.64 percent), Ratua-I (18.44 percent) and Chanchal-I (16.24
percent) blocks have the highest rate of cultivation compared to other blocks of Malda
district. The main reasons for the highest rate of cultivation in these blocks are fertile
soils, improved irrigation systems and availability of agricultural labours (Lamburn
1918, Sengupta 1969). There is the availability of agricultural labours in these blocks
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because there are most tribal people are very poor (almost 72-79 percent BPL, as per
field survey by the researcher, 2012-16).
6. Manikchak (7.29 percent), English Bazar (8.97 percent) and Old Malda (9.03 percent)
blocks have the lowest rate of cultivation compared to other blocks of Malda district.
Manikchak block has the lowest rate of cultivation compared to other blocks of the
Malda district. The main reasons are that every year riverbank erosion and flood
(Bhutni region) by the Ganga river. Also, the rate of cultivation in the English Bazar
and Old Malda blocks is very low compared to the other blocks of Malda district, the
main reasons for the decline in the rate of cultivation are flood and urban-centric. Due
to flood and urban-centric, most tribal people in these blocks to work as home-based
workers and non-agricultural labours.
7. The rate of cultivation in rural areas is higher compared to the urban areas of the Malda
district. The main reasons for the increase of cultivation in rural areas compared to the
urban areas are the availability of agricultural land in rural areas, improved irrigation
system and easy availability of agricultural labours, etc. Because most tribal people in
rural areas (87.47 percent BPL) are very poor compared to urban areas (66.07 percent
BPL, as per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16) of Malda district. As a result, many
poor tribal people in rural areas to work as agricultural labour.
8. From the viewpoint of the total, male and female of tribal people in the cultivation
sector it is found that Harishchandrapur-I block is which stands as high, Ratua-II and
Kaliachak-III blocks are which placed as medium and only one block of Manikchak as
low.
9. In all the blocks of Malda district, female persons are less involved in the cultivation
sector than male persons, the main reason is that most of the female persons are
involved in household work and Bidi binding.
10. The rate of business in the Kaliachak-II, (11.93 percent) Manikchak (10.76 percent)
and English Bazar (9.26 percent) blocks is the highest compared to the other blocks of
Malda district. The main reasons for the highest rate of business in the Manikchak and
Kaliachak-II blocks are that the Ganga river erosion and floods. This means that the
amount of agricultural land decreased due to the Ganga river erosion in Manikchak and
Kaliachak-II blocks. Also, these blocks are not cultivated due to flooding every year.
Therefore, due to the riverbank erosion and the flood of every year, many tribal people
of these blocks are forced to work in the business sector. The rate of business in English
Bazar block is higher compared to another block of Malda district. Because this block
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is urban-centered, there is a necessary improved communication system, capital,
demand and market for doing business here.
11. The rate of business in Harishchandrapur-II (3.88 percent), Harishchandrapur-I (4.21
percent), Habibpur (5.00 percent) and Bamongola (5.88 percent) blocks are the lowest
compared to other blocks of the Malda district. The main reasons for the decline in the
rate of business in these blocks are the lack of necessary opportunities and facilities for
doing business. For example, there is a lack of capital (almost 73-79 percent BPL, as
per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16), improved communication system, demand
and market in these blocks. Because these blocks are situated far away from Malda
town (almost 41-61 km, as per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16).
12. The rate of business in urban areas (16.68 percent) is higher compared to the rural areas
(7.87 percent) of Malda district. The main reason for the high rate of business in the
urban areas of Malda district is that there are available of advanced communication
systems, high-density of the population (both English Bazar & Old Malda Municipality,
12094 persons per square km, as per census of India, 2011) capital (79.12 percent APL,
as per RSBY of Malda district, 2012), demand and markets.
13. In the case of the business employment level of the Malda district, it is seen that the
rates of male businessmen in all blocks of Malda district are higher than that of women
businessmen. The main reason is that tribal male secondary, higher secondary and
higher education rates are higher than female people in most of the blocks of Malda
district. As a result, many educated men tribal people are more interested and capable
than women people to work in the business sector.
14. In some blocks of Malda district, ST female businessmen are not available. These
blocks are Harishchandrapur-I, Harishchandrapur-II, English Bazar, Old Malda,
Habibpur, Bamangola, Kaliachak-I and Kaliachak-II. The main reason for this is that
tribal women people are not interested and capable to work in the business sector.
15. The rate of home-based workers in the Kaliachak region (Kaliachak-I 45.41 percent,
Kaliachak-II 42.47 percent & Kaliachak-III blocks 41.93 percent) of Malda district is
the highest than other employment sectors. Not only that, the rate of home-based
workers in the Kaliachak region is the highest compared to other blocks of Malda
district. The main reason for the highest rate of home-based workers in this region is
that there is a tradition of Bidi binding and sericulture. As a result, a large number of
tribal people are involved in the Bidi binding and sericulture sector.
16. In the case of home-based workers (HBW) employment level of the Malda district, it
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is seen that the rates of female workers in all blocks of the Malda district are higher
than that of male workers. The main reason for this is that in the case of Home-Based
Workers, women's people are more interested and capable than men people.
17. Among all blocks of Malda district, the number of female home-based workers in
Kaliachak-I (71.06 percent), Kaliachak-II (70.19 percent) and Kaliachak-III (67.87
percent) blocks are higher than that of male home-based workers. The main reasons for
these are that most tribal women people in the Kaliachak region are engaged in
sericulture and Bidi binding.
18. The rate of home-based workers in urban areas (30.84 percent) is higher compared to
the rural areas (26.98 percent) of Malda district. The main reason for the high rate of
home-based workers in the urban areas of Malda district is that there are various types
of cottage industries established here. Various types of cottage industries such as
bamboo work, cane work, woodwork, clay work, cloth sewing work, etc. have been
established. As a result, many tribal people get the opportunity to work as home-based
workers. Also, another reason is that compared to both men & women people in rural
areas, most men & women people in urban areas are working as a servant in any
household. In particular, compared to women people in rural areas, most urban women
people working as auntie (slaves) in any household. Moreover, population density in
urban areas (12627 persons per square km) is higher compared to rural areas (1069
persons per square km, as per the census of India, 2011) of the Malda district. So, most
of the tribal people in the urban areas of Malda district are working as home-based
workers.
19. Harischandrapur-II (35.06 percent), Chanchal-II (30.73 percent), Harishchandrapur-I
(30.29 percent), Ratua-I (29.92 percent) and Chanchal-I (28.01 percent) blocks have
the highest rate of agricultural laborers compared to other blocks in Malda district. The
main reason for the high rate of agricultural laborers among these blocks is good
cultivation. Due to good cultivation, most poor tribal people of these blocks are
interested to work as agricultural laborers. Also, the other reasons for the increase in
the number (total, male & female) of agricultural laborers in these blocks are the high
density of population (1001-1223 persons per square km, as per census of India, 2011),
most tribal people are very poor (73-79 percent BPL, as per field survey by the
researcher, 2012-16), fewer opportunities for non-agricultural jobs and more distance
from Malda town (almost 39-61 km, as per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16). As
a result, most poor tribal people in these blocks are more interested to work as
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agricultural labours.
20. In rural areas, both male and female agricultural labours are higher in number as
compare to urban areas. The main reason for the increase of agricultural labours in rural
areas as compared to urban areas of Malda district is that there is more opportunity to
work in the agricultural field. But there is no such opportunity for agricultural work in
urban areas of Malda district. Also, another reason is that tribal people in rural areas
(87.47 percent BPL) are very poor compared to urban areas (66.07 percent BPL, as per
field survey by the researcher, 2012-16) of the Malda district. As a result, many poor
tribal people in rural areas to work as agricultural labour.
21. The rate of non-agricultural laborers (30.34 percent) in the Old Malda block is the
highest compared to the other blocks of the Malda district. The main reason for the
highest rate of non-agricultural laborers in this block is that, due to the establishment
of different types of factories in the Narayanpur region. As a result, many poor tribal
people get the opportunity to work as non-agricultural laborers. Apart from this, they
are more interested to work as a non-agricultural labourer because they get the
opportunity to work on railway lines, roads and building construction. Therefore, most
poor tribal people of Old Malda block usually working as non-agricultural labours.
22. The rate of non-agricultural labours in urban areas (28.95 percent) is higher compared
to the rural areas (20.34 percent) of Malda district. The main reason for the high rate of
non-agricultural laborers in the urban area of Malda district is that, due to the
establishment of different types of factories in the Narayanpur and English Bazar
region. As a result, many poor tribal people get the opportunity to work as nonagricultural laborers. Also, they are interested to work as a non-agricultural labourer
because they get the opportunity to work on the railway line, road and building
construction, etc. Moreover, population density in urban areas (12627 persons per
square km) is higher compared to rural areas (1069 persons per square km, as per the
census of India, 2011) of the Malda district. So, most of the poor tribal people in the
urban areas of the Malda district are working as non-agricultural laborers.
23. The rates of both agricultural laborers and non-agricultural laborers in the Kaliachak
region (Kaliachak-I, II & III blocks) of the Malda district are very much lower than the
rate of home-based workers. Not only that, the rates of both agricultural laborers and
non-agricultural laborers in the Kaliachak region are lowest compared to other blocks
of the Malda district. The main reason for this is that there is less scope to work in the
agriculture and non-agricultural employment sectors. Because the rate of cultivation
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and the number of factories in these blocks are very low. As a result, many poor tribal
people do not get the opportunity to work in these employment sectors. Also, there is a
tradition of Bidi binding and sericulture in this Kaliachak region. This means that there
are opportunities to work in the Bidi binding and sericulture sector in these blocks. As
a result, most tribal people in this region are more interested to work in the home-based
worker sector. So, very few poor tribal people in the Kaliachak region are generally
working as agricultural laborers and non-agricultural laborers.
24. The ST female agricultural labours and non-agricultural labours are higher in number
than male agricultural labours and non-agricultural labours in most of the blocks of
Malda district. But ST male agricultural labours and non-agricultural labours are also
higher at the same employment level than female agricultural labours and nonagricultural labours in Kaliachak-I, and Kaliachak-III blocks. Because there is a
tradition of Bidi binding and sericulture in these blocks. As a result, most tribal women
people in these blocks are engaged in Bidi binding and sericulture sectors. So, most of
the men tribal people in the Kaliachak region are generally working as agricultural
laborers and non-agricultural laborers compared to women tribal people. Because many
men tribal people of these blocks are not interested to work in the Bidi binding and
sericulture sectors.
25. English Bazar block has the highest rate of government (11.48 percent) jobs compared
to other blocks in the Malda district. Not only that, this block has the highest rate of
private (5.27 percent) jobs in comparison to other blocks of Malda district except
Manikchak block (6.25 percent). Therefore, the rate of both government and nongovernment jobs in this block is higher than the other blocks of Malda district. The
main reason for the highest rate of government and private jobs in this block is that
different types of government and private offices have been established here, which is
much more than the other blocks of Malda district because of this block being near the
urban-centric. As a result, many tribal people get the opportunity to work in the
government and private sectors. Also, the other reason for the high rate of government
and private jobs in this block is that tribal secondary, higher secondary and higher
education rates are higher compared to other blocks of Malda district.
26. The rate of Government Regular Salaried Workers (GRSW) in the HarishchandrapurII (2.68 percent) and Kaliachak-III (3.00 percent) blocks is the lowest compared to other
blocks of Malda district. The main reason is that tribal secondary, higher secondary and
higher education rates in these blocks are very low compared to other blocks of Malda
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district. Also, other reasons are that these blocks situated far away from Malda town
(almost 39-61 km, as per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16), non-improved
communication system and there is a low number of government offices here. As a
result, many tribal people in these blocks did not get the opportunity to work in the
government sector.
27. The rate of private employment in the Harishchandrapur-I (0.60 percent) and Habibpur
(0.43 percent) blocks is the lowest compared to other blocks of the Malda district. Not
only that, the rate of private employment is not available in the Harishchandrapur-II
(0.00 percent) block of Malda district. The main reason is that there is no private
employment sector established in these blocks due to the non-improved communication
system and far away from Malda urban centre (almost 42-61 km, as per field survey by
the researcher, 2012-16). Also, another reason is that tribal secondary, higher secondary
and higher education rates in these blocks are very low compared to other blocks of
Malda district. As a result, tribal people of these blocks did not get the opportunity to
work in the private employment sector.
28. In the case of both Government Regular Salaried Worker (GRSW) and Private Regular
Salaried Worker (PRSW) employment level of Malda District, it is found that the rate
of the male serviceman in most blocks of Malda district is higher than that of the female
serviceman. Because the rates of male secondary, higher secondary and higher
education in most of the blocks of Malda district are higher compared to female people.
29. The rate of both Government Regular Salaried Workers and Private Regular Salaried
Workers in the urban areas (GRSW 11.00 percent & PRSW 8.48 percent) of the Malda
district is higher compared to rural areas (GRSW 6.96 percent & PRSW 3.17 percent).
The main reason for this is that the rates of secondary, higher secondary and higher
education in urban areas are higher in comparison to rural areas. Also, another reason
is that different types of government and private departments or offices are located in
the urban areas compared to rural areas of Malda district. It means that the number of
government and private offices is higher in urban areas compared to rural areas of
Malda district. As a result, many tribal people in the urban areas of Malda district get
the opportunity to work in government and private organizations.
30. The female Government Regular Salaried Workers are not found in Habibpur and
Kaliachak-III blocks of Malda district. The main reason is that the tribal women people
of these blocks have not been able to acquire appropriate educational qualifications for
getting government jobs. As a result, they did not get government jobs.
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31. The percentage of male private regular salaried workers in Kaliachak-I (5.80 percent),
Kaliachak-II (4.54 percent), Kaliachak-III (5.99 percent) and Chanchal-I (5.03 percent)
blocks are higher as compared to the other blocks of Malda district. The main reasons
are that most indigenous male people of these blocks go to work as drivers, domestic
servants, salespersons and other similar occupations in the outside state, as a result of
which there is a high rate of private regular salaried workers in these blocks.
32. In some blocks of Malda district female Private Regular Salaried Workers are not
available. These blocks are Harishchandrapur-I, Harishchandrapur-II, Habibpur, and
Bamangola. The main reasons are that these blocks are located far away from Malda
city (almost 42-61 km, as per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16), very low rate of
female education and there is no opportunity for private work because of not having
any kind of private offices and industry here.
33. The ST both male and female private regular salaried workers are not found only in
Harishchandrapur-II block. The main reason is that this block has the lowest rates of
secondary (11.93 percent), higher secondary (3.95 percent, except Harishchandrapur-I
block), undergraduate (1.31 percent), postgraduate (0.31 percent) education compared
to other blocks of Malda district. Also, other reasons are that this block is situated far
away from the city of Malda (almost 55 km, as per field survey by the researcher, 201216), the absence of different types of private offices and factories in the
Harishchandrapur-II block of Malda district. As a result, many tribal people do not get
the opportunity to work in private organizations. Therefore, tribal private regular
salaried workers are not available in this block.
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CHAPTER – 6
COMPARISON OF EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT PROFILE OF THE STUDY
AREA

6.1 Introduction
Education is a powerful instrument of social, economic and political change and is related to
long-term national aspirations and the programmes of national development. It has been
established that all the levels of education are strongly linked and have a strong bearing on
economic growth (Joshi 2009). Education is the most fundamental requirement for the overall
development and all-round progress of the individuals as well as society. Not only that,
education is one of the essential requirements for man-making and nation-building.
(Bahmanandam & Babu 2016). It means that education is considered the most powerful
instrument of social change (Behera & Dash 2011). Also, it is indispensable for the
development of human resources. Therefore, education is one of the key factors behind the
socio-economic and cultural development of a community (Chowdhury 2010).
Education and employment can be thought to have a direct relationship. Because education is
one of the main sources of human resource development (Hussain & Bhat 2010). It is
considered an important and powerful instrument of economic development and social
transformation as it generates manpower in the different production spheres. In any society,
moreover, the human development index can be justified through the educational attainment
and nature of employment. The level of educational development and employment provide
information about the quality of human resources and the nature and extent of their utilization
(Siddiqui & Naseer 2004). The fundamental purpose of education is to increase employment
opportunities in various fields. Only for education, people today have been modernized from
the civilization of the primitive age. So, education is the only way that human civilization can
be developed. Therefore, education and employment should be treated as the backbone of any
society (Paul 2011). This means that education is the key to success (Bilal & Ahmad 2014).
So, we have to make appropriate planning to develop education and employment in our society.
With this view in mind, an attempt has been made in this chapter to compare the education
level of tribal people with the types and levels of employment they have attained in different
sectors in the Malda district.
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6.2 Comparison of Education and Employment Profile of the Study area

6.2.1 Harishchandrapur-I
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Source: SSM in Malda, AISHE & GBU, 2012-16.
Source: Field Survey by the Researcher, 2012-16.
Fig. 6.1a & 6.1b Comparison of Education and Employment Status of the Harishchandrapur-I Block.

Fig. 6.1a & 6.1b shows that the pre-primary (23.89 percent), primary (43.15 percent), upper
primary (13.75 percent) and secondary education (13.92 percent) rates in the
Harishchandrapur-I block are higher than the other education levels. On the other hand, in this
block, home-based workers (25.11 percent), agricultural labours (30.29 percent), nonagricultural labours (14.96 percent) and cultivation (19.64 percent) rates are also higher than
other employment levels. Therefore, most of the tribal people of this block educated in preprimary, primary, upper primary and secondary education, work as home-based workers,
agricultural laborers, non-agricultural laborers and cultivators.
Again, in this block as higher secondary (2.43 percent), undergraduate (1.94 percent),
postgraduate (0.46 percent), professional and technical (0.46 percent) education rates are lower
than other education levels, in the same way, the rate of business (4.21 percent), government
(5.19 percent) and non-government or private (0.60 percent) jobs are lower than other
employment sectors, because there is a lack of required higher secondary and higher education
status in this block. So, there are very few tribal people of this block who are educated in higher
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secondary, undergraduate, postgraduate, professional and technical education and they are
working in the government and non-government or private sectors.
The rate of agricultural labours (30.29 percent) in the Harishchandrapur-I block is the highest
compared to other blocks of Malda district except for Harishchandrapur-II and Chanchal-II
blocks. Moreover, this block has the highest rate of agricultural labours compared to other
employment sectors. The main reason for the highest percentage of agricultural labours
compared to other employment sectors in this block is good cultivation (Sengupta 1969). Due
to good cultivation, most tribal people are working as agricultural laborers. Apart from this,
since, most tribal people of this block do not have the opportunity to work in government and
non-government employment sectors, they are forced to work as agricultural laborers.
Other than the Kaliachak region (Kaliachak block-I, II, & III), the Harishchandrapur-I block
has the lowest rate of non-agricultural labours (14.96 percent) compared to other blocks of
Malda district. The main reason for the decreasing rate of non-agricultural labours in
Harishchandrapur-I block is that there is a lack of different types of factories in this block. As
a result, many tribal people did not have the opportunity to work as non-agricultural laborers.
Harishchandrapur-I (19.64 percent) block has the highest rate of cultivation compared to other
blocks in the Malda district. The main reason for the highest rate of cultivation in this block is
that the availability of fertile soil, agricultural labours and improved irrigation systems
(Sengupta 1969). Also, many tribal people of this block do not get the opportunity to work in
the government and non-government employment sectors, so they are forced to work as a
cultivator.
Apart from Harishchandra-II (3.88 percent) block, the rate of business (4.21 percent) in
Harishchandra-I block is the lowest compared to other blocks of the Malda district. Not only
this, the business (4.21 percent) rate in this block is very low compared to cultivation (19.64
percent), home-based workers (25.11 percent), agricultural laborers (30.29 percent) and nonagricultural laborers (14.96 percent). The main reason for the decline in the business rates in
this block is the lack of necessary opportunities and facilities for doing business. For example,
there is a lack of capital, improved communication system, demand and market in this block
(Lambourn 1918). Therefore, very few tribal people of this block are engaged in business work.
In this block, the employment rate in the government (5.19 percent) sector is higher than the
private (0.60 percent) sector. There are more job opportunities, facilities and security in the
government employment sector compared to the private employment sector. There are
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opportunities available in the government employment sector, such as Mid-Day Meal cooking,
Asha workers, Usha workers, integrated child development schemes, CVIC volunteers, NVF
police, BSNL offices and government schools, etc.
Other than Habibpur (0.43 percent) block, the rate of private (0.60 percent) employment is the
lowest in the Harishchandrapur-I block compared to the other blocks of the Malda district. The
main reason for the decline in the number of private jobs in this block is that lack of various
types of private offices, private schools, private teacher training colleges, offices of different
types of mobile companies, motor vehicle showrooms, different types of factories, private
insurance companies, other private companies. Because this block is located far away from
Malda town, various types of private offices have not been established here.
6.2.2 Harishchandrapur-II
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Source: SSM in Malda, AISHE & GBU, 2012-16.
Source: Field Survey by the Researcher, 2012-16.
Fig. 6.2a & 6.2b Comparison of Education and Employment Status of the Harishchandrapur-II Block.

Fig. 6.2a & 6.2b shows that the pre-primary (18.16 percent), primary (49.65 percent), upper
primary (14.68 percent) and secondary education (11.93 percent) rates in the
Harishchandrapur-II block are higher than the other education levels. On the other hand, in this
block, home-based workers (20.69 percent), agricultural labours (35.06 percent), nonagricultural labours (23.37 percent) and cultivation (14.32 percent) rates are also higher than
other employment levels. So, most of the tribal people of this block are generally educated in
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pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they work as home-based
workers, agricultural laborers, non-agricultural laborers and cultivators.
Again, in this block such as higher secondary (3.26 percent), undergraduate (1.31 percent),
postgraduate (0.31 percent), professional and technical (0.70 percent) education rates are lower
than other education levels, in the same way, in this block, the rate of business (3.88 percent)
and government (2.68 percent) jobs are also lower than other employment sectors. Therefore,
there is a low rate of higher secondary, undergraduate, postgraduate, professional and technical
education in this block, as well as low rates of business and government jobs.
This block has the highest rate of agricultural labours (35.06 percent) compared to other
employment sectors. Moreover, Harichandrapur-II block has the highest rate of agricultural
labours compared to other blocks in the Malda district. The main reason for the highest
percentage of agricultural labours in the Harischandrapur-II block is that the rate of cultivation
in the block is very high and good. As a result, most tribal people get the opportunity to work
as agricultural laborers. Apart from this, most tribal people of this block do not get the
opportunity to work in government and non-government employment sectors, they are forced
to work as agricultural laborers.
The business (3.88 percent) rate in this block is very low compared to cultivation (14.32
percent), home-based workers (20.69 percent), agricultural laborers (35.06 percent) and nonagricultural laborers (23.37 percent) employment sectors. In addition, Harishchandrapur-II
block has the lowest rates of business (3.88 percent) in comparison to other blocks in the Malda
district. The main reason for the decline in business rates in this block is the lack of necessary
opportunities and facilities for doing business. For example, there is a lack of capital, improved
communication system, dement and market in this block. Therefore, very few tribal people of
this block are educated in primary, upper primary, secondary and higher secondary education
and they are engaged in business work.
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6.2.3 Chanchal-I
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Source: SSM in Malda, AISHE & GBU, 2012-16.
Source: Field Survey by the Researcher, 2012-16.
Fig. 6.3a & 6.3b Comparison of Education and Employment Status of the Chanchal-I Block.

Fig. 6.3a & 6.3b shows that the pre-primary (19.57 percent), primary (37.99 percent), upper
primary (15.55 percent) and secondary education (18.16 percent) rates in the Chanchal-I block
are higher than the other education levels. On the other hand, in this block, home-based workers
(18.27 percent), agricultural labours (28.01 percent), non-agricultural labours (20.65 percent)
and cultivation (16.24 percent) rates are also higher than other employment levels. So, most of
the tribal people of this block are generally educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary
and secondary education and they work as home-based workers, agricultural laborers, nonagricultural laborers and cultivators.
Again, in this block such as higher secondary (5.10 percent), undergraduate (2.01 percent),
postgraduate (0.81 percent), professional and technical (0.81 percent) education rates are lower
than other education levels, in the same way, in this block, the rate of business (7.67 percent),
government (4.37 percent) and non-government or private (4.79 percent) jobs are also lower
than other employment sectors. This block has very low employment rates in government and
non-government employment sectors than other employment sectors. But in this block, some
tribal people are educated in primary, upper primary and secondary education and they are
found working in the business sector also. This block has the highest rate of agricultural
workers (28.01 percent) compared to other employment sectors because of good cultivation.
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The rate of Home-Based Workers (18.27 percent) in the Chanchal-I block is the lowest (18.27
percent) compared to other blocks of Malda district except for Bamongola block. The main
reason for the decline in the rate of Home-Based Workers in this block is that there is no
tradition of bidi binding and sericulture like the Kaliachak region. Apart from the government
(4.37 percent) and private (4.79 percent) employment sectors, the business (7.67 percent) rate
in this block is very low compared to other employment sectors because of lack of necessary
opportunities and facilities for doing business like lack of capital, improved communication
system, demand and markets in this block.
The Government (4.37 percent) and non-government or private (4.79 percent) employment
rates of this block are almost the same. But the rate of Government and private employment in
this block is very low compared to other employment sectors. The main reason for this is that
there are very few Government and private offices in this block. It is to be mentioned that, the
rate of private employment in this block is higher compared to Harishchandrapur-I, Habibpur
and Ratua-II blocks of Malda district.
6.2.4 Chanchal-II
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Source: Field Survey by the Researcher, 2012-16.
Fig. 6.4a & 6.4b Comparison of Education and Employment Status of the Chanchal-II Block.

Fig. 6.4a & 6.4b reveals that the pre-primary (20.62 percent), primary (39.41 percent), upper
primary (18.64 percent) and secondary education (14.31 percent) rates in the Chanchal-II block
are higher than the other education levels. On the other hand, in this block, home-based workers
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(21.39 percent), agricultural labours (30.76 percent), non-agricultural labours (15.80 percent)
and cultivation (15.00 percent) rates are also higher than other employment sectors. So, most
of the tribal people of this block are generally educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary
and secondary education and they are working as home-based workers, agricultural laborers,
non-agricultural laborers and cultivators.
Again, in this block such as higher secondary (4.49 percent), undergraduate (1.38 percent),
postgraduate (0.37 percent), professional and technical (0.78 percent) education rates are lower
than other education levels, in the same way, in this block, the rate of business (7.55 percent),
government (7.41 percent) and non-government or private (2.09 percent) jobs are also lower
than other employment sectors. Therefore, there is a low rate of higher secondary,
undergraduate, postgraduate, professional and technical education in this block, as well as low
rates of business, government and non-government or private jobs.
This block has the highest rate of agricultural labours (30.76 percent) compared to other
employment sectors. Not only this, Chanchal-II block has the highest rate of agricultural
labours (30.76 percent) compared to other blocks of Malda district except HarishchandrapurII (35.06 percent) block. The main reason for the highest percentage of agricultural labours
compared to other employment sectors and other blocks in the Malda district is that the good
and high rate cultivation. Also, due to the lack of opportunity to work in the private employment
sector of this block, most tribal people are forced to work as agricultural laborers.
The business (7.55 percent) rate in this block is very low compared to cultivation (15.00
percent), home-based workers (21.39 percent), agricultural laborers (30.76 percent) and nonagricultural laborers (15.80 percent) employment sectors. The main reasons for the decline in
business rates in this block are lack of capital, improved communication system, demand and
market in this block.
In this block, the employment rate in the government (7.41 percent) employment sector is
higher than the private (2.09 percent) employment sector. There are more job opportunities,
facilities and security in the government employment sector compared to the private
employment sector. There are opportunities available in the government employment sector,
such as Mid-Day Mail cooking, Asha workers, Usha workers, integrated child development
schemes, CVIC volunteers, NVF police, the government school and BSNL offices, etc.
This block has the lowest private (2.09 percent) employment rate compared to other
employment sectors. The main reason for this is that there is a lack of private schools, private
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teacher's training colleges, offices of different types of mobile companies, motor vehicle
showrooms, different types of factories, private insurance companies, other private companies
and cyber caps, etc.
6.2.5 Ratua-I
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Source: SSM in Malda, AISHE & GBU, 2012-16.
Source: Field Survey by the Researcher, 2012-16.
Fig. 6.5a & 6.5b Comparison of Education and Employment Status of the Ratua-I Block.

Fig. 6.5a & 6.5b shows that the pre-primary (20.37 percent), primary (38.87 percent), upper
primary (13.52 percent) and secondary education (16.25 percent) rates in the Ratua-I block are
higher than the other education levels. On the other hand, in this block, home-based workers
(20.46 percent), agricultural labours (29.92 percent), non-agricultural labours (17.46 percent)
and cultivation (18.44 percent) rates are also higher than other employment levels. So, most of
the tribal people of this block are generally educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary
and secondary education and they are working as home-based workers, agricultural laborers,
non-agricultural laborers and cultivators.
Again, in this block such as higher secondary (6.03 percent), undergraduate (2.52 percent),
postgraduate (1.06 percent), professional and technical (1.38 percent) education rates are lower
than other education levels, in the same way, in this block, the rate of business (7.22 percent),
government (3.95 percent) and non-government or private (2.55 percent) jobs are also lower
than other employment sectors. This block has very low employment rates in government and
non-government employment sectors than other employment sectors. Therefore, there is a low
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rate of higher secondary, undergraduate, postgraduate, professional and technical education in
this block, as well as low rates of business, government and non-government or private jobs.
Other than Harishchandrapur-I (19.64 percent) Block, the cultivation (18.44 percent) rate in
Ratua-I block is the highest compared to other blocks of Malda district. The main reason for
the highest rate of cultivation in this block is that the availability of agricultural labours,
improved irrigation systems and fertile soils.
This block has the highest rate of agricultural laborers (29.92 percent) compared to other
employment sectors. The main reason for the highest percentage of agricultural workers
compared to other employment sectors in this block is a good cultivation. Due to good
cultivation, most tribal people are working as agricultural laborers. Apart from this, due to the
lack of opportunity to work in government and non-government employment sectors of this
block, most tribal people are forced to work as agricultural laborers.
The business (7.22 percent) rate in this block is very low compared to cultivation (18.44
percent), home-based workers (20.46 percent), agricultural laborers (29.92 percent) and nonagricultural laborers (17.46 percent) employment sectors. The main reason for the decline in
business rates in this block is the lack of necessary opportunities and facilities for doing
business. For example, there is a lack of capital, improved communication system, dement and
market in this block.
In this block, the rate of government (3.95 percent) employment is very low compared to other
employment sectors. Besides, the rate of government jobs (3.95 percent) in this block is lowest
compared to other blocks of Malda district except for the Harishchandrapur-II (2.68 percent)
Block.
Also, the rate of private jobs (2.55 percent) in this block is the lowest than other employment
sectors. This means that the rate of both the government and private jobs in this block is very
low compared to other employment sectors. The main reason for the decline in government
and private jobs in this block is that this block is located far away from the city of Malda. Also,
there is a lack of communication in this block. As a result, there is a lack of different types of
government and private offices in this block. So many tribal people did not get the opportunity
to work in the government and private employment sectors.
6.2.6 Ratua-II
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Source: SSM in Malda, AISHE & GBU, 2012-16.
Source: Field Survey by the Researcher, 2012-16.
Fig. 6.6a & 6.6b Comparison of Education and Employment Status of the Ratua-II Block.

Fig. 6.6a & 6.6b shows that the pre-primary (19.61 percent), primary (31.70 percent), upper
primary (15.83 percent) and secondary (22.00 percent) education rates in the Ratua-II block
are higher than the other education levels. On the other hand, in this block, agricultural labours
(21.41 percent), non-agricultural labours (22.62 percent) and home-based workers (23.93
percent) rates are also higher than in other employment sectors. So, this means that most of the
tribal people of Ratua-II block are generally educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary
and secondary education and they are working as home-based workers, agricultural laborers
and non-agricultural laborers.
Again, in this block such as higher secondary (6.17 percent), undergraduate (3.13 percent),
postgraduate (0.45 percent), professional and technical (1.11 percent) education rates are lower
than other education levels, similarly, in this block, the rate of business (9.82 percent),
government (6.53 percent) and non-government or private (3.24 percent) jobs are also lower
than other employment sectors. This means that there is a low rate of higher secondary,
undergraduate, postgraduate, professional and technical education in this block, as well as the
low rates of business, government and non-government jobs. Therefore, most of the tribal
people are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education, they
usually work as agricultural labours, non-agricultural laborers and home-based workers. Also,
some tribal people are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary
education and they are employed in the cultivation and business employment sectors.
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The rate of home-based workers (23.93 percent) in this block is the highest compared to other
employment sectors. However, in this block, the rates of home-based workers (23.93 percent),
agricultural labours (21.41 percent) and non-agricultural labours (22.62 percent) are almost the
same. The main reason is that there are equal opportunities for tribal people to work in these
three sectors.
The rate of cultivation (12.45 percent) in this block is higher than the Manikchak, Old Malda
and English Bazar blocks of Malda district for fertile soils, improved irrigation systems and
availability of agricultural workers, etc.
This block has higher business (9.82 percent) rates than government (6.53 percent) and nongovernment (3.24 percent) employment sectors. Moreover, the business rate in this block is
higher than Harishchandrapur-I (4.21 percent), Harishchandrapur-II (3.88 percent) Habibpur
(5.11 percent) and Bamongola (5.88 percent) Blocks of Malda district. The main reasons for
the high rate of business in this block are that the improved communication system, capital,
demand and market compared to other blocks of Malda district. Also, the other reason for the
high rate of business in this block is that there are Achintola Hat and Pirganj Marker. As a
result, the demand and market have been created here, which helps in increasing the business
rate.
In this block, the employment rate in the government (6.53 percent) employment sector is
higher than the private (3.24 percent) employment sector. But the rates of both government and
non-government jobs in this block are higher than Ratua-I block. The main reason is that there
are more job opportunities, facilities and security in the government employment sector
compared to the private sector employment sector. There are opportunities available in the
government employment sector, such as Mid-Day Mail cooking, Asha workers, Usha workers,
integrated child development schemes, CVIC volunteers, NVF police, Government school,
BSNL offices and various types of other Government offices.
In this block, the rate of private (3.24 percent) employment is very less than the other
employment sector. The main reason behind this is that there is a lack of private schools, private
teacher's training colleges, offices of different types of mobile companies, motor vehicle
showrooms, different types of factories, private insurance companies, other private companies
and cyber caps, etc.
Therefore, somewhat more tribal people are usually educated in upper primary, secondary and
higher secondary and higher education and they are employed in the government (6.53 percent)
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employment sector compared to the private sector (3.24 percent). Regarding both government
and non-government jobs, it is said that very few tribal people generally educated in upper
primary, secondary, higher secondary and higher education and they are employed in
government and non-government employment sectors compared to other employment sectors.
6.2.7 Manikchak
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Source: SSM in Malda, AISHE & GBU, 2012-16.
Source: Field Survey by the Researcher, 2012-16.
Fig. 6.7a & 6.7b Comparison of Education and Employment Status of the Manikchak Block.

Fig. 6.7a & 6.7b shows that the pre-primary (16.06 percent), primary (33.01 percent), upper
primary (16.29 percent) and secondary (19.32 percent) education rates in the Manikchak block
are higher than the other education levels. On the other hand, in this block, agricultural labours
(18.05 percent), non-agricultural labours (20.48 percent) and home-based workers (26.06
percent) rates are also higher than other employment levels. So, this means that most of the
tribal people of Manikchak block are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and
secondary education, they work as home-based workers, agricultural laborers and nonagricultural laborers.
Again, in this block such as higher secondary (8.03 percent), undergraduate (3.63 percent),
postgraduate (1.06 percent), professional and technical (2.60 percent) education rates are lower
than other education levels, similarly, in this block, the rate of business (10.76 percent),
government (11.11 percent) and non-government or private (6.25 percent) jobs are also lower
than other employment sectors. This means that there is a low rate of higher secondary,
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undergraduate, postgraduate, professional and technical education in this block, as well as the
low rates of business, government and non-government jobs.
Although most tribal people are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and
secondary education and they are usually working as home-based workers, agricultural laborers
and non-agricultural laborers. But some tribal people are educated in pre-primary, primary,
upper primary and secondary education and they are working in the cultivation and business
sectors.
The rate of home-based workers (26.06 percent) in this block is highest compared to other
employment sectors. Moreover, the rate of home-based workers (26.06 percent) in this block
is highest compared to other blocks of Malda district except for the Kaliachak region, English
Bazar and Gazol blocks. The main reason for the high rate of home-based workers in this block
is that many tribal people are forced to work in the home-based worker sector because they are
not getting the opportunity to work in the cultivation sector. Therefore, many tribal people in
this block usually work (HBW) in the sectors like bidi binding, silk cultivation, bamboo work,
cane work, textile work, cloth sewing, clay and woodwork, etc.
In addition, the rate of home-based workers (26.06 percent) in this block is higher as well as
non-agricultural labours (20.48 percent) compared to other employment sectors. The main
reason for the high rate of non-agricultural labours in this block is that, due to the establishment
of different types of factories in this block, as a result, many tribal people get the opportunity
to work as non-agricultural laborers. Also, the other reason for the high rate of non-agricultural
labours in this block is that many tribal people do not get the opportunity to work in the
cultivation sector and they are forced to work as non-agricultural labours. Apart from this, they
are interested to work as a non-agricultural labourer because they get the opportunity to work
on road construction, one-hundred-day work and building construction, etc. As a result, the
rate of non-agricultural labours in this block is higher.
Other than the private (6.25 percent) employment sector, the rate of cultivation (7.29 percent)
in the Manikchak block is the lowest in comparison to other employment sectors. Also, the
Manikchak block has the lowest rate of cultivation (7.29 percent) compared to other blocks of
the Malda district. The main reason for the decline in the rate of cultivation in this block is that
the river bank erosion (amount of agricultural land decreased) by the Ganges and the flood of
every year (Bhutni Anchol). As a result, the cultivation rate in this block is very low. Therefore,
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very few tribal people in this block educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and
secondary education and they are engaged in the cultivation sector.
The rate of agricultural labours (18.05 percent) is lowest compared to other blocks of Malda
district except for the Kaliachak region, English Bazar and Gazole blocks. Not only this, the
rate of agricultural labours (18.05 percent) is very low in comparison to non-agricultural
labours (20.48 percent) and home-based workers (26.06 percent). The main reason for the
decline in the rate of agricultural labours in the Manikchak block is that the rate of cultivation
of this block is very low. As a result, many tribal people do not get the opportunity to work as
agricultural laborers in the cultivation sector.
Other than Kaliachak-II (11.93 percent) block, the rate of business in the Manikchak (10.76
percent) block is the highest compared to other blocks of the Malda district. The main reasons
for the high rate of business in this block are that the improved communication system, capital,
demand and market compared to other blocks of Malda district. Also, the other reason for the
high rate of business in this block is that there are Muthurapur Hat, Dom Hat and Manikchak
Marker. As a result, the demand and market have been created here, which helps in increasing
the business rate. Also, the other reason for the high rate of business in this block is that many
tribal people are forced to work in the business sector because they are not getting the
opportunity to work in the cultivation sector. As a result, the business rate in this block is
higher.
Other than English Bazar Block, the rate of government jobs (11.11 percent) in the Manikchak
block is highest compared to the other blocks of the Malda district. Also, the percentage of
private jobs (6.25 percent) in this block is highest in comparison to other blocks of Malda
district. Therefore, the rate of both government and non-government jobs in this block is higher
than the other blocks of Malda district. The main reason for the high rate of private jobs in this
block is that many tribal people do not get the opportunity to work in the agriculture sector,
they are forced to work in the private sector.
However, the rate of government jobs (11.11 percent) in this block is higher than the rate of
private jobs (6.25 percent). The main reason is that there are more employment opportunities,
facilities and security in the government employment sector compared to the private sector
employment sector. There are opportunities available in the government employment sector,
such as Mid-Day Mail cooking, Asha workers, Usha workers, integrated child development
schemes, CVIC volunteers, NVF police, BSNL offices and other various types of government
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offices. Also, there are opportunities available in the private employment sector, such as private
schools, private teacher training colleges, offices of different types of mobile companies, motor
vehicle showrooms, different types of factories, private insurance companies, other private
companies and cyber caps, etc.
Although the rate of higher secondary and higher education is low in this block. But relatively
government and non-government jobs are not so low. Because a majority of the tribal people
educated in upper primary and secondary education and they are employed in government and
non-government employment sectors than higher secondary and higher educated people.
6.2.8 English Bazar
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Source: SSM in Malda, AISHE & GBU, 2012-16.
Source: Field Survey by the Researcher, 2012-16.
Fig. 6.8a & 6.8b Comparison of Education and Employment Status of the English Bazar Block.

Fig. 6.8a & 6.8b shows that the pre-primary (17.98 percent), primary (32.25 percent), upper
primary (15.30 percent) and secondary education (21.07 percent) rates in the English Bazar
block are higher than the other education levels. On the other hand, in this block, home-based
workers (29.93 percent), agricultural labours (15.22 percent) and non-agricultural labours
(19.87 percent) rates are also higher than other employment levels. So, most of the tribal people
of English Bazar block are generally educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and
secondary education and they work as home-based workers, agricultural laborers and nonagricultural laborers.
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Again, in this block such as higher secondary (6.15 percent), undergraduate (3.15 percent),
postgraduate (1.36 percent), professional and technical (2.64 percent) education rates are lower
than other education levels, in the same way, in this block, the rate of cultivation (8.97 percent),
business (9.26 percent), government (11.48 percent) and non-government or private (5.27
percent) jobs are also lower than other employment sectors. Therefore, there is a low rate of
higher secondary, undergraduate, postgraduate, professional and technical education in this
block as well as low rates of business, government and non-government jobs. This means that
few tribal people of this block are educated in higher secondary and higher education and they
are employed in business, government and non-government sectors. But some tribal people in
this block educated in primary, upper primary and secondary education they are engaged in the
business, government and non-government or private sectors.
Other than the Kaliachak region (Kaliachak-I, II & III blocks), the rate of home-based workers
(29.93 percent) in this block is the highest compared to other blocks of Malda district. Besides,
English Bazar Block has the highest rate of home-based workers compared to other
employment sectors. The main reason for the highest rate of Home-Based workers in the
English Bazar block is urban-centric (Lambourn 1918). This means that many tribal people in
this block lived near the Malda town and they are usually work in the sectors like bidi binding,
silk cultivation, bamboo work, cane work, cloth sewing, clay and woodwork, etc. As a result,
most tribal people get the opportunity to work as Home-Based Workers.
Also, this block has higher rates of home-based workers (29.93 percentage) as well as nonagricultural labours (19.87 percentage) compared to other employment sectors. The main
reason for the high rate of non-agricultural labours in this block is that, due to the establishment
of different types of factories near the English Bazar town, as a result, many tribal people get
the opportunity to work as non-agricultural laborers. Apart from this, they are interested to
work as a non-agricultural labourer because they get the opportunity to work on railway lines,
road construction, one-hundred-day work and building construction, etc.
Other than Manikchak (7.29 percent) block, the rate of cultivation in the English Bazar (8.97
percent) block is the lowest compared to the other blocks of the Malda district. Not only that,
the rate of cultivation in this block is very low compared to other employment sectors except
the private sector. The main reason for the decline in the rate of cultivation in this block is that
the floods of every year and near the urban-centric. As a result, the amount of agricultural land
decreases here and the rate of cultivation is low.
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Other than the Kaliachak region, this block has the lowest rate of agricultural labours (15.22
percent) compared to the other blocks of the Malda district. Also, the rate of agricultural labours
in this block is lower than home-based workers and non-agricultural labours. The main reason
for the decline in the rate of agricultural labours in the English Bazar block is that the rate of
cultivation of this block is very low. As a result, many tribal people do not get the opportunity
to work as agricultural laborers in the cultivation sector.
Apart from Manikkak and Kaliachak-II blocks, the rate of business (9.26 percent) in the
English Bazar block is the highest compared to other blocks in the Malda district. The main
reason for the high rate of business in this block is urban-centric. Because, the English Bazar
block is located near the urban-centric, there are an advanced communication system, capital,
demand and market. Also, the other reason for the high rate of business in this block is that
many tribal people are forced to work in the business sector because they are not getting the
opportunity to work in the cultivation sector. As a result, the business rate in this block is
higher. However, the rates of business (9.26 percent) and cultivation (8.97 percent) in this block
are almost the same.
English Bazar block has the highest rate of government (11.48 percent) jobs compared to other
blocks in the Malda district. Not only this, this block has the highest number of private (5.27
percent) jobs in comparison to other blocks of Malda district except Manikchak block.
Therefore, the rate of both government and non-government jobs in this block is higher than
the other blocks of Malda district. The main reason for the highest rate of government and
private jobs in this block is that different types of government and private offices have been
established here. As a result, many tribal people get the opportunity to work in the government
and private sectors. Also, the other reason for the high rate of government and private jobs in
this block is that many tribal people do not get the opportunity to work in the agriculture sector
and they are forced to work in the government and private sectors. There are opportunities
available to work in the government employment sectors, such as Mid-Day Mail cooking, Asha
workers, Usha workers, integrated child development schemes, CVIC volunteers, NVF police
and BSNL offices, etc. There are also the private employment sectors, such as private schools,
private teacher training colleges, offices of different types of mobile companies, motor vehicle
showrooms, different types of factories, private insurance companies, other private companies
and cyber caps, etc.
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However, the rate of government jobs in this block is higher than the rate of private jobs. This
means that the employment rate in the government (11.48 percent) sector is higher than the
private (5.27 percent) employment sector. The main reason is that there are more employment
opportunities, facilities and security in the government employment sector compared to the
private sector employment sector. Therefore, many tribal people are educated in the upper
primary, secondary, higher secondary and higher education and they are employed in the
government compared to the private sector.
Although the rate of higher secondary and higher education is low in this block. But relatively
government and non-government jobs are not so low. Because a majority of the tribal people
educated in upper primary and secondary education and they are employed in government and
non-government employment sectors than higher secondary and higher educated people.
6.2.9 Old Malda
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Source: SSM in Malda, AISHE & GBU, 2012-16.
Source: Field Survey by the Researcher, 2012-16.
Fig. 6.9a & 6.9b Comparison of Education and Employment Status of the Old Malda Block.

Fig. 6.9a & 6.9b shows that the pre-primary (19.65 percent), primary (32.13 percent), upper
primary (13.23 percent) and secondary (19.29 percent) education rates in Old Malda block are
higher than the other education levels. On the other hand, in this block, the rates of home-based
workers (20.83 percent), agricultural labours (20.39 percent) and non-agricultural labours
(30.34 percent) are higher than other employment levels. So, this means that most of the tribal
people of Old Malda block are generally educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and
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secondary education and they are working as home-based workers, agricultural laborers and
non-agricultural laborers.
Again, in this block, such as higher secondary (6.62 percent), undergraduate (4.16 percent),
postgraduate (1.70 percent), professional and technical (3.22 percent) education rates are lower
than other education levels, in the same way, in this block, the rates of cultivation (9.03
percent), business (8.11 percent), government (7.68 percent) and non-government (3.62
percent) jobs are also lower compared to other employment sectors. This means that there is a
low rate of higher secondary, undergraduate, postgraduate, professional and technical
education in this block, as well as the low rates of cultivation, business, government and nongovernment jobs.
So, most of the tribal people are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and
secondary education, they usually work as agricultural labours, non-agricultural laborers and
home-based workers. But some tribal people are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper
primary and secondary education and they are employed in the cultivation and business
employment sectors. Also, some tribal people educated in upper primary and secondary
education and they are employed in the government and private sectors.
The rate of Non-Agricultural labours (30.34 percent) in this block is the highest compared to
other blocks of the Malda district. Not only that, the rate of non-agricultural laborers (30.34
percent) in this block is highest compared to other employment sectors. The main reason for
the high rate of non-agricultural labours in this block is that, due to the establishment of
different types of factories (Namely-Rice Mill, Wheat flour, Oil Mill, Horlicks factory, Wood
factory and Furniture factory, etc) in the Narayanpur region. Also, there is a Water Park and
Golden Park in Narayanpur region. As a result, many tribal people get the opportunity to work
as non-agricultural laborers. Apart from this, they are interested to work as a non-agricultural
labourer because they get the opportunity to work on railway lines, road construction, onehundred-day work and building construction.
The rates of agricultural labours (20.39 percent) and home-based workers (20.83 percent) in
this block are higher compared to other employment sectors except for the non-agricultural
labours. However, the rate of agricultural labours (20.39 percent) and home-based workers
(20.83 percent) in this block is almost the same. The main reasons for the increase in homebased workers rate in this block are bidi binding, silk cultivation, bamboo work, cane work,
textile work, cloth sewing, handwork of various types of construction of wood and clay, etc.
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Therefore, most tribal people are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and
secondary education and they are usually working as home-based workers, agricultural laborers
and non-agricultural labours.
The rate of cultivation (9.03 percent) in this block is very low compared to home-based
workers, agricultural labours and non-agricultural labours. Not only this, the cultivation rate in
this block is low compared to the Harishchandrapur-I, Chanchal-I and Ratua-I blocks of Malda
district. The main reason for the reduction of the rate of cultivation in this block compared to
other employment sectors is the flood and urban-centric. This block is located on the banks of
the Mahananda River. Due to being situated on the banks of this Mahananda river, almost every
year there are floods. Due to this flood, the cultivation rate in this block is low. Also, due to
this block being urban-centred, the rate of cultivation is low. So, most of the tribal people go
to work on road construction, building construction, different types of shops and factories as
non-agricultural laborers. So, very few tribal people of this block are educated in pre-primary,
primary, secondary and higher secondary education and they are engaged in agricultural work.
The business (8.11 percent) rate in this block is higher than that of Harishchandrapur-I (4.21
percent), Harishchandrapur-II (3.88 percent), Habibpur (5.11 percent) and Bamongola (5.88
percent) Blocks. The main reasons for the high rate of business in this block compared to other
blocks are that the improved communication system, capital, demand and market. Also, the
main reason for the high rate of business in this block is urban-centric and there are Adina,
Nawabganj and Dhumadighi Hat. As a result, the demand and market have been created here,
which helps in increasing the business rate. Therefore, many tribal people of this block are
educated in primary, upper primary, secondary and higher secondary education and they are
engaged in business work.
The rate of Government (7.68 percent) employment in this block is higher than
Harischandrapur-I, Harishchandrapur-II, Ratua-I, Chanchal-I and Habibpur blocks of Malda
district. The main reason is that there are various types of government offices in this block. As
a result, tribal people get the opportunity to work in different types of government departments.
There are opportunities available to work in the government employment sectors, such as
Agricultural Development Office (ADO), Border Security Office (BSF) Mid-Day Mail
cooking, Asha workers, Usha workers, integrated child development schemes, CVIC
volunteers, NVF police, Government School and BSNL offices. etc.
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The employment rate in the government (7.68 percent) sector is higher than the private (3.62
percent) employment sector. The main reason is that there are more employment opportunities,
facilities and security in the government employment sector compared to the private
employment sector. Therefore, many tribal people are educated in the upper primary,
secondary, higher secondary and higher education and they are employed in the government
employment sector compared to the private sector.
6.2.10 Habibpur
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Source: SSM in Malda, AISHE & GBU, 2012-16.
Source: Field Survey by the Researcher, 2012-16.
Fig. 6.10a & 6.10b Comparison of Education and Employment Status of the Habibpur Block.

Fig. 6.10a & 6.10b shows that the pre-primary (21.24 percent), primary (33.64 percent), upper
primary (15.04 percent) and secondary (19.24 percent) education rates in Habibpur block are
higher than the other education levels. Similarly, in this block, the rates of cultivators (15.51
percent), home-based workers (24.43 percent), agricultural labours (20.04 percent) and nonagricultural labours (29.45 percent) are higher than other employment levels. Therefore, most
of the tribal people of this block are generally educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary
and secondary education and they work as cultivators, home-based workers, agricultural
workers and non-agricultural laborers.
Again, in this block, such as higher secondary (6.20 percent), undergraduate (2.01 percent),
professional and technical (2.63 percent) education rates are lower than other education levels,
in the same way, in this block, the rates of business (5.11 percent), government (5.03 percent)
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and non-government or private (0.43 percent) jobs are lower compared to other employment
sectors. But there are no tribal people educated in post-graduate (0.00 percent) education in
this block. This means that there is a low rate of higher secondary, undergraduate, professional
and technical education in this block, as well as the low rates of business, government and nongovernment or private jobs. So, very few tribal people in this block are usually educated in
upper primary, secondary, higher secondary and higher education and they do business,
government and non-government or private jobs.
Other than Old Malda and Bamongola blocks, the rate of Non-agricultural (29.45 percent)
labours in this block is the highest compared to other blocks of Malda district. Moreover, the
rate of Non-agricultural laborers (29.45 percent) is highest in this block as well as the rate of
agricultural laborers (20.04 percent) and home-based workers (24.43 percent) are higher
compared to other employment sectors.
The main reason for the highest rate of non-agricultural labours in this block is that, due to the
establishment of different types of factories (for example-Rice Mill, Wheat flour, Oil Mill,
Wood factory and Furniture factory, etc) in the Habibpur region, tribal people get the
opportunity to work as non-agricultural laborers. Apart from this, they are interested to work
as a non-agricultural labourer because they get the opportunity to work on railway lines, road
construction, one-hundred-day work and building construction, etc.
The rate of agricultural labours (20.04 percent) is higher due to good cultivation in this block.
As a result, many tribal people get the opportunity to work as agricultural labours. Therefore,
many tribal people work as agricultural laborers in various sectors of cultivation.
The rate of home-based workers (24.43 percent) in this block is higher than the business,
government and non-government employment sectors. The main reasons for the increase in the
rate of home-based workers in this block are bidi binding, cloth sewing, bamboo work, cone
work, wood and clay works, etc. Therefore, many tribal people of this block are educated in
pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they are working as
agricultural labours, non-agricultural labours and home-based workers.
The rate of cultivation (15.51 percent) in this block is very high compared to the Business,
Government and Private jobs sectors. Moreover, the rate of cultivation in this block is very
high (good) compared to Manikchak and English Bazar blocks of Malda district. The main
cause of good cultivation in this block is that the fertile soil, good irrigation system and
availability of agricultural labours. So, many tribal people of this block are usually educated in
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pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they are involved in the
cultivation sector.
The rate of business (5.11 percent) in this block is the lowest except for government and private
jobs. The main reasons for the decline in business rates in this block are lack of improved
communication, capital, demand and markets. So, very few tribal people of this block are
educated in primary, upper primary, secondary and higher secondary education and they are
engaged in business work.
The government (5.03 percent) employment rate in this block is higher than the private (0.43
percent) employment sector. In this block, the government employment rate is higher than the
private employment sector, but it is much lower than the cultivation, home-based workers,
agricultural laborers and non-agricultural laborers. The main reason for the decline in the rate
of government employment in this block is that the number of government offices in different
departments is low. However, the rate of government jobs and business in this block is almost
the same.
Other than the Harishchandrtapur-I block, the rate of private employment (0.43 percent) in this
block is the lowest compared to other blocks of the Malda district. Also, the rate of private
(0.43 percent) employment in this block is the lowest in comparison to other employment
sectors. The main reason for this is that the number of private offices in the block is very few.
In this block, there is a lack of such private schools, private teacher training colleges, offices
of the different types of mobile companies, motor vehicle showrooms, different types of
factories, private insurance companies, other private companies and cyber caps, etc. So, very
few tribal people of this block are educated in upper primary, secondary, higher secondary and
higher education and they are employed in government and non-government employment
sectors.
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6.2.11 Bamongola
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Source: SSM in Malda, AISHE & GBU, 2012-16.
Source: Field Survey by the Researcher, 2012-16.
Fig. 6.11a & 6.11b Comparison of Education and Employment Status of the Bamongola Block.

Fig. 6.11a & 6.11b shows that the pre-primary (19.23 percent), primary (38.18 percent), upper
primary (14.04 percent) and secondary (18.07 percent) education rate in Bamongola block is
higher than the other education levels. Similarly, in this block, the rate of cultivators (15.93
percent), home-based workers (16.93 percent), agricultural labours (19.85 percent) and nonagricultural labours (29.90 percent) is higher than other employment levels. So, most of the
tribal people of Bamongola block are generally educated in pre-primary, primary, upper
primary and secondary education and they work as home-based workers, agricultural laborers,
non-agricultural laborers and cultivators.
Again, in this block, such as higher secondary (4.95 percent), undergraduate (3.79 percent),
postgraduate (0.87 percent), professional and technical (0.87 percent) education rates are lower
than other education levels, in the same way, in this block, the rate of business (5.88 percent),
government (10.04 percent) and non-government or private (1.47 percent) jobs is also lower
compared to other employment sectors. This means that there is a low rate of higher secondary,
undergraduate, postgraduate, professional and technical education in this block, as well as the
low rates of business, government and non-government jobs. Therefore, very few tribal people
in this block are generally educated in upper primary, secondary, higher secondary and higher
education and they do business, government and non-government jobs.
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The rate of Non-agricultural (29.90 percent) labours in this block is the highest compared to
other blocks of Malda district except the Old Malda block. In addition, the rate of Nonagricultural laborers (29.90 percent) in this block is highest as well as the rate of agricultural
laborers (19.85 percent) and home-based workers (16.93 percent) are higher compared to other
employment sectors. The main reason for the high rate of non-agricultural laborers in this block
is that due to the establishment of different types of factories in the Bamongola region, tribal
people get the opportunity to work as non-agricultural laborers. Also, they are interested to
work as a non-agricultural labourer, because they get the opportunity to work on road
construction, one-hundred-day work and building construction, etc.
The rate of agricultural labours (19.85 percent) is higher due to good cultivation in this block.
As a result, many tribal people get the opportunity to work as agricultural labours. Therefore,
many tribal people work as agricultural laborers in various sectors of cultivation.
In this block, the rate of home-based workers (16.93 percent) is higher than the business,
government and non-government employment sectors. The main reasons for the increase in the
rate of home-based workers in this block are bidi binding, cloth sewing, bamboo work, work
of textiles, handwork of various kinds of construction of wood and clay, etc. Therefore, most
tribal people of this block are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary
education and they are working as agricultural labours, non-agricultural labours and homebased workers.
The rate of cultivation (15.93 percent) in this block is higher compared to the Manikchak (7.29
percent) and English Bazar (8.97 percent) blocks of Malda district. Not only that, the rate of
cultivation in the Bamongola block is higher compared to business, government and nongovernment employment sectors. The main reasons for the high rate of cultivation in this block
are that the fertile soil, good irrigation system and availability of agricultural labours. So, many
tribal people of this block are usually educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and
secondary education and they are involved in the cultivation work.
Without the private (1.47 percent) employment sector, the rate of business in this block is the
lowest compared to another employment sector. The main reasons for the decline in business
rates in this block are the lack of improved communication, capital, demand and markets.
Therefore, very few tribal people of this block are educated in primary, upper primary,
secondary and higher secondary education and they are engaged in business work.
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The rate of government employment in this block is 10.04 percent, which is very good
compared to the business (5.88 percent) and non-government (1.47 percent) employment
sectors. Not only this, the government employment rate in this block is comparatively higher
than Chanchal-I (4.37 percent), Ratua-I (3.95 percent) and Harishchandrapur-II (2.68 percent)
blocks. There are various types of government offices in this block. As a result, tribal people
get the opportunity to work in different types of government departments, such as Mid-Day
Mail cooking, Asha workers, Usha workers, integrated child development schemes, CVIC
volunteers, NVF police, Government School and BSNL offices, etc. So, many tribal people of
this block are educated in upper primary, secondary, higher secondary and higher education
and they are employed in the government employment sector.
The rate of private (1.47 percent) employment in this block is the lowest compared to other
employment sectors. The main reason for this is that the number of private offices in the block
is very few. For example, there is a lack of private schools, private teacher training colleges,
offices of the different types of mobile companies, motor vehicle showrooms, different types
of factories, private insurance companies, other private companies and cyber caps, etc.
Therefore, very few tribal people of this block are educated in upper primary, secondary, higher
secondary and higher education and they are employed in the Non-government or Private
employment sector.
6.2.12 Gazol
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Source: SSM in Malda, AISHE & GBU, 2012-16.
Source: Field Survey by the Researcher, 2012-16.
Fig. 6.12a & 6.12b Comparison of Education and Employment Status of the Gazol Block.
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Fig. 6.12a & 6.12b shows that the pre-primary (18.38 percent), primary (33.68 percent), upper
primary (13.49 percent) and secondary (18.71 percent) education rates in the Gazol block are
higher than the other education levels. On the other hand, in this block, agricultural labours
(16.58 percent), non-agricultural labours (21.24 percent) and home-based workers (26.79
percent) rates are also higher than in other employment sectors. So, this means that most of the
tribal people of this block are generally educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and
secondary education and they work as home-based workers, agricultural laborers and nonagricultural laborers.
Again, in this block such as higher secondary (6.81 percent), undergraduate (4.47 percent),
postgraduate (2.37 percent), professional and technical (2.09 percent) education rates are lower
than other education levels, similarly, in this block, the rate of business (8.13 percent),
government (9.99 percent) and non-government or private (5.20 percent) jobs are also lower
than other employment sectors. This means that there is a low rate of higher secondary,
undergraduate, postgraduate, professional and technical education in this block, as well as the
low rates of business, government and non-government jobs.
So, most of the tribal people are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and
secondary education, they usually work as agricultural labours, non-agricultural laborers and
home-based workers. Also, some tribal people are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper
primary and secondary education and they are employed in the cultivation (12.07 percent) and
business (8.13 percent) employment sectors.
Apart from the Kaliachak region and Manikchak block, the rate of home-based workers (26.79
percent) in the Gazol block is highest compared to the other blocks of the Malda district. Not
only that, the rate of home-based workers (29.79 percent) is highest in this block, as well as the
rate of agricultural laborers (16.58 percent) and non-agricultural labours (21.24 percent) are
higher compared to other employment sectors. The main reasons for the increase in homebased workers rate in this block are bidi binding, bamboo work, cane work, textile work, cloth
sewing, handwork of various types of construction of wood and clay, etc.
There is also a high percentage of non-agricultural labours (21.24 percent) in this block. The
main reason for the high rate of non-agricultural laborers in this block is that, due to the
establishment of different types of factories in the Gazol region, many tribal people get the
opportunity to work as non-agricultural laborers. Also, they are interested to work as a nonagricultural labourer because they get the opportunity to work on the railway line, road
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construction, one-hundred-day work and building construction, etc. Therefore, most of the
tribal people of this block are generally educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and
secondary education and they work as home-based workers and non-agricultural laborers.
The rate of cultivation (12.07 percent) in this block is higher compared to the Manikchak (7.29
percent) and English Bazar (8.97 percent) blocks of Malda district. Besides, the rate of
cultivation in the Gazol block is higher compared to business, government and non-government
employment sectors. The main reasons for the high rate of cultivation in this block are that the
fertile soil, good irrigation system and availability of agricultural labours.
Due to good cultivation in this block, the rate of agricultural labours (16.58 percent) is higher.
Therefore, many tribal people get the opportunity to work as agricultural laborers in various
sectors of farming. So, many tribal people of this block are usually educated in pre-primary,
primary, upper primary and secondary education and they are involved in the cultivation and
agricultural labours sectors.
Other than the private employment sector, the rate of business (8.13 percent) in the Gazol block
is lowest than the other employment sectors. The main reasons for these are that there is a lack
of good communication system, demand and markets for doing business in this block.
Gazol block has the higher rate of government (9.99 percent) jobs compared to the
Harishchandrapur-I (5.79 percent), Harishchandrapur-II (2.68 percent), Chanchal-I (4.37
percent), Chanchal-II (7.41 percent), Ratua-I (3.95 percent) and Ratua-II (6.53 percent) blocks
of Malda district. Not only this, apart from Manikchak and English Bazar blocks, the rate of
private (5.20 percent) jobs in this block is highest compared to the other blocks of Malda
district. Therefore, the rate of both government and non-government jobs in this block is higher
than the other blocks of Malda district. The main reason for the highest rate of government and
private jobs in this block is that different types of government and private offices have been
established here. As a result, many tribal people get the opportunity to work in the government
and private sectors.
There are opportunities available to work in the government employment sectors, such as MidDay Mail cooking, Asha workers, Usha workers, integrated child development schemes, CVIC
volunteers, NVF police and BSNL offices, etc. There are also the private employment sectors,
such as private schools, private teacher training colleges, offices of different types of mobile
companies, motor vehicle showrooms, different types of factories, private insurance
companies, other private companies and cyber caps, etc.
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However, the rate of government (9.99 percent) job in this block is higher than the rate of
private (5.20 percent) jobs. This means that the employment rate in the government sector is
higher than in the private employment sector. The main reason is that there are more
employment opportunities, facilities and security in the government employment sector
compared to the private sector employment sector. Therefore, many tribal people are educated
in the upper primary, secondary, higher secondary and higher education and they are employed
in the government compared to the private sector.
Although the rate of higher secondary and higher education is low in this block. But relatively
government and non-government jobs are not so low. Because a majority of the tribal people
educated in upper primary and secondary education and they are employed in government and
non-government employment sectors than higher secondary and higher educated people.
6.2.13 Kaliachak-I
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Source: SSM in Malda, AISHE & GBU, 2012-16.
Source: Field Survey by the Researcher, 2012-16.
Fig. 6.13a & 6.13b Comparison of Education and Employment Status of the Kaliachak-I Block.

Fig. 6.13a & 6.13b shows that the pre-primary (16.47 percent), primary (31.29 percent), upper
primary (15.43 percent) and secondary (21.38 percent) education rate in Kaliachak-I block is
higher than the other education levels. Similarly, in this block, the rate of home-based workers
(45.43 percent) is very much higher than in other employment sectors. So, this means that most
of the tribal people of Kaliachak-I block are generally educated in pre-primary, primary, upper
primary and secondary education and they work as home-based workers.
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Again, in this block, the rates of higher secondary (7.32 percent), undergraduate (4.80 percent),
postgraduate (1.83 percent), professional and technical (1.48 percent) education are lower
compared to other education levels, in the same way, in this block, the rates of business (9.88
percent), government (9.18 percent) and non-government or private (4.21 percent) jobs are also
lower than other employment sectors. Therefore, very few tribal people in this block are
generally educated in upper primary, secondary, higher secondary and higher education and
they are doing in government and non-government employment sectors. But some tribal people
in this block generally educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary
education and they are engaged in business, cultivation, agricultural labours and nonagricultural labours sectors.
The Kaliachak-I block has the highest rate of home-based workers (45.43 percent) compared
to the other blocks of the Malda district. Also, this block has the highest rate of home-based
workers (45.43 percent) compared to cultivation (10.77 percent), agricultural laborers (9.18
percent), non-agricultural laborers (11.35 percent), businesses (9.88 percent), government
(9.18 percent) and private (4.21 percent) employment sectors. The main reason for the highest
rate of home-based workers in this block is that there is a tradition of bidi binding and
sericulture. As a result, a large number of tribal people are involved in the bidi binding and
sericulture sector. Also, the other reasons for the increase in the rate of home-based workers in
this block are bamboo work, cane work, textile work, cloth sewing, etc. This means that most
of the tribal people are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary
education and they are employed in the home-based worker sector.
The Kaliachak-I block has the lowest rates of agriculture labours (9.18 percent) and nonagricultural laborers (11.35 percent) compared to other blocks of the Malda district. The main
reason for this is that there is less scope to work in agriculture and non-agricultural sectors.
Because this block has a low rate of cultivation and the number of factories is less. As a result,
many tribal people do not have the opportunity to work in these employment sectors. Also,
there is a tradition of bidi binding and sericulture in this block. This means that there are
opportunities to work in the Bidi binding and sericulture sector in this block. As a result, most
tribal people are interested to work in the home-based worker sector. Therefore, very few tribal
in this block to work in the agriculture and non-agricultural employment sectors compared to
other blocks of Malda district.
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The rate of cultivation (10.77 percent) in this block is very low compared to HarishchandrapurI, Harishchandrapur-II, Chanchal-I, Chanchal-II, Habibpur and Bamongola blocks of Malda
district. The main reason for the decline in the rate of cultivation in this block is that most of
the agricultural land in this block is silk (mulberry) cultivated. As a result, the amount of
agricultural land decreases here and the rate of cultivation is low.
The business rate in the Kaliachak-III (9.88 percent) block is higher compared to
Harishchandrapur-I (4.21 percent) and Harishchandrapur-II (3.88 percent) blocks of Malda
district. The main reason for the high rate of business in this block is that the improved
communication system, capital, demand and markets.
So, among the tribal people of this block, cultivation (10.77 percent), business (9.88 percent)
agricultural labours (9.18 percent), non-agricultural labours (11.35 percent) and government
employment (9.18 percent) rates are almost the same. Therefore, very few tribal people are
usually educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary, secondary and higher secondary
education and they are employed in the agricultural labours, non-agricultural labours,
cultivation and business employment sectors.
The government (9.18 percent) employment rate in this block is higher than the rate of private
(4.21 percent) employment sector. In this block, the main reason for the high rate of
government employment than the rate of the private employment sector is that there are more
job opportunities, facilities and security in the government employment sector compared to the
private employment sector. As a result, many tribal people are more interested to work in the
government employment sector. There are opportunities available to work in the government
employment sectors, such as Mid-Day Mail cooking, Asha workers, Usha workers, integrated
child development schemes, CVIC volunteers, NVF police, Government Schools and BSNL
offices, etc. So, many tribal people are usually educated in upper primary, secondary and higher
secondary and higher education and they are employed in the government employment sector
compared to the private employment sector.
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6.2.14 Kaliachak-II
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Source: SSM in Malda, AISHE & GBU, 2012-16.
Source: Field Survey by the Researcher, 2012-16.
Fig. 6.14a & 6.14b Comparison of Education and Employment Status of the Kaliachak-II Block.

Fig. 6.14a & 6.14b shows that the pre-primary (18.79 percent), primary (32.57 percent), upper
primary (11.14 percent) and secondary (21.28 percent) education rate in Kaliachak-II block is
higher than the other education levels. Similarly, in this block, the rate of home-based workers
(42.29 percent) is very much higher than other employment levels. So, this means that most of
the tribal people of Kaliachak-II block are generally educated in pre-primary, primary, upper
primary and secondary education and they are work as home-based workers.
Again, in this block, the rates of higher secondary (9.07 percent), undergraduate (4.13 percent),
postgraduate (1.51 percent), professional and technical (1.51 percent) education are lower
compared to other education levels, in the same way, in this block, the rate of government (6.87
percent) and non-government or private (3.14 percent) jobs are also lower than other
employment sectors. Therefore, very few tribal people in this block are generally educated in
upper primary, secondary, higher secondary and higher education and they are doing in
government and non-government employment sectors. But some tribal people in this block
generally educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they
are engaged in business (11.93 percent), cultivation (11.15 percent), agricultural labours (12.13
percent) and non-agricultural labours (12.29 percent) sectors.
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Other than the Kaliachak-I block, the rate of home-based workers (42.49 percent) in the
Kaliachak-II block is the highest compared to the other blocks of the Malda district. Also, the
rate of home-based workers (42.49 percent) in this block is the highest compared to other
employment sectors. The main reason for the highest rate of home-based workers in this block
is that there is a tradition of bidi binding and sericulture. As a result, a large number of tribal
people are involved in the bidi binding and sericulture sector. Also, the other reasons for the
increase in the rate of home-based workers in this block are bamboo work, cane work, textile
work, cloth sewing, etc. This means that most of the tribal people are educated in pre-primary,
primary, upper primary and secondary education and they are employed in the home-based
worker sector.
Apart from the Kaliachak-I, the rates of agriculture labours (12.13 percent) and nonagricultural labours (12.29 percent) in this block is the lowest compared to other blocks of
Malda district. The main reason for this is that there is less scope to work in agriculture and
non-agricultural sectors. Because the rate of cultivation and the number of factories in this
block is very low. As a result, many tribal people do not get the opportunity to work in these
employment sectors. Also, there is a tradition of bidi binding and sericulture in this block. This
means that there are opportunities to work in the bidi binding and sericulture sector in this
block. As a result, most tribal people are interested to work in the home-based worker sector.
Therefore, very few tribal in this block to work in the agriculture and non-agricultural
employment sectors compared to other blocks of Malda district.
The rate of cultivation (11.15 percent) in this block is very low compared to HarishchandrapurI, Harishchandrapur-II, Chanchal-I, Chanchal-II, Habibpur and Bamongola blocks of Malda
district. The main reason for the decline in the rate of cultivation in this block is that the river
bank erosion by the Ganges and the flood of every year. Also, another reason is that most of
the agricultural land in this block is silk (mulberry) cultivated. As a result, the amount of
agricultural land decreases here and the rate of cultivation is low.
The business rate in the kaliachak-II (11.93 percent) block is the highest compared to the other
blocks of the Malda district. The main reason for the high rate of business in this block is that
the improved communication system, capital, demand and markets.
So, among the tribal people of this block the rates of cultivation (11.15 percent), agricultural
labours (12.13 percent), non-agricultural labours (12.29 percent) and business (11.93 percent)
are almost the same. Therefore, very few tribal people are usually educated in pre-primary,
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primary, upper primary, secondary and higher secondary education and they are employed in
the agricultural labours, non-agricultural labours, cultivation and business employment sectors.
The government (6.87 percent) employment rate in this block is higher than the rate of private
(3.14 percent) employment sector. In this block, the main reason for the high rate of
government employment than the rate of the private employment sector is that there are more
job opportunities, facilities and security in the government employment sector compared to the
private employment sector. As a result, many tribal people are more interested to work in the
government employment sector. There are opportunities available to work in the government
employment sectors, such as Mid-Day Mail cooking, Asha workers, Usha workers, integrated
child development schemes, CVIC volunteers, NVF police, Government Schools and BSNL
offices, etc. So, many tribal people are usually educated in upper primary, secondary and higher
secondary and higher education and they are employed in the government employment sector
compared to the private employment sector.
6.2.15 Kaliachak-III
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Source: SSM in Malda, AISHE & GBU, 2012-16.
Source: Field Survey by the Researcher, 2012-16.
Fig. 6.15a & 6.15b Comparison of Education and Employment Status of the Kaliachak-III Block.

Fig. 6.15a & 6.15b shows that the pre-primary (18.46 percent), primary (37.71 percent), upper
primary (14.36 percent) and secondary (19.11 percent) education rates in Kaliachak-III block
are higher than the other education levels. Similarly, in this block, the rate of home-based
workers (41.96 percent) is very much higher than other employment levels. So, this means that
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most of the tribal people of Kaliachak-III block are generally educated in pre-primary, primary,
upper primary and secondary education and they are work as home-based workers.
Again, in this block, the rates of higher secondary (6.33 percent), undergraduate (2.73 percent),
postgraduate (0.65 percent), professional and technical (0.65 percent) education are lower
compared to other education levels, in the same way, in this block, the rate of business (8.78
percent), government (3.00 percent) and non-government or private (4.78 percent) jobs is also
lower than other employment sectors. Therefore, very few tribal people in this block are
generally educated in upper primary, secondary, higher secondary and higher education and
they do business, government and non-government jobs. But some tribal people in this block
generally educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they
are engaged in the cultivation, agricultural labours and non-agricultural labours employment
sectors.
The rate of home-based workers (41.96 percent) in the Kaliachak-III block is the highest
compared to the other blocks of Malda district except for Kaliachak-I and Kaliachak-II blocks.
Also, this block has the highest number of home-based workers (41.96 percent) compared to
cultivation (13.78 percent), agricultural laborers (12.35 percent), non-agricultural laborers
(15.35 percent), businesses (8.78 percent), government (3.00 percent) and non-government or
private (4.78 percent) employment sectors. The main reason for the highest rate of home-based
workers in this block is that there is a tradition of bidi binding and sericulture. As a result, a
large number of tribal people are involved in the bidi binding and sericulture sector. Also, the
other reasons for the increase in the rate of home-based workers in this block are bamboo work,
cane work, textile work, cloth sewing, etc. This means that most of the tribal people are
educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they are
employed in the home-based worker sector.
The rate of agriculture labours (12.35 percent) and non-agricultural labours (15.35 percent) in
the Kaliachak-III block is the lowest compared to other blocks of Malda district except the
Kaliachak-I and Kaliachak-II blocks. The main reason for this is that there is less scope to work
in agriculture and non-agricultural sectors. Because this block has a low rate of cultivation and
the number of factories is less. As a result, many tribal people do not have the opportunity to
work in these employment sectors. Also, there is a tradition of bidi binding and sericulture in
this block. This means that there are opportunities to work in the bidi binding and sericulture
sector in this block. As a result, most tribal people are interested to work in the home-based
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worker sector. Therefore, very few tribal people in this block to work in the agriculture and
non-agricultural employment sectors compared to other blocks of Malda district.
The rate of cultivation (13.78 percent) in this block is very low compared to HarishchandrapurI, Harishchandrapur-II, Chanchal-I, Chanchal-II, Habibpur and Bamongola blocks of Malda
district. The main reason for the decline in the rate of cultivation in this block is that the river
bank erosion by the Ganges and the flood of every year. Also, another reason is that most of
the agricultural land in this block is silk (mulberry) cultivated. As a result, the amount of
agricultural land decreases here and the rate of cultivation is low.
So, among the tribal people of this block, farming (13.78 percent), agricultural workers (12.35
percent) and non-agricultural workers (15.35 percent) employment rates are almost the same.
The business rate in the Kaliachak-III (8.78 percent) block is higher compared to
Harishchandrapur-I (4.21 percent) and Harishchandrapur-II (3.88 percent) blocks of Malda
district. The main reason for the high rate of business in this block is that the improved
communication system, capital, demand and markets. Therefore, very few tribal people are
usually educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary, secondary and higher secondary
education and they are employed in the agricultural labours, non-agricultural labours,
cultivation and business employment sectors.
In most blocks of Malda district, the employment rate in the government sector is higher than
the private sector, but the employment rate in the private (4.78 percent) sector in Kaliachak-III
block is slightly higher than the government (3.00 percent) sector.
This means that the private employment rate in Kaliachak-III blocks is slightly higher than the
government employment rate. The main reason for this is that there are more job opportunities
and facilities in the private employment sector than the government employment sector in
Kaliachak-III block. As a result, many tribal people are more interested to work in the private
employment sector compared to the government employment sector. The main reasons for this
are that there are more private schools, private teacher's training colleges, offices of different
types of mobile companies, motor vehicle showrooms, different types of factories, private
insurance companies, other private companies and cyber caps, etc in this block. Therefore,
somewhat more tribal people are usually educated in upper primary, secondary and higher
secondary and higher education and they are employed in the private employment sector
compared to the government sector. Regarding both government and non-government jobs, it
is said that very few tribal people generally educated in upper primary, secondary, higher
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secondary and higher education and they are employed in government and non-government
employment sectors compared to other employment sectors.
Therefore, the education and employment status of the tribal people in the Kaliachak region
(Kalichak block-I, II & III) is almost the same. But the only difference is that the rate of private
jobs in the Kaliachak-III block is higher than the rate of government jobs which are not
available in Kaliachak-I and Kaliachak-II Block.
6.2.16 Rural areas of Malda district
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Source: SSM in Malda, AISHE & GBU, 2012-16.
Source: Field Survey by the Researcher, 2012-16.
Fig. 6.16a & 6.16b Comparison of Education and Employment Status of the Rural areas in Malda district.

Fig. 6.16a & 6.16b shows that the rates of pre-primary (19.23 percent), primary (35.13 percent),
upper primary (14.86 percent) and secondary (19.11 percent) education in rural areas of Malda
district are higher than other education levels. On the other hand, the rates of cultivation (13.37
percent), agricultural laborers (21.36 percent), non-agricultural laborers (20.34 percent) and
home-based workers (26.98 percent) in rural areas are higher compared to other employment
sectors. Therefore, most tribal people in rural areas of Malda district are generally educated in
pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they work as cultivators,
home-based workers, agricultural laborers and non-agricultural laborers.
Again, in the rural areas such as higher secondary (6.09 percent), undergraduate (3.07 percent),
post-graduate (0.99 percent), professional and technical (1.52 percent) education rates are
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lower than other education levels, in the same way, in rural areas, the rates of business (7.87
percent), government (6.96 percent) and non-government or private (3.17 percent) jobs are also
lower compared to other employment sectors. This means that there is a low rate of higher
secondary, undergraduate, postgraduate, professional and technical education in rural areas as
well as low rates of business, government and non-government or private jobs. Therefore, very
few tribal people in rural areas are educated in higher secondary and higher education and they
are usually working in the business, government and non-government employment sectors. But
some tribal people in the rural area are educated in primary, upper primary and secondary
education and they are employed in the business, government and non-government sectors.
In the rural areas of Malda district has the highest number of home-based workers (26.98
percent) as well as the rate of agricultural laborers (21.31 percent) and non-agricultural laborers
(20.34 percent) are higher compared to other employment sectors. The main reasons for the
increase in home-based workers rate in the rural area of Malda district are bidi binding, silk
cultivation, bamboo work, cane work, textile work, cloth sewing, handwork of various types
of construction of wood and clay, etc.
There is also a high percentage of non-agricultural labours (20.34 percent) in the rural area of
Malda district. The main reason for the high percentage of non-agricultural laborers in the rural
areas of Malda district is that, due to the establishment of different types of factories in the
Narayanpur, Gazol and Kaliachak region, so many tribal people get the opportunity to work as
non-agricultural laborers. Also, they are interested to work as a non-agricultural labourer
because they get the opportunity to work on the railway line, road construction, one-hundredday work and building construction, etc.
The cultivation rate in the rural area of the Malda district is 13.37 percent which is better than
the business, government and private employment sectors. Also, the amount of agricultural
land in the rural area very higher than the urban area. As a result, the rate of cultivation in rural
areas very higher compared to urban areas of the Malda district. The main reasons for the high
percentage of cultivation in the rural area of Malda district are fertile soils, improved irrigation
systems, availability of agricultural labours and market, etc.
The rate of agricultural labourers among the tribal communities in the rural area of Malda
district is 21.31 percent, which is better than the cultivation, business, government and nongovernment or private employment sectors. Also, the rate of agricultural labours in the rural
areas (21.31 percent) very higher compared to urban areas (0.61 percent) of the Malda district.
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Due to good cultivation in the rural area of Malda district, many tribal people are interested in
working as agricultural laborers. Therefore, many tribal people of rural areas of Malda district
are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they are
usually working as agricultural laborers.
The rate of business (7.87 percent) in the rural area of Malda district is very low compared to
other employment sectors except for the government (6.96 percent) and private (3.17 percent)
employment sectors. Also, the number of the business sector in the rural areas (7.87 percent)
very low compared to urban areas (16.68 percent) of the Malda district. The main reason for
the decline in business rates in the rural areas of this district is the lack of necessary
opportunities and facilities for doing business. For example, there is a lack of capital, improved
communication system, dement and market in the tribal areas of Malda district. Therefore, very
few tribal people in the rural areas of Malda district are educated in primary, upper primary,
secondary and higher secondary education and they are engaged in business work.
In the rural areas of the Malda district, the employment rate in the government (6.96 percent)
employment sector is higher than the private (3.17 percent) employment sector. The main
reason is that there are more job opportunities, facilities and security in the government
employment sector compared to the private employment sector. There are opportunities
available to work in the government employment sector, such as Mid-Day Mail cooking, Asha
workers, Usha workers, integrated child development schemes, CVIC volunteers, NVF police,
Government Schools and BSNL offices, etc.
The rate of private (3.17 percent) employment in the rural area of the Malda district is very low
compared to the government (6.96 percent) employment sector. The main reason is that the
low job opportunities, facilities and security in the private employment sector compared to the
government employment sector. Also, the number of private offices in the rural area very low
compared to urban areas of the Malda district. Therefore, most tribal people are less interested
to work in the private employment sector. It means that very few tribal people are educated in
upper primary, secondary, higher secondary and higher education and they are employed in the
private employment sectors. However, the rate of both government and non-government jobs
in the rural areas are very low compared to urban areas of Malda district.
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6.2.17 Urban areas of Malda district
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Source: SSM in Malda, AISHE & GBU, 2012-16.
Source: Field Survey by the Researcher, 2012-16.
Fig. 6.17a & 6.17b Comparison of Education and Employment Status of the Urban areas in Malda district

Fig. 6.17a & 6.17b shows that the rates of pre-primary (12.17 percent), primary (24.13 percent),
upper primary (13.67 percent) and secondary (27.53 percent) education in the urban areas of
Malda district are higher than other education levels. On the other hand, in the urban areas of
Malda district, the rates of home-based workers (30.84 percent), non-agricultural laborers
(28.95 percent) and business (16.68 percent) are higher compared to other employment sectors.
Therefore, most tribal people in urban areas of Malda district are generally educated in preprimary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they work as home-based
workers, business and non-agricultural laborers.
Again, in the urban areas of Malda district such as higher secondary (9.89 percent),
undergraduate (7.51 percent), postgraduate (3.02 percent), professional and technical (2.08
percent) education rates are lower than other education levels, similarly, in urban areas, the
rates of government (11.31 percent) and non-government employment or private (8.48 percent)
jobs are also lower compared to other employment sectors. This means that there is a low rate
of higher secondary, undergraduate, postgraduate, professional and technical education in the
urban areas of Malda district as well as low rates of government and non-government
employment. So, most of the tribal people are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary
and secondary education and they usually work as home-based workers, non-agricultural
laborers and business. But very few tribal people are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper
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primary and secondary education and they are employed in the cultivation and agricultural
labours employment sectors.
In the urban areas of Malda district has the highest number of home-based workers (30.84
percent), as well as the rate of business (16.68 percent) and non-agricultural laborers (28.95
percent) are higher compared to other employment sectors. Also, the rate of home-based
workers (30.84 percent) in urban areas is higher compared to rural areas. The main reasons for
the increase of the home-based worker's rate in the urban areas of the Malda district are bamboo
work, cane work, textile work, cloth sewing, cleaning work, cooking work of hotel and various
types of Handicrafts, etc.
There is also a high percentage of non-agricultural laborers (28.95 percent) in the urban areas
of Malda district. In addition, the rate of non-agricultural laborers (28.95 percent) in urban
areas is higher compared to rural areas. The main reason for the high rate of non-agricultural
laborers in the urban area of Malda district is that, due to the establishment of different types
of factories in the Narayanpur and English Bazar region, so many tribal people get the
opportunity to work as non-agricultural laborers. Also, they are interested to work as a nonagricultural laborer because they get the opportunity to work on the railway line, road and
building construction, etc.
Other than agricultural labours, the rate of cultivation in the urban areas of the Malda district
is lowest compared to other employment sectors. Not only this, the rate of cultivation (3.13
percent) in the urban areas are very low compared to rural areas of Malda district. The main
reason for the low rate of cultivation in the urban areas of the Malda district is due to a lack of
cultivable land. Also, other reasons for lowering the rate of cultivation in the urban areas of
Malda district are due to lack of fertile soil, lack of improved irrigation system and lack of
agricultural labours, etc.
The rate of agricultural labours (0.61 percent) in the urban areas of the Malda district is lowest
compared to other employment sectors. In addition, the rate of agricultural labours in the urban
areas (0.61 percent) of the Malda district is very low compared to rural areas (21.31 percent).
The main reason is that the rate of cultivation in urban areas of Malda district is very low. As
a result, many tribal people did not get the opportunity to work as agricultural labour in the
cultivation sector. Therefore, many tribal people are not interested to work as agricultural
laborers due to the very low rate of cultivation in the urban areas of Malda district.
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The rate of home-based workers (0.61 percent) in the urban areas of the Malda district is highest
compared to other employment sectors. In addition, the rate of home-based workers in the
urban areas (0.61 percent) of the Malda district is higher compared to rural areas (21.31
percent).
Most of the tribal people are forced to work as home-based workers and non-agricultural
laborers in the urban areas of the Malda district due to a lack of opportunity to work as
cultivators and agricultural laborers. Therefore, most tribal people in the urban areas of Malda
district are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they
are usually working as home-based workers and non-agricultural laborers.
The rate of business in the urban areas of the Malda district is 16.68 percent, which is higher
than cultivation, agricultural laborers, government and non-government employment sectors.
The main reason for the high rate of business in the urban areas of Malda district is that there
is an improved communication system, capital, demand and market, etc. Therefore, many tribal
people in the urban areas of Malda district are educated in primary, upper primary, secondary
and higher secondary education and they are doing business.
In the urban areas of Malda district, the employment rate in the government (11.31 percent)
employment sector is higher compared to the private (8.48 percent) employment sector. The
main reason is that there are more job opportunities, facilities and guarantee in the government
employment sector compared to the private sector employment sector. There are opportunities
available to work in the government employment sector, such as Mid-Day Mail cooking, Asha
workers, Usha workers, integrated child development schemes, CVIC volunteers, NVF police,
Government School and BSNL offices, etc.
The rate of private (8.48 percent) employment in the urban areas of the Malda district is less
than the government (11.31 percent) employment sector. The main reason is that, because of
the low job security and facilities in the private employment sector compared to the government
employment sector, most tribal people are less interested in working in the private employment
sector. Therefore, very few tribal people are educated in upper primary, secondary, higher
secondary and higher education and they are employed in the private employment sectors.
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6.2.18 Total of Malda district
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Fig. 6.18a & 6.18b Comparison of Education and Employment Status of the Malda District.

Fig. 6.18a & 6.18b shows that the rates of pre-primary (18.40 percent), primary (35.15 percent),
upper primary (14.72 percent) and secondary (19.15 percent) education in Malda district are
higher than other education levels. On the other hand, the rates of agricultural laborers (19.90
percent), non-agricultural laborers (21.35 percent) and home-based workers (27.49 percent) in
this district are higher compared to other employment sectors. Therefore, most tribal people of
Malda district are generally educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary
education and they work as home-based workers, agricultural laborers and non-agricultural
laborers. Also, some tribal people are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and
secondary education and they are employed in the cultivation and business employment
sectors.
Again, in this district such as higher secondary (6.23 percent), undergraduate (3.54 percent),
post-graduate (1.22 percent), professional and technical (1.59 percent) education rates are
lower than other education levels, in the same way, in this district, the rates of business (8.90
percent), government (7.40 percent) and non-government or private (3.80 percent) jobs are also
lower compared to other employment sectors. This means that there is a low rate of higher
secondary, undergraduate, postgraduate, professional and technical education in this district,
as well as low rates of business, government and non-government jobs. Therefore, very few
tribal people are educated in higher secondary and higher education and they are employed in
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the government and non-government employment sectors. Also, some tribal people are
educated in upper primary and secondary education and they are employed in the government,
non-government and business employment sectors. So, most of the tribal people are educated
in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they usually work as
agricultural labours, non-agricultural laborers and home-based workers. But some tribal people
are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they are
employed in the cultivation and business employment sectors.
Malda district has the highest number of home-based workers (27.49 percent), as well as the
number of agricultural labours (18.90 percent) and non-agricultural labours (21.35 percent) are
higher compared to other employment sectors. The main reasons for the increase in homebased workers rate in this district are bidi binding, silk cultivation, bamboo work, cane work,
textile work, cloth sewing, handwork of various types of construction of wood and clay, etc.
There is also a high percentage of non-agricultural labours (21.35 percent) in this district. The
main reason for the high rate of non-agricultural laborers in this district is that, due to the
establishment of different types of factories in the Narayanpur and Gazol region, tribal people
get the opportunity to work as non-agricultural laborers. Also, they are interested to work as a
non-agricultural labourer because they get the opportunity to work on the railway line, road
construction, one-hundred-day work and building construction, etc.
The cultivation rate in this district is 12.16 percent. Which is better than other employment
sectors (Government, Private & Business). The main reasons for the high percentage of
cultivation in this district are fertile soils, improved irrigation systems, availability of
agricultural labours and market, etc.
The rate of agricultural labours among the tribal communities of Malda district is 18.90 percent,
which is better than the cultivation, business, government and non-government employment
sectors. Due to good cultivation in this district, many tribal people are interested in working as
agricultural laborers.
The business (7.55 percent) rate of the Malda district is very low compared to cultivation (15.00
percent), home-based workers (21.39 percent), agricultural laborers (30.76 percent) and nonagricultural laborers (15.80 percent) employment sectors. The main reason for the decline in
business rates in this district is the lack of necessary opportunities and facilities for doing
business. For example, there is a lack of capital, improved communication system, dement and
market in the tribal areas of Malda district. Therefore, very few tribal people of this district are
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educated in primary, upper primary, secondary and higher secondary education and they are
engaged in business work.
The employment rate in the government (7.40 percent) employment sector is higher compared
to the private (3.80 percent) employment sector in the Malda district. The main reason is that
there are more job opportunities and facilities in the government employment sector compared
to the private sector employment sector. There are opportunities available to work in the
government employment sector, such as Mid-Day Mail cooking, Asha workers, Usha workers,
integrated child development schemes, CVIC volunteers, NVF police, Government school and
BSNL offices, etc.
The rate of private (3.80 percent) employment in this district is much lower than the
government (7.40 percent) employment sector. The main reason is that because of the low job
security in the private employment sector compared to the government employment sector,
most tribal people are less interested in working in the private employment sector. This means
that the majority of the tribal people are more interested in working in the government
employment sector because of less job security, opportunities and facilities in the private
employment sector than the government employment sector.
It is understood from the above discussion that the rates of pre-primary (18.40 percent), primary
(35.15 percent), upper primary (14.72 percent) and secondary (19.15 percent) education in
Malda district are higher than other education levels. On the other hand, the rates of cultivation
(12.16 percent), agricultural laborers (18.90 percent), non-agricultural laborers (21.35 percent)
and home-based workers (27.49 percent) in this district are higher compared to other
employment sectors. Therefore, most tribal people of Malda district are generally educated in
pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they work as farmers, homebased workers, agricultural laborers and non-agricultural laborers.
Again, in this district such as higher secondary (6.23 percent), undergraduate (3.54 percent),
post-graduate (1.22 percent), professional and technical (1.59 percent) education rates are
lower than other education levels, in the same way, in this district, the rates of business (8.90
percent), government (7.40 percent) and non-government (3.80 percent) jobs are also lower
compared to other employment sectors. Hence, the hypothesis is true that Education has a
significant relationship with the employment opportunity of the tribal communities of
Malda. Therefore, hypothesis 3 is accepted.
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6.3 Conclusions
i.

In all the blocks of Malda district pre-primary, primary, upper primary and
secondary education rates are higher than other education levels. Similarly, all the
blocks of the Malda district have higher rates of cultivation, agricultural laborers,
non-agricultural laborers and home-based workers compared to other employment
sectors. Therefore, most of the tribal people of all blocks of Malda district generally
educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education work as
farmers, home-based workers, agricultural laborers and non-agricultural laborers.
Again, in all the blocks of Malda district, such as higher secondary, undergraduate,
post-graduate, professional and technical education rates are lower than other
education levels, in the same way, in these blocks, the rates of business, government
and non-government or private jobs are also lower compared to other employment
sectors. So, very few tribal people of Malda district are educated in higher
secondary and higher education (UG, PG, P&T) and they are employed in the
government and non-government or private sectors. But some tribal people
educated in upper primary, secondary, higher secondary and higher education and
they are working in business, government and private sectors.

ii.

Harishchandrapur-I (19.64 percent), Ratua-I (18.44 percent) and Chanchal-I (16.24
percent) blocks have the highest rate of cultivation compared to other blocks of
Malda district. The main reasons for the highest rate of cultivation in these blocks
are fertile soils, improved irrigation systems and availability of agricultural labours
(Lamburn 1918, Sengupta 1969). There is the availability of agricultural labours in
these blocks because there are most tribal people are very poor (almost 72-79
percent BPL, as per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16). As a result, most tribal
people in these blocks are interested to work as agricultural labours. So many tribal
people of these blocks are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and
secondary education and they are working in the cultivation sector.

iii.

Manikchak (7.29 percent), English Bazar (8.97 percent) and Old Malda (9.03
percent) blocks have the lowest rate of cultivation compared to other blocks of
Malda district. Manikchak block has the lowest cultivation rate compared to other
blocks of the Malda district. The main reason is that every year river bank erosion
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and flood (Bhutni region) by the Ganga river. Also, the rate of cultivation in the
English Bazar and Old Malda blocks is very low compared to the other blocks of
Malda district, the main reason for the decline in the rate of cultivation is flood and
urban-centric. This means that most tribal people in these blocks to work as homebased workers and non-agricultural labours. Therefore, very few tribal people of
these blocks are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary
education and they are working in the farming sector.
iv.

Harischandrapur-II

(35.06

percent),

Chanchal-II

(30.73

percent),

Harishchandrapur-I (30.29 percent), Ratua-I (29.92 percent) and Chanchal-I (28.01
percent) blocks have the highest rate of agricultural laborers compared to other
blocks in Malda district. The main reason for the high rate of agricultural laborers
among these blocks is good cultivation. Due to good cultivation, most poor tribal
people of these blocks are interested to work as agricultural laborers. Also, the other
reasons for the increase in the number (total, male & female) of agricultural laborers
in these blocks are the high density of population (1001-1223 persons per square
km, as per census of India, 2011), most tribal people are very poor (73-79 percent
BPL, as per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16), fewer opportunities for nonagricultural jobs and more distance from Malda town (almost 39-61 km, as per field
survey by the researcher, 2012-16). As a result, most poor tribal people in these
blocks are more interested to work as agricultural labours. Therefore, most tribal
people of Harishchandrapur-II, Chanchal-II, Harishchandrapur-I and Ratua-I
blocks are usually educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary
education and they are work as agricultural labours.
v.

The rate of non-agricultural laborers (30.34 percent) in the Old Malda block is the
highest compared to the other blocks of the Malda district. The main reason for the
highest rate of non-agricultural laborers in this block is that, due to the
establishment of different types of factories in the Narayanpur region. As a result,
many tribal people get the opportunity to work as non-agricultural laborers. Apart
from this, they are interested to work as a non-agricultural labourer because they
get the opportunity to work on railway lines, roads and building construction.
Therefore, most poor tribal people of Old Malda block are usually educated in pre-
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primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they are work as nonagricultural labours.
vi.

The rate of both agricultural laborers and non-agricultural laborers in the Kaliachak
region (Kaliachak-I, II & III blocks) of the Malda district is very much lower than
the rate of home-based workers. Not only that, the rate of agricultural laborers and
non-agricultural laborers in the Kaliachak region is lowest compared to other blocks
of the Malda district. The main reason for this is that there is less scope to work in
agriculture and non-agricultural sectors. Because the rate of cultivation and the
number of factories in this block is very low. As a result, many tribal people do not
get the opportunity to work in these employment sectors. Also, there is a tradition
of Bidi binding and sericulture in these blocks. This means that there are
opportunities to work in the Bidi binding and sericulture sector in these blocks. As
a result, most tribal people are interested to work in the home-based worker sector.
So, very few tribal people in the Kaliachak region are generally educated in preprimary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they are working as
agricultural laborers and non-agricultural laborers.

vii.

The rates of home-based workers in the Kaliachak-I (45.41 percent), Kaliachak-II
(42.47 percent) and Kaliachak-III (41.93 percent) blocks of the Malda district are
the highest than other employment sectors. Not only that, the rate of home-based
workers in the Kaliachak region (Kaliachak-I, II & III blocks) is the highest
compared to other blocks of Malda district. The main reason for the highest rate of
home-based workers in this region is that there is a tradition of Bidi binding and
sericulture. As a result, a large number of tribal people are involved in the Bidi
binding and sericulture sector. Also, the other reason for the increase in the rate of
home-based workers in this region is that many tribal people do not get the
opportunity to work in the cultivation, agricultural labours and non-agricultural
labours sectors. As a result, they are forced to work in the home-based worker
sector. Therefore, most tribal people in the Kaliachak region do not work in the
agricultural labour and non-agricultural labour employment sector, rather they are
more interested to work in the home-based work-employment sectors. So, most
tribal people in the Kaliachak region of Malda district are generally educated in pre-
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primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they are working as
home-based workers.
viii.

The rate of home-based workers (16.91 percent) in Bamongola block is the lowest
compared to the other blocks of the Malda district. The main reason for the decline
in the rate of home-based works in this block is that there is a low number of
handicrafts. The number of different handicrafts, such as bidi binding, silk
cultivation, bamboo work, cane work, textile work, cloth sewing, wood and clay
works, etc is very low in this block. Also, the other reason for the lowest rate of
home-based workers in this block is that there is no tradition of Bidi binding and
sericulture like the Kaliachak region. Therefore, very few tribal people of this block
are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and
they are working as home-based workers.

ix.

The rate of business in the Kaliachak-II, (11.93 percent) Manikchak (10.76 percent)
and English Bazar (9.26 percent) blocks is the highest compared to the other blocks
of Malda district. The main reasons for the higher rate of business in the Manikchak
and Kaliachak-II blocks are that the Ganga river erosion and floods. This means
that the amount of agricultural land decreased due to the Ganga river erosion in
Manikchak and Kaliachak-II blocks. Also, these blocks are not cultivated due to
flooding every year. Therefore, due to the riverbank erosion and the flood of every
year, many tribal people of these blocks are forced to work in the business sector.
The rate of business in English Bazar block is higher compared to another block of
Malda district. Because this block is urban-centered, there is a necessary improved
communication system, capital, demand and market for doing business here.
Therefore, many tribal people of Manikchak, Kaliachak-II and English Bazar
blocks are educated in the primary, upper primary, secondary, higher secondary and
higher education and they are employed in the business sector.

x.

The rate of business in Harishchandrapur-II (3.88 percent), Harishchandrapur-I
(4.21 percent), Habibpur (5.00 percent) and Bamongola (5.88 percent) blocks are
the lowest compared to other blocks of the Malda district. The main reasons for the
decline in the rate of business in these blocks are the lack of necessary opportunities
and facilities for doing business. For example, there is a lack of capital (almost 73-
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79 percent BPL, as per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16), improved
communication system, demand and market in these blocks. Because these blocks
are situated far away from Malda town (almost 41-61 km, as per field survey by the
researcher, 2012-16). Therefore, very few tribal people of these blocks are educated
in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they are
engaged in the business sector.
xi.

English Bazar block has the highest rate of government (11.48 percent) jobs
compared to other blocks of the Malda district. Not only that, this block has the
highest number of private (5.27 percent) jobs in comparison to other blocks of
Malda district except Manikchak block. Therefore, the rate of both government and
non-government jobs in this block is higher than the other blocks of Malda district.
The main reason for the highest rate of government and private jobs in this block is
that different types of government and private offices have been established here,
which is much more than the other blocks of Malda district because of this block
being near the urban-centric. As a result, many tribal people get the opportunity to
work in the government and private sectors. Also, the other reason for the high rate
of government and private jobs in this block is that tribal secondary, higher
secondary and higher education rates are higher compared to other blocks of Malda
district. Therefore, many tribal people of this block are educated in upper primary,
secondary, higher secondary and higher education and they work in the government
and private employment sectors.

xii.

The rate of Government Regular Salaried Workers (GRSW) in the
Harishchandrapur-II (2.68 percent) and Kaliachak-III (3.00 percent) blocks is the
lowest compared to other blocks of Malda district. The main reason is that tribal
secondary, higher secondary and higher education rates in these blocks are very low
compared to other blocks of Malda district. Also, other reasons are that these blocks
situated far away from Malda town (almost 39-61 km, as per field survey by the
researcher, 2012-16), non-improved communication system and there is a low
number of government offices here. As a result, many tribal people in these blocks
did not get the opportunity to work in the government sector. So, very few tribal
people of these blocks are educated in the upper primary, secondary, higher
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secondary and higher education, they are employed in the government employment
sector.
xiii.

The rate of private employment in the Harishchandrapur-I (0.60 percent) and
Habibpur (0.43 percent) blocks is the lowest compared to other blocks of the Malda
district. Not only that, the rate of private employment is not available in the
Harishchandrapur-II (0.00 percent) block of Malda district. The main reason is that
there is no private employment sector established in these blocks due to the nonimproved communication system and far away from Malda urban centre (almost
42-61 km, as per field survey by the researcher, 2012-16). Also, another reason is
that tribal secondary, higher secondary and higher education rates in these blocks
are very low compared to other blocks of Malda district. As a result, tribal people
of these blocks did not get the opportunity to work in the private employment sector.
Although tribal people of these blocks get less opportunity to work in the private
employment sector, which are fewer than the requirement. Therefore, very few
tribal people of Harishchandrapur-I and Habibpur blocks are educated in the upper
primary, secondary, higher secondary and higher education and they are employed
in the private employment sector.

xiv.

In most blocks of Malda district, the rate of employment in the government sector
is higher than the rate of employment in the private sector. The main reason for this
is that there are more job opportunities and facilities in the government employment
sector compared to the private employment sector. Also, there is more job security
in the government employment sector compared to the private employment sector.
For these reasons, most tribal people are more interested to work in the government
employment sector compared to the private employment sector. There are
opportunities available to work in the government employment sector, such as MidDay Mail cooking, Asha workers, Usha workers, integrated child development
schemes, CVIC volunteers, NVF police, Government Schools and BSNL offices,
etc. So, most of the tribal people of the block are educated in upper primary,
secondary, higher secondary and higher education and they are more interested to
work in the government employment sector than the private employment sector.
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xv.

In most blocks of Malda district, the employment rate in the government
employment sector is higher than the private employment sector, but the
employment rate in the private employment sector in Chanchal-I and Kaliachak-III
blocks are slightly higher than the government employment sector. The main reason
for this is that there are more job opportunities and facilities in the private
employment sector than the government employment sector in Chanchal-I and
Kaliachak-III Blocks. Private employment rates in Chanchal-I and Kaliachak-III
blocks are slightly higher than the government employment rate. The main reasons
for this are that there are more private schools, private teacher's training colleges,
offices of different types of mobile companies, motor vehicle showrooms, different
types of factories, private insurance companies, other private companies and cyber
caps, etc in these blocks. Therefore, many of the tribal people of these blocks are
educated in upper primary, secondary, higher secondary and higher education and
they are more interested to work in the private employment sector than the
government employment sector.

xvi.

The rate of cultivation (3.13 percentage) and agricultural labours (0.61 percent) in
the urban areas of the Malda district is lowest compared to other employment
sectors. Not only that, the rate of cultivation and agricultural labours in the urban
areas is very low compared to the rural areas of Malda district. The main reason for
the low rate of cultivation and agricultural labours in the urban areas of Malda
district is the lack of cultivable land. Therefore, most of the tribal people in the
urban areas of Malda district are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary
and secondary education and they are not interested to work in the cultivation and
agricultural labour employment sectors because of poor cultivation. This means that
there is no good farming due to the lack of cultivable land in urban areas of Malda
district. As a result, most of the tribal people in the urban areas of Malda district are
educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they
are not interested to work in the farming and agricultural labours employment
sectors.

xvii.

The rate of non-agricultural labours in urban areas (28.95 percent) is higher
compared to the rural areas (20.34 percent) of Malda district. The main reason for
the high rate of non-agricultural laborers in the urban area of Malda district is that,
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due to the establishment of different types of factories in the Narayanpur and
English Bazar region. As a result, many tribal people get the opportunity to work
as non-agricultural laborers. Also, they are interested to work as a non-agricultural
labourer because they get the opportunity to work on the railway line, road and
building construction, etc. Moreover, population density in urban areas (12627
persons per square km) is higher compared to rural areas (1069 persons per square
km, as per the census of India, 2011) of the Malda district. So, most of the tribal
people of Malda district are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and
secondary education and they are working as non-agricultural laborers.
xviii. The rate of home-based workers in urban areas (30.84 percent) is higher compared
to the rural areas (26.98 percent) of Malda district. The main reason for the high
rate of home-based workers in the urban areas of Malda district is that there are
various types of cottage industries established here. Various types of cottage
industries such as bamboo work, cane work, woodwork, clay work, cloth sewing
work, etc. have been established. As a result, many tribal people get the opportunity
to work as home-based workers. Also, another reason is that compared to both men
& women people in rural areas, most men & women people in urban areas are
working as a servant in any household. In particular, compared to women people in
rural areas, most urban women people working as auntie (slaves) in any household.
Moreover, population density in urban areas (12627 persons per square km) is
higher compared to rural areas (1069 persons per square km, as per the census of
India, 2011) of the Malda district. Therefore, most of the tribal people of Malda
district are educated in pre-primary, primary, upper primary and secondary
education and they are working as home-based workers.
xix.

The rate of business in urban areas (16.68 percent) is higher compared to the rural
areas (7.87 percent) of Malda district. The main reason for the high rate of business
in the urban areas of Malda district is that there are available of advanced
communication systems, high-density of the population (both English Bazar & Old
Malda Municipality, 12094 persons per square km, as per the census of India, 2011)
capital (79.12 percent APL, as per RSBY of Malda district, 2012), demand and
markets. Therefore, most tribal people in urban areas of Malda district are educated
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in primary, upper primary, secondary and higher secondary education and they are
involved in the business sector.
xx.

The rates of both government and private jobs in urban areas (government 11.00
percent & private 8.48 percent) are higher compared to the rural areas (government
6.96 percent & private 3.17 percent) of the Malda district. The main reason for this
is that the rates of secondary, higher secondary and higher education in urban areas
are higher in comparison to rural areas of Malda district. Also, another reason for
the high rate of government and private jobs in urban areas compared to the rural
areas of Malda district is that there are more job opportunities and facilities in
government and private employment sectors in the urban areas compared to rural
areas. Because the number of different types of government and private offices in
the urban areas is higher compared to the rural areas of Malda district. As a result,
many tribal people in the urban areas get more opportunities to work in the
government and private employment sectors compared to rural areas of Malda
district. This means that most educated tribal people in the urban areas are working
in government and non-government employment sectors compared to the rural
areas. In addition, another reason for the high rate of government and private jobs
in urban areas compared to the rural areas of Malda district is that the population
density in urban areas (12627 persons per square km) is higher compared to rural
areas (1069 persons per square km, as per the census of India, 2011) of Malda
district. Therefore, many tribal people in the urban areas of Malda district are
educated in upper primary, secondary, higher secondary and higher education and
they are working in the government and non-government employment sectors.

xxi.

It is understood from the above discussion that the rates of pre-primary (18.40
percent), primary (35.15 percent), upper primary (14.72 percent) and secondary
(19.15 percent) education in Malda district are higher than other education levels.
On the other hand, the rates of cultivation (12.16 percent), agricultural laborers
(18.90 percent), non-agricultural laborers (21.35 percent) and home-based workers
(27.49 percent) in this district are higher compared to other employment sectors.
Therefore, most tribal people of Malda district are generally educated in preprimary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they work as farmers,
home-based workers, agricultural laborers and non-agricultural laborers. Again, in
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this district such as higher secondary (6.23 percent), undergraduate (3.54 percent),
post-graduate (1.22 percent), professional and technical (1.59 percent) education
rates are lower than other education levels, in the same way, in this district, the rates
of business (8.90 percent), government (7.40 percent) and non-government (3.80
percent) jobs are also lower compared to other employment sectors. So, there is a
low rate of higher secondary, graduate, postgraduate, professional and technical
education in this district, as well as lower rates of business, government and nongovernment jobs. It means that very few tribal people in the Malda district are
usually educated in higher secondary and higher education and they do business,
government and non-government jobs. But some tribal people educated in upper
primary and secondary education and they are engaged in the business, government
and non-government employment sectors.
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CHAPTER – 7
RECOMMENDATIONS

TO IMPROVE EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITY IN THE TRIBAL PEOPLE
7.1 Introduction
Before going to the recommendations, it is essential, to sum up, the findings of the earlier
chapters to have a clear idea about the areas of the level of education and employment where
necessary recommendations are appropriate. With this view in mind the following summary of
the conclusion has been made as follows:
7.1.1 Summary of conclusions
i.

Tribal education rates (all education levels) are very low compared to Non-tribal people
of Malda district. Not only that, tribal education standard is very poor than Non-tribal
people of the study area (As per chapter-I, Table-1.1 and chapter-4, Table 4.1 & Fig.
4.1, Table 4.2 & Fig. 4.2, Table 4.3 & Fig. 4.3).
The main reasons for the low rate of education among tribal communities are poverty
of parents, lack of awareness about education, lack of educational institutions in
indigenous areas, wastage and stagnation, failure to enforce child labour law, lack of
adequate number of tribal trained teachers, psychological problems, Indifferent attitude
of tribal parents, teachers & students, engaged in various religious and cultural
activities, lack of communication between teachers and indigenous parents, engaged in
various types of family work, lack of employment, medium of language, lack of
required scholarship and problems of research for the development of tribal education
(As per chapter-4).

ii.

From Pre-primary to Upper primary education levels of ST female students are higher
in education rate than ST male students in most of the blocks but Secondary, Higher
secondary and all higher education levels of ST male students are higher in education
rate than ST female students in most of the blocks of the study area (As per chapter-3
and chapter-4, Table 4.4, Fig. 4.4, Table 4.5 & Fig 4.5).

iii.

The ST female students of postgraduate, professional & technical education level are
not observed in Harishchandrapur-I, Harishchandrapur-II, Chanchal-II, Ratua-II,
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Habibpur, Bamongola, and Kaliachak-III blocks of the study area (As per chapter-3 and
chapter-4, Fig. 3.14 & Fig. 3.16, Table-4.5 & Fig. 4.5).
iv.

All Primary (pre-primary, primary & upper primary) education levels of rural areas are
higher in education rate than urban areas but secondary, higher secondary and higher
education levels of urban areas are higher in education rate than rural areas of Malda
district (As per chapter-3 and chapter-4, Table-4.6 & Fig. 4.6, Table-4.7 & Fig. 4.7).

v.

Among the tribal communities in the Malda district, 34.95 percent are employed and
65.05 percent are unemployed. And in the tribal communities of Malda district, 21.06
percent are self-employed and 78.94 percent are employed. (As per chapter-5, Module5.1 & Table-5.1)

vi.

According to the percentage of tribal employment and self-employment rates of Malda
district, it is found in sequence that 1st position Home Based Workers employment
level (27.49 percent), 2nd Non-Agricultural Labours (21.35 percent), 3rd Agricultural
Labours (18.90 percent), 4th Cultivation (12.16 percent), 5th Business (8.90 percent),
6th Government Salaried Workers (7.40 percent) and 7th Private Salaried Workers
(3.80 percent) employment level has occupied place (As per chapter-5 & 6, Table 5.1,
Fir. 5.1 & Fig. 6.18b).
On the basis of economic activity, the rates of tribal primary and secondary sector jobs
are higher compared to the tertiary sector of the Malda district. This means that the ST
tertiary sector jobs rates are very lower compared to primary and secondary sector jobs
of Malda district (As per chapter 5, Table 5.1 & Fig. 5.1 and chapter 6). Not only that,
the rates of tribal primary and secondary sector jobs are higher compared to non-tribal
people of the Malda district. It means that the rates of tribal tertiary sector jobs are very
low compared to Non-tribal people. As a result, tribal economic condition is very poor
compared to Non-tribal people of Malda district (As per chapter-2, Table-2.16).

vii.

Most of the tribal people in the Malda district have very backwardness in education and
employment sectors than other communities or non-tribal people. This means that most
of the tribal people in the Malda district are faced with different types of problems in
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the education and employment sectors (As per chapter-1, Table 1.1 & 1.2 and chapter4).
viii.

It is understood from the above discussion (As per chapter-6, Fig. 6.18a & 6.18b) that
the rates of pre-primary (18.40 percent), primary (35.15 percent), upper primary (14.72
percent) and secondary (19.15 percent) education in Malda district are higher than other
education levels. On the other hand, the rates of cultivation (12.16 percent), agricultural
laborers (18.90 percent), non-agricultural laborers (21.35 percent) and home-based
workers (27.49 percent) in this district are higher compared to other employment
sectors. Therefore, most tribal people of Malda district are generally educated in preprimary, primary, upper primary and secondary education and they work as farmers,
home-based workers, agricultural laborers and non-agricultural laborers. Again, in this
district such as higher secondary (6.23 percent), undergraduate (3.54 percent), postgraduate (1.22 percent), professional and technical (1.59 percent) education rates are
lower than other education levels, in the same way, in this district, the rates of business
(8.90 percent), government (7.40 percent) and non-government (3.80 percent) jobs are
also lower compared to other employment sectors. So, there is a low rate of higher
secondary, graduate, postgraduate, professional and technical education in this district,
as well as lower rates of business, government and non-government jobs. It means that
very few tribal people in the Malda district are usually educated in higher secondary
and higher education (UG, PG and P&T) and they do business, government and nongovernment jobs. But some tribal people educated in upper primary and secondary
education and they are engaged in the business, government and non-government
employment sectors. Alongside this, there is an almost similar situation in every block
of the Malda district.

7.2 Recommendations to improve educational opportunity in the tribal people of Malda
district
From the findings of the education and employment scenario and their comparison is done in
the earlier chapter, it very clear that tribal people in the difference block of Malda district are
significantly backward in all respect. Therefore, the following measures can be recommended
to improve the Pre-primary, Primary, Secondary, Higher Secondary, Higher Education,
Professional & Technical Education, Women education, rural and urban education status of
Scheduled Tribe population in Malda district. This means that from the field study, discussion
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with tribes of Malda district and after intensive study of the similar works or the peripheral
works done by the different researchers from different regions of India (Bhattacharya 2011,
Chaturvedi 2007, Ghorai 2016, Mandal 2018, Mandal & Bhattacharya 2017, 2018 & 2019, Pal
& Sahu 2016, Sahu 2014 & Sindhu 2014). The following measures can be recommended to
improve the different levels of education, Women education, rural and urban education status
of Scheduled Tribe population in Malda district.

7.2.1 Pre-primary Education (Nursery, KG-I & KG-II)
The real aim of pre-primary education is to make the child fit for education through the sensory
training of the child. But there is a lot of problem in the pre-primary education of tribal areas
of Malda district. The following recommendations have been made to resolve the problems of
pre-primary education in tribal areas of Malda district.
i.

Providing of real-life education

The tribal students will have to provide real-life education in the Primary education level.
Because students will be more interested in learning when teaching their real-life education.
ii.

Tribal teachers

The necessity of local male and female both tribal trainee teachers in their schools.
iii.

Tribal Language

The teaching, learning and examination of tribal students in primary school will be done in
their mother tongue. Because students will be more interested in learning when teaching in
their mother tongue. Moreover, all study materials (TLM) should be supplied in the local
language of tribes for pre-primary education level (Ghorai 2016).
iv.

Increase the amount of government funding

For the development of pre-primary education in tribal areas of Malda district, the amount of
grants given by the central and state governments will be increased. In addition, private
educational institutions should be required to spend the necessary funds for the development
of tribal pre-primary education.
v.

Increasing responsibilities and awareness of the private educational
institutions
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Private educational institutions need to be more responsible, careful and aware for the
development of tribal pre-primary education.
vi.

The increase of awareness of the tribal parents

The tribal guardians of the Malda district will be made more aware of the pre-primary
education. So that they are more interested in sending their children to school (Bhattacharya
2011).
vii.

Increase in the number of schools in tribal rural areas

Pre-Primary Schools are mainly urban centers. This means that the number of pre-primary
schools in rural areas is very less compared to urban areas. The need to take more initiative in
rural areas like urban areas, so that more pre-primary schools are established. Therefore, in
rural areas like urban areas, pre-primary schools will be established.
viii.

Establishment of Pre-Primary Education Development Centre

To develop the primary education of indigenous people of Malda district, it is necessary to
establish a pre-primary education development center at the district, block and panchayat level.
In these centers, there will be training for teachers and guardians on child care.
ix.

Teaching in a healthy environment

In the Pre-primary schools of tribal areas of Malda district, there should be a healthy
environment for the development of education. Students will be more interested in learning
when teaching in a healthy environment. Therefore, teaching and learning processes are better
when teaching in a healthy environment. So that the teaching and learning process is well done.
x.

Teaching on game-based

Most of the time in Pre-primary school is teaching on theoretical subjects. But the game-based
approach is the main method of pre-primary education which needs to be followed. This means
that most of the time in Pre-primary schools will be teaching on game-based methods. Tribal
students will be more interested in learning when teaching the game-based method.
xi.

Providing necessary teaching and learning materials (TLM)

Providing necessary teaching and learning materials for the development of pre-primary
education in tribal areas of Malda district. Tribal students will be more interested in learning
when teaching through necessary teaching and learning materials (TLM).
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xii.

Research on Pre-primary Education

To make the Pre-primary education system more diverse and attractive to tribal students, more
emphasis should be on research. Therefore, in order to improve the Pre-primary education
system of the indigenous people of Malda district, research on Pre-primary education should
be done.
xiii.

Regular school visits by the school inspector

Pre-primary schools in the tribal region of the Malda district have to be regularly inspected by
the school inspector. So that tribal pre-primary education system is improved.

7.2.2 Primary Education (Class I – VIII)
Primary education is the foundation of child education. In the tribal areas of Malda district,
there are many kinds of problems in primary education. To solve all these problems, follow the
following recommendations.
i.

Implement the constitutional guidelines

In the Constitution of India, necessary steps should be taken to implement the instructions
(guidelines) for the development of tribal primary education. For example, Article No. 45
according to the state “free and compulsory elementary education to all children of the age six
to fourteen (6-14) years” (Chaturvedi 2007). According to Article No. 46 provides for “special
care to the promotion of education and economic interests of the scheduled caste, scheduled
tribes and the weaker sections of society” (Sindhu 2014).
ii.

Increase in the amount of government financial allocation

The amount of government financial allocation should be increased for the development of
primary education in the tribal area of Malda district. So that the quality and quantitative value
of this education is increased.
iii.

Selection of realistic curriculum

The primary education curriculum will be created in accordance with the real life of the
indigenous communities of the Malda district. So that tribal students are more interested in
learning.
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iv.

Repair of school house and construction of a new school house.

Most of the primary schools in the tribal areas of Malda district are half-broken and older. All
those schools have to be repaired or otherwise, there should be the construction of new school
houses.
v.

Establishment of new schools in indigenous areas

According to the rules of the Kothari Commission, new primary schools will be established
within one kilometre of the tribal settlement of Malda district. So that indigenous students can
easily go to school and return home from school.
vi.

Emphasis on co-curriculum activities

To make the overall development of the indigenous students of Malda district, the primary
schooling will have to be emphasized on co-curriculum activities (Ghorai 2016).
vii.

Recruitment of an adequate number of trained teachers

The adequate number of trained teachers should be appointed in the primary schools of the
tribal areas of Malda district. So that trained teachers can properly teach the students.
viii.

Providing necessary educational materials (TLM)

To make the teaching system diversified and attractive in every primary school in the tribal
areas of Malda district, the necessary educational materials (TLM) will be provided.
ix.

The teaching of the practical subject

In the primary schools of the Malda district, the teaching of theoretical subjects as well as
teaching of different types of practical subjects should be arranged.
x.

Recruitment of Indigenous teacher

Indigenous male and female teachers will be appointed in the schools of the tribal areas of
Malda district. If tribal men and women teachers are appointed in the schools of tribal areas,
indigenous students will be more interested in learning.
xi.

The teaching of mother tongue

In the primary schools of the indigenous areas of Malda district, education should be done
through the mother tongue. Because mother language is equal to mother's milk, which helps
the child learners can easily learn (Ghorai 2016).
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xii.

Resistance of wastage or dropout

In order to prevent wastage or drop out of primary schools in indigenous areas of Malda district,
necessary counselling from government level should be taken.
xiii.

Regular health check-ups and Mid-Day-Meal arrangements

If there are regular health check-ups and Mid-Day-Meal arrangements for students in primary
schools in the tribal areas of the Malda district, the number of students will be increasing
significantly in schools (Bhattacharya 2011).
xiv.

Applying of Child Labour Act

If the child labour law is enforced throughout the country then the guardians will be forced to
send their children to school. Therefore, the government will have to be more responsible in
this regard (Sahu 2014).
xv.

Regular school visits by the school inspector

Primary schools of the indigenous areas of the Malda district need to be regularly visited by
the school inspector. The school education system will be improved if regular visits to schools
are done (Pal & Sahu 2016).
xvi.

School timetable

The timetable of school will be made according to the workload of tribal communities in the
Malda district (Mandal & Bhattacharya 2017). So that tribal students do not face any problem
in getting an education in school.
xvii.

Holiday

The holidays of school should be arranged according to the tribal culture of the Malda district
(Mandal & Bhattacharya 2018). So that tribal students do not face any problem in learning in
school. This means that tribal students are not deprived of the school education system.
xviii. Motivation programme
The motivation program will be launched in the tribal communities of the Malda district
(Mandal & Bhattacharya 2017). Because if the Motivation program is launched, tribal
guardians will be interested in sending their children to school. And tribal guardians not to be
sending their children to do homework.
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xix.

The attitude of the tribal parents

The attitude of tribal parents toward education should be improved through proper guidance
and counselling.
Finally, it will be said that the government will take such initiatives for the quantitative and
quality development of the primary education of the tribal people of Malda and the general
public will be much more aware of education.

7.2.3 Secondary Education (Class IX– X)
Students of secondary education level will have to be overall developed through knowledge,
understanding, application and skill development. But due to various types of problems in the
progress of secondary education in the tribal areas of Malda district, it has been hampered. The
following recommendations are discussed below to solve these secondary education problems.
i.

Availability of infrastructural facility for the educational institution

Availability of infrastructural facilities for School educational institution, like – school hostel,
classroom, teacher room, common room, seminar hall, game room or sports room, playfield,
library, laboratory, computer room, can tin, toilet, sanitation, different types of teachinglearning materials (TLM), etc for the tribal areas educational institution.
ii.

Teaching through psychology-based methods

In the modern child-centered education system the teaching methods have to be followed
psychology-based. Therefore, indigenous students of the Malda district should give teaching
based on their demand, interest, trend and independence. So that the overall development of
tribal students occurs.
iii.

Textbook supplies

Free textbooks will have to provide for the poor secondary tribal students of the Malda district.
So that tribal students can acquire secondary education.
iv.

Supply of Teaching Aids (Teaching & Learning Materials)

The poor tribal students of the Malda district must be provided free educational equipment or
teaching & learning materials (TLM) or Teaching Aids. So that they can learn very easily.
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v.

Recruitment of Trained Teacher

In the tribal areas of Malda district, there will be a need to appoint the necessary number of
qualified teachers in secondary schools. The teaching process of trained teachers will be
psychological based and reasonable.
vi.

Establishment of School libraries and laboratory

The special initiative should be taken to set up a library and laboratory in every secondary
school in the tribal areas of the Malda district. So that tribal students can learn very easily.
vii.

Provision of student scholarships, or, stipend

Different types of scholarships or stipend will have to provide to poor meritorious students in
the tribal communities of the Malda district. So that due to lack of money, poor tribal students
do not face any problem in achieving the education.
viii.

School renovations and construction of the new school house

The renovation of old schools in the indigenous areas of the Malda district and the construction
of a new school house will be done so that the learners can take education in a healthy and
beautiful environment.
ix.

Regular school visits by the school inspector

Regular school inspection will be done by the school inspector to see whether the teaching and
learning process is being well done in secondary schools in the tribal areas of Malda district.
x.

Give more emphasis on evaluation than examinations

In all levels of education, it is necessary to give more emphasis on evaluation than
examinations. The reason is that the knowledge and skills acquired by the student on a
particular subject are measured by the examination. But in addition to measuring the learner's
knowledge and skills through the examination system, the development of physical, mental,
emotion, mood, and character, etc of students are necessary and those should be measured
through the evaluation system. Because the test is a narrow measurement process but the
evaluation is a widespread process. This means that the examination is an isolated measurement
system, but the evaluation is an uninterrupted or continuous measurement system. Therefore,
a continuous and comprehensive evaluation (CCE) system will be introduced in all levels of
school education. (Chakraborty & Roy 2010).
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xi.

Prevention of Wastage and Stagnation

The amount of wastage and stagnation among the tribal students of secondary education level
in indigenous areas of the Malda district are very high. Therefore, the government will have to
take special measures to prevent this wastage and stagnation (Pal & Sahu 2016).
xii.

Establishment of new secondary schools

In the tribal areas of Malda district, new secondary schools will be established with the increase
in the number of students. This means that new secondary schools will be set up in tribal areas
of Malda district. So that tribal students do not face any problem in learning.
xiii.

Close (stop) of the private tuition

In the tribal areas of the Malda district, teachers of secondary schools will have to stop (close)
their private tuition by taking government steps. Because the teachers give instruction to
indigenous students in the school with their mind, soul and care.
xiv.

Development of co-curriculum activities

Different types of co-curriculum activities should be arranged in the schools of the tribal areas
of Malda district. So that the overall development of the students will be done.
xv.

Social security

Social security of ST students, especially of adolescent girls is of great concern in their
residential schools (Mandal & Bhattacharya 2018). This means that more emphasis should be
given on social security for tribal adolescent girls.
xvi.

Development of transport or communication system

Development of transport or communication system from the tribal residential area to school
educational institution for tribal students in the Malda district. So that tribal students can easily
take education.
If there is a solution to the problems of secondary education in the tribal areas of Malda district,
then there can be a lot of improvement in education. However, there is a need to change the
education system in line with the changing of the social system. Therefore, the standard of
secondary education will improve if the appropriate steps are taken to identify the various
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problems of secondary education and to take appropriate measures to overcome those
problems.

7.2.4 Higher Secondary Education (Class XI–XII)
i.

Increase in the amount of government financial allocation

In order to solve financial problems in higher secondary schools in tribal areas of Malda district,
the amount of government financial allocation should be increased so that the education
infrastructure can be improved.
ii.

Upgradation of secondary school to higher secondary school

In order to solve the problem of admission in the schools of the tribal areas of Malda district,
secondary schools will be upgraded to higher secondary schools. Also, there are no higher
secondary schools in tribal areas where new high schools are to be established.
iii.

Update of Curriculum

The curriculum of the Higher secondary education of the indigenous region of the Malda
district has to be made suitable to modern society. The curriculum will be related to the real
life of the indigenous people of the Malda district and diversified. Students will have to develop
this curriculum as a preparation for higher education.
iv.

Recruitment of appropriate qualification and training teachers

Appropriate qualifications and trained teachers should be appointed in the tribal areas of the
Malda district. As a result, the teaching process will become more psychologically and
logically based, which will help in overall development among the tribal students. As a result,
the teaching and learning process will be successful.
v.

Establishment of the residential educational institution

Residential education institutions will be established for the development of tribal education in
the backward areas of the Malda district (Mandal & Bhattacharya 2018).
vi.

Teaching through mother tongue

The Mudaliar Commission (Secondary Education) of India (1952-53), the Kothari Commission
(1964-66), National Education Policy (1986) and other education commissions recommended
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the education will be given of children through mother tongue in the school education level.
All these Education Commissions and Education Policy have been recommended that in the
especially primary education level, teachers will be given the education of children through
their mother tongue (Mandal & Bhattacharya 2018).
For the recognition of Santali language in the education system on 22/05/018 a large movement
of the indigenous people of Malda district. In this movement, the indigenous people of Malda
district and other districts have blocked the railways and national highway. Therefore,
indigenous students will have to teach through their mother language. (Sambad Uttar Banga
2018).
vii.

Establishment of Suitable Laboratory

For the education of higher secondary schools, especially in the Department of Science, the
proper laboratory will be set up. So that students can easily learn about science subjects.
viii.

Providing more vocational education

Higher Secondary Schools in the indigenous areas of the Malda district will have to provide
general education as well as more vocational education. The main reason for the expansion of
vocational education will be to make the future life of the students self-reliant.
ix.

Establishment of library

Higher Secondary Education Level is preparation for higher education, so students are given
more emphasis to the study. For this reason, it is absolutely necessary to establish a library in
every higher secondary school in the tribal region of the Malda district.
x.

Reforms of the examination system and started of the evaluation system

The examination system should be improved in the higher secondary education level and the
evaluation system should be started. This means that a continuous and comprehensive
evaluation (CCE) system should be started in all levels of school education. The overall
assessment of student competency will be possible through the continuous and comprehensive
evaluation (CCE) system.
xi.

Good management system

To make the school education system fair and beautiful, the administration must be more
humane and active. If necessary, more emphasis will be on inspection by the school inspectors.
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From the above discussion, it is clearly understood that to solve the problem of higher
secondary education level in the tribal areas of Malda district, the above recommendations will
be given emphasize. As a result, the higher secondary education system will become more
attractive, realistic and diverse to the students.

7.2.5 Higher Education
The next level of higher secondary education is called Higher Education. There are many kinds
of problems in higher education in tribal areas of Malda district. The following
recommendations for resolving these issues are discussed below. This means that the following
recommendations for the development of higher education are discussed below:
i.

Increase in the amount of government allocation

The amount of government allocation should be increased for the improvement of the higher
education of indigenous people of Malda district. So that their higher education system is
improving.
ii.

Establishment of higher educational institutions in tribal areas

Higher educational institutions should be established near the tribal areas of Malda district. So
that tribal students will be benefited immensely.
iii.

Improvement of the communication system

The communication system has to be Improved from tribal regions to higher education
institutions. So that tribal students can easily travel from home to higher education institutions
and they can earn a higher education (Mandal & Bhattacharya 2017).
iv.

Establishment of high-quality libraries and laboratories

For improving the quality of higher education of the indigenous people of Malda district, the
necessary number of high-quality libraries and laboratories should be set up along with the
establishment of new colleges and universities in the areas of tribal people.
v.

Awareness

Providing awareness to the tribal families about the higher education facilities providing by the
government (Mandal & Bhattacharya 2017). So that tribal students are more interested in
higher education.
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vi.

Provision of Part-time education

To provide higher education to all the tribal students of Malda district the part-time education
system can be started besides the regular education system. For those indigenous students who
do not get regular education in colleges and universities because of day time involvement in
jobs or services, the part-time education system will be started for them. The government will
have to take action in this regard. Also, indigenous people need to be more aware of higher
education. For this reason, some distance education centers and open higher education centers
to be set up in the Malda district.
vii.

Provision of scholarship

All poor meritorious tribal students of the Malda district should get scholarships for higher
education. Thus, did not face any problem due to the lack of money to earn their education.
viii.

Reservation Policy

All government and non-government higher education institutions managed and approved
(recognized and affiliated) by the government will have to start the reservation system for
admission of indigenous students. This reserve system will be implemented according to the
rules of the central and state government.
ix.

Inspection of higher education institutions

To improve the quality of the higher education of the indigenous people, all the colleges of
Malda district and Gour Banga University will have to emphasize on the inspection system.
x.

Recruitment of Qualified teachers

All the higher education institutions in the Malda district will have to appoint tribal and nontribal qualified teachers. Different types of workshops and seminars have to be organized to
improve the quality of teachers.
xi.

Providing vocational and technical education

In order to reduce the crowds of students at general higher education levels in the Malda
district, some tribal students will have to provide vocational, professional and technical
education after higher secondary education.
xii.

Providing special opportunities and facilities for research work
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The government will have to give special opportunities and facilities to the tribal students of
the Malda district who are more interested in the research work. Different types of scholarships
will be provided for their research work. So that tribal scholars do not stop the work of research
for lack of money.
So, from the above discussion, it is said that higher education is the key to the national
development of any country. Therefore, if the above recommendations are implemented with
importance, the quality of the higher education of the indigenous people will develop.

7.2.6 Professional and Technical Education
i.

Awareness

About the professional and technical education, the tribal people of the Malda district have to
be made aware (Mandal & Bhattacharya 2017). So that the tribal students are interested in
taking professional and technical education.
ii.

Residential educational institution

Established the residential professional & technical educational institution for the tribal
backward area. So that tribal students of Malda district can take professional and technical
education.
iii.

Reservation Policy

All government and non-government Professional and Technical education institutions
managed and approved (recognized and affiliated) by the government will have to start the
reservation system for admission of the tribal students. This reservation system will be
implemented according to the rules of the central and state government.
iv.

The teaching of regional language or mother tongue

In the professional and technical education institutions, indigenous students will be given
education through regional language or their mother tongue. If indigenous students get the
opportunity to learn through regional language or mother tongue, they will be more interested
in this level of education.
v.

Arrangements of Employment

The tribal students after learning from the professional and technical educational institutions,
so that the students are not unemployed, special attention should be given. This means that
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these educational institutions will have to provide employment opportunities to indigenous
students.
vi.

Provide of government funding

Government money should be provided to solve problems of professional and technical
education institutions so that educational institutions can buy the necessary modern equipment
and improve education infrastructure. As a result, the professional and technical education
system of indigenous people will improve.
vii.

The Need for Good planning

Provide professional and technical education in a well-planned manner. The professional and technical
education system to be arranged in educational institutions keeping in mind the needs of the current
issues and the needs of the future.

viii.

Coordination with different levels of education

It is necessary to coordinate among the professional and technical education institutes with
different levels of education (Mandal & Bhattacharya 2018). This means that necessary to
coordinate among the professional and technical education institutes with different levels of
general education.
ix.

The arrangement of training and refresher course

The training and refresher courses will be provided for the working teachers in these
educational institutions.
x.

Advanced workshops and laboratories

These educational institutes require advanced workshops, libraries and laboratories to provide
modern professional and technical education. Through this, the students will be able to acquire
advanced knowledge and skills (Mandal & Bhattacharya 2018).
xi.

Recruitment of Qualified Teacher

Appropriate qualified tribal teachers should be appointed in the professional and technical
education institutions (Mandal & Bhattacharya 2018). So that tribal students of Malda district
are more interested can take professional and technical education.
xii.

Provision of scholarship
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All poor meritorious indigenous students of the Malda district will have to pay scholarships for
professional and technical education. So that the poor meritorious indigenous students did not
face any problem due to the lack of money to earn their education.
xiii.

Establishment of research centers

A research center will be set up to improve the quality of professional and technical education.
Apart from this, different types of scholarships will be provided by the central and state
governments to create interest in research among tribal students.
xiv.

Education Policy

Formation of a separate Professional & Technical education policy for tribal people of Malda
district.
It will be possible to improve the quantitative and quality standards of this education if the
above recommendations are implemented to solve the problems of the professional and
technical education of the Malda district.
7.2.7 Improvement measure of tribal women education in Secondary, Higher
Secondary and Higher Education levels.
i.

Prevention of child marriage

Most of the indigenous women of the Malda district get married before they complete
secondary and higher education, so they are bound to family life. This means that child
marriage in tribal areas of the Malda district is a major problem or obstacle on the path of
progress of their education. Therefore, child marriage has to be stopped by taking various types
of government measures for the progress of education among indigenous women (Mandal
2018).
ii.

Awareness of women education

Among the most indigenous communities in the Malda district, there is a lack of awareness
about women’s education. There was no improvement in education among them due to the lack
of awareness about women’s education. Therefore, the indigenous community of the Malda
district has to be made aware of women's secondary, higher secondary and higher education.
So that tribal women students can take secondary, higher secondary and higher education. If
indigenous women students can take secondary, higher secondary and higher education then
indigenous society will improve.
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iii.

Establishment of women education institutions

There is a lack of women education institutions in all blocks of the district of Malda, especially
near the indigenous settlement areas. This means that there is a shortage of secondary, higher
secondary and higher education institutions for the improvement of women's education in
nearby places of the tribal settlement area. Therefore, women education institutions will be
established in the tribal areas of the Malda district for the development of women's education.
iv.

Establish a suitable infrastructure for women's education

There is a lack of appropriate infrastructure in secondary, higher secondary and higher
education institutions for the education of indigenous women of Malda district. The lack of
interest in education among indigenous women students due to lack of adequate library,
laboratory, hostel, computer room, playground and sanitation system, etc in these secondary,
higher secondary and higher educational institutions. Therefore, appropriate educational
infrastructure will be set up to improve the education of indigenous women. So that indigenous
female learners do not face any problem in learning.
v.

Provision of necessary scholarship

Most of the tribal women students in the Malda district are very poor. Due to the poverty of
indigenous women, there has been no improvement in secondary, higher secondary and higher
education among them. Therefore, the scholarship will be provided for the improvement of
secondary, higher secondary and higher education among indigenous women students (Mandal
2018). So that the education of indigenous women students is not stopped for lack of money.
vi.

Increased communication among less educated and highly educated women
students

Among the most indigenous communities in the Malda district, it is found that lack of
communication between low educated and highly educated women students. As a result, less
educated female students are not interested in taking secondary, higher secondary and higher
education. Therefore, to improve women’s education among the indigenous communities of
Malda district, improve communication between less educated and highly educated female
students. This means that to improve their education system through the exchange of views
(opinion) between less educated and highly educated women.
vii.

Free from social conservatism and superstition
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Indigenous women students are kept away from secondary, higher secondary and higher
education for social conservatism and superstition. As a result, the rate of education of
indigenous women students of the Malda district is very low compared to male students.
Therefore, in order to improve the education of indigenous communities, indigenous women
should be free from social conservatism and superstition (Mandal & Bhattacharya 2019).
In addition, indigenous women students will be given social protection. This means that they
do not have any bad effects on them. Also, in the indigenous community of the Malda district,
a prejudice-free attitude should be developed so that indigenous women students can take
secondary, higher secondary and higher education.
viii.

Recruitment of Trained female director and teacher

There is a lack of an adequate number of trained female directors and educators for the
development of secondary, higher secondary and higher education of tribal women in the
educational institutions of Malda district. Therefore, the trained female director and teacher for
the improvement of the tribal women education should be appointed (Mandal & Bhattacharya
2019). So that they can better manage the education system of indigenous women and they can
better teach indigenous women students.
ix.

Social Security

Many tribal women students could not earn secondary, higher secondary and higher education
due to the lack of social security for tribal women students. Therefore, for the improvement of
indigenous women’s education, social security needs to be provided to indigenous women
students. This means that social security needs to be provided in respect of secondary, higher
secondary and higher education for the tribal women students of Malda district. So that they
do not face any problem in learning.
x.

Free from family work

Most indigenous women students in the Malda district are involved in various types of work in
their own homes. For example, they have to work under the supervision of younger siblings,
assist in agriculture and livestock, etc. For this reason, obstacles are being created to achieve
their secondary, higher secondary and higher education. Therefore, to improve the secondary,
higher secondary and higher education system of indigenous women, women students have to
be free from the responsibilities of family work. So that they can study independently and well.
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xi.

Free from different types of cultural and religious activities

Most of the tribal women students of the Malda district are always engaged in various cultural
and religious activities. For this reason, most indigenous women students cannot acquire
secondary, higher secondary and higher education. Therefore, for the improvement of
secondary, higher secondary and higher education among indigenous women students, they
have to abstain from different types of cultural and religious activities.
xii.

Needs of Healthy Health

In order to live well in any environment other than the education environment, a person needs
a healthy body and a healthy mind. Without a healthy body, there is never a healthy mind.
Therefore, for the improvement of secondary, higher secondary and higher education, tribal
women students will have to develop healthy health (Mandal & Bhattacharya 2019).
xiii.

Freedom of women students, or, Women's opinion

The tribal women students of Malda district will have to emphasize their desire and reluctance
or opinion or independence in respect of secondary, higher secondary and higher education. So
that tribal women students can take education.
xiv.

Appropriate planning

Appropriate plans should be taken for the improvement of secondary, higher secondary and
higher education among the tribal women students of Malda district. So that the secondary,
higher secondary and higher education among tribal women students of Malda district is
improved.
xv.

Establishment of research centers

The research centers should be established for the improvement of secondary, higher secondary
and higher education among the indigenous women people of Malda district.
xvi.

Employment Opportunity

Employment opportunities for educated indigenous women in the Malda district will be
provided. If indigenous women students get employment, they will become self-reliant and
will create interested in learning among them. So that tribal women students can earn education
by earning money.
xvii.

Provision of open and distance education
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The part-time education system will be provided for the tribal women students of the Malda
district. Many tribal women students cannot take full-time education for social and economic
reasons. For them, the part-time education system will be provided. This means that open and
distance education system will be started for the development of tribal women education of
Malda district.
xviii. Cooperation of women association
Women's organization has played a role in the promotion and development of women's
education. For this reason, women's organizations need to cooperate for the promotion and
development of indigenous women's education in the Malda district. Also, women
organizations need to take various steps if necessary (Mandal & Bhattacharya 2019).
xix.

Provision of Government financial aid

The central and state governments should be provided financial assistance for the development
of secondary, higher secondary and higher education among tribal women students of Malda
district. Also, the Central and State Governments should be given other help for the
development of education, so that there is no problem in the development of their education.
xx.

Provision of the facility for working people

Every person employed in the education of indigenous women of the Malda district should be
given more facilities. So that they are more interested in working for the development of
indigenous women's education.
At the end of the study, it is found that all the problems of the Malda district and India are the
main reasons - the excess of the population than the total property of our country. Again, the
main way to solve all the problems in education. When people are educated, they will learn to
judge good and bad, so that they will throw away evil and accept good. As a result, national
solidarity, internationalism, secularism, and democracy will be seen in the country. The great
dream of Swami Vivekanand, "India will again take the best seat in the world meeting", then
it will be really successful and implemented.

7.2.8 Recommendations for the development of primary education in urban areas of
Malda district.
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i.

Development of friendship between tribal and non-tribal classmates or
students.

The friendship between tribal and non-tribal classmates or students will be developed in the
primary schools of the urban areas of Malda district. So that tribal students are interested in
learning.
ii.

Reduce education costs in private schools

The cost of education in private schools in the urban areas of the Malda district should be
reduced so that tribal students can take education. The government has to take this action in
this regard.
iii.

Development of good relations between parents and teachers

The good relationship between the indigenous parents and teachers of the urban areas of the
Malda district should be developed. So that indigenous parents are interested in sending their
children to school.
iv.

Stop of child labour

Most indigenous people in the urban areas of Malda district are very poor. For this reason, most
indigenous parents send their children to work as laborers in different types of work to earn
their family income at an early age. So, before completing elementary education, send their
children to various workplaces to earn their family income. As a result, all indigenous children
cannot acquire primary education. Therefore, in order to educate indigenous children in the
urban areas of Malda, child labor should be stopped.
v.

Development of home education environments in slum areas

Most of the indigenous people of the Malda district are living in the slums area. As a result, the
education environment in their homes is not good. Most of the indigenous students are not
interested in learning because the home environment is not good. Therefore, the education
environment of the slum area of Malda district should be developed by the government.
vi.

Increase of awareness

Indigenous people of slums in the Malda district have to be made aware of education. So that
indigenous people send their children to school and the students are interested in learning.
vii.

Scholarships and other facilities
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Poor tribal students in the urban areas of the Malda district will have to provide different types
of scholarships and other facilities. So that tribal students in urban areas of Malda district do
not face any problem in taking education and they are interested in learning.
viii.

Research centre

Establishment of Tribal Education Research Centre (all education purpose) for Development
of Tribal Community in Malda district.

7.2.9 Recommendation for the development of tribal Secondary, Higher Secondary and
Higher Education status in the rural areas of Malda district
i.

Establishment of educational institutions in tribal rural areas

The secondary, higher secondary and higher educational institutions should be established near
the tribal rural areas of Malda district. So that tribal students of rural areas can easily take
education.
ii.

Providing loans to rural indigenous people

Most indigenous guardians in the rural of the Malda district are very poor. Secondary, Higher
Secondary and Higher Education are very costly. For this expensive education system, most
tribal parents cannot provide secondary, higher secondary and higher education for their
children. Therefore, rural indigenous people will have to provide loans for agriculture, small
industries, business, livestock and other activities, so that their financial condition improves
slightly and so that they can achieve an education.
iii.

Awareness of education

Most tribal people in rural areas of the Malda district have a lack of awareness about secondary,
higher secondary and higher education. Therefore, the tribal people of rural areas in the Malda
district will be made aware of secondary, higher secondary and higher education. So that they
are interested in learning.
iv.

Close of child marriage

Most of the indigenous students in the rural areas of the Malda district have a tradition of
childhood marriage. It means that before getting a secondary and higher education, most of the
indigenous students get married. As a child marriage, most of the indigenous students have
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become involved in family work. As a result, most tribal students cannot acquire secondary
and higher education. Therefore, to educate them, child marriage will be stopped by taking
different types of government measures. Also, child marriage should be stopped by making
awareness of the tribal people about education.
v.

Provision of employment

Most of the Indigenous students do not show interest in taking education because of the lack
of employment opportunities for the tribal students in the rural areas of Malda district. Because
of the lack of employment guarantee after accepting secondary and higher education
indigenous students are not interested in learning. Because if indigenous students were
employed, they would become self-reliant and they could take up secondary, higher secondary
and higher education. If providing the employment by the government to indigenous students
of Malda district, they will be self-reliant and become interested in taking education.
vi.

Free from social conservatism and freedom

There is a lack of social conservatism and independence in rural areas compared to urban areas
for the education of both tribal men and women people. There is a lack of social conservatism
and freedom especially in the education of young women. Because of this social conservatism
and lack of independence, many indigenous students are not interested in learning. Therefore,
tribal students of the Malda district should be free from social conservatism in respect of
secondary, higher secondary and higher education and they have to give freedom. So that they
can take up secondary, higher secondary and higher education.
vii.

Development of communication

The communication system from tribal rural areas to secondary, higher secondary and higher
education institutions will have to be developed. So that indigenous students can easily travel
from home to educational institutions and from educational institutions to home.
viii.

Increase in the amount of government financial allocation

For the improvement of secondary, higher secondary and higher education in the tribal rural
areas of the Malda district, the amount of government allocation should be increased so that
their education system improves.
ix.

Set up high-quality libraries and laboratories
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For improving the quality of secondary, higher secondary and higher education of the
indigenous people in the rural areas of Malda district, the necessary number of advanced
libraries and laboratories should be set up in their educational institutions.
x.

Provision of Part-time education

To provide higher education to all the students, the regular education system and as well as the
part-time education system should be started. For those indigenous students who do not get
regular education in colleges and universities, the part-time education system should be started
for them. The government will have to take action in this regard. Also, indigenous people need
to be more aware of higher education. For this reason, some distance education centers and
open higher education centers should be set up in the Malda district.
xi.

Provision of scholarship

All poor meritorious indigenous students of the Malda district will have to pay scholarships for
secondary and higher education. So that the poor meritorious indigenous students did not face
any problem due to the lack of money to earn their education.
xii.

Inspection of educational institutions

For improving the quality of education of indigenous people, emphasis should be given on
inspection of all secondary, higher secondary and higher educational institutions in the tribal
areas of Malda district.
xiii.

Appointment of qualified teachers

All the secondary, higher secondary and higher education institutions in the indigenous region
of Malda district will have to appoint qualified teachers. Different types of workshops and
seminars have to be organized to improve the quality of teachers.
xiv.

Establishment of research centers

Research centers should be set up for improving the secondary, higher secondary and higher
education of the tribal people in rural areas of the Malda district. This means that the
Establishment of Tribal Education Research Centre (all education purposes) for the
Development of Tribal Community in the Malda district.
xv.

Education Policy
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Formation of separate tribal education policy (all education purposes) for the development of
tribal people in the Malda district.
So, from the above discussion, it is said that education is the key to the national development
of any country. Therefore, if the above recommendations are implemented with importance,
the quality of secondary, higher secondary and higher education of the rural indigenous people
of Malda district will improve.

7.3 Recommendations to improve employment opportunities in the tribal people of the
Malda district.
7.3.1 Recommendation for the improvement of Home-Based Workers (HBW)
i.

Provision of Loans

The poor tribal home-based workers of the Malda district will have to provide financial loans for various
types of cottage industry and handicrafts by the Central and State Governments. So that the tribal people
do not face any financial problems to do home-based work.
ii.

Selling at a fair price

Different types of cottage industries and handicrafts manufactured products, produced by tribal homebased workers in the Malda district should be selling at fair prices. So that they get a fair price to sell
their products.
iii.

Provision of training

The poor tribal home-based workers in the Malda district should be provided training in various types
of cottage industries and handicrafts. So that they can do this task very easily.

7.3.2 Recommendation for the improvement of Cultivation
i.

Providing financial loans for agriculture purpose

The poor tribal farmers of the Malda district should be given financial loans for agricultural purposes
by the central and state government. So that they do not face any financial problems for farming.
ii.

Supply of High-quality Seeds, Chemical Fertilizers, Pesticides and Irrigation Systems.

The Central and the State Government should provide high-quality seeds, pesticides and chemical
fertilizers to the poor tribal farmers of Malda district for better quality agriculture. Also, the government
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should take initiative to provide an improved irrigation system for the tribal people for better cultivation
practice.
iii.

Fair prices on agricultural crops

The government needs to take necessary measures for poor tribal farmers to get fair prices on
agricultural crops. If they get fair prices on agricultural crops, then they will be interested in
farming.
iv.

Conservation of perishable agricultural crops

The government will have to take steps to protect the crops which are wasted. This means that
the refrigeration of the perishable crops should be arranged. So that the crop can be used during
the deficiency.
v.

Training for agriculture

The tribal farmers of the Malda district should be provided training by the government for
agricultural purposes. So that they can farm well. This means that farmers can make high
yielding farming.

7.3.3 Recommendation for the improvement of Business
i.

Providing financial loans

The poor tribal people of the Malda district should be given financial loans for the business
purpose by the government. So that they do not face any financial problems to do business.
That means they can do business very well.
ii.

Give the license

The poor tribal people of the Malda district will have to give licenses to do business by the
government. So that they can easily do business.
iii.

Provision of insurance to tribal traders and business material

The tribal businessmen of the Malda district will have to provide insurance for the business
purposes by the government. This means that tribal traders of the Malda district will have to
provide insurance on business material. So that they are more interested in doing business.
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iv.

Improvement communication system

The communication system should be developed from tribal areas to the business centre by the
central and state government. Because if the communication system improves then the business
will also improve. This means that if the communication system improves then the
opportunities and facilities will be created for doing business. So that the tribal traders will
have a great advantage to do business. It means that if the communication system improves
then it will be very convenient to buy and sell merchandise products for the traders. Because
of the improvements in the communication system will be beneficial for buying and selling
merchandise products.

7.3.4 Recommendation for the improvement of Agricultural labours and Non-Agricultural
labours

i.

Fixed wages

In the tribal community of the Malda district, a fixed wage should be determined for
agricultural workers and non-agricultural workers. So that they do not work for very few
wages, a rule will be introduced for them. They will be interested to work if they get good
wages.
ii.

Formation of an association

One association or union among the tribal agricultural workers and non-agricultural workers
of the Malda district has to be formed. If there is an association or union among tribal workers,
they will not be deprived of their fair remuneration and will not be oppressed. This union will
create an interest to work as laborers among the poor tribal people.
iii.

Provision of employment by the government

All the poor tribal workers (Agricultural & Non-Agricultural) of Malda district who do not get
work all year, they will have to provide employment by the government at leisure time. For
example, one hundred days' work, road construction work, work at the time of purchase of
agricultural crops by the government, construction of various government buildings and office
work, etc.

7.3.5 Recommendation for the improvement of Government & Private Regular Salaried Workers
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i.

Development of education

The education rate among the tribal people of the Malda district has to be improved. Because
if the development of education rate among tribal people of Malda district will increase the
government and non-government job rates. It means that if the development of the education
rate will increase the opportunity of getting government and private jobs among the tribal
communities.
ii.

Reservation

All types of government and private departments will have to make the reservation system for
the tribal people of the Malda district for employment purposes. Especially in the private sector,
the provision of reservation for tribal people should be started. If the reservation system is
started then most of the tribal people of Malda district will be employed.
iii.

Provision to make contractual and casual workers permanent

All contractual and casual tribal workers in the Malda district have to be made permanent. If the
contractual and casual workers are permanent, the tribal people will be interested in the work. That
means most tribal people will be interested to work if the contractual and casual tribal workers are
permanent.

iv.

Increase awareness about employment

The tribal people should be made aware of government and non-government jobs. Because the
tribal people will be educated when they are aware of the employment and the tribal people
will get jobs when they are educated.
v.

Formation of an association or union

An association or union should be established among the government and the private regular
salaried workers of the Malda district. If there is an association or union among tribal regular
salaried workers, they will not be deprived of their fair remuneration and will not be oppressed.
This association or union will create an interest in working among tribal regular salaried
workers. As a result, tribal employees will be interested to work.
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HOUSEHOLD SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
SL. No. of Household
Household Block

Village/ Mohalla or Ward No.

DATE OF INTERVIEW: Day

Month

Year

HOUSEHOLD NO.
NAME OF VILLAGE/MOHALLA & WARD NO.: _______________________________________
NAME OF THE BLOCK/MUNICIPALITY (In which the Village/Ward belongs): _______________
NAME OF THE DISTRICT: ________________________
NAME OF THE RESPONDENT: ______________________________________________________
AGE OF THE RESPONDENT:
GENDER: (Please tick) 1. Male
SOCIAL CATEGORY:

2. Female
1. GEN

IF ST, SUB CAST: 1. SANTAL

2.OBC

3.SC

4.ST

2. ORAON

3. MUNDA

4. KHARWAR

5. KORA

6. MALPAHARIA

7. MAHALI

8. OTHER

TYPES OF RATION CARDS: BELOW POVERTY LINE (BPL)
ABOVE POVERTY LINE (APL)

PHONE NUMBER:

EMAIL: _______________________________
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EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT STATUS

1
SL
No.

2

3

4

5

6

7

Relation
with Head
(HOM)

Sex
(Please tick)
Male
Female

Age

Married/
Unmarried
M=
Married
UM =
Unmarried

Education
Status

Employment Status
Employed
SelfEmployed

NotEmployed

Employed

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Total
2. Relation with Head of the members, codes: HOM= Head of the Members F= Father, M= Mother, FIL=
Father in law, MIL= Mother in law, GF= Grandfather, GM= Grandmother, SON= Son, SIL= Son-in-law, D=
Daughter, DIL= Daughter-in-law, H= Husband, W= Wife, S= Sister, B= Brother, SIL= Sister-in-law, BIL=
Brother-in-law, NE= Nephew, NI= Niece, U= Uncle, A= Aunt & O=Other.
6. Educational Status codes: PP= Pre-Primary (Nursery, KG-I & Kg-II), PR= Primary (I-IV), UP= Upper
Primary (V-VIII), SE= Secondary (IX-X), HS= High Secondary (XI-XII), UG= Under Graduate
(BA/BSc/B.Com), PG= Post Graduate (MA/MSc/M.Com), PROF&TECH= Professional/Technical (B Ed/MEd,
BBA/MBA, BE/BTech, MBBS/MD/MS & Others) & O=Other.
7. Employment Status codes: Self-Employment- C= Cultivation, B= Business, O=Other. Employed- AL=
Agricultural Labours, NAL= Non-Agricultural Labour, HBW= Home Based Workers, GRSW= Government
Regular Salaried Workers, PRSW= Private Regular Salaried Workers, O=Other & NE= Not-Employed.

8a. Are you satisfied with your education facilities?
If no, do you have any problems/issues? Please Explain

8b. What is your opinion about the development of education? Please Explain

9a. Are you satisfied with your employment facilities?
If no, do you have any problems/issues? Please Explain

9b. What is your opinion about the development of employment? Please Explain

Signature of the respondent _________________________________ Date - _____________
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